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Appendix E includes comments from the public scoping period. Each comment was categorized based on which
issues were addressed within that comment. Duplicates from form letters were included as individual comment
submissions. Identical comments are included once in the database.
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Pascagoula River Drought Resiliency Project ‐ Public Scoping Comments
Comment ID

Comment Topic

Comment

1

Air Quality

A quick Google search for "environmental impact of dams" lets the common man (no rocket scientist) know that damming a
river isn't such a good idea. Damming causes soil erosion, species extinction or dispersal, sedimentation, siltation, and other
affects including polluting the atmosphere.

2

Air Quality

I am including in my printed submission several articles about greenhouse gases coming from lakes. Unless someone can show
that the Big and Little Cedar Creeks‐‐ spring‐fed, shallow, well‐oxygenated streams‐‐ produce a similar amount of methane and
CO2 to that produced by lakes, we are looking at the 2800 acre solution to climate‐change‐induced droughts as actually a
contributor to even more climate‐change‐induced droughts, if more frequent and severe droughts are shown to result from
climate change. In other words, not creating these reservoirs will be better for preventing or mitigating droughts than creating
them. This needs to be looked at in this EIS.

3

Air Quality

Man‐made reservoirs emit CO2 and CH4 as a result of losing a carbon sink as well as organic matter decaying. Flooding an
entire area means the biota would not be able to pull in CO2 and as the biota is under water it will begin to decay. When
organic matter decays, it releases CO2 and CH4. There are numerous scientific studies regarding reservoirs contributing to
climate change. As the project proposed is said to help mitigate the droughts due to climate change, it will only worsen the
effects of climate change. The logic behind this proposal has a massive fault.

4

Alternatives

Scoping Issues that should be examined to include but are not limited to the following: Conservation

5

Alternatives

Our preferred alternative would be the complete abandonment of the project altogether.

6

Alternatives

Opportunities exist for more water conservation measures by the end users of Pascagoula River water withdrawn for industry.
Environmental Assessment Appendix A (2) Section 9.2.1 describes Jackson County Port Authority's Industrial Water System on
page 37. This section reveals that graywater is not being recycled despite some of the JCUA's customers' proposals to re‐use
gray (post‐process) water. Opportunities for water conservation should be exhausted before asking for a new water storage
source such as lakes that will destroy wetlands, submerge farmland and habitat and displace people.

7

Alternatives

There is nothing wrong with the 'No Action' alternative.
There is an existing, less environmentally harmful option for augmentation of low flows in the Pascagoula River‐water releases
from Okatibbee Reservoir in Lauderdale County and from other smaller lakes in the Pascagoula basin. Also, new water
conservation measures are possible at the Jackson County Port Authority and remain to be implemented.
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8

Alternatives

The adverse impact of the project on Cedar Creek (Big and Little) would be lessened and in fact many benefits would probably
result if instead of dams with 100% block of water flow 2 or more low head dams or weirs were built. It should be possible to
keep some flow most of the time into the Pascagoula River and save much the essential micro‐biology.

9

Alternatives

Desalination. This is a better alternative to the permit as presented here. The reason it is not considered by the applicant is
because desalination does not lead to real estate development and bass tournaments and economic gains for George County,
things not mentioned in the permit beyond the "may" establish one or two recreation areas. I refer you to the web address at
the back of my comments "the feasibility of desalina on."Tampa Bay u lity authority has already worked out the way to
produce 25 million gallons of drinking water for $100 million dollars. Although the actual cost in Tampa includes bankruptcy of
a private firm and the utility authority paying an additional $48 million, the most important cost savings over other
desalination projects is perfectly applicable to Jackson County industry. Tampa Bay used a coal‐fired power plant to deliver
needed heat to the desalination and thus saved a huge amount of money. By comparison in California desalinations that do not
use an industrial heat source have had to spend $1 billion for 50 million gallons of drinking water and that, of course, is so
expensive it would not bear comparison to the cost of these two dams which is going to be $120 million if the cost of buying
up property is included, and the need for mining the soil in a search for clay, and all the normal cost overruns that happen with
a project of this size.

10

Alternatives

Obviously the best alternative is to leave the Pascagoula River alone. The flow that exists now from these creeks is exceptional
and nothing that changes these stream beds will guarantee that the amount of water coming from these creeks into the river
will enhance that delivery of water. In fact, all the water that is stored in these lakes is actually water that the Pascagoula
normally would receive and though this is during floods and rain events, there is nothing in this permit application that
suggests that it is harmless to the river to hold those waters back.

11

Alternatives

How has the Pascagoula withstood droughts for hundreds of years? Is there a need for a drought resiliency plan? Are there
other alternatives to this drought resiliency plan?

12

Alternatives

Obviously the best alternative is to leave the Pascagoula River alone. The flow that exists now from these creeks is exceptional
and nothing that changes these stream beds will guarantee that the amount of water coming from these creeks into the river
will enhance that delivery of water. In fact, all the water that is stored in these lakes is actually water that the Pascagoula
normally would receive and though this is during floods and rain events, there is nothing in this permit application that
suggests that it is harmless to the river to hold those waters back.
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13

Alternatives

After evaluation of the information presented by the applicant in support of this permit application and in light of the current
science, the EPA continues to believe that, for the purposes of drought resiliency, the "No Action" alternative is likely to be the
least environmentally damaging practicable alternative for this project.

14

Alternatives

The EIS should include alternatives to this plan. The best alternative (because it is the only one that will not cause the loss of
reputation as the largest free‐flowing river in the lower 48 states) is to do nothing. This project should not go forward.
However, another alternative could be to build the reservoirs, if extra water is proven to help the river to maintain desirable
flow, and set up all the lands around the reservoirs (5000 foot buffer) as undeveloped public lands managed as wild lands with
no more than walking trails and very limited visitation. The reason for restricting the human use of the land around the
reservoir is to ensure that every time the river needs additional water it is actually drained instead of held back to please home
owners or users of a recreational park. Even the water park without real estate development could have some scheduled event
planned a year ahead that would be negatively impacted if the waters were released at the same time due to an unexpected
drought. If the surrounding land is managed as wilderness, it would be control‐burned, managed biologically to maximize a
natural diverse habitat, and there would be absolutely no human footprint that would encourage maintaining water levels, not
even a boat launch.

15

Alternatives

The EA fails to demonstrate that the construction of two new dams is the least environmentally damaging practicable
alternative to address drought resiliency in the Pascagoula Basin. The EA does not provide enough evidence to support the
choice of new dam construction as the best alternative to meet the purpose and need. The EA fails to fully disclose the
environmental damage that would be caused by constructing and operating the reservoirs. An EIS needs to be prepared that
will allow the public to assess alternatives for actually addressing drought resiliency in the basin.

16

Alternatives

Pickering's climate model inappropriately uses the higher of two available pan evaporation rates.
Pickering Engineering and the project sponsors created a model for Pascagoula River flow and evaporation rates to make the
argument that Okatibbee Reservoir water releases are not sufficient to make a significant difference in increasing Pascagoula
River flows during droughts. They used Starkville Mississippi pan evaporation rates in their river flow model instead of
Fairhope, Alabama evaporation rates which were lower, EA p. 39. The climate of George County Mississippi and its annual
rainfall rates and soils are arguably more similar to Fairhope in Baldwin County, Alabama than they are to Starkville Mississippi.
The choice of Starkville evaporation rates plugged greater evaporation values into the model even if it may have avoided
"coastal effects" which was the reason Pickering's contractors gave for using Starkville. Using higher evaporation rates aids the
applicant's argument that Okatibbee water releases are not sufficient to supplement Pascagoula River flow, and bolsters their
justification for building lakes.
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Comment ID
17

Comment Topic
Alternatives

Comment
Opportunities exist for more water conservation measures by the end users of Pascagoula River water withdrawn for industry.
In the 2012 Southeast Mississippi Regional Water Supply Project Application prepared by Pickering for the EPA, Section 9.2.1
describes Jackson County Port Authority's Industrial Water System on page 37. This section reveals that graywater is not being
recycled despite some of the JCUA's customers' proposals to re‐use gray (post‐process) water: " ... the JCPA's Jackson County
Industrial Water System (JCIWS) is a closed loop system to withdraw, transport and treat water from the Pascagoula River.
Regrettably, this design limitation has forced the JCPA to reject some of its industrial customers' proposals to feed graywater
back into the system. The JCPA cannot risk a failure in any one industrial customer's graywater system contaminating the water
supply for all the other customers." (Appendix A‐2 p. 37). Before the Jackson County Supervisors ask on behalf of JCPA for
supply lakes to be built to supplement the Pascagoula River during low flow periods, they should require JCPA to perform the
modifications to their water system to allow existing graywater to be treated and re‐used. Opportunities for water
conservation should be exhausted before asking for a new water storage source that will destroy wetlands, submerge farmland
and habitat and displace people.

18

Alternatives

There is nothing wrong with the 'No Action' alternative.
Pickering repeatedly stresses on EA p. 58 and pages 83‐84 that doing nothing, (the No‐ action alternative) "could harm the
Pascagoula River" and cites climate studies by the Corps of Engineers and the Environmental Protection Agency EPA to makes
this point. However, there is an existing, less environmentally harmful option for augmentation of flow flows in the Pascagoula
River ‐ water releases from Okatibbee Reservoir in Lauderdale County and from other smaller lakes in the Pascagoula basin.
Also, new water conservation measures are possible at the Jackson County Port Authority and remain to be implemented as
discussed below. The Environmental Protection Agency itself, in 2013, recommended that the sponsors further explore the use
of existing reservoirs and water efficiency and conservation rather than going down the path toward building more lakes.
(William Cox of EPA Region 4 to Curt Craig of Pickering January 29, 2013, EA Appendix A part 3). The sponsors ignored this
regulatory agency's advice.

19

Alternatives

Chevron's public relations officer has told me that Chevron has planned to use conservation of water during extreme droughts
rather than any other source if and when extreme droughts cause less water to be pumped from the Cumbest Bluff source of
industrial water.

20

Alternatives

The EIS must investigate other options that are already use to mitigate times of drought including releasing water from the
Okatibbee Reservoir upstream Lauderdale County in times of low‐flow and drought has worked in the past. Would the
proposed dams provide more drought resistance than the current methods?
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21

Alternatives

If existing stored water in the basin could be used, it would remove the need to pay for new lakes and the environmental costs
in building them. The money that would be used to build these lakes could be better spent developing a way to manage
existing sources of stored water in the basin, especially lakes managed by the Pat Harrison Waterway District. Water releases
from them could supplement the river at low flow if the state was asked by industrial water users to make that management
decision.

22

Alternatives

The restoration of wetlands and streams in the Pascagoula Watershed should be investigated to address such drought
replenishment needs, as these provide the same benefit through natural processes.

23

Alternatives

The Environmental Impact Study must address why we would damage this precious resource for the sake of un‐needed
recreational lakes when there are alternatives. Releasing water from the Okatibbee Reservoir upstream Lauderdale County in
times of low‐flow and drought has worked in the past. Don't fix what isn't broken.

24

Alternatives

Anyone who has seen the river change over the last forty years knows that the river is running faster, it is more shallow than
before and it is receiving more frequent saltwater upstream and farther in that direction than in past decades. This is despite
stream flow at gauges actually not changing much in the last 85 years. What has caused this problem is the creation of roads,
ditches, ditched pine plantations, faster runoff in rains to the river and a lowering of the water table because civilization can't
tolerate squishy muddy ground for long periods of me.A solu on that would be a far be er alterna ve to this project and
one that would actually solve the problem: redesign civilization so that roads and houses are elevated, water is allowed to
puddle up and the water table allowed to arrive at the surface of the ground for long periods of time. Concrete‐lined creeks
and ditches would have to be dismantled, channelization would have to be eliminated. This would be a far bigger project than
these pair of lakes but it is what is needed to make the Pascagoula River flow slower and stay more full throughout the year. I
acknowledge this will never happen, but point out that this pitiful drought resiliency project application with lofty aims of
saving the river and endangered species while providing industry with water during dry times is absolutely not going to
accomplish any of these things even if the real estate development and recreation were not added on to guarantee a much
more dry river denied the flood waters that end up held back by these dams.

25

Alternatives

It is obviously my posi on that the proposed project's nega ve impacts far outweigh the posi ve impacts (specula ve and
otherwise) and of course that the need doesn't exist or barely exists.
Many of my comments on the EA addressed the feasibility of this project including but not limited to…
•Constructability and the availability of on‐site clay material
•To meet the "leaky but not too leaky lake scenario
•For dam construc on and dam safety evalua on
•For construc on cost es ma ng
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26

Alternatives

The Environmental Assessment also fails to assess whether water conservation efforts would obviate the need for the project
altogether.

27

Alternatives

If only the second justification was relied on, there already exist ways to supplement the flow of the Pascagoula River during
droughts. One way, the release of water from Okatibbee Reservoir has been tried in the past and such releases can happen in
the future. Additional releases from other lakes and reservoirs in the Pascagoula watershed have not been tried as a
management tool to add water to the river during low flow conditions. Stored water, managed by the state of Mississippi exists
in a number of places in the Pascagoula River's watershed in state parks, MDWF&P fishing lakes, and in Pat Harrison Waterway
District water parks and lake properties.

28

Alternatives

The Pascagoula River's water is a public trust property under Mississippi jurisprudence, and so water from any or all of these
lakes managed by the state of Mississippi is available for release to the Pascagoula River if low flow emergency conditions
happen. If the state decides it is necessary to protect the river's ecology, or to protect industries permitted to withdraw water
for industrial use, it has water stored in a number of places now that it may use. The executive branch of government, through
the Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality, grants permits for withdrawal, and manages dam safety, and the state
currently has authority to manage surface water releases from a number of locations to supply water to the river's main stem if
that becomes necessary. The Pat Harrison Waterway District manages a number of lakes in the Pascagoula Basin that store
water now and doesn't need to build new lakes for this purpose.
Industrial users of water at the Port are not on record asking for lakes to be built to protect them in times of drought or low
flow, so more locations from which to release water don't seem to be necessary to anyone but the project sponsors.

29

Alternatives

It is our opinion that more extensive research must be performed, including a complete and full Environmental Impact
Statement, followed by full and formal public hearings. These actions are necessitated for many reasons, including:
The restoration of wetlands and streams in the Pascagoula Watershed should be investigated to address such drought
replenishment needs, as these provide the same benefit through natural processes.

30

Alternatives

Other drought solutions include education on water conservation, a move towards more sustainable agriculture and
manufacturing, and things along those lines. We, as humans, need to start changing our ways to protect the natural world,
rather than changing nature for our own selfish desires.

31

Alternatives

Headwater Flow Augmenta on from Oka bbee Reservoir and other Basin Reservoirs should be explored without bias in
the EIS. The State of Mississippi and the PHWD have adequate authority to make releases even if they threaten some of the
recreational uses of those reservoirs.
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32

Alternatives

Desalina on Plant ‐ An appropriately sized brackish water or saltwater desalina on plant should be explored in the EIS. It
should be sized in at least one scenario to provide supplemental water and not to replace the JCPUA. (See my EA comments
on this)

33

Alternatives

ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL ‐ Rather than spend $80 million and more for this special interest project that will probably cause
more harm than good. Maybe we should spend $10 million to help George and northern Jackson Counties with a planning
process (and some actual projects) for outdoor recreation and economic development. It should be a bottom up process
involving the public from the beginning rather than a top down process involving the public only after the project is conceived
by a few people. The Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality, Mississippi Department of Wildlife Fisheries and Parks,
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Pascagoula River Basin Alliance, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service are all obvious expert
stakeholders that can work with the two counties to accomplish that.

34

Alternatives

The EA does not adequately identify and assess alternatives to meet the purpose and need. The data that are presented in the
EA do not adequately analyze alternative proposals for drought resiliency.

35

Alternatives

No Ac on ‐The no ac on alterna ve seems like it might be possible to me and should be inves gated.

36

Alternatives

The EA does not provide enough information on project construction and operations. The lack of specific information impedes
the ability of the public and public decision makers to assess the project. The project's operational parameters are unknown at
this point and thus cannot be analyzed until they are publicly available. An EIS needs to be prepared, and the identified
preferred alternative needs to clearly delineate in advance the intended construction and operational procedures. The EA does
not provide sufficient information on how long construction will take, the amount and composition of the fill, how long it will
take the lakes to fill up, especially in light of the porous nature of the soil, how the creeks and river will be affected up and
downstream, or how water storage and release decisions will be made. All of this information needs to be disclosed to the
public in advance of this alternative being chosen as the best way to address drought resiliency in the Pascagoula Basin. At
present such basic information as the optimum balance between surface and subsurface water storage for drought resiliency is
unknown and/or not available to the public. If the purpose and need of this project is truly drought resiliency, then it needs to
be clearly demonstrated up front that the dams will actually store and provide water, but at this time the information that has
been provided to the public does not demonstrate the basic feasibility of the project to meet its stated purpose.
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37

Alternatives

The EA made an argument in Section 1.1.4 that releases from Okatibbee Reservoir were ineffective because they didn't result
in the Merrill Stream gauge appreciably rising above the 7Q10. That appears to not be the relevant criteria for success of that
release. A former Chevron executive has said privately that they were very happy with the release since they received enough
water from the release at the Cumbest Bluff withdrawal point to continue operations and not shut down as feared. This points
to the need for an unbiased evaluation of alternatives (should the drought forecast in the EA be substantiated as problematic
in the EIS.)

38

Alternatives

Have alterna ves to this project been considered, such as construc on of a desalina on plant at Bayou Casso e so that
water can be diverted from the Gulf?

39

Alternatives

In 2000, water was released from the Oka bbee Reservoir into the Pascagoula River in a drought. Is this no longer a viable
option to manage drought conditions on the Pascagoula River?

40

Alternatives

It strikes me that it is pretty obvious that the alternative should be to do nothing. There is already a lake up at Okatibbee.

41

Alternatives

What water conservation programs have been implemented to conserve water during drought events?

42

Alternatives

This project is not in compliance with the MS Coastal Program. All feasible alternatives have not been considered. Far more
questions remain to be answered before any permits should be considered. Sediment loads from the project area will be taken
out of the system, potentially harming downstream wetlands. Filter runoff will be lost. Public funds have been spent to argue
for the projects, but little has been done to study or explain why this project is not in the public interest, is not economically
feasible, and essentially bad for the Pascagoula River and the Pascagoula River watershed.

43

Alternatives

In addition to denying the permit, there is one feasible and viable alternative to this project that should be considered. Because
the stated intent is to ensure or maintain Pascagoula River water flow resiliency during prolonged or severe droughts ‐ use the
funds intended or planned for this project to purchase the land under and around the lakes for conservation in perpetuity. This
would do far more good for the Pascagoula River and its watershed than the proposed lake project could or would ever do. The
land could be purchased by any of the agencies or land trust groups working on RESTORE projects in Mississippi. There are
numerous public, economic, and environmental benefits to this alternative.
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44

Alternatives

It is also clear that maintaining the for profit operations is a primary, if not THE primary concern should the river level drop.
Additionally, a means of adding water to the river should drought occur already exists. The Okatibbee Reservoir contains 46,
538 acre‐feet of water under normal conditions (http://okatibbee.lakesonline.com/). That, alone, is enough water to sustain
river flow of 917 CFS if the river was to completely dry up (a very unlikely scenario) for in excess of 25 days. Nevertheless, in
times when river flow has fallen below the optimal, this supply of water has not been used. To quote from this public notice,
"The Okatibbee Reservoir was not used to augment flows during the post‐2000 low flow events."

45

Alternatives

A full economic impact study was not conducted as part of the EA released in 2015. The Mobile District must do a thorough
economic study including all the alternatives identified in this comment letter's discussion on justification: no action, new lakes,
water recycling, desalination, and use of existing stored water in the basin.

46

Alternatives

Water Eﬃciency and Conserva on ‐ This was barely explored by the applicant's biased EA. The industrial water users
should be surveyed as to their water usage, future needs, water conservation and reuse. Further water reuse/recycling
planned and potential, including grey water reuse by the Jackson County Public Utility Authority (JCPUA) system should all be
explored in the EIS.

47

Alternatives

So… if Chevron needs a more reliable or greater supply of water, they need to build a desalination plant (or some other
system) to supplement the water from the Jackson County Public Utility Authority/Jackson County Port Authority industrial
water system.

48

Alternatives

THE EIS MUST EXPLORE ALTERNATIVES:
•Release water from the Oka bbee Reservoir upstream in Lauderdale County in mes of low‐flow/drought. This has worked
in the past.
•Leave the lake alone and let nature handle drought‐THIS WILL COST NOTHING
•Educate the public about water conserva on in me of drought.
•Recycle of Industrial Water (gray water): There are industries in the Port that would like to put their used water in a loop to
be recycled. No way to recycle used process water back into the loop so it can be treated or recycled. Until this is addressed, no
right to ask for more water.

49

Alternatives

According to Section 230.10(a), no discharge of fill material shall be permitted if a less environmentally damaging practicable
alternative exists. In our January 29, 2013, letter the EPA concluded that it appeared that less environmentally damaging
practicable alternatives to the construction of this project do exist.
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50

Alternatives

My first concern is that the alternatives analysis were not adequately considered and that there are better alternatives for this
project which apparently is to address drought resiliency because of climate change. There are numerous better alternatives
that have not been properly considered.

51

Alternatives

Section 10. LEAST ENVIRONMENTALLY DAMAGING PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVE ‐ I could go on and on about the questionable
premises and speculation that the applicant repeats in this section. So I will take several newly framed statements and
evaluate them.
•The applicant says on page 95, second paragraph "The Recommended Project's Purpose and Need and the LEDPA correspond
with the broader international climate change discussion in the fact that small, but detectible changes in the frequency,
duration and severity of Pascagoula River low flows can have disproportionate environmental, ecological and economic
impacts. As opposed to predicting devastating, widespread 21st Century megadroughts (Cook et al. 2015), or recommending
draconian, emergency measures such as those being implemented in response to California's ongoing devastating drought, this
Recommended Project is a proactive response to what is admittedly a relatively modest, but measurable change in the
frequency, duration and severity of Pascagoula River low flows."
•Yes, we should be glad we aren't in California. But does that mean that this is some de minim is project that we should just
go ahead and approve and pay for?
•The applicant also says a bit further down page 95 "Perhaps most tellingly, the report found that these types of rela vely
small but detectable changes should be considered when evaluating Pascagoula River flow alternations (ICF Jones and Stokes,
Inc. 2009). Drought resiliency is irrelevant to average conditions or even most conditions on the Pascagoula River, instead this
Statement of Purpose and Need and Recommended Project is concerned with those occasions when every single CFS counts
and may be necessary to avert tragic environmental, ecological and economic damage."
•Imagine that! When detailed considera on of minor but cumula ve anthropogenic causes of low flow is a diversion to their
premise or takes the focus from their project to other flow enhancement programs worthy of funding, they ignore those
causes. But when ∙'every single CFS counts'' and is needed to 'avert tragic…damage '' they come to the rescue with their project.
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Sec on 9.4. Desalina on Plant ‐ The applicant goes to great lengths to make this alterna ve undesirable. Among other things,
they:
‐Size the plant to replace all the permitted capacity of the JCPA industrial water system rather than compelling one or more
major customer to build a plant to suit their needs or a plant to supplement only the flows that might be needed to avoid 7Q10
violations. And invoking USEPA's request to consider the 100 mgd replacement approach. This oversized plant would, they say,
also require extensive and expensive modification of the JCPA system.
‐They cite numerous nega ve factors some of which apply to the demographics and customer demands for a potable water
system, not an industrial one.
‐They use their typical doom and gloom language to describe all the nega ves.
‐Going so far as to suggest the specter that "environmental jus ce" issues could arise.
‐They note the fact that a desalina on plant couldn't provide all the specula ve ecosystem enhancements that they
speculatively offer for their project.
‐Ci ng the lack of the applicant's legal authority (that wouldn't apply if the customers built their own plant) even though that
authority could probably be obtained by the JCPA if this alternative were identified to the legislature. The legislature doesn’t'
come up with these authorizations on their own, they respond to requests.
‐As noted above, the cost es mate is too high based on rules of thumb I have found.
There are ownership, sizing and operational alternatives to the applicant scenario in this section. They should still be under
consideration … assuming that the customers will even need that much more water (an important question for which we really
don't yet know the answer.)

53

Alternatives

Section 9.3. Headwater Flow Augmentation from Okatibbee Reservoir and other Basin Reservoirs
‐ I agree with the applicant on the basic history here. But it wouldn't be a bad idea to consider how some revisions of the
Okatibbee reservoir and other PHWD reservoir management plans might accrue benefits to the basin flows and bank storage.
Maybe some of their recreational benefits could be sacrificed for the sake of the basin. I suspect that the applicant interests in
protecting their "legacy lakes" may not be aligned with what is in the best interest of the basin, despite the PHWD's charter.
(And with all due respect to Pote et al.)

54

Alternatives

Sec on 9.2. Water Eﬃciency and Conserva on ‐ The applicant dismisses this because the claim they can't find any public
data to evaluate it. That's not a very in depth evaluation.
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55

Alternatives

Although the Environmental Assessment provides a token discussion of a "water conservation measures" alternative, such
discussion will not be sufficient for the purposes of the environmental impact statement. Prospectively, the Corps must
consider the full range of water conservation measures when analyzing this alternative. This analysis should include state
statutory mechanisms for addressing water scarcity, led by the CEQ, prior to any dam proposal. The Environmental
Assessment states that "private companies are extremely sensitive to the release of information about water efficiency and
conservation measures" and that they are "defacto if not in fact Trade Secrets." These facts alone do not excuse the Corps
from attempting to gain this information as well.

56

Alternatives

Section 9. ALTERNATIVES TO THE RECOMMENDED PROJECT‐ The applicant says '"In addition to the Recommended Project and
the required No Action alternative, preliminary consultations with federal and state resource agencies yielded three other
alternatives to consider relative to the Recommended Project's Purpose and Need.''
‐While it may be true that the agencies suggested alternatives to be evaluated, I doubt that constitutes an acceptance of the
applicant's characterization of the need.
‐Further the applicant determined the parameters of the specula ve need against which the alterna ves would have to
perform. The applicant set the height of the bar. And they may have set the bar too high and in the wrong place.
‐The applicant goes on to summarily dismiss the "no action alternative", the ''Okatibbee alternative" and "Water Efficiency"
and then the other two alternatives because"… neither would provide additional water to sustain the Pascagoula River's
ecological and environmental services during droughts ." This is a criterion that the applicant can only speculate about with
respect to their own project.

57

Alternatives

Should more water be needed for industrial purposes during periods of low‐flow, there are other options (both existing and
potential) that should be explored as part of this process.

58

Alternatives

Given the state's apparent opposition to addressing climate change, it is particularly noteworthy that the purported need for
this very expensive taxpayer‐funded project is to address climate change disruption. The state of Mississippi has not developed
a statewide adaptation plan for climate change preparations. We suggest that one practicable alternative to this proposed
project that should be considered is using the $80 million dollars that constructing the dams is projected to cost to develop a
climate adaptation plan for the Pascagoula River basin.

59

Alternatives

The Office of Land a Water Resources was not consulted on potential alternatives and there may be others that would be less
environmentally damaging.
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60

Alternatives

If the river truly needs water there are several things to consider:
Get rid of the unwanted beavers that continue to erode the banks and cause the banks to cave in and fill the river. Spend the
money wisely and dredge the river making it deeper and creating more water flow.

61

Alternatives

I was raised on the Escatawpa River, and the Pascagoula river, and this project is poorly thought out, environmentally risky,
and much too expensive. If the supporters would simply furnish access, and security, to two nice sandbars, with rest room
facilities, shade, and canoe rentals, the same result would be achieved. That would still be expensive, because road access and
construction, and maintaining rest rooms and pavilions, is very expensive. My guess is that some of that could be privatized,
but there would be an expense, because of vandals and thieves, trash etc. But, this would give you easy, secure, and
comfortable access to the river at 2% of the $80 million dollar expense for design, acquisition etc. We have a good water
supply now, and to claim Lake George is a necessity is just poor science, with a huge price tag. The supporters are well
intentioned, and honest people, probably, but this is just a bad, expensive, and frivolous idea. Thank you for the opportunity to
respond.

62

Alternatives

Also, what water conservation programs have been implemented to conserve water during drought events? Historically, what
impacts have droughts had on the system, socio‐economic, and how often have drought events occurred?

63

Alternatives

Using the purpose and need statement as a foundation, federal agencies are directed under NEPA to "study, develop, and
describe alternatives to recommended courses of action in any proposal which involves unresolved conflicts concerning
alternative uses of available resources...."
The discussion of alternatives is ''the heart" of the NEPA process, and is intended to provide a "clear basis for choice among
options by the decision maker and the public." As purpose and need statement is the main engine driving the alternatives
analysis within a NEPA document, failure to properly define a project's statement of purpose and need will in turn preclude
proper consideration of a reasonable range of alternatives. The Corps must undergo a rigorous comparison of the preferred
alternative (the impoundments and artificial lakes) with other alternatives that achieve the same ends but with fewer
environmental consequences. In this case, the Corps [Note: the Applicant prepared the EA, not the Corps] impermissibly
narrowed the scope of the purpose and need statement, and in turn unlawfully constrained its consideration of alternatives
that would render the EIS an empty formality

64

Alternatives

I do not profess to be a scientist but I believe until many of the questions listed below have been answered this project should
not move forward.
Have other alternatives to this project been considered? What about the Okatibbee Reservoir? Or, a desalination plant that
could be built?
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65

Alternatives

Sec on 9.1. No Ac on ‐ The applicant relies on the USEPA and COE regional climate change reports to conjure dire predic ons
for the Pascagoula. Predictions frequently predicated with words like "could" and 'may." As I have noted, not all these generic,
regional predictions base on climate change models will be applicable to the resilient Pascagoula River. The applicant
definitely didn't want this alternative to seem feasible.

66

Alternatives

In addition, because the proposed agency action in this case is the issuance of a 404 permit, the Corps must comply with
substantive requirements under Clean Water Act § 404(b) (l) Guidelines. The purpose of the Guidelines is "to restore and
maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the waters of the United States through the control of discharges of
dredged or fill material." The Guidelines establish four prerequisites to approval, one of which is the Corps' duty to avoid
significant degradation of the aquatic ecosystem through selection of the least environmentally‐damaging practicable
alternative ("LEDPA"). The LEDP A analysis is typically informed by the NEPA alternatives analysis, but "[o]n occasion, these
NEPA documents may address a broader range of alternatives than required to be considered [under 404 Guidelines] or may
not have considered the alternatives in sufficient detail to respond to the requirements of [404 Guidelines]."

67

Alternatives

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region IV has reviewed the Public Notice, the information contained therein, and
the supplemental information submitted in support of the application for compliance with the Section 404(b)(l) Guidelines
(Guidelines). As the EPA Region 4 discussed in our January 29, 2013, letter to Mr. Curt Craig, Principal at the Pickering Firm
(applicant's agent) the Guidelines presume that less environmentally damaging practicable alternatives exist to the filling of
waters of the United States; that no state water quality, toxic effluent or marine sanctuary violations will occur as a result of
the project; that the project will not result in significant degradation of wetlands and streams on the property; and that any
unavoidable impacts are adequately and appropriately mitigated according to regulations outlined in 40 CFR §230.91 and 33
CFR Parts 325 and 332. These latter regulations are commonly referred to as the 2008 Mitigation Rule (Rule).

68

Alternatives

Li le Cedar Creek is listed on Mississippi's 2014 Sec on 303(d) List of Impaired Water Bodies for biological impairment. The
impaired use is 'Fish & Wildlife'. The impaired segment is in George County from the headwaters to the mouth of Big Cedar
Creek. The applicant should demonstrate the least damaging and most feasible alternative has been selected that would result
in no further degradation especially in relation to the impairment.
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69

Alternatives

If water retention is needed for periodic drought in the Pascagoula Watershed, this EIS should look at the alternative of upland
ponds of no more than 1‐3 acres and up to 3 feet deep as an alternative to these 2800 total acre reservoirs. The advantage is
that numerous ponds with notched flow baffles could regulate thousands of releases toward wetlands rather than destroy
thousands of acres of fully functioning high quality wetlands and yet also hold back water for dry times. Upland ponds
scattered across thousands of acres of land would creat extra wetlands and eliminate any damage to the Big and Little Cedar
Creek complexes of wetlands, prevent overheating of water flowing into the Pascagoula, eliminate any possibility of filling in
the cool water refuge at the mouth of Big Cedar Creek.
A system such as this could be expanded across the entire Pascagoula, Leaf, Chickasawhay flood plain to slow down the
velocity of flood waters and recharge soils so that in dry times the water retained can better seep into the river until rains
return. There is a problem with periodic severe droughts but it has more to do with ditching and draining uplands so that water
flows off into the river faster, leaving dry soil behind, rather than any effect from climate change. This should be admitted to
and addressed in the EIS.

70

Alternatives

It is imperative that the EIS reexamines this report's dismissal of Okatibbee Reservoir as useful to restore flow above the q‐10
level despite the claims herein that the reservoir is too far from Jackson County Industry to serve this purpose.
Steve Renfroe's recollection of events around the year 2000 suggests that on one occasion, probably after 2003, a release from
Okatibbee Reservoiir actually did maintain the required flow to prevent Chevron Refinery from having to shut down. He said
that a "1 billion gallon release" restored flow above the low flow limit and that shortly afterward rains returned to the
Pascagoula watershed ending which ever drought in the early 2000s this refers to.
Pickering Firm is being paid to advocate for the Lakes George and Cumbest in George and Jackson Counties. Chevron is said to
have paid for the 1 billion gallons of water that restored flow and prevented the shutdown during a drought around 2000 to
2004. Steve Renfroe said "It worked" in a private conversation with me. That shows that Lake Okatibbee can serve to restore
flow all the way to Cumbest Bluff.
In addition, the Chevron Refinery has dealt with droughts since the early 2000s by limiting its use of water. Chevron does not
plan to request augmented flow or man‐made intervention in the natural flow of the river in the future. Chevron is the main
user of water from the Pascagoula with Mississippi Power also taking some water and the Jackson County Utility District using a
relatively small amount as well following purification for drinking water. The demand is not there for creating reservoirs in
Jackson and George Counties. Lake Okatibbee can do what little is needed.
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71

Alternatives

The conservation and recycling of water at the terminal end of the Port of Pascagoula water pipeline is possible and this
alternative must be fully explored in the EIS. Alternatives that need to be considered:
1.The no‐ac on alterna ve
2.Water conserva on and recycling by end industrial users at the Port.
3.De‐salina on plant to supply water to the Port at low flow.
4.Water releases from all state‐controlled lakes in the basin.
5.Lake plan as presented on Big Cedar Creek and Li le Cedar Creek.

72

Alternatives

Opportunities to recycle and reuse withdrawn water at the Port of Pascagoula exist. It was cited in an appendix to the EA in
2015 that some industries could reintroduce gray water back into the Port's river water pipeline system if some of the pipeline
infrastructure was modified or changed and if other water users would agree to use recycled water. (Appendix A‐2 Sec 9.2.1
page 37, Southeast Regional Water Supply Project Application, EA Supplement 2014) Some prefer not to use gray water at
present. The reasons for this situation should be explored. Large quantities of Pascagoula river water withdrawn at Cumbest
Bluff and piped to the Port of Pascagoula are apparently being run through pipelines on a single use basis when this water
could be re‐used.
When the Port and the industries there cannot offer any better management than a single‐pass use of river water, new lakes
should not be built to accommodate this practice.
The Port of Pascagoula and the industries there could modify their water use into a reusable, treatable loop, or they could run
brackish water through a desalination plant when their needs and drought conditions demand it.

73

Alternatives

The EA discusses the option of constructing a desalination plant to alleviate that issue. The Corps [Correction: The Applicant]
dismisses the alternative scenario, construction of a desalination plant to treat the water, as too costly. However, the decision
is based on construction and operation of a desalination plant on the coast, where 100% seawater would be used for input. An
alternative that does not seem to have been considered is the construction of a treatment plant for river water that has much
lower salinities than seawater even at low flow. Such a plant could be constructed on the existing Jackson County Port
Authority pipeline.

74

Alternatives

There are practicable alternatives to the industrial water supply problem posed when the Pascagoula River is at low flow
conditions. If there is a supply problem, the building of water supply lakes is not the only way to solve it. As the need comes for
water releases at critical low flow on the Pascagoula so that industrial users are not without water, there are more options for
water release than just the Okatibbee Reservoir. All state managed water should be examined as eligible for release. Water
savings and recycling at the Port should be pursued. The feasibility of a desalination plant for the Port of Pascagoula should be
explored so brackish water can be treated sufficiently for use in industrial processes. Please examine all of these alternatives in
a detailed manner in the EIS.
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75

Alternatives

The Corps should also consider additional alternatives that would meet the general goal of ensuring environmental and
economic resiliency in times of drought without causing significant environmental degradation. These alternatives should
include using a network of existing facilities to create a reservoir storage network (rather than relying on just one‐either the
proposed project or the Okatibbee Reservoir), which may involve retrofitting existing facilities to operate under a drought
resiliency program. Using existing reservoir capacity could also be paired with water conservation measures. These options
would avoid constructing an entirely new impoundment that would affect two more tributaries of the Pascagoula River.

76

Alternatives

There is already a lake, the Okatibbee, use that.

77

Alternatives

The environmental impact statement must also include "appropriate mitigation measures" that are not already included in the
proposed action. This analysis should "present the environmental impacts of the proposal and alternatives in comparative
form" in a way that defines major issues and provides a clear basis for decision.

78

Alternatives

Additional releases from other lakes and reservoirs in the Pascagoula watershed have not been tried as a management tool to
add water to the river during low flow conditions. Stored water, managed by the state of Mississippi exists in a number of
places in the Pascagoula River’s watershed in state parks, MDWF&P fishing lakes, and in Pat Harrison Waterway District water
parks and lake properties.
The Pascagoula River’s water is a public trust property under Mississippi jurisprudence, and so water from any or all of these
lakes managed by the state of Mississippi is available for release to the Pascagoula River if low flow emergency conditions
happen. If the state decides it is necessary to protect the river’s ecology, or to protect industries permitted to withdraw water
for industrial use, it has water stored in a number of places now that it may use. The executive branch of government, through
the Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality, grants permits for withdrawal, and manages dam safety, and the state
currently has authority to manage surface water releases from a number of locations to supply water to the river’s main stem
if that becomes necessary. The Pat Harrison Waterway District manages a number of lakes in the Pascagoula Basin that store
water now and doesn’t need to build new lakes for this purpose.

79

Alternatives

Like an agency's determination of a project’s purpose and need, the range of alternatives may not be entirely driven by a
private applicant's preferences. "In determining the scope of alternatives to be considered, the emphasis is on what is
'reasonable' rather than on whether the proponent or applicant likes or is itself capable of carrying out …. Reasonable
alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from a technical and economic standpoint and using common sense,
rather than simply desirable from the standpoint of the applicant." The agencies must "rigorously explore and objectively
evaluate all reasonable alternatives." The alternatives analysis is "the heart of the environmental impact statement." It must
“[r]igorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives” including a “no action" alternative and alternatives
that are not within the jurisdiction of the lead agency.
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Cultural Resources We have reviewed your request for a cultural resources assessment, received on September 11, 2015, for the above
referenced undertaking pursuant to our responsibilities under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and 36 CFR
Part 800. After review, due to the topography of the project area and known archaeological sites in or very close to the project
area, it is our determination that a cultural resources survey should be performed by a qualified cultural resources professional
in any area where earth‐disturbing work is anticipated. The resulting report should reference the project log number above
and the Army Corps' permit number on the title page.
A list of individuals who have represented themselves as being willing and qualified to do archaeological survey work in
Mississippi will be furnished upon request. A copy of this letter should be made available to the contracting archaeologist(s).

81

Cultural Resources The proposed project is in opposition to the publically vetted and politically approved Mississippi Gulf Coast National Heritage
Area. Establishment of the Mississippi Gulf Coast National Heritage Area (MGCNHA) in 2004 was a key milestone in an ongoing
progression of public and governmental actions designed to protect the natural and human environment and resources of the
Mississippi Gulf Coast while allowing for sustainable development. The Heritage Area covers approximately 2,744,976 acres
and includes Pearl River, Stone, George, Jackson, Harrison, and Hancock Counties in coastal Mississippi. The southern
boundary of the Heritage Area extends offshore to the state‐federal demarcation line and includes the Mississippi Sound, six
barrier islands (Cat, West Ship, East Ship, Horn, and Petit Bois) and two other islands (Deer and Round) in the Sound. The
Heritage Area is bordered on the west by the State of Louisiana and on the east by the State of Alabama. Why would we allow
anything to destroy the Pascagoula River watershed and harm the MS Gulf Coast National Heritage Area? How will this project
comply with and support the MGCNHA? What are the cumulative and secondary direct and indirect impacts of this proposed
project on the Pascagoula River in regards to MGCNHA?

82

Cultural Resources My mother's family is from Louisiana and Mississippi, but I spent a lot of my life in California. Dams are now being removed in
California because of the damage it was determined that they do to the ecosystem, including fisheries, even though in
California water reservoirs are important due to the semi‐arid nature of the climate. Here in the South, where I have lived for
close to a decade, we don't need water reservoirs so much. But we do need intact ecosystems. And what California is finding,
and what we enjoy, are the cultural benefits of intact ecosystems. A wild (undammed) river is rare and is a precious resource.
Ecotourism stands to bring in a lot more dollars, consistently and as far into the future as we exist as a society, than any other
short‐term use. Please do not build dams or lakes on the Pascagoula.
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Cultural Resources This cemetery went through a period of low maintenance in years past. A volunteer, James Trussel, visited it in 2007 and made
these notes:
There is a new chain link fence across the front and a short ways down both sides of the cemetery. The cemetery is overgrown
with grass and weeds and many graves need maintenance done to them. There were many unmarked graves and others the
slabs were deteriorated to the point no information was readable. Some clearing of brush and trees and the new fence
indicates maintenance has been started and hopefully will be completed in the near future. http:/
/www.interment.net/data/us/ms/george/bethlehem/
At the time of the 2007 investigation, Mr Trussel was able to document 27 graves, but as of this writing, 40 burials are listed
on www.findagrave.com. I visited the cemetery on 26 November 2015. Part of it had been recently mowed and many markers
were apparent. In addition, there is now a complete fence line enclosing more property that is not mowed. Whether the
unmowed portion contains more graves is an unanswered question.
On comparing my GPS track of the fence line with Pickering's map of "Lake George," I found that the fence line for this property
extends into the "footprint" for the proposed Lake George. On the map below, I have indicated the cemetery fence line in
green; Pickering Engineering Co.'s overlay of the proposed lake shows the water in blue. Please note also the small black and
white cemetery symbol just WEST of the actual cemetery. This symbol is part of Pickering's map, but they have placed the
symbol OUTSIDE THE ACTUAL CEMETERY AND AWAY FROM THE PROPOSED
LAKESHORE. Their map implies that the cemetery property would not be flooded by "Lake George, " but this is misleading. I am
concerned for the current Cemetery and particularly for any graves that might be in the "underwater" portion. This is a Cultural
Resource that has not been taken into account in the proposed Lake George. Pickering did commission a Cultural Resources
Investigation for the lake, but it was a preliminary study that did not include field research and did not mention this cemetery.
I also note that Pickering solicited letters of response for the project from wildlife and environmental authorities, but there
was no correspondence with archaeological authorities such as the Mississippi Department of Archives and History in the
materials submitted by the Pat Harrison Waterway District to the US Army Corps of Engineers in their permit application for
the Lake George Project. A full Cultural Resources investigation is needed to understand the impact of this project. Thank you
for your attention.
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84

Cultural Resources I remind you of a previous (Dec 5, 2015) memo I sent expressing concern about a historic African‐American graveyard,
Bethlehem Cemetery, that would apparently be inundated in the current Plan (memo attached). Cultural resources analysis
needs to consider Bethlehem Cemetery and any other cemeteries in the vicinity of the proposed Lakes, for proper legal and
respectful deference to these grounds. Bethlehem Cemetery is located at 30.76154°N, 88.57643°W on the Barton‐Agricola
road, with a gated entrance on the road. The cemetery contains gravestones dating from at least 1908. Many of those interred
there are members of the historic black Creole community of Jackson‐George County. The cemetery is still in use, with new
burials as recently as 2011, and gravesites are tended.

85

Cultural Resources There are people who live in these locations whose homes and hertitage will be submerged. There will be graveyards,
churches, swimmingholes used for generations, and you will be asking the taxpayers to pay to disrupt these peoples lives and
property so that developers can make money.

86

Cultural Resources I don't write letters very often, but I am doing so today to ask you to deny the application from the Pat Harrison Waterway
District and the George County Board of Supervisors that would affect the free flow of the Pascagoula River.
My wife, Ruth, and I have lived in Moss Point, MS for 14 years. She is a watercolor artist who hails from Jackson County. In
recent years she has taken the McCoy River Cruises many times and has been inspired to paint these wonderful scenes time
and time again.
Her works have found their way into many homes, which I think is a clear indication of the high regard that so many people
have for this scenic, undammed river.
We have something special in Jackson County. The arrival of the Pascagoula River Audubon Center here in Moss Point, would, I
feel, be diminished were this river to be altered from its present state.
Please use your influence to preserve the Pascagoula River in its present, untamed state. Please.

87

Cultural Resources An EIS is required because the EA does not provide enough information on the damage to the unique characteristics of the
area including cultural resources and ecologically critical areas. The EA does not adequately identify the cultural resources that
could be damaged by this project and this information needs to determined and evaluated in the context of an EIS. The project
should not move forward until the potential impacts on cultural resources are fully disclosed to the public.
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88

Cumulative Effects The Mississippi Coastal Program (MCP) and the related Mississippi Wetlands Use Plan (MWUP) do not allow this propose
project. What feasible arguments do you have for allowing changes to the MCP and or the MWUP? How does this proposed
project comply with either of these? Specifically explain what changes or exceptions to the MCP and the MWUP will be
required if you approve the proposed project to dam the tributaries of the Pascagoula River? What cumulative and secondary
direct and indirect impacts will this proposed project have on Pascagoula River in regards to the MCP and the MWUP? How
will the EIS address all these questions?

89

Cumulative Effects Likewise for near‐shore Mississippi Sound ... the incremental and cumulative losses of freshwater flows and potential for
increased sediment needs to be quantified and described so the environmental consequences can be described completely
and accurately in the EIS.

90

Cumulative Effects Scoping Issues that should be examined to include but are not limited to the following: Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Impacts
from the project

91

Cumulative Effects Analysis of environmental impacts of a project "forms the scientific and analytic basis" for comparing the preferred alternative
with other alternatives. This analysis should include direct effects, "which are caused by the action and occur at the same time
and place," and indirect effects, "which are caused by the action and are later in time or farther removed in distance but are
still reasonably foreseeable." Indirect effects include "growth inducing effects and other effects related to induced changes in
the pattern of land use, population density or growth rate, and related effects on air and water and other natural systems,
including ecosystems." The environmental impact analysis also includes cumulative impacts, "which result[ ] from the
incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of
what agency (Federal or non‐Federal) or person undertakes such other actions" and "which can result from individually minor
but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time."

92

Cumulative Effects Near‐shore portions of Mississippi Sound that are directly impacted by Pascagoula River flows need to be delineated and
described so that mixing zones, existing habitat, proposed habitat construction and restoration and other factors for which
there may be environmental consequences (positive or negative) need to be described and delineated. For example the (I
think) bogus claim that this project could benefit the Grand Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve needs to be determined
with more certainty by talking to the NERR science staff. Yet we know with some certainty that portions of the Mississippi
Sound at and near the mouth of the river are very dependent on and influenced by freshwater flows from the river (reefs and
other structure, oyster beds both existing and proposed, etc.) Again preferably shown in a GIS.
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93

Cumulative Effects Finally, the State of Mississippi is embarking on an unprecedented restoration effort in the wake of the 2010 Deepwater
Horizon oil disaster. Mississippi is poised to invest over $1 billion in recovery fines and penalty monies through the RESTORE
Act, Natural Resource Damages (NRD) process, and National Fish and Wildlife Foundation's Gulf Environmental Benefit Fund
(NFWF GEBF) in coastal and marine projects that restore marshes, improve water quality, rebuild fisheries and protect vital
habitats. In fact, restoration efforts using these recovery funds are already underway in Mississippi to begin healing ecological
damages from the disaster while, at the same time, addressing the coast's decades‐old environmental woes. This project has
the potential to significantly jeopardize and/or result in adverse environmental impacts to downstream restoration efforts that
are already underway or being planned by state and federal decision‐makers in the Pascagoula River and Mississippi Sound
watersheds. In summary, this proposal is squarely in direct conflict with the State of Mississippi's commitment to and
implementation of comprehensive restoration for the Mississippi Coast.

94

Cumulative Effects My concern is regarding sediment flow to the estuaries along the coast. These estuaries require a replenished of sediment for
habitat and species. Dams are very good at collecting sediment but starves the system of sediment. Sediment is not only
important for habitat but also the nutrients associated with sediment that is consumed by filter feeding species which in turn
are eaten by longer species ‐ contributing to the food web.

95

Cumulative Effects As noted above, the River, swamp and marsh will receive less net flow from the Big Cedar Creek sub‐basin if the proposed
project is completed. Commercially important species may be impacted by that net loss of flow (incrementally and
cumulatively.) Those cumulative impacts have consequences to at least three important commercial species and that should be
described completely and accurately in the EIS.
‐ Oysters ‐ Consistent with MDMR management plans, the Mississippi Governor's Oyster Council had the following
recommendation in their final report in 2016: "Discourage freshwater depleting projects and educate decision makers on
impacts of major freshwater depleting projects." This should be addressed in the EIS. Explain how this project comports with
that finding. (I think it does not since it offers only puny drought period flow enhancement at the expense of net losses of flow
on an annualized basis.)
‐ Shrimp
‐ Baitfish

96

Cumulative Effects Further impacts to the salinity patterns in the Mississippi Sound will result from reduced flow that may threaten oyster
populations that depend upon stable patterns of freshwater inflow.
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97

Cumulative Effects Sec on 8. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL, SHORT‐TERM ENVIRONMENTAL USES AND MAINTAINING, RESTORING AND
ENHANCING REGIONAL, LONG‐TERM PRODUCTIVITY ‐ On page 81 the applicant says "The timing and volume of the Pascagoula
River's fresh water flows have impacts as far down‐stream as the Grand Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve (NERR) at the
mouth of the Pascagoula River (Figure 8.1). The Grand Bay NEER's 2013‐2018 Management Plan recognizes that climate change
will amplify current threats to coastal habitats, causing greater habitat loss and alteration. Specifically, hydrologic alterations,
sea level rise and increased salinities associated with climate change threaten coastal habitats (Grand Bay NERR 2013)."
•The Grand Bay NERR is not at the mouth of the Pascagoula.
•And as I have noted, The EA incorporates a drawing from and a reference to the Grand Bay NERR Management Plan and
implies that the plan identifies flow from the Pascagoula as an issue for the management of the NERR. In fact, the Grand Bay
NERR is in one of the smallest sub‐basins of the Coastal Streams Basin (not the Pascagoula River Basin) and is only tangentially
and remotely affected by the freshwater flows to the Gulf of Mexico from the Pascagoula. The Grand Bay NERR Management
Plan notes that because of its small basin without much surface water flows, the NERR already has some of the highest
salinities of any of Mississippi's coastal marshes. The Gulf salinity at the Grand Bay NERR would be virtually unaffected by the
most often "puny" drought season flows from this project. The Grand Bay NERR Management Plan makes absolutely no
reference to a concern about sustained freshwater flows from the Pascagoula, let alone the need for drought season resiliency
in the Pascagoula River.

98

Cumulative Effects What cumulative and secondary direct and indirect impacts will this proposed project have on the Mississippi Coastal
Preserves (CP)? A statement by the Mississippi Department of Marine Resource's Coastal Preserves Program regarding the
Pascagoula River Marsh Preserve:
(Source: http://www.dmr.ms.gov/index.php/mississippi‐gems/248‐pascagoula‐river) "Site Viability Threats to Ecological
Integrity: Most of the area is essentially unspoiled. Areas to the south of the Escatawpa River are suffering from development
and pollution. The marshes are threatened primarily by industrial and residential developments that involve dredging, fill, and
byproduct pollution. The Escatawpa River is believed to be a major source of industrial pollution. Future diversions of water
from the Pascagoula River and its tributaries could result in an increase of saltwater intrusion and expansion of the marsh area
northward into the area now forested. Diversion could also result in increased
relative pollution as dilution is decreased". What cumulative and secondary direct and indirect impacts will this proposed
project have on the Pascagoula River in regards to the CP? How will the EIS address all these questions?
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99

Cumulative Effects The EIS should discuss how a project that has such a large wetland footprint capable of causing flow reductions from Big Cedar
Creek watersheds in years of normal rainfall will affect ongoing restoration efforts in the Pascagoula River, its watershed and
downstream in the Mississippi Sound. These are funded by Deepwater Horizon (BP) recovery funds or Coastal Improvement
Assistance Program (CIAP) funds. These include:
The Upper Pascagoula River Water Quality Enhancement Project ($4 million) to address nutrient pollution. Currently under
consideration by the Miss. Trustee Implementation Group.
The Pascagoula Oyster Reef Relay and Enhancement Program ($3.5 million) also currently under consideration by the
Mississippi Trustee Implementation Group.
The Mississippi Gulf Coast Water Quality Improvement Program ($56 million) Currently under consideration by the Mississippi
Multi‐year Implementation Plan and Initial State Expenditure Plan.
The Mississippi Sound Estuarine Program ($2.27 million) Approved by the Restore Council for their first Funded Priorities List.
Jackson County Restoration/Creation and Maintenance of Nearshore Tidal Marsh Island ($2.5 million). Funded by Coastal
Impact Assistance Program (CIAP)
The above projects funded by Deepwater Horizon (BP) recovery funds can be adversely impacted by upstream dams or
freshwater depleting projects.

100

Cumulative Effects Obviously, the construction of dams on Big and Little Cedar Creeks will have significant impacts on the upstream reaches of
both streams but downstream impacts must be considered as well. Again, since these are primary tributaries of the Pascagoula
River, an EA assessment such as this cannot in anyway clearly define the potential cumulative impacts for the Pascagoula River
system and the documentation provided does not adequately define the potential impacts. Changes in factors such as water
temperature, sediment, nutrient loads and flow rates will all have an effect on the ecology of the Pascagoula and downstream
ecosystems, therefore a more thorough investigation is needed.

101

Cumulative Effects The EA does not include adequate analysis of cumulative impacts or the relation of this project to other projects which are
mentioned in the EA. The first paragraph of the executive summary of the EA states that periodic low flows in the Pascagoula
threaten the viability of restoration projects planned in response to BP's∙2010 Deep Water Horizon oil spill. This mention in the
executive summary would indicate that BP restoration projects are significantly related to this project, but detailed information
is not provided in the document. More information needs to be provided on the relationship of this project to BP oil spill
restoration activities because it is not clear how they are related based on the provided information. The EA also mentions the
proximity of this project to the once‐proposed planned expansion of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve in nearby Richton,
Mississippi. The Richton project was cancelled in 2011 largely due to public opposition. The potential future use of these
proposed lakes for petroleum development in Richton needs to be fully aired.

102

Cumulative Effects What cumulative and secondary direct and indirect impacts will this proposed project have on the Pascagoula River in regards
to Upper and Lower Pascagoula Wildlife Management Areas? How will the EIS address all these questions?
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103

Cumulative Effects Those who are concerned with maintaining a healthy estuary point to these very flooding rains and the extra flow received into
Pascagoula Bay as essential to keeping the fecundity high for all species and one of special concern is the oyster. Holding back
these waters limits oyster survival and replenishment of the species. That can be said for all the other species but oysters are
of special concern at this time.

104

Cumulative Effects Please consider the effects of climate change and sea level rise on the estuaries and marshes in the lower Pascagoula River
basin and the effects that regulation of flows from the Big Cedar Creek watershed may have on Pascagoula River flow, salinity
and salt wedge movement in the tidally affected section of the river, along with changes to plant life, upriver movement of salt
tolerant species of plants, and death of plant species that are not tolerant of increasing salinities.

105

Cumulative Effects Please consider the lakes under consideration as a part of all of the water that is presently impounded by state lakes in the
Pascagoula River Basin in state parks, Pat Harrison Waterway District Properties, and MDWFP fishing lakes and calculate their
cumulative effect on the magnitude and variability of flows that can happen in the Pascagoula River.

106

Cumulative Effects •Sec on 4.2.14. Coastal Zone Management‐The applicant says "Specifically, the Recommended Project is designed to restore
the Pascagoula River's natural hydrography which will retard or slow saltwater intrusion to increase the productivity, survival
and possible expansion of historic oyster reefs oﬀ the mount (sic) of the Pascagoula River." (emphasis added). It is very
difficult if not impossible to imagine that the relatively puny low flow discharges from this project could achieve this claim
about retarding the rather relentless and continuous impacts of saltwater intrusion. Remember that the project will cause
NET annual losses of water to the Pascagoula due to evaporation from the lakes surface!! Please ignore this claim.

107

Cumulative Effects There are several existing and planned environmental restoration projects along the coast as a result of the BP Spill settlement
restoration program. These projects were screened and prioritize and notably, not a single drought resiliency project was
identified. Yet the applicant implied in the EA that their proposal would mitigate drought risk to those projects. I found that
wholly unsupported in the EA. In fact it is more likely that those could also be negatively impacted by the net loss of flows to
the river caused by this project or at least this project could be inconsistent with the goals and objectives of those projects.
Specifically, the impact and consequences to these projects that should be described completely and accurately in the EIS.
OThe Upper Pascagoula River Water Quality Enhancement Project
oThe Pascagoula Oyster Reef Relay and Enhancement Program
oThe Mississippi Gulf Coast Water Quality Improvement Program
oThe Mississippi Sound Estuarine Program
oJackson County Restora on/Crea on and Maintenance of Nearshore Tidal Marsh Island
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108

Cumulative Effects Section 2.3.14. Coastal Zone Management‐The applicant notes the importance of the Pascagoula River to oyster production.
But in this portion of the EA and in other sections I see no data or substantive data or argument that this project could have a
positive impact on oysters.

109

Cumulative Effects In the same vein, the EA implies that this 'drought resiliency'' project might somehow benefit the Grand Bay NERR. The EA
incorporates a drawing from and a reference to the Grand Bay NERR Management Plan and implies that the plan identifies
flow from the Pascagoula as an issue for the NERR. (See http://grandbaynerr.org/wp‐ content/uploads/2010/08/GBNEER‐
Plan‐Final‐8‐13‐13.pdt)
•In fact, the Grand Bay NERR is in one of the smallest sub‐basins of the Coastal Streams Basin (not the Pascagoula River Basin)
and is only tangentially and remotely affected by the freshwater flows to the Gulf of Mexico from the Pascagoula. The Grand
Bay NERR Management Plan notes that because of the small basin without much surface water flows. The NERR already has
some of the highest salinities of any of Mississippi's coastal marshes. The Gulf salinity at the Grand Bay NERR would be
virtually unaffected by the most often 'puny" drought season flows from this project. The Grand Bay NERR Management Plan
makes absolutely no reference to a concern about sustained freshwater flows from the Pascagoula, let alone the need for
drought season resiliency in the Pascagoula River.

110

Cumulative Effects As a cumulative impact, please consider the volume of evaporative loss of water from the lakes on Big Cedar Creek in years
when no supplemental releases are required in combination with the volume lost by predicted seepage of water from the lakes
into sandy formations and compare the water lost from these two sources over 1, 5, 10 and 15 year periods with the volume of
water expected to be needed to supplement the Pascagoula River to keep the river above minimum flow for 1 month, 2
months and 3 months in drought conditions. In other words, what is the volume of water lost as it is stored in all the years that
low flow events don't occur and in which no releases will be needed to supplement the river? How does this volume compare
to the volume of water used from the lakes during releases during low flow on the main stem of the Pascagoula?

111

Cumulative Effects Executive Summary ‐ Regarding the statement "Low flows could also threaten the viability of any restoration projects in the
Pascagoula River watershed or those planned off the mouth of the Pascagoula River proposed in response to the 2010 Deep
Water Horizon oil spill." This is speculation not supported by any specifics in the EA and should not be claimed as a project
benefit in the Executive Summary.

112

Cumulative Effects The final statement in this sec on "Finally, maintaining flows downstream will help slow or possibly reverse salt water
intrusion off the mouth of the Pascagoula River." The idea that this project will have such an impact is nonsense and
unsupported by available data and should be deleted from this EA.
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113

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

On page 55 in the final paragraph, the applicant says"… both dams are planned to be an earth‐filled embankment with an
impermeable core (USDA 2005 ; USACE 2004) (Figure 3. 1 )." I don't care from what source this conceptual drawing of the
dams was derived it is incorrect to describe an earthen core with no membrane liner as ''impermeable". Even with rigorous
compaction and construction quality control (nuclear density measurements and Shelby tubes) the earthen core will be low
permeability not ‘‘impermeable."

114

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

This has major implications to the following:So, speaking with the voice of a former contractor who has done more than 50
projects involving earthworks excavation (landfill and surface impoundment construction and closure, streambed and lake
bottom remediation, wetland construction and remediation, sheet pile barrier wall construction, and brownfield site
remediation)…. I would say, "This project may not be constructible at a reasonable or reliably accurate cost estimate and in
any case, it will probably involve a series of change orders due to 'unanticipated site conditions’ and weather delays."

115

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

My concern is regarding sediment flow to the estuaries along the coast. These estuaries require a replenished of sediment for
habitat and species. Dams are very good at collecting sediment but starves the system of sediment. Sediment is not only
important for habitat but also the nutrients associated with sediment that is consumed by filter feeding species which in turn
are eaten by longer species ‐ contributing to the food web.
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116

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

Comment
Appendix H ‐ Geo‐Hydrology Theoretical George County Lake ‐ Schmitz, et al ‐This document is worth citing to highlight the
issue of how Schmitz and Pickering perceive the site suitability criteria and the actual site conditions. As I have noted they don't
seem to be on the same page. In both the Abstract and the Introduction, Schmitz highlights the importance of a confining clay
layer and specifically the clay later at the top of the Pascagoula Formation.
Here from page 1 ‐ "Through this inves ga on we found a rela vely thick clay layer in the shallow subsurface previously
mapped as the uppermost clay layer of the Pascagoula Formation."
And here from page 2 ‐ "This was done by defining the extent of a confining clay layer of which could poten ally sustain a
large reservoir."
Here from page 38 ‐ "Results from the mapping project have shown that as previously thought, there is a laterally extensive
clay unit throughout the study area known as the Pascagoula/Hattiesburg formation that could potentially sustain a large
reservoir. Well logs have shown that the uppermost Pascagoula/Hattiesburg formation consist of a clay unit approximately 60‐
100 feet thick in unweathered portions of the study area. The top of this lies at an elevation of 170feet above sea level in the
north central region of the study area and dips south‐southwest at approximately 12 feet/mile except in stream drainage
basins throughout the study where streams have eroded all younger Miocene age deposits above the Pascagoula/Hattiesburg
and cut into the thick clay layer."
And again from page 38 ‐ " Results from the mapping project have shown that even in the highly eroded drainage basins the
Pascagoula/Hattiesburg is still a significant clay layer that could potentially sustain a reservoir in all three of the selected
drainage basins. The mapping project also showed no indication of significant faulting within the study area that would affect a
potential reservoir itself or the lateral continuity of the Pascagoula/Hattiesburg clay layer."
They even mapped this clay layer in "Figure 32. Contour Map of Pascagoula Formation Uppermost Clay Layer" on page 41.
They wanted to define that clay layer in the cross sections as noted on page 44 ‐ "Cross sections (Figures #34 ‐ 47) were created
across the width and down the length of each of the selected drainage basins in order to determine the extent and depth of
the confining clay layer, and to find any inconsistencies among the lithology of the drainage basins.
Williams et. Al (1967) created the most recent cross sections of George County."
And emphasis is put on this clay layer throughout the report, on through to the conclusions on page 96 ‐ "A er an extensive
study of potential reservoir locations of selected drainage basins of George County, Mississippi based on geologic suitability for
holding and sustaining a large reservoir it is concluded that there is a laterally extensive clay layer seen throughout the study
area in the shallow subsurface deposited at the top of a fining upward sequence that is thought to be have the geologic
potential to sustain a large reservoir. "
Pickering essentially never refers to this clay layer in the EA. But frequently brings up the clay lenses and layers in the Citronelle
Formation.
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117

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

This has major implications to the following:
As the applicant notes elsewhere in the EA and appendices, the Citronelle has sand lenses and perched water, some of which
may be aerially extensive and which will yield water to the excavation and project site. Water that will have to be managed.
Excavation contractors love to work on high ground. In drainages, not so much.

118

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

This has major implications to the following:
Determining the water management needs that will arise during construction.

119

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

This has major implications to the following:
Determining cuts and fills and the sequence of excavation operations.

120

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

On page 56 in paragraph 3 the applicant says "Depending on final approved designs the two dams /spill ways will require a
total of 1 to 3 million cubic yards of suitable fill." The applicant acknowledges two things here ... first that they have no design
parameters and no meaningful take‐offs and quantity calculations for dam construction and second that they will, in any case,
need to acquire on site and then move A LOT of material.

121

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

I believe turning small surface area, free‐flowing creeks into large surface area, stagnant lakes will not only result in a net water
loss, but detriment to water quality for wildlife and humans as well. Between the expediated evaporation and loss in ground
soak from ill‐prepared and unnatural bedding, I see this as a project that will cost too much and will only result in net water
loss and environmental destruction.

122

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

Section 4.3. Construction Impacts‐The applicant says "Best Management Practices will be employed during construction to
protect all tributaries and drainage ditches on the project from runoff and sediment deposition during construction activities. A
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan to manage and dispose of runoff associated with construction and creek crossings wil I
be developed for this project."
I have been to 47 states and completed construction projects in 16 or so states. I'm sorry to have to say this… but from what
I've seen, Mississippi contractors and engineers install and maintain some of the WORST construction site sedimentation and
erosion control that I've ever seen. So the applicants promise rings hollow to me.

123

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

Damming a waterway also decreases the amount of sediment that is transported to the ocean due to the dam acting as a
barrier, not only to water but to sand and silt as well. When sediment is removed from the system, it threatens the mainland
beaches ‐ human made and human maintained, as well as threatening the barrier islands, again, in direct opposition to the
Barrier Island Restoration portion of MsCIP.
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124

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

Will the soil beneath the lake hold the water or absorb it? Will Project slow the river current which carries sand and deposits
downriver and out to Horn and Round lslands? This could lead to further erosion on these barrier islands.

125

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

The EIS must calculate water seepage and waste through the sandy lake bed.

126

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

Things to look at: sediment, run off and changes in water level

127

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

The issues of big concern in building a dam are destroying wetlands, disturbing wildlife, including some endangered species and
possibly building a lake on inappropriate soil.

128

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

WHEREAS, all current scientific data and information available to the JACKSON COUNTY SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION
DISTRICT indicates that such activity shall diminish the natural resources, promote erosion of the river banks, adversely affect
wildlife (including some threatened and endangered species), adversely affect public lands, diminish the tax base, and
otherwise adversely affect the health, safety, prosperity, and general welfare of the people of Jackson County, Mississippi:

129

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

The soil conditions in this region of the state will likely result in percolation of a significant volume of water trapped in these
lakes into the shallow groundwater system and lost as a source of surface water that might be available for the river itself.

130

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

This has major implications to the following:
If not, will Pascagoula formation clays have to be "mined" or borrowed from off‐site? Or will the reservoir contouring expose
enough of the on‐site Pascagoula clays to provide for dam construction and maybe some reservoir side wall sealing?
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131

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

Comment
Secondary and cumulative impacts to geology/ soils are discounted in the Environmental Assessment
In Section 5, p. 74 on Secondary and Cumulative impacts, the point above about the loss of water wells is not mentioned as a
secondary impact. The impact from dam operation to the geology of the stream bed/banks of Big and Little Cedar Creek
tailwaters is not mentioned either. All sections of streams downstream of dam outflows suffer channel scouring and major
sediment movement when high flows are produced from the dams into the dam "tailwaters" ‐ those sections of stream
channels downstream of dam structures that suffer disruptions of aquatic habitat and physical function. Small alluvial streams
like Big and Little Cedar Creek with sand and mud bottoms and banks will undergo accelerated erosion with the large sudden
flows that dams can produce. This has happened on large and small impounded streams in other areas of Mississippi. The Ross
Barnett Reservoir dam floodgate has high velocity releases that have created major channel and bank scouring downstream
on the Pearl River. This secondary impact of dams to stream dynamics merits discussion in the EA and is not covered.

132

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

This has major implications to the following:
Determining the contour of the reservoirs and the precise dam locations and dam foundation elevations and profiles.
Determining whether the Citronelle formation clays will meet the design specifications for dam construction (both in‐situ and
after excavation and compaction.) If they are not "abundant", are sandy or silty clays or can’t be excavated as uniform
material, they will not be suitable for dam construction without amendment.
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133

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

This has major implications to the following:
Determining the contour of the reservoirs and the precise dam loca ons and dam founda on eleva ons and profiles.
Determining whether the Citronelle forma on clays will meet the design specifica ons for dam construc on (both in‐situ and
after excavation and compaction.) If they are not "abundant", are sandy or silty clays or can't be excavated as uniform
material, they will not be suitable for dam construction without amendment.
If not, will Pascagoula forma on clays have to be "mined" or borrowed from oﬀ‐site? Or will the reservoir contouring expose
enough of the on‐site Pascagoula clays to provide for dam construction and maybe some reservoir side wall sealing?
Determining cuts and fills and the sequence of excava on opera ons.
Determining the water management needs that will arise during construc on. As the applicant notes elsewhere in the EA and
appendices, the Citronelle has sand lenses and perched water, some of which may be aerially extensive and which will yield
water to the excavation and project site. Water that will have to be managed. Excavation contractors love to work on high
ground. In drainages, not so much.
Acquiring the data necessary to calculate an accurate leakage rate for the reservoirs and a subsequent, more accurate water
balance for the reservoirs.
So, speaking with the voice of a former contractor who has done more than 50 projects involving earthworks excava on
(landfill and surface impoundment construction and closure, streambed and lake bottom remediation, wetland construction
and remediation, sheet pile barrier wall construction, and brownfield site remediation)…. I would say, "This project may not be
constructible at a reasonable or reliably accurate cost estimate and in any case, it will probably involve a series of change
orders due to 'unanticipated site conditions' and weather delays."
These issues are important to resolve in an EIS and should be seen as cri cal ques ons for the PHWD and sponsors to address
with Pickering and important for (several programs at) the MDEQ and the USACE to address with the applicant.

134

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

On page 45 in paragraph 2, the applicant says "The Citronelle Formation consists of reddish‐ brown, deeply weathered fine to
very coarse quartz sand and varicolored, typically mottled, lenticular beds of silt, clay and clayey gravel. There, abundant lenses
of clay are located throughout the Citronelle in the project area." (emphasis added).
I would argue that it might be more accurate to say the lenses of clay were "frequently encountered." The applicant doesn't
know enough yet to say that those clays are "abundant."

135

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

Sec on 2.3.3.1. Geology‐This sec on highlights what I believe to be some diﬀerences between Pickering's perspec ve on the
condition and implications of the project site geology. I would add that it will be absolutely critical to acquire much more
detailed information about the Citronelle Formation on the project site, because as Pickering's borings show and Schmitz's
cross sections show, the near surface geology (at the project and construction site) are dominated by the highly variable
(vertically and horizontally) Citronelle Formation at thicknesses of from just a few feet to about 60 feet.
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136

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

There will be significant foreseeable impacts to the physical characteristics of the channels of Big Cedar Creek tailwater
sections downstream of both dams. Please give special attention to sedimentation, erosion to stream channels and banks and
to changes to water temperature in Big Cedar Creek and the main stem of the Pascagoula River caused by water of either
higher or lower than ambient temperature being released into stream channels from dam outfalls.Tailwater areas
downstream of dam outflow gates will deliver strong flows to creek channels. Armoring of banks in these channels in the
immediate outfalls and a significant distance downstream will be necessary to prevent erosion during high flow events during
large releases. Headcutting, and channel siltation from large scale bank failure will also need to be prevented or repaired if
channels are not well armored. The armoring of large sections of creek channel below each dam will damage and degrade the
character of Big Cedar Creek and affect the physical characteristics (temperature, turbidity) of the water it delivers to the
Pascagoula River.

137

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

Essentially they acknowledge that they need to gather more data and acknowledge the need to revise the water balance, flow
and storage models of the lakes and their availability for discharges for drought resilience.
•Sec on 4.1.1. Restored Baseflows ‐ The applicant leans firmly toward the "leaky lake" scenario in this sec on since it is
meant to support the concept of restoring base flows. As they note:
"Sandy soil has a high hydraulic conductivity, is highly permeable, and transmits and holds more water than a less permeable
clay soil with a lower hydraulic conductivity."
"Soil with a high hydraulic conduc vity will increase the amount of water held in bank storage as the groundwater table
reaches a new equilibrium in response to raising the surface water level. So the amount of water held in bank storage
influences the amount of time needed to fill the reservoir." This is true as far as it goes.
And in this recap "GeoProbe samples were limited by the depth drilled due to geologic obstacles such as dense clays or
heaving sands, and budget considerations on the number of borings installed. The grain size analyses of the sands from the
borings indicated that the proposed reservoir locations contain abundant unconsolidated sediments. While some cores
contain abundant sands, some abundant clays, and others a mix of sands, silts and clays, the horizontal extent of these units
may be relatively small and localized.
Overall, the hydraulic conductivity findings from the grain size analysis showed that the permeability of the sands within the
sand layers are relatively high, as is generally the case with sand deposits. The relatively high permeability of the sands
suggests that, as the water level rises, a considerable amount of water will move into the subsurface as bank storage and
contribute to the water table or groundwater system until the new surface‐water level created by the proposed reservoirs
reaches equilibrium (Figure 4.2)." (emphasis added)
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138

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

Comment
Modification of river flow and impacts to Ecosystem Services:
The potential reduction of sediment supply to estuarine areas due to dams will increase vulnerability of coastal wetlands to
predicted Sea‐Level Rise (SLR) and increased storm surge (Falcini et al. 2012, Roy et al. 2013).

139

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

Section 2.3.3.2 Project Area‐ Hydraulic Conductivity Assessment ‐ The applicant begins what is a conflicting story about the
project site geology and groundwater hydrology in this section. The conflict arises, in my opinion, from trying to present
favorable data to prove both that the lakes won't leak and can be filled and maintained for supplemental drought flows and to
meet the criteria that the lakes will contribute meaningful groundwater to the sub‐basin and even the Pascagoula River, base
flows. This conflicting presentation of data may also stem from the previously mentioned difficulty in vocabulary and data
interpretation by multidisciplinary project teams.
I see the conflict also stemming from the diﬀering emphasis in the EA vs Pote et al. on the characteris cs and features
(positive and negative) of the Citronelle Formation vs the underlying Pascagoula Formation. But more on that later.
This section features the data derived from the GeoProbe borings at the project site. GeoProbes can be used to sample near
surface materials (near surface in geologic terms) but as noted in the logs they reach refusal often before they encounter rock.
These GeoProbe borings provided useful data but not nearly enough to characterize the project site as needed for many aspect
of the project (groundwater hydrology, dam design, quantity take‐offs, cuts and fills, stockpiling, flow control during
construction, post construction performance of the lakes and so on.
On page 35 the applicant says: "The grain size analysis revealed that sediment in the project area is composed primarily of
sand, as well as some silt and clay. The sands were medium sized and well sorted with a conductivity coefficient value based on
Fetter (2001) has a range of 80‐120. The hydraulic conductivity of the sediments ranges from about 40 meters per day to as
high as several hundreds or thousands of meters per day.
Detailed information about the grain size analysis for each borehole including the cumulative grain size curves for each sample
is included in Appendix I. The high hydraulic conductivity of sediments in the project area are very conducive to moving surface
water to bank storage within the Pascagoula River watershed … " (emphasis added) So this is
supportive of the "leaky lake" scenario that will allegedly enhance basin base flows, in part under the premise that base flows
are already impaired. Of course there is no data to support the idea that groundwater base flows to the Pascagoula up‐basin
from the project site are impaired or that this project site will contribute meaningful base flows to the river. There is only the
applicant speculation based on the relatively sandy (with some clay) Citronelle formation. More on the conflicting site criteria
and project performance is provided below.
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140

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

Comment
The porous soil characteristics in the footprint of the project will produce significant groundwater seepage which wastes the
water meant to be held for release during droughts.
Soil borings taken at only 13 locations show that the soils at both lake sites are very sandy, unconsolidated, and have high
hydraulic conductivity (EA pp. 57, 60‐ 61). This means that these are porous, leaky and will transmit water through them as the
lakes fill and build hydrostatic pressure. However, the Pickering report attempts to put this characteristic in the best light
possible to say that the lakes will raise or recharge the water table. Claims that this seepage will be a benefit to the main
channel of the Pascagoula are speculative as presented. Losing water to seepage is likely not a benefit for the creeks or the
Pascagoula River, and there is no assurance that this seepage will be temporary.

141

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

In Figure 3.1 ‐ Conceptual Earth Fill Embankment Dam' ' an “impervious" (base) layer is shown with a key trench for the
earthen core. For this project site, what is this base layer? In‐situ materials such as the clay layer at the top of the Pascagoula
Formation? Re‐ compacted materials from on‐site borrow? This highlights the fact that the overall site sub‐ surface
characteristics, site suitability and design have yet to be determined. As noted above, this has many project feasibility, design,
and cost and schedule implications.

142

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

The EIS must study the poten al for seepage from the lakes. The bo om of these fake lakes is sandy, which means lake water
will seep through. This will take water away from Pascagoula; therefore, it will be wasted. The EIS must evaluate the soils that
will be at the bottom of the lakes and the extent to which seepage through them will occur, amounts, and effects on water
table.
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143

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

Comment
Schmitz et al in their Introduc on to "Geo‐Hydrology ‐ Theore cal George County Lake" make men on of the importance of"
... defining the extent of a confining clay layer of which could potentially sustain a large reservoir." And in their Conclusions
they say"...there is a laterally extensive clay layer seen throughout the study area in the shallow subsurface deposited at the
top of a fining upward sequence that is thought to be have the geologic potential to sustain a large reservoir." This formation
being the laterally extensive and thick clay layer at the top of the Pascagoula Formation. Note: This clay layer is possibly a
significant defining feature of the somewhat deeper groundwater regime from the project site to the main stem of the
Pascagoula River.
Yet neither the clay layer site selection criteria of Schmitz nor the importance of the laterally extensive and thick clay layer at
the top of the Pascagoula Formation is mentioned in the EA in Section 4 (the most concise presentation of the features and
benefits of the project location.) In fact, the authors of the EA seem to rely on the mix of sandy and silty layers and the clay
lenses in the Citronelle Formation to meet the "have their cake and eat it too" criteria.
There may be various reasons for this but clearly Schmitz et al and the applicant are not quite on the same page. I suspect, in
part because there is a lack of understanding on both of their parts as to the final constructed configuration of the lakes (cross
sections and depth profiles) that will determine whether and to what degree the Pascagoula formation clays will be
encountered and construction means and methods such as cuts and fills and sequencing, material take‐offs that support the
contention that enough clay wi II be available to both build the dams and seal some or all of the lakes to meet the "leaky but
not too leaky" criteria of the applicant.
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144

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

Comment
The soil characteristics of the area under Big and Little Cedar Creek are already known to be poor at holding water. We need
core samples and evaluations over the entire 2800 acres to conclude once and for all if the holding of water is at all feasible.
Trying to clay line 2800 acres is certainly cost‐ prohibitive. I assume that cannot be part of this project.
If we are looking at a leaky lake and one that will also suffer high evaporation rates, the feasibility of these lakes to supply
water during dry times‐ when these lakes are already going to be anything but full‐‐has to be called into question. The very
question must be resolved in this EIS.
From what we know now of the soil characteristics and underlying layers in this project area, water that leaks will not go into
the Pascagoula which means that supplying water in dry times is not possible in a way that makes the river flow at the rate
claimed in the Pickering EA. A thorough investigation is called for to clarify what it would take to make lakes that store most
water that is collected for draining down during annual and semi‐annual droughts.
The ability of these lakes to hold most water collected is very important to be studied because the premise of this proposal is
that the water released will alleviate drought sufficiently to keep the pumps at Cumbest Bluff pulling freshwater. Realistically,
when the spread of the delta of the Pascagoula is looked at, even above where the East and West Pascagoula split, there is so
much area for the released water to go it seems unlikely that the single location of the pump intake at Cumbest Bluff is going to
be kept fresh from the releases from this 2800 acres of reservoirs during dry times. This needs to be evaluated.

145

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

A Mississippi State Senate Committee (10/22/2015) heard from Pickering Engineering that the soil data supporting this EA is
preliminary and incomplete.
At a Mississippi Senate Ports and Marine Resources Committee hearing on October 21, 2015, Curt Craig, principal for Pickering
Engineering for this project, admitted under oath that much, much more data was needed on soil characteristics before work
could begin on the lakes. The ability of the lakes to hold and store water is in question due to the porous soils that underlie
their footprint. Craig, in fact, disputed earlier testimony of the Pat Harrison Waterway District Director, Hiram Boone, who said
he was confident that no more data was necessary before proceeding with the lake project. In the EA, wildlife surveys of all the
known species of concern are incomplete and the wetland mitigation section is considerably weaker than it should be in a
wetland fill application of this magnitude ‐ 1120 acres. The MDEQ Office of Land and Water has not been consulted about river
flow or lake operations, and a Coastal Zone Consistency Review is a regulatory necessity.

146

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

How much seepage occurs through the sandy bottom of the proposed lakes?
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147

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

In the event that the wetlands become more salinated than because of the lack of flow of fresh water, that usually results in
loss of plant and animal life which increases erosion and makes communities living in and around the areas more vulnerable to
flooding in the event of bad weather, which is where we live.

148

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

This has major implications to the following: These issues are important to resolve in an EIS and should be seen as critical
questions for the PHWD and sponsors to address with Pickering and important for (several programs at) the MDEQ and the
USACE to address with the applicant.

149

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

Will the soil in this area be capable of holding the lake water? Sepage rate?

150

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

Section 4.2.3. Geology, Soils and Slope ‐The applicant says "The Recommended Project will have a minimal impact on the area's
geology, soils or slopes during and after construction is completed. The Project Area's geology and soils provide many of the
natural materials needed for dam construction and other project infrastructure modifications/relocations. Clearing and borrow
areas will be limited to within the lake footprints, including conservation pool areas and the spillway excavations." (emphasis
added)
The applicant will use controls to minimize impact but I certainly wouldn't call the impact "minimal."
The final bolded statement, is to be honest, an over‐commitment. By who? Not a design or construc on engineer, I hope. I
think the USACE and the MDEQ should hold the applicant to this commitment since it will almost certainly make the project
construction impossible.
The applicant also says "Any addi onal supplies of sand, silt, clay and gravel not immediately needed for project construc on
will be stockpiled in designated areas for later use by the George and Jackson Counties or the Pat Harrison Waterway District."
Wouldn't this constitute a "mining" operation and necessitate the acquisition of appropriate permits?
The applicant says "Lastly, the abundant lenses of clay, associated with the Citronelle Forma on in the Project Area is a
natural impermeable layer beneath the proposed lakes to help retain water. The GeoProbe investigation identified many
thick clay layers that can be used during the lake construction as liners in areas where sands are present under the lake
footprints to prevent or impede water moving into the surrounding subsurface (section 3.3.3.2, Appendix I)."
I suggest that some of the lenses of clay in the Citronelle may not be suitable for dam construc on. Sieve analysis of the
discrete samples of in‐situ material may make them seem suitable but not if they can't excavate and deliver them free of
deleterious sandy material. And even if they can use some of them for dam construction, that material won't remain to impede
water flow to bank storage or water table, particularly since they say they will limit clearing and borrow areas to the lake
footprint. Perhaps Pickering is in fact relying on the clay on top of the Pascagoula Formation more than they think?

151

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

The soil already ‐‐ what we know about the soil, it leaks. It is not going to hold water.
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152

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

This project, built on very porous sandy soils, will also lose water to groundwater seepage, but the preliminary soil studies
cannot determine how much. A water supply project that loses water through multiple pathways is a contradiction of purpose.
All dams impair river systems by trapping nutrients and sediments that a river would otherwise carry, and they evaporate
water into the atmosphere year‐round. If outright rejection of the project’s wetland fill permit is not possible, the Mobile Corps
District needs to require a full environmental impact statement for this project so all alternatives can be explored and all risks
to the river system can be fully evaluated.

153

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

Scoping Issues that should be examined to include but are not limited to the following: Shoreline Erosion/Soils

154

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

It seems almost impossible to me that the loss of wetlands can be offset by on site wetlands mitigation for this project. So the
EIS should include a much more detailed delineation and description of existing wetlands in narrative and on a project map,
preferably in GIS format and a more detailed mitigation plan (with on‐site mitigation and off site mitigation bank credit
options' identified. This is important in order to identify the environmental consequences and other issues of great importance
to the public such as the implications of committing existing off site mitigation banks to this project and the commitment of
land in the project footprint to wetland mitigation in perpetuity.

155

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

This has major implications to the following:
Acquiring the data necessary to calculate an accurate leakage rate for the reservoirs and a subsequent, more accurate water
balance for the reservoirs.

156

Erosion, Soils and
Geology

construction phase sedimentation and erosion control in the project footprint and downstream needs to be described in more
detail than the simplistic commitments made in the EA.

157

General/Other

No dam please.

158

General/Other

I ask that the lake George project be denied. Please leave our river as is. Thank you.

159

General/Other

In the proposal and "mud" I notice that the applicant uses such words as "could" and "believes". These two statements using
those type words does not mean 2 cents to me. In addition even if the first statement using "could" were true, such an event is
a 1 time event. It appears that the applicants (and associates) are not telling the whole story!
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160

General/Other

I'm excited the Lake George Project will stabilize water flow on the Pascagoula River while creating new habitat for fish and
wildlife. What a forward thinking idea for our environment. I'm 100% behind any project that gives back to our environment by
protecting current habitat while creating new resources in a natural and sustainable way.
I also support the Lake George Project because it is in the best location. Big Cedar Creek and Little Cedar Creek are just that,
creeks. To hear environmental groups describe these creeks as "vital tributaries" equal to the Chickasawhay and Leaf Rivers is
either a deliberate exaggeration or proof that these groups are unethical and uneducated. The fact is the Pascagoula River is
served by dozens of small creeks just like Big Cedar and Little Cedar creeks. Putting a spillway on these two, small, creeks will in
no way negatively impact the Pascagoula River. Once again, I'm 100% behind the Lake George Project.

161

General/Other

CONCLUSION. There is only one way to decide on this permit application. Since it is conflicted and deceptive, since it can't
accomplish what it claims to accomplish, since it is a dangerous project with likely costly losses to property and it will no doubt
damage the ecology of the Pascagoula River; and not least in my mind, since it will forever change the reputation of the
Pascagoula River from "untamed free‐flowing" to "reservoir‐dependent dammed river," you must reject this permit and
require an EIS if the parties involved insist on trying to get approval. I hope if this project is submitted again it will include real
estate development and recreation as part of the final project. That is what this is and these are the only reasons so many
politicians and real estate developers want to see this pair of fake lakes developed. I hope you will support the free‐flowing
Pascagoula and reject Lakes George and Cumbest.

162

General/Other

Gulf Island Conservancy, Inc. (GIC) requests that the comments made by Gulf Restoration Network, Mr. John Ford, Mr. Steve
Shepard, and Ms. Julia O'Neal be made part of our official comments on this project.

163

General/Other

The flood control or drought remediation as proposed sounds bogus and seems like thinly veiled justifications for the project. I
worked for an engineer for 10 years and wrote permits for many water related projects. I can't imagine that I would have
been able to write a permit that would have passed the smell test and received approval from all the agencies that needed to
approve such a project, especially the USACE. Amazing how the agencies can go after what they want … I don't give my
approval. This project smells very bad to me.

164

General/Other

A quick Google search for "environmental impact of dams" lets the common man (no rocket scientist) know that damming a
river isn't such a good idea. Damming causes soil erosion, species extinction or dispersal, sedimentation, siltation, and other
affects including polluting the atmosphere. Being part of the Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), who operate and maintains
approximately 700 dams nationwide, surely you have seen these reports before. Is it not enough already that we have more
than 75,000 dams in the United States regulated and controlled by a plethora of agencies and laws? Can we not leave the
largest naturally flowing river in the Continental USA, and one of the few remaining free flowing (or almost so) rivers to remain
that way, free?
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165

General/Other

There is a petition going around face book with people not wanting to Damm the Pascagoula river. I think that in the meeting
coming up that you should shed some light on what will actually happen. I'm not sure of these people are dumb or have no
idea of what's going on. I think that they believe that you will completely stop water flow to the river.This is ludicrous! I think
that you should show them diagrams of how it will be done and other lakes that have been done this way. Please help them
realize what is going on. P.S. I think it is really sad that just a few people that yell and scream like babies about something that
they disagree with always gets there way against the majority who think otherwise.

166

General/Other

If the permit is refused, how long is it before someone can apply for another permit for the same thing, and is there a way to
like block more requests for permitting so that these types of investigations don't continually have to be made for the same
purpose to continually prove that is going to be a negative environmental impact which costs tax dollars to the residents of the
Mississippi and country as a whole?

167

General/Other

As a resident of south Mississippi and one who frequents the Pascagoula River Basin, I do not support the proposed dam
project in George County that would create fake lakes out of tributaries of the Pascagoula River. My brother Brian Carlisle and I
are naturalists, hikers, and photographers, and have hiked and kayaked the area around the River from its headwaters at
Merrill to the Wade‐Vancleave Road. As members of several online groups, we take every opportunity to sing the praises of
this precious jewel of the Southern wild; we never tire of promoting it as the longest undammed river by volume in the lower
48 United States. The future of the Pascagoula River and the Basin is in wildness. Let us preserve it without needless, costly,
and possibly damaging human interference. Fake lakes like the ones proposed are a dime a dozen; there is only one free,
unspoiled Pascagoula River. In that la er fact we, and future genera ons, can all rejoice.I object to these lakes. Keep the
Pascagoula River and the Basin wild.

168

General/Other

I am in favor of the lakes and hopefully we can finally get this done. It's been too long.

169

General/Other

I am for the lake.

170

General/Other

We need no fake lakes. The Pascagoula River is a spiritual and serene place, needs to be kept that way. The only free flowing
river in lower 48 states.

171

General/Other

Section 6. UNAVOIDABLE OR IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS INVOLVED IF THE RECOMMENDED PROJECT IS IMPLEMENTED‐
These issues are best addressed by the local community but I hope they are also cognizant of the other features of this project.
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Comment
The Pascagoula River Audubon Center (PRAC) is a leader in protecting the Pascagoula River and all its resources. Their Board of
Directors voted to release the following statement on their Facebook page (the post is dated February 20th). Their position
should be given weight in your scoping of the EIS particularly the "need" and "consequences" issues that they identify. I
assume that PRAC has also submitted a comment letter on the EIS Scoping.
See: https://www.facebook.com/pascagoula.center/?hc_ref=SEARCH&fref=nf
"Our position is as follows: While Audubon Mississippi and the Pascagoula River Audubon Center would support the
development of recreational lakes in George County. We are opposed to, on both ecological and nature‐based economic
grounds. The establishment of the large reservoirs as defined by the proposed George County twin lake project. The notion
that the proposed reservoirs will contribute to helping the Pascagoula River in times of drought is unfounded. It is our opinion
that these reservoirs, should they be established, would have a significant, negative impact on the river by trapping water
within them that would normally flow to the river. Lastly, alterations to the free flowing nature of the river through this
project would threaten the growing nature‐based economic development that supports and perpetuates the river as it is
currently recognized."

173

General/Other

I'm concerned about the whole project! All rivers become low during late summer. I'm really concerned about what this will
end up costing. I own property in Cedar Creek Estates and if the creek is dammed up, my property is useless. I am concerned
about the wildlife. They should just leave it alone.

174

General/Other

On Friday February 3, 2017, the City Council of Pascagoula voted unanimously to oppose the Lake George Project. A copy of
their resolution is not available as of this date but it is my understanding that they have sent their resolution to the USACE in a
comment letter. Http://www.sunheraId.com/news/locaI/counties jackson‐county/article130644979.htmI

175

General/Other

I hope that I am not too late filing this comment in opposition to the plan to construct two water supply lakes adjacent to the
Pascagoula River (SAM‐2014‐00653‐MBM); I've just returned to the U.S. from two weeks of professional travel in Kenya.

176

General/Other

The EA does not provide enough information on project construction and operations. The lack of specific information impedes
the ability of the public and public decision makers to assess the project. The project's operational parameters are unknown at
this point and thus cannot be analyzed until they are publicly available. An EIS needs to be prepared, and the identified
preferred alternative needs to clearly delineate in advance the intended construction and operational procedures. The EA does
not provide sufficient information on how long construction will take, the amount and composition of the fill, how long it will
take the lakes to fill up, especially in light of the porous nature of the soil, how the creeks and river will be affected up and
downstream.
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177

General/Other

Please stop the lake George project.

178

General/Other

Terrible idea!!!!

179

General/Other

Study how much money it would take to clean our sewer systems if you want to bring in tourist's money. Study the long term
effects of damming a river. Study the Jourdan River and find out why rivers near it have dried up… it's because of dams! THEY
ARE NOT NATURAL AND DO NOT BENEFIT THE ENVIRONMENT! Without a clean environment we have no home!

180

General/Other

"My comment concerning the damming of Li le Cedar Creek and Big Cedar Creek is ""No!""We have such a treasure in our
Pascagoula River system as it is. To think about altering the flow with dams for the personal gain of a few is just plain
criminal.I have been involved for many years in the local and state Audubon Society and worked with many others in
establishing the Pascagoula River Audubon Center in Moss Point. The River has been nationally recognized as the last free‐
flowing, un‐fettered waterway in the US. The Moss Point Center was built to showcase the River and as a result, it now
enhances the city, the county and the region, and stands as a sentinel pledged to protect and offer educational and
recreational experiences to all who come to be close to nature and enjoy this mighty natural resource. Don't mess with our
Pascagoula River!"

181

General/Other

As a certified landscape architect, I am thoroughly against this project and will email my comments at a later date. Thank you.

182

General/Other

I want to register my disapproval of the construction of the lake in George County Mississippi. I feel that nothing should be
done that would have any impact on Ceder Creek and the Pascagoula River. This area is presently undamaged and natural and I
would like to see it remain that way. Thank you for considering my opinion.

183

General/Other

I have grown up and enjoyed life on the Pascagoula River and have seen the constant changes that have occurred both by man
and natures hand. I have seen the channel of the river grow more narrow in some places and more shallow as others.I have
seen the lake entrances and exits restricted and finally vanish, and I have seen the pipelines constantly draw water to feed the
industrial development along our coast. What I do not see is an increase in natural resources for the generations to follow.I
find this very sad and disappointing. Please oppose the construction of anything that would possibly restrict the flow our
Pascagoula River.
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184

General/Other

•"If I only knew then, what I know now." These are the famous last words of many leaders, managers and decision makers in
history.
•Think of the space shu le launch director who watched the shu le explode on launch when those O‐rings failed ….despite
the fact that they had warnings from engineers on the launch team but they didn't want to delay the launch.
•Or the people who approved residen al construc on in the coastal zone on the barrier islands of North Carolina, where
many homes and other property has been lost to storms… despite warnings from engineers, scientists and even local residents
that this would happen.
•When unintended consequences and unsupported claims are obvious to the experts, we should listen to the experts and not
listen to people with a narrow, vested interest in a particular project or outcome. Take your blinders off and then look and
listen.

185

General/Other

For these reasons the City of Moss Point strongly opposes the proposed Lake George project.

186

General/Other

"Do NOT divert or in any way change the Pascagoula River as it now stands. It's the last river that is unchanged/untouched by
men ‐ and needs to remain so. Every other body of water that men have changed finds a way to do what nature wants it to do,
goes where nature wants it to do. There is no true need to change this waterway ‐ other than to line somebody's pockets for
pure greed!I'm red of our countryside being ravaged to suit somebody's ambi ons, and the use of tax‐payer money to do
that damage . Please stop this madness!!DO NOT change the Pascagoula River!! "

187

General/Other

I support the initiative to move forward with Lake George.

188

General/Other

I think that as the last large flowing river in the lower 48 we should keep this gem for future generations.

189

General/Other

I think this plan is very beneficial so I vote yes.

190

General/Other

It is our opinion that more extensive research must be performed, including a complete and full Environmental Impact
Statement, followed by full and formal public hearings. These actions are necessitated for many reasons, including:
‐When proposed ac ons are those "significantly aﬀec ng the quality of the human environment," the Na onal Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) requires a full Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to be prepared. This project is an action of such scale
that it requires a full EIS.
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Comment
The Land Trust for the Mississippi Coastal Plain (LTMCP) is a fifteen year old 501c3 organization focused on the mission of
conserving, protecting and promoting open spaces and green places of ecological, cultural or scenic significance in the six lower
counties of Mississippi. The LTMCP is accredited by the national Land Trust Alliance. Our organization currently holds over
8,200 acres under our permanent conservation umbrella.
The LTMCP has a long history of leadership and support for projects that protect the natural and cultural resources of the
Mississippi Coastal Plain. After actively listening to citizens and representatives of the community, and after assessing all data
available to us at this time, the LTMCP Board of Directors has voted to go on record in opposition to Permit SAM‐2014‐00653‐
MBM, which is the application made by the Pat Harrison Waterway District to construct two connected water supply lakes for
maintaining Pascagoula River flow resiliency during prolonged severe drought, George and Jackson County, Mississippi.

192

General/Other

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is responsible for the decision with regard to the appropriate level of analysis of a project
under the National Environmental Policy Act. Based on the potential magnitude and intensity of the impact to natural
resources that may result from the proposed project, the EPA recognizes that an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) may be
warranted. An EIS may provide more information on the need for this project, potential less environmentally damaging
practicable alternatives and potential downstream effects with or without the project. Such an approach would be consistent
with the Guidelines and the EPA would welcome a discussion of the merits of this approach.
In conclusion, the EPA believes that the permit application for this project cannot be approved at this time because the
potential impacts may be large and the applicant has not provided sufficient information to determine compliance with the
Guidelines. Consequently, we believe the proposed project may have substantial and unacceptable adverse impacts to
approximately 42 miles of perennial, intermittent and ephemeral streams, headwater slope bayhead and riverine forested
wetlands adjacent to Big and Little Cedar Creeks, as well as downstream waters, which we consider to be aquatic resources of
national importance (ARNI). Therefore, in accordance with the procedural requirements outlined in the 1992 404(q)
Memorandum of Agreement between the EPA and the Department of the Army, 3(a) we are advising you that the proposed
work may have substantial and unacceptable adverse impacts on ARNI. This letter follows the field level procedures outlined in
the August 1992, Memorandum of Agreement between the EPA and the Department of the Army, Part IV, paragraph 3(a)
regarding Section 404(q) of the Clean Water Act.

193

General/Other

While I did not grow up in Mississippi, I have chosen to live here and make it my home since 2004. I want nothing but the best
for our state, and am alarmed by the proposed dams on the Pascagoula River. During a time when we are removing many
poorly‐placed dams throughout the United States, why would we build a new one here?

194

General/Other

My comment will be signficantly less that 1000 words.
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195

General/Other

Please consider all direct impacts to Big and Little Cedar Creeks and the Pascagoula River from the process of removing
wetlands, clearing land, digging and placing temporary coffer dams on creeks during construction, removing overburden and
disrupting shallow aquifers.

196

General/Other

Although they claim to be neutral on this issue I accuse the Corps of Engineers of conspiring with the George County Board of
supervision and the Pat Harrison Waterway District to sell this money making project to the public.
Strange events have taken place: at a meeting on this project in Hurley, Mississippi last year one of the Cumbest boys ran the
meeting, not the Corps of Engineers, and not the Pat Harrison Waterway District. It was clear to me, as there were no chairs for
the crowd (the crowd pulled them out) that the intent of the meeting was to check off the block that said, okay got that done,
let’s move on. But the crowd, overwhelmingly opposed to the project, would have none of it. Tempers flared and at one point
another member of the Cumbest family (that owns property in the area) got into a melee with some of the people opposed to
the project.
So now a second meeting on the project. The setup was similar – posters set about to let the people read about the project.
There were no chairs for the crowd so it was clear they wanted you to read or look at the propaganda and leave so they could
check off another block. OK got that public meeting done, let’s move on! At one point a Corps of Engineers rep got up and gave
a short speech on the project. He asked for no questions or comments. They’d did have one page sheets one could make
comments and a couple of computers could make comments.
One of the display posters that probe ported to give the purpose of the project stated that such and such “could” happen and
in another place stated that the applicant “believed” such and such would happen. I call that peer speculation. Is the Corps of
Engineering participating is a project of such a large scale impact that can justify working on speculation. That is irresponsible if
not criminal. I lived in Jackson, Mississippi prior to the dam on the river that formed Ross Barnett reservoir. I can tell you that
the Pearl River that I knew is now the Pearl Creek. From what I have seen and heard at these two meetings I am convinced that
only legal action is going to put a stop to this nonsense. What this project would do, if executed, would be to take illegally
Jackson County water and give it to George County. That is unthinkable and wrong. Jackson County water belongs to the
citizens of Jackson County and nobody has the right to take it away from them.

197

General/Other

Do not let a group of self‐serving politicians, lawyers buisnessmen , real estate agents etc. ruin the beautiful free‐flowing
Pascagoula River! Save this wonderful treasure for our children & future generations!

198

General/Other

This project is not needed and would be harmful to a free‐flowing river. Also this method of commenting restrains information.
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199

General/Other

I am in favor of the George County MS Lake project. I have seen what drought conditions do to an area like George and Jackson
County and feel that this proposal is the best answer.

200

General/Other

I am writing on behalf of the American Society of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists, a society dedicated to the scientific study
and conservation of fishes, amphibians, and reptiles, to express our concerns about the US Army Corps of Engineers' Joint
Application and Notification, USACE Public Notice, and the Environmental Assessment for the Pascagoula River Drought
Resiliency Project. The stated purpose of the project is drought resiliency for the Pascagoula River by construction of two
impoundments on Little Cedar and Big Cedar Creeks. The ASIH urges proponents of the project to abandon plans to construct
these impoundments because of their negative impact on the unique aquatic resources in the basin.

201

General/Other

In conclusion, the EPA continues to recommend that the permit application for this project not be approved at this time
because the potential impacts may be large and the applicant has not provided sufficient information to determine compliance
with the Guidelines. Consequently, we believe the proposed project will have substantial and unacceptable adverse impacts to
approximately 42 miles of perennial, intermittent and ephemeral streams, headwater slope bayhead and riverine forested
wetlands adjacent to Big and Little Cedar Creeks, as well as downstream waters, which we consider to be aquatic resources of
national importance (ARNI). Therefore, in accordance with the procedural requirements outlined in the 1992 404(q)
Memorandum of Agreement between the EPA and the Department of the Army, we are advising you that the proposed work
will have substantial and unacceptable adverse impacts on ARNI. This letter follows the field level procedures outlined in the
August 1992, Memorandum of Agreement between the EPA and the Department of the Army, Part IV, paragraph 3(b)
regarding Section 404(q) of the Clean Water Act.

202

General/Other

Great project. I commend the George County BOS and the Pat Harrison Waterway district for taking a proactive approach to a
potential future crisis. Fresh water is our most precious natural resource.

203

General/Other

I writing to you concerning the potential damming of the Pascagoula River as part of the Lake George project. Please do not
allow any dams to be built damaging this one‐of‐ a‐kind national treasure. There is no longer free flowing river than the
Pascagoula left in this country meaning this is the last chance we have to protect our history and future. The history of
Mississippi is in the river, it is the stuff of legends and in the future I want my great‐grandchildren to see the wildlife I have
been so lucky to know from the Pascagoula River. Please do not allow any work that would change any part of the the river so
it may remain exactly as it has always been: very important, loved, and valued by the humans and creatures of the Gulf Coast.
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Projects with Momentum and Political Support Aren't Always Good Projects ‐ I coincidently ran across this story while
preparing my comments.
The lvanpah Solar Energy Plant in California is the one that uses solar energy collection mirrors to focus sunlight on a central
boiler tower that then runs turbines. It is known for roasting birds that fly through the path of the focused sunlight. Recently it
has been found that it is using larger than expected amounts of natural gas to start and maintain the boilers and turbines when
the sun doesn't shine. This project received $1.6 billion in federal loan guarantees and a $538 million grant to repay the loans.
Here is what some of the skeptics are now saying about the project (boondoggle). This should sound familiar."If it were any
other energy industry besides solar, the plant would not have been built," said David Lamfrom, director of California desert and
national wildlife program at the National Parks Conservation Association (NPCA).
Lamfrom said that "political pressure pushed this project through without proper input from the taxpayers and without them
being adequately informed of exactly what kind of project this was."
He said officials "generated enough momentum to make this project happen in order to meet the (deadlines for] the stimulus
funding."
According to Larnfrom, designers also erred in placing Tvanpah between the tallest mountains in the Mojave where there is
significant cloud cover and dust which would interfere with the sunlight.
Burnett noted that low sunlight only increases the use of natural gas: "You can make solar power as cheap as you want. lfthe
sun is not shining, or it is cloudy or rainy, it wilt require natural gas to ramp up [the plant] quickly when olar power goes offline.
They say it is green, but that assumes that there is a power source without any environmental impact." (Emphasis added)
Source http://www.foxnew.com/politics/2015/10/30/taxpayer‐backed‐solar‐plant‐actually‐carbon‐polluter/ Don't let history
repeat itself.
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205

General/Other

The Corps of Engineers should reject the application for a Clean Water Act Section 404 wetland fill application and require a full
Environmental Impact Statement for this project. The document submitted to the Mobile District Corps of Engineers in support
of the application for this 404 permit is an environmental assessment or EA. When proposed actions are those "significantly
affecting the quality of the human environment", the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires a full Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) to be prepared. If federal funding will be used for these lakes, NEPA will apply and the evaluation of
the need for a full EIS comes into play. The sponsors have identified three sources of funding for the lakes, and all should
engage the environmental protection requirements of NEPA. This project's effects upon habitat, wetlands, local geology,
residential water wells, plus the shrinking of floodplains and placement of high hazard dams upstream of occupied structures
all support the finding of a significant effect on the quality of the human environment. The wetland fill application, in its
present form, should be rejected.

206

General/Other

We oppose this project for multiple reasons. Two main reasons for opposition are because the Pascagoula River is the longest
free flowing river in the lower 48 states and it is a national treasure. This dam proposal threatens the health and beauty of one
of our state's crown jewels, the Pascagoula River. We have few such jewels left in Mississippi or the near this region of the Gulf
of Mexico. As one of the last undammed rivers in the lower 48 states, the Pascagoula is a natural treasure that supports a
diverse array of fish and wildlife, and serves as a key freshwater artery to sustain a vibrant Mississippi Sound, and provides
endless recreation and enjoyment for citizens. GIC strongly opposes the Pascagoula River Drought Resiliency Project being
considered by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Mobile District, the Mississippi Department of Marine Resources, and the
Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality, and any other agency of government. We believe this project will cause
serious harm to the river's waters, unique habitats, fish, and wildlife, and wild and scenic qualities.
As part of Gulf Islands Conservancy lnc.'s public comment record please include comments received from Gulf Restoration
Network, Sierra Club, National Wildlife Federation, Steve Shepard, and Julia O'Neal.
Please keep the Pascagoula River a free‐flowing system so that all the benefits of such a God‐given gift can be enjoyed by this
and future generations, as they were enjoyed by those who inhabited the region long ago. Just say no and save the taxpayers
money.

207

General/Other

Sec on 1.3. Project History, page 11 ‐ The Pascagoula River Basin Alliance did meet with the applicant but in no way did it
voice a position on this project. PHWD is a member of the Alliance. The Alliance did not contribute to the applicants declared
"general consensus." They also met in late October 2015. At that time, many Alliance members expressed concerns about this
project and the Alliance did not take a group stance on this project at that time.

208

General/Other

Scoping Issues that should be examined to include but are not limited to the following: General Environmental Concerns
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209

General/Other

I am a George County Mississippi resident and I fully support the Lake George Project in George County Mississippi. I will be
mailing my detailed comments to Michael Moxey later this week.

210

General/Other

I have attached a white paper a number of my colleagues and I have produced against this project. It is obviously detailed as it
is based on river science. There are a number of section besides biological ones and some sections refute the report findings
(or at least are very disconcerting) that were available to us from the website. I hope you will add this to the record.

211

General/Other

The Pat Harrison Waterway District and George County Board of Supervisors have applied for a Department of the Army Corps
of Engineers' permit for a proposed drought resiliency project to be located in George and Jackson Counties, Mississippi; and
the permit request, if approved, would result in the creation of reservoirs that would trap and hold water that would normally
flow, unimpeded, downstream. NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF PASCAGOULA that
the Council hereby opposes the proposed "Pascagoula River Drought Resiliency Project" and requests that the US Army Corps
of Engineers deny the permit application.

212

General/Other

We live on the creek near hyway 63 in Jackson County. We would rather not see Cedar Creek Damned up. Thank you

213

General/Other

We are writing in regards to Public Notice Number SAM‐2014‐00653‐MBM pertaining to the proposed construction of two
water supply lakes within the watersheds of Big Cedar and Little Cedar Creeks in George and Jackson Counties. Both the
Mississippi Wildlife Federation and National Wildlife Federation feel very strongly that the proposed project raises extremely
serious concerns about the purpose and need for the project and the impacts that these proposed lakes will have on the
Pascagoula River, its tributaries and associated ecology. The Pascagoula River is a natural treasure for not only Mississippi but
the entire nation. The Pascagoula's distinction as the last remaining un‐dammed and un‐ channelized major river system in the
lower 48 states is something that should be preserved at all costs.

214

General/Other

The Jackson County Soil and Water Conservation District opposes and recommends denial of the project until such time as a
satisfactory Environmental Impact Statement is prepared and proper scientific evidence is submitted to the District. The Corps
of Engineers should interview the District about its reasons.

215

General/Other

Our concern for our area is very dear to our lives. Our family has lived here for 8 generations. We believe that if done in the
proper manner the proposed lakes would benefit our area greatly. However I am even more concerned for those who
purposely are trying to derail the proposed lakes even though they are not from our area. Many do not even live close to the
area. I would like to see the lakes go forward for the benefit of our entire area.
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216

General/Other

I just don't see the need for lake George. My family use the Pascagoula river a lot and we also drive to flint creek a good bit. I
don't think the tax payers should have to pay for a lake that we don't need. And I think it will cause harm to the river system.

217

General/Other

There is absolutely no way to mitigate the damage caused by this project. The affects would be permanent and catastrophic.
Taking the time to conduct a proper EIS would definitively prove that this project is an absolute nightmare for the Pascagoula
River, and that there is absolutely no justification whatsoever for damming the river.

218

General/Other

I cite some of the reasons for my strong objection to this proposed project as follows:
The Pascagoula River is currently the only major free flowing river of its class in the lower 48 states with no obstructions of its
tributaries. Surely history will show that humanity will have been wisely served if this final great river system is granted
freedom of its natural flow! In recent years millions of dollars have been provided from both public and private sources to
protect both the upper and lower Pascagoula River Basins and to keep these scenic waters natural and free flowing without
man made obstruction. I fear that if the project is allowed to move forward, these precious long term efforts to serve local
citizens, millions of Americans and the local natural environment will have been virtually destroyed in a heartbeat.
I therefore am vehemently opposed to this project which, if approved, would not only be a senseless waste of taxpayer funds
but, according to my understanding and analysis, would ultimately result in an avoidable and preventable environmental
disaster to the Pascagoula River Basin which in its current state is not only a local, but a National Treasure. Let us please keep it
this way for all the sake of all citizens across America!

219

General/Other

The Pascagoula River is the longest river without a dam in the lower 48 States, as such it is a national treasure and should
remain undamed.

220

General/Other

WHEREAS, all current scientific data and information available to the JACKSON COUNTY SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION
DISTRICT indicates that such activity shall diminish the natural resources, promote erosion of the river banks, adversely affect
wildlife (including some threatened and endangered species), adversely affect public lands, diminish the tax base, and
otherwise adversely affect the health, safety, prosperity, and general welfare of the people of Jackson County, Mississippi:

221

General/Other

I am writing to request that the proposal to create one or more impoundments in the Pascagoula River basin not be
implemented. Mississippi can boast few if any natural superlatives in comparison to its sister states and the undammed
Pascagoula watershed is a treasure that once lost cannot be recovered.
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222

General/Other

The purported environmental benefits of the project are overstated. The EA says that the project will unavoidably impact 2,868
acres on Big and Little Cedar Creeks but that the project would maintain, restore, and protect the 6,144,000 acre watershed of
the Pascagoula River. The claim that the project would have beneficial effects for the entire watershed is simply bogus. The
estimate of the number of acres that would be negatively affected is also a gross underestimate because the negative
upstream and downstream impacts of dams are not considered at all in the EA, though they are well documented in the
scientific literature.

223

General/Other

I do not profess to be a scientist but I believe until many of the questions listed below have been answered this project should
not move forward.
Whose idea was this to begin with? Who initially proposed this project? If it was by local industry I would like to have access to
those requests.

224

General/Other

"The Pascagoula River of one of the few in the nation that is flowing in its natural state. It is vital to keep the river this way. A
beau ful documentary has been produced about the river that highlights this uniqueness.Please say no to this project that
entails damming its tributary to form lakes. "

225

General/Other

My name is Rufus Dueitt I live in Avent (close to Merrill where the rivers join). I'm in support for the lakes and think it will be
needed in the future for a water supply.

226

General/Other

"We have the ONLY free flowing river left in the US. Put dams on the river. NO!!! Human intervention on the
river...NO!!!LEAVE THE PASCAGOULA RIVER ALONE!!!"
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Please register my strong support of the Lake George Drought Proposal. I will elaborate on the reasons, but first I have a
sincere request of you. I anticipate that you are receiving many responses from those against the project who are writing
letters which are not substantive in content, such as "Save Our River!", "Fight the Fake Lakes!", Preserve the Pascagoula!", etc.
Several years ago I weighed in on a controversial issue with the Corps of Engineers regarding wetlands. I found out after the
public comment period concluded that several local elementary school teachers got their classes to write letters limited to just
a few words such as "Save our wetlands", etc. I later found out that each one of those letters were given equal weight with the
number of more substantive letters advocating the opposing view. My question is this: Will you consider the quality of the
letters written instead of the quantity? I hope you will for fairness sake. As you are probably aware, I was born and raised at
and near the Pascagoula River. My ancestors settled on this river in the 1700s. I live within a mile of the east bank of Cumbest
Bluff to this day. The river has changed over the years. Many times, especially in the Fall, I've seen the river at record low
levels. This has an extremely detrimental effect on the health of the river, it's fish and wildlife.
The "environmentalists" claim that Big Cedar and Little Cedar Creeks are as equal in importance as the "vital tributaries" of the
Chickasawhay and the Leaf Rivers. This is absolutely not true. The river is served by many of these small creeks just like the big
and Little Cedar Creeks. The proposed project is in absolutely the best location. This is the perfect time and place to remedy
the looming threat of drought. Water wells are having to be drilled deeper and deeper. Crops have been affected for the last
three or four seasons, and the problem is bound to get worse. It's time for our state leaders and the environmentalists to
address this problem now. It will only get worse. It is not surprising that the Sierra Club and other environmental groups are
weighing in heavily on this issue. Their main concern is media attention and being seen as which one is more important. In my
humble opinion the Sierra Club has morphed over the years into a radical organization with a warped world view. More often
than not I always take the opposing position on whatever the Sierra Club advocates. I know the Pascagoula River. The Sierra
Club does not have a fraction of the knowledge of the river that I do.
I consider myself as an environmentalist. I support 100% any project which gives back to our environment by protecting
current habitat while creating better conditions for the future of our precious natural resources. The Lake George Project will
STABILIZE water flow in the Pascagoula River while creating new habitat for fish and wildlife. Michael, as you probably know by
now last Friday, February 3rd the City of Pascagoula voted to register their opposition to the Lake George Drought Project. I
want you to consider the following points which I believe influenced them in their course of action:
1) The City of Pascagoula hosts the annual Pascagoula River Free Flow Festival each April. I have been asked several times to
write a check to sponsor the event. For the past three or four years the event has been only moderately successful, if at all. I
fully expect the city to discontinue the event eventually due to lack of interest. But right now they cannot afford for any
change, real or perceived, in the status of the "Free Flowing" aspect of the Pascagoula River to occur.
2) In my opinion for the last 100 years the city has squandered the opportunity to capitalize on the amenities of the river
running through the city. Why get all "protectionist" now? The City of Pascagoula is in dire straights and the future doesn't look
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very bright under it's existing leadership.
3) I will be shocked if over half of the Pascagoula City Council will be re‐elected in the upcoming municipal elections in May. I
can GUARANTEE you will have a new mayor who will most likely be in favor of the Lake George project.
I appreciate your patience as you proceed in the public comment period of the Lake George Project. I am hopeful that this
letter and the other ones you receive in favor of the project will help influence your decision in going forward with this much
needed project. Please feel free to contact me with any questions you may have.

228

General/Other

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the JACKSON COUNTY SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT, a body politic and
a subdivision of the STATE OF MISSISSIPPI, does hereby oppose and recommend denial of the project proposed by PAT
HARRISON WATERWAY DISTRICT, until such time as a satisfactory Environmental Impact Study is prepared and proper scientific
evidence is submitted to this body.

229

General/Other

the opinion of the majority of people I represent and have discussed it with are against the project from what I would call an
historical and conservational perspective. The Pascagoula River System has long been touted as one of the last "free flowing"
systems left in the 48 contiguous states. There are many arguments that could be made to slightly challenge that depending
on the definition of "free flowing" but for me it has to do with the building of levees and dams.

230

General/Other

As an agent of The Water Underground and a supporter of Rivers, Forests, Ospreys, Alligators and Humans, I am writing to ask
that you reject permit applications for the construction of new dams to create 2,800 acres of recreational lakes in George and
Jackson Counties in Mississippi.

231

General/Other

Go for it ‐ get it done.
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232

General/Other

As mentioned, I just returned from a trip through Florida, visiting protected habitats from the Panhandle to Key West, listening
to the history of numerous protected areas, such as the the many Springs where colonies of Manatees return every winter to
the specific environmental parameters necessary for their continued existence. To listen to some of these stories, and in some
cases, see how close was the loss of these unique habitats to development was staggering. Sometimes benefactors donated
the land, and in another case the Depression and First World War combined to defeat a development project, or these sites
would have been lost. Anything, that would have a negative impact on this River Treasure, however slight, should be be
defeated, and I submit THIS project could have a significant negative impact. I am confident when the State and Federal
Agencies, whose history is to provide the leadership to protect our environment, review the entire rational of this project and
the benefits to the users of the proposed lake versus this Pascagoula River Treasure and the thousands of citizens who use the
river, good minds and cool heads will prevail. Thank you all for your careful deliberation concerning the pros and cons related
to this project.

233

General/Other

The Southeastern Fishes Council (SFC) recently received word of a potential dam construction project on Little and Big Cedar
Creeks in the Pascagoula River basin. The SFC strongly opposes these modifications and we have outlined our reasons and
justifications in the attached letter. Please pass this letter along to the necessary administrators and partners outlining the
SFC's lack of support for this project.

234

General/Other

Please let this email serve to inform you and your agency of my support for the construction and completion of the Lake
George Project in George/Jackson counties, Mississippi.

235

General/Other

Section 1.3. Project History, page 11, last para ‐The applicant says "The parties unanimously agreed a regional approach was
necessary to analyze the issue and identify potential solutions." This did not include the aforementioned "Pascagoula River
Basin Alliance and other parties knowledgeable about or interested in the Pascagoula River" nor, as I understand this text, the
MDEQ, the DMR, and the COE, The consensus was reached by the applicant, sponsors and county government entities that
are controlled by them.

236

General/Other

Executive Summary‐The applicant occasionally moves from facts applicable to the river basin to those applicable to the
Pascagoula River proper. I believe they do that in their argument about anthropogenic impacts when they say"… including
almost the entire river's riparian zone, being conserved or managed by federal or state agencies." That may be true of the
Pascagoula River from Merrill to the mouth, but it is not true of the entire basin.
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I am writing to urge you not to allow the Pascagoula River to dammed in order to form an artificial lake in George County.
Wikipedia.org recognizes the river's importance in this sentence:
"It is significant as the only unaffected (or nearly so) river with a discharge of over 10 cubic kilometers (2.4 cu mi) per year
flowing from the United States into the Gulf of Mexico, and indeed the only one in the Cfa zone. As a result, the Pascagoula
has, in modern times, been the focus of a great deal of effort regarding its conservation to prevent the construction of dams
on it.

238

Hazardous and
Toxic Materials

Section 2.3.7. Hazardous and Toxic Materials ‐ This analysis makes no mention of having looked for contamination from
agriculture, horticulture , forestry and silviculture. Speaking from experience , these activities can present some pretty “nasty”'
problems, some with very small and inconspicuous footprints (such as repeated surface disposal of tank washings from
pesticide. herbicide and fertilizer. storage of those same raw materials, use of arsenical pesticides and so on.) The HTM
survey should also address the DIY activities of amateur auto body work and similar activities, particularly on properties to
be acquired. One of the WORST cases of groundwater contamination of residential wells I encountered while at the Ohio
EPA was a guy whose 50 gallon drum of paint thinner rusted out and it all leaked into the soil and then groundwater.
He figured it out when his neighbor complained that his shower water smelled like paint thinner. The HTM survey staff
needs to have their '' rural south Mississippi” hat on.

239

Hazardous and
Toxic Materials

Specifically, the roof shingles should be tested for the presence of asbestos and properly disposed of. The Corps should also
consider alternatives that would avoid inundating this waste, including but not limited to a plan for waste retrieval. Should also
consider roof shingles, cans, bottles, appliances, and an old rusted automobile.

240

Hazardous and
Toxic Materials

The public also needs more information on the potentially hazardous and toxic materials present in the project area including
investigation of the empty drums found on site.

241

Land Use &
Aesthetics

I also support the Lake George Project because it is in the best location. Big Cedar Creek and Little Cedar Creek are just that,
creeks. To hear environmental groups describe these creeks as "vital tributaries" equal to the Chickasawhay and Leaf Rivers is
either a deliberate exaggeration or proof that these groups are unethical and uneducated. The fact is the Pascagoula River is
served by dozens of small creeks just like Big Cedar and Little Cedar creeks. Putting a spillway on these two, small, creeks will in
no way negatively impact the Pascagoula River. Once again, I’m 100% behind the Lake George Project.

242

Land Use &
Aesthetics

I really like that the lakes will look natural. The project will have a good effect on the ecconomy. Lakes like these in other states,
like Atlanta, are great ecconomic drivers for the state both locally and regionally. Mississippi needs a project like this! I'm in
support. Please make it happen!
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243

Land Use &
Aesthetics

Section 5. RECOMMENDED PROJECT'S SECONDARY AND CUMULATIVE IMPACTS‐ I have already commented on most of the
topics recapped in this section. One new topic is " land use."
The applicant says "Still, secondary or indirect impacts may result from induced development following the Recommended
Project's construction" and 'Although much of the Project Area is undeveloped and sparsely residential, considerable new
residential and some commercial development could occur as a result of the Recommended Project'' and "Potential secondary
and cumulative effects associated with land use in the Project Area could include future new residential and commercial
development surrounding the proposed lakes. This type of secondary development would be considered typical with a project
of this nature. Development of the lakes could change the assessed property values of adjacent land. Any new residential or
commercial development would change the property classification and increase the tax base for George and Jackson
Counties.''
This all seems to be either the applicants ''hedge'' about negative impacts not under the applicants control or a "carrot" to
engender local support for the project as having potential economic development potential. The latter seems more
speculative since the other PHWD lakes don't seem to have catalyzed such economic development in all but a few minor cases
and because the primary purpose of these lakes is different than the other PHWD lakes.

244

Land Use &
Aesthetics

The community along the Pascagoula River at the mouth of Big Cedar Creek was barely described in the EA. The residents are
at risk of loss of enjoyment of recreational and esthetic values caused by this project if the lower reaches of Big Cedar Creek
are impaired

245

Land Use &
Aesthetics

The Pascagoula River is largely unaffected by unnatural disturbances, and there should be no need to disrupt its nature now.
Dams are not good for the ecosystem as they are extremely disruptive. If recreation is wanted, lakes are not necessary for that.
This project would be a waste of money and would contribute harm to the ecosystem and the river's integrity. The goal of
resource management is to MANAGE, not alter.

246

Land Use &
Aesthetics

The aesthetics of the natural environment will be destroyed.

247

Land Use &
Aesthetics

If the land is made public and developed for a fire‐adapted native habitat, then the problem of the gopher tortoise is solved, it
can thrive where the agriculture and residential encroachments had hindered it before.

248

Land Use &
Aesthetics

The tail‐waters and physical setting of lower Big Cedar Creek including the communities along the Pascagoula, tree farms and
other public and private land needs to be escribed in more detail. Again, preferably shown in a GIS.
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249

Land Use &
Aesthetics

WHEREAS, all current scientific data and information available to the JACKSON COUNTY SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION
DISTRICT indicates that such activity shall diminish the natural resources, promote erosion of the river banks, adversely affect
wildlife (including some threatened and endangered species), adversely affect public lands, diminish the tax base, and
otherwise adversely affect the health, safety, prosperity, and general welfare of the people of Jackson County, Mississippi.

250

Mitigation &
Monitoring

The Conceptual Wetland Mitigation Plan does not satisfy basic Corps of Engineers requirements.
The level of detail provided in the wetland mitigation plan is insufficient. Clean Water Act wetland regulations in 33 C.F.R. Part
332 and Water Resources Development Act (WRDA) provisions in 33 U.S.C. § 2283(d) provide standards to address both the
substantive mitigation requirements (amount, type, timing, and monitoring) and the mitigation plan requirements (specific
components of each mitigation plan). The Water Resources Development Acts establish specific mitigation requirements for
Corps civil works projects. For example, harm to bottom land hardwood forests from a Corps civil works project must be
mitigated in‐kind, and harm to other habitat types must be mitigated "to not less than in‐kind conditions, to the extent
possible."

251

Mitigation &
Monitoring

WHEREAS, all current scientific data and information available to the JACKSON COUNTY SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION
DISTRICT indicates that such activity shall diminish the natural resources, promote erosion of the river banks, adversely affect
wildlife (including some threatened and endangered species), adversely affect public lands, diminish the tax base, and
otherwise adversely affect the health, safety, prosperity, and general welfare of the people of Jackson County, Mississippi:

252

Mitigation &
Monitoring

What is the status of wetland mi ga on permi ng related to this project? We did not find it in our research.

253

Mitigation &
Monitoring

Who will pay for the mitigation, isn't there a mitigation bank already within the project boundaries? Would that have to be
double mitigated to replace it. It seems prudent in either case to leave the streambed alone instead of destroying it.

254

Mitigation &
Monitoring

How will the loss of streams and wetlands be mitigated? How will the streams and wetlands be mitigated? Who ultimately
pays for that. How will the mitigations be monitored and by whom. Why destroy them in the first place only to have to rebuild
something else at a high cost? It seems like unsound management.

255

Mitigation &
Monitoring

What level of mitigation would occur to account for the loss of 1200 acres of wetlands that provide irreplaceable and rare and
unique, priceless ecosystem services. Where is the money coming from? Where will the new mitigation occur?
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Mitigation: The EIS must explain how they are going to mitigate for this project in compliance with Water Resources
Development Act, Clean Water Act, and USACE requirements.
The EIS has to explain:
How much wetlands will be destroyed What type of wetlands;
The species of fish and wildlife that must be mitigated and how they will be mitigated;
The plan for monitoring mitigation;
Description of agencies who will plan, implement, monitor mitigation; Contingency plans in case mitigation is not effective;

257

Mitigation &
Monitoring

If the project is approved, the applicant should not receive mitigation credits for "protecting downstream wetlands, including
coastal wetlands, and streams from impacts of climate variability".
The authors of the EA include the above statement in section 4.2.4 that outlines the mitigation plan in response to the
destruction of approximately 1,201.697 acres of potentially jurisdictional wetlands and the destruction of"219,506.63
combined linear feet of ephemeral, intermittent, and perennial stream channels, and 24.77 acres of open water". The EA does
not include enough specifics on water level management to support the applicant's assumption that the project will reduce
drought impacts on the Pascagoula River. Further, the state of the current science provides mounting evidence of the
negative impacts by dams to downstream wetlands (see previously cited papers and others not cited here). Indeed, my own
experience of researching long‐term change in riparian vegetation among large and small Wisconsin Rivers and streams shows
wetland species being replaced by upland species due to drier conditions downstream of darns on regulated rivers. It is very
probable that similar negative impacts will occur downstream from the dams on the Big and Little Cedar Creeks, on the
Pascagoula River.

258

Mitigation &
Monitoring

Will large sections of shore and nearshore areas be committed to wetland mitigation?

259

Mitigation &
Monitoring

The wetlands mitigation plan in the EA is vague and highly speculative. It seems highly unlikely that on‐site mitigation will be
feasible if the lakes are managed as proposed and the lake levels vary as water is drawn down.

260

Mitigation &
Monitoring

Section 230. I0(d) states that any unavoidable impacts associated with the project will have to be fully mitigated in compliance
with the Rule. The current application lacks sufficient information regarding compensatory mitigation and its ability to offset
project impacts to the type and amount of wetlands and streams involved. The EPA needs additional information (as outlined
in the Rule) to appropriately evaluate whether this project could be adequately compensated.
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Comment
Finally, the EIS must determine the level of environmental mitigation that would be required if the dams were commissioned.
As a marine scientist, I am aware of the problems and failures surrounding restoration efforts. And our efforts as humans to
restore what took nature 1000s of years to create is typically fruitless and ends in failure.
For these reasons listed and many more I again urge a proper and extensive Environmental Impact Statement to determine the
ecological and environmental impact of the proposed dams.

262

Mitigation &
Monitoring

The negative environmental consequences of this project seem to be substantial and unlikely to be effectively mitigated

263

Mitigation &
Monitoring

The proposed project would affect streams and wetlands of high ecological quality. In the application, purchase of lake‐front
property is mentioned as potential mitigation for impacts to these areas. Lakefront property would not adequately replace
those ecological functions lost from high quality stream and wetland loss.

264

Mitigation &
Monitoring

There is an existing, operational mitigation bank directly upstream from a branch of the Lower Lake. We recommend the
applicant communicate with the banker to see what if any impacts may be made to this mitigation bank.

265

Mitigation &
Monitoring

I will note to the PHWD and sponsors that wetlands mitigation will have significant impacts to project feasibility and cost. The
feasibility of on‐site mitigation is very speculative.

266

Mitigation &
Monitoring

The Conceptual Wetland Mitigation Plan does not satisfy basic Corps of Engineers requirements.
The level of detail provided in the wetland mitigation plan is insufficient. The conceptual mitigation plan submitted by Pickering
Engineering on behalf of PHWD and the Counties does not provide acreages of wetlands broken down by type, their relative
wetland function quality, timing of mitigation or any description of monitoring. The Corps' wetland mitigation rules and the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) both require more detail than has been presented.

267

Mitigation &
Monitoring

It seems almost impossible to me that the loss of wetlands can be offset by on site wetlands mitigation for this project. So the
EIS should include a much more detailed delineation and description of existing wetlands in narrative and on a project map,
preferably in GIS format and a more detailed mitigation plan (with on‐site mitigation and off site mitigation bank credit
options' identified. This is important in order to identify the environmental consequences and other issues of great importance
to the public such as the implications of committing existing off site mitigation banks to this project and the commitment of
land in the project footprint to wetland mitigation in perpetuity.
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268

Mitigation &
Monitoring

Unavoidable impacts will have to be fully mitigated in compliance with the 2008 Mitigation Rule. Whether this much stream
can be adequately mitigated is a difficult question.

269

Mitigation &
Monitoring

It seems almost impossible to me that the loss of wetlands can be offset by on site wetlands mitigation for this project. So the
EIS should include a much more detailed delineation and description of existing wetlands in narrative and on a project map,
preferably in GIS format and a more detailed mitigation plan (with on‐site mitigation and off site mitigation bank credit
options' identified. This is important in order to identify the environmental consequences and other issues of great importance
to the public such as the implications of committing existing off site mitigation banks to this project and the commitment of
land in the project footprint to wetland mitigation in perpetuity.

270

Mitigation &
Monitoring

The wetland mitigation section is considerably weaker than it should be in a wetland fill application of this magnitude ‐ 1120
acres.

271

Mitigation &
Monitoring

Finally, any unavoidable impacts associated with the project will have to be fully mitigated in compliance with the 2008
Mitigation Rule. The current application lacks sufficient information regarding compensatory mitigation and its ability to offset
project impacts to the type and amount of wetlands and streams involved. Therefore, the EPA needs additional information (as
outlined in the 2008 Mitigation Rule) to appropriately evaluate whether the impacts from this project could be adequately
compensated. As a member of the Mobile District Mitigation Interagency Review Team (Mobile District MIRT), the EPA is aware
that compensating for 42 miles of stream impacts along with approximately 1200 acres of wetlands will be difficult.

272

Mitigation &
Monitoring

There is an exis ng stream and wetland mi ga on bank in the vicinity of the project. The applica on should address any
impacts (initial and secondary) to the existing mitigation bank within the project watershed and measures necessary to ensure
protection of this area.

273

Mitigation &
Monitoring

The best mitigation for impacts from this project is simply to avoid the impacts by preventing the project from happening.
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A key element of a legally adequate mitigation plan is the inclusion of ecological performance standards for assessing whether
the mitigation is achieving its objectives:
"Performance standards should relate to the objectives of the compensatory mitigation project, so that the project can be
objectively evaluated to determine if it is developing into the desired resource type, providing the expected functions, and
attaining any other applicable metrics (e.g., acres)." 33 C.F.R. § 332.S(a).
"Performance standards must be based on attributes that are objective and reliable Ecological performance standards must be
based on the best available science that can be measured or assessed in a practicable manner. Performance standards may be
based on variables or measures of functional capacity described in functional assessment methodologies, measurements of
hydrology or other aquatic resource characteristics, and/or comparisons to reference aquatic resources of similar type and
landscape position. The use of reference aquatic resources to establish performance standards will help ensure that those
performance standards are reasonably achievable, by reflecting the range of variability exhibited by the regional class of
aquatic resources as a result of natural processes and anthropogenic disturbances. Performance standards based on
measurements of hydrology should take into consideration the hydrologic variability exhibited by reference aquatic resources,
especially wetlands. Where practicable, performances standards should take into account the expected stages of the aquatic
resource development process, in order to allow early identification of potential problems and appropriate adaptive
management." 33 C.F.R. § 332.S(b).
The cursory conceptual mitigation plan included in the present 404 permit materials doesn't come close to the above
requirements. What is presented isn't amitigation plant "commensurate with the scale and scope of the impacts" 33 CFR Sec.
332.4(c). Also, the mitigation required for the filling of 41 miles of small streams is not discussed in any realistic, practical
detail. Mississippi doesn't presently have enough mitigation banks to offer places to buy credits to compensate for the loss of
this large amount of stream habitat. The stream mitigation portion of this application is mostly an unknown quantity at this
point. The applicants don't offer approaches adequate to the stream mitigation problem posed by their project.

275

Mitigation &
Monitoring

EIS must determine whether or not mitigation is even possible should the river and flora/fauna be harmed.

276

Mitigation &
Monitoring

The first step in the mitigation sequence is to avoid adverse impacts to the aquatic resources.
(http://water.epa.gov/type/wetlands/outreach/upload/CMitigation.pdf)
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The conceptual mitigation plan submitted by Pickering Engineering on behalf of PHWD and the Counties does not provide
acreages of wetlands broken down by type, their relative wetland function quality, timing of mitigation or any description of
monitoring. The first type of wetland mitigation offered by the sponsors, receiving credits for protecting downstream coastal
wetland, is unusual and aspirational at best. The other three methods (preservation, MDWFP land exchange, and banking)
proposed require much more detail than the EA document provides. The wetland mitigation plan in a Corps C.W.A. Section
404 fill permit application ofthis magnitude should be more than "conceptual" at this point of project development. Actual
wetland acreage in the footprint of the site may be underestimated due to the reliance on desktop methods. The expense of
conducting extensive walking transect studies on the ground was given as one reason for reliance on map analysis and the
grouping of wetlands and non‐wetlands in "mosaics" in the lower lake footprint. EA p. 48. The following listing of requirements
for mitigation plans can be compared with the level of detail the presented in this 404 fill application:
Mitigation Plan Requirements: Specific Components Required for Each Mitigation Plan In addition to meeting the mitigation
requirements, the Corps must also comply with the mitigation plan requirements established by the Water Resources
Development Acts and the mitigation plan requirements of the Clean Water Act, including those established in 33
C.F.R. Part 332.3.

278

Mitigation &
Monitoring

The applicant will need to fully mitigate for these high quality stream impacts accordingly.
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Comment
To satisfy the Clean Water Act, mitigation plans must provide a level of detail "commensurate with the scale and scope of the
impacts" (33 C.F.R. § 332.4(c)) and include the following information:
1."A descrip on of the resource type(s) and amount(s) that will be provided, the method of ecoregion, physiographic
province, or other geographic areas of interest." 33 C.F.R. § 332.4(c)(2).
2."A descrip on of the factors considered during the site selec on process. This should include considera on of watershed
needs, onsite alternatives where applicable, and the practicability of accomplishing .ecologically self‐sustaining aquatic
resource restoration, establishment, enhancement, and/or preservation at the compensatory mitigation project site." 33
C.F.R. § 332.4(c)(3).

3."A descrip on of the legal arrangements and instrument, including site ownership, that will be used to ensure the long‐
term protection of the compensatory mitigation project." 33 C.F.R. § 332.4(c)(4).
4."A descrip on of the ecological characteris cs of the proposed compensatory mi ga on project site... This may include
descriptions of historic and existing plant communities, historic and existing hydrology, soil conditions, a map showing the
locations of the impact and mitigation site(s) or the geographic coordinates for those site(s), and other site characteristics
appropriate to the type of resource proposed as compensation. The baseline information should also include a delineation of
waters of the United States on the proposed compensatory mitigation project site." 33 C.F.R. § 332.4(cX5).
5."A descrip on of the number of credits to be provided, including a brief explana on of the ra onale for this determina on,"
including "an explanation of how the compensatory mitigation project will provide the required compensation for unavoidable
impacts to aquatic resources resulting from the permitted activity." 33 C.F.R. § 332.4(c)(6).
6."Detailed wri en specifica ons and work descrip ons for the compensatory mi ga on project, including, but not limited
to, the geographic boundaries of the project; construction methods, timing, and sequence; source(s) of water, including
connections to existing waters and uplands; methods for establishing the desired plant community; plans to control invasive
plant species; the proposed grading plan, including elevations and slopes of the substrate; soil management; and erosion
control measures." 33 C.F.R. § 332.4(c)(7).
7."A descrip on and schedule of maintenance requirements to ensure the con nued viability of the resource once ini al
construction is completed." 33 C.F.R. § 332.4(c)(8).
8."Ecologically‐based standards that will be used to determine whether the compensatory mi ga on project is achieving its
objectives." 33 C.F.R. § 332.4(c)(9).
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9."A descrip on of parameters to be monitored in order to determine if the compensatory mi ga on project is on track to
meet performance standards and if adaptive management is needed. A schedule for monitoring and reporting on monitoring
results to the district engineer must be included." 33 C.F.R. § 332.4(c)(IO). The mitigation plan must provide for a monitoring
period that is sufficient to demonstrate that the compensatory mitigation project has met performance standards, but not less
than five years. A longer monitoring period must be required for aquatic resources with slow development rates (e.g., forested
wetlands, bogs). 33 C.F.R. § 332.6.
10."A descrip on of how the compensatory mi ga on project will be managed a er performance standards have been
achieved to ensure the long‐term sustainability of the resources, including long‐term financing mechanisms and the party
responsible for long‐ term management." 33 C.F.R. § 332.4(c)(ll).
11."A management strategy to address unforeseen changes in site condi ons or other components of the compensatory
mitigation project, including the party or parties responsible for implementing adaptive management measures. The adaptive
management plan will guide decisions for revising compensatory mitigation plans and implementing measures to address both
foreseeable and unforeseen circumstances that adversely affect compensatory mitigation success." 33 C.F.R. § 332.4(c)(l2).
12."A descrip on of financial assurances that will be provided and how they are suﬃcient to ensure a high level of confidence
that the compensatory mitigation project will be successfully completed, in accordance with its performance standards." 33
C.F.R. § 332.4(c)(l3).
13.The mi ga on plan must provide for a monitoring period that is suﬃcient to demonstrate that the compensatory
mitigation project has met performance standards, but not less than five years. A longer monitoring period must be required
for aquatic resources with slow development rates (e.g., forested wetlands, bogs). 33 C.F.R. § 332.6.
14.The compensatory mi ga on requirements must be clearly stated and include special condi ons that "must be
enforceable." The special conditions must: "(i) Identify the party responsible for providing the compensatory mitigation; (ii)
Incorporate, by reference, the final mitigation plan approved by the district engineer; (iii) State the objectives, performance
standards, and monitoring required for the compensatory mitigation project, unless they are provided in the approved final
mitigation plan; and (iv) Describe any required financial assurances or long‐term management provisions for the compensatory
mitigation project, unless they are specified in the approved final mitigation plan... " 33 C.F.R. § 332.3(k). "The special
conditions must clearly indicate the party or parties responsible for the implementation, performance, and long‐term
management of the compensatory mitigation project." 33 C.F.R. § 332.3(1).
15."The real estate instrument, management plan, or other mechanism providing long‐ term protec on of the compensatory
mitigation site must, to the extent appropriate and practicable, prohibit incompatible uses (e.g., clear cutting or mineral
extraction) that might otherwise jeopardize the objectives of the compensatory mitigation project." 33 C.F.R. § 332.7(a).
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Mitigation Plan Requirements Specific to Corps Civil Works Projects
Environmental impact statements and environmental assessments for Corps civil works projects must include a "specific plan
to mitigate fish and wildlife losses created." 33 U.S.C.§ 2283(d). That specific plan must include the following information:
1.The type, amount, and characteris cs of the habitat being restored, a descrip on of the physical ac ons to be taken to carry
out the restoration, and the functions and values that will be achieved;
2.The ecological success criteria, based on replacement of lost func ons and values, that will be evaluated and used to
determine mitigation success;
3.A descrip on of the lands and interest in lands to be acquired for mi ga on, and the basis for determining that those lands
will be available;
4.A mi ga on monitoring plan that includes the cost and dura on of monitoring, and iden fies the en es responsible for
monitoring if it is practicable to do so (if the responsible entity is not identified in the monitoring plan, it must be identified in
the project partnership agreement that is required for all Corps projects). Corps mitigation must be monitored until the
monitoring demonstrates that the ecological success criteria established in the mitigation plan have been met; and
5.A con ngency plan for taking correc ve ac on in cases where monitoring shows that mi ga on is not achieving ecological
success as defined in the plan. 33 U.S.C. § 2283(d)(3). Mitigation Plan Requirements Established by Clean Water Act Section
404Pursuant to the Clean Water Act regulatory requirements of 33 C.F.R. Part 332, Section 404 permits must include the
following plan elements. Corps civil works mitigation plans must also include the following plan elements in addition to the
requirements discussed above.

281

Navigation

Due to the halt of dredging of the channels and bayous to keep the lakes accessible by boat, there are many areas of the river
that are extremely shallow during the summer drought season. I believe that any limitations to the volume of water that flows
down the river will increase the lack of access to what few lakes we now can enter from the river as well as affect the various
launching pads, docks, and recreational activities that we currently are able to enjoy.

282

Navigation

The Pascagoula River served as the transportation route to float, barge, and otherwise transport the logs to the bigger sawmills
in Moss Point and Pascagoula.
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283

Project Purpose &
Need

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Project. Overall I am opposed to the creation of these lakes. The
environmental rationale for building them ("drought resiliency") is flawed, in that the "solution" to this "problem" is not
needed, and the negative environmental consequences would be large.

284

Project Purpose &
Need

This is a completely unnecessary and unwanted project by locals except to those few who would make money from the
project, namely the Cumbest family. These wild lands need to stay wild to avoid environmental disruption.

285

Project Purpose &
Need

"I would like to strongly object to any proposal to dam any tributary of the Pascagoula River to create ""Lake George"" . There
is more value and money in leaving this unique watershed alone and free flowing than in any recreational, commercial, or
""drought protec on"" concepts.I am a private ci zen with no aﬃlia on to any organized environmental group. I am an
Emergency Physician who has worked in Pascagoula for almost 25 years now, who calls Jackson County home. This river is
special & wild. Any attempt to alter it does not benefit the community, region, state, or nation. It also is apparent that there
are special interest groups who are pushing along this project for their gain to the detriment of the many.Thanks for your
attention. "

286

Project Purpose &
Need

Drought is a natural part of any ecosystem. Any time will feel the need to 'correct' what our Father created, the results are
always diminishing. It's as if we are saying our Creator made mistakes! He made no mistakes. Leave this river system alone,
PLEASE!

287

Project Purpose &
Need

Industrial users of water at the Port are NOT on record asking for lakes to be built to protect them in times of drought or low
flow conditions, so what rationale exists to justify the need for this so called “drought resiliency” project?

288

Project Purpose &
Need

It seems that this is really not needed and is rather some fellows with some land that they want to turn into lakefront for a
profit.
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289

Project Purpose &
Need

Comment
Sierra Club questions the justification that George County Board of Supervisors and the Pat Harrison Waterway District set
forth for the building of a pair of recreational lakes for water storage and eventual water use during low flow periods on the
Pascagoula River. The basic justification should be examined before any new data is gathered.
The project’s justification includes the assertion that climate change in the future makes it necessary to store water in new
lakes so that water can be released to the Pascagoula River to prevent damage to the river’s ecology, wetlands and the animals
and plants that inhabit it. The project also is justified on the basis that industries that use river water withdrawn at Cumbest
Bluff need continuous water supply at low flow and even need additional water to expand permitted water withdrawal to
accommodate growth. (Appendix A‐2, page 38, Southeast Regional Water Supply Project Application, EA supplement in 2014.)
If only the first justification was relied on, the project would not be necessary. The Pascagoula River’s flow records
demonstrate a long history of floods and low‐flow years, and support the well accepted idea that the river and its habitats have
been able to withstand drought and flood conditions without enduring harm in the past.
If only the second justification was relied on, there already exist ways to supplement the flow of the Pascagoula River during
droughts. One way, the release of water from Okatibbee Reservoir has been successful in the past and such releases can
happen in the future. It is alleged during the 1999‐2000 drought that Chevron did indeed purchase roughly 4 billion gallons
from Okatibbee and used 1 billion gallons to supplement flow in the Pascagoula.
We strongly recommend that the ACOE verify the facts associated with this event to determine if any rationale exists to justify
the proposed project. We recommend that the Chevron official, now retired, Steven Renfroe, be interviewed to verify facts and
provide institutional memory of the referenced low flow event.

290

Project Purpose &
Need

As stated above, it is not clear to me that the project need exists or is as severe as the applicant claims. For starters, let's hear
form the current big water users to see if they believe that their activities are being "undermined." Let them speak for
themselves.
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291

Project Purpose &
Need

Comment
Since this report is all about climate change, another consideration when thinking more reservoirs are needee for climate‐
change‐related drought relief: Chevron Refinery is the main user of water needed by industry. Probably 75% of water
withdrawn is for Chevron Refinery. Consider that Chevron Refinery might shut down by 2050 if the human race is going to stop
ranaway climate change. Electric cars can eliminate the need for the Pascagoula refinery. Building drought resliency reservoirs
in George and Jackson County to support a refinery that may close down in 30 years is very short‐sighted considering the value
of clear‐running natural streams into the Pascagoula with 42 miles of streamside wetlands and all the ecological benefits these
streams provide the river.
The EIS must assess whether more severe and frequent droughts really a;∙e the expectation of climate change in the future. It
seems more likely that more intense rain fall is actually expected with normal droughts between massive amounts of rainfall.

292

Project Purpose &
Need

Everywhere else in the country people are tearing out their dams because they are harmful to the environment. Here we are
talking about destroying the largest freeflowing river system in the lower 48 states so that someone with land can make some
money and zoom around in ski boats. Please don't do this.

293

Project Purpose &
Need

Chevron's public relations officer has told me that Chevron has planned to use conservation of water during extreme droughts
rather than any other source if and when extreme droughts cause less water to be pumped from the Cumbest Bluff source of
industrial water.

294

Project Purpose &
Need

Skepticism is in order as to the need for "climate change driven drought resiliency" on the Pascagoula River if for no other
reason than the fact that neither this issue nor this project have been identified, let alone prioritized through several
comprehensive planning processes that Mississippi (MDEQ, MDMR et al and the federal government) have undertaken to
identify projects to be completed using BP settlement money. Our unbiased, local experts were asked to identify
environmental and economic problems and solutions to be addressed with settlement money. This issue and this project was
nowhere to be found in the resulting plans. They have rendered and opinion on the "need" by their silence.
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295

Project Purpose &
Need

So the drought‐driven "need" should be addressed without bias and a decision point established in the schedule before
additional public funds are spent to evaluate the need and impact of the project or its net benefit to the public. If there is no
"drought resiliency" need then this project is not needed.
This should include careful evalua on of the Merrill Stream Gauge data over the longer term (back to the 1930's) and not just
the recent past. Rainfall data should be examined also as should the apparent downward trending flood stage peaks shown
on the long term hydrograph when the data is plotted. If rainfall has stayed relatively constant year‐to‐year, yet flood peaks
are declining, are we losing the flood peaks to retention in the existing Pat Harrison Waterway District reservoirs? If so, maybe
we should ask for that to be given back to a free‐flowing Pascagoula River and swamp that needs to be flooded and scoured by
flood stage flows. (With all due respect to people who live along the river.) This base graph was generated by the USGS stream
gauge web site. I added the 917 cfs 7Q10 line and the (subject to further evaluation) decreasing flood stage trend line. See my
EA comments for a much more complete analysis of MerriII Stream Gauge data.

296

Project Purpose &
Need

h p://rd.tetratech.com/climatechange /projects/docTetraTechClimateReport2010lowres.pdf

297

Project Purpose &
Need

The applicant failed in the EA to make their case for the "purpose and need" for this project (so‐called climate change driven
drought resiliency.) The project "purpose and need" is not recreation and economic development. Yet those benefits are what
got the project started, they are mentioned in the application and those are the benefits that many members of the public cite.

298

Project Purpose &
Need

The alleged "need" for this project in the EA is highly speculative and was derived from generalized regional studies done for
other purposes. Can the applicant's claims be taken at face value? Will it even be possible to extrapolate the generalized
climate data to a specific basin with sufficient confidence levels to make the rather serious decision to declare the existence of
this impending drought trend to exist?... and that these reservoirs solve that problem? Has the predictions of increased
frequency and intensity of tropical storms been accounted for? Has this kind of drought predictions conclusion been reached
anyplace else? Even in California they hesitated and I believe rejected the idea of new dams and reservoirs. If the EIS accepts
or confirms the applicant's "self‐certification of need" and concludes that the drought impacts justify these dams, then it's a
"big deal" and it will, I think, be big news.

299

Project Purpose &
Need

See my comments on the EA.
The "Purpose and Need" for a project should be demonstrated in the EIS process before you study what the alterna ves,
affected environment and consequences might be and before we determine the net benefit to the public (and cost/benefit) of
the project. So to my mind, confirming the need is a prerequisite for doing the rest of the EIS. Many commenters seem to share
my skepticism about the applicants professed project need. It is suggested in the regulations that this section be "brief' but it
requires so much further effort to confirm the need in this case that this is a major step in completion of the EIS.
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300

Project Purpose &
Need

Hello, My name is Jean Wycoff and I own property on Deans Nursery Rd. and I own 5178 Main St. in Lucedale were I have a
business. I was at the last meeting where a fight broke out and it wasn't the realtor who started that fight. A woman came in
and worked her way around the room and when she got close to him she started a fight. Anyway, I think it is a shame that
George county can't have a lake and be able to enjoy the fresh water that the lake will provide. You hear of global warming
everyday In the news and shortage of clean water all over the United States. If Jackson County doesn't want it then don't give it
to them. We should gladly keep it in our county. I hear that the money is not there to support it, but I think if the county could
have a way to create income in a clean environment and maybe have some new jobs it's a good deal. We need to store good
clean fresh water. The world is being over populated everyday and we need good clean water. So much is being wasted. Rain
water is not good for you, what do they call that acid rain? Also there is a lot of cold spring water in George County and I live
around a few. It wouldn't even hurt to bottle some of it. Again we need clean water for our body, food and the animals. Thanks
for your time and hope we get the Lake.

301

Project Purpose &
Need

Where did we get the idea that drought could even become an issue for South Mississippi?

302

Project Purpose &
Need

I am opposed to the proposal to damming the water to the Pascagoula river. I am among the skeptics who see no positives
other than to make the landowners around the resulting lakes wealthier. I have yet to be convinced that that damming will
have a pos ve aﬀect on the river, its ecosystem and the downstream environment. I urge you tleave the river alone and find
alternate ways to deal with droughts.

303

Project Purpose &
Need

I'm excited that Lake George Project will stabilize water flow the Pascagoula River while creating new habitat for fish and
wildlife. What a forward thinking idea for our environment. I'm 100% behind any project that gives back to our environment
by protecting current habitat while creating new recourses in a natural and sustainable way.

304

Project Purpose &
Need

I oppose the George County "Pascagoula River Drought Resiliency Project". I ask that the Corps take the "No Action"
alternative.
I am writing as a scientist and a long time Mississippi resident. I received my Ph.D. in Biological Oceanography from the
MIT/Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution in 1986. I spent my 26‐year academic career at the University of Southern
Mississippi, Department of Biological Sciences, retiring in 2015. Although not a native Mississippian, I've lived in Mississippi for
more than 35 years and consider it my adoptive State. The proposed Project Purpose and Need is a thinly disguised attempt to
build two huge recreational lakes in George County. As you know, 42% of the lower lake would be in Jackson County, but the
Jackson County supervisors rescinded their support of the project. The Pascagoula River historically has been naturally
"drought resistant". If the lakes were truly to serve primarily as water reservoirs with "secondary" recreational purposes, then
the project would not allow private homes with their own wharfs to be built on the shore.
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305

Project Purpose &
Need

Comment
The proposed project. as designed, undercuts the intentions of climate change adaptation science. The citizens of Mississippi
are wise to be concerned about climate change, and to consider adaptation measures to prepare for and mitigate impacts of
drought, flooding, increased sea levels, and other variables linked with climate change. However, the proposed project
involving the development of two dams on a tributary to the Pascagoula River is short‐sighted in its intentions of serving as a
'drought resiliency project' .
I have two primary concerns with this being submitted as a 'drought resiliency project":
1.The EA does not address the extensive number of studies in the scien fic literature that show evidence that dams cause
drought‐like conditions down‐stream. The hydrograph of the Pascagoula River will be impacted by these water diversion
projects on the Big Cedar Creek and Little Cedar Creek tributaries. Specifically average flow rate will be reduced on the
Pascagoula River below the confluence with Big Cedar Creek. It is also possible that flood pulse frequencies and the duration of
flooding could be influenced by the proposed dams.
Suggestion: The EIS should include a review and consideration of the literature regarding dam impacts on water levels,
biological resources, and geomorphology. The literature review should include a review of studies on projected impacts of
climate change on river systems. Do not constrain your literature review to scientific studies within the Pascagoula Basin. Much
can be learned by observing similar patterns and responses to dams across multiple river and watershed systems.

306

Project Purpose &
Need

Please stop the permits for these lakes. This is the last UN‐dammed River. You should read Saving the Pascagoula and learn
about the fight from the 70's. Please do not let special interest dictate what happens to our Natural River. I am a ship Captain
with 4000 days at sea. I reside in Ocean Springs. The non‐sense of needing these two little tributaries to fill the River so it can
serve Pascagoula is horse fodder and should be treated as such . The tide and sea level are what effects the port regardless of
river flow. The rumors here are that Chevron needs more water. Well let them buy a desalinization plant and install it. It is time
to act for Nature if we desire anything to be left for our children and their children.

307

Project Purpose &
Need

I am a resident of George County and I support the Lake George project. It will help the river during droughts, will stimulate the
local economy and provide recreation to our citizens.

308

Project Purpose &
Need

Drought and flood are not unnatural. To deem natural events as an argument for some corrective measure whose only
purpose is more man made waterfront, is sophistry. If the applicant's argument is valid then every tributary should have a dam
and we should dam every tribuitary of every river entering Mississippi Bay. Obviously, that argument is falacious as is the
application for two dams in the Pascagoula watershed Applicant's have a right to ask. The right to ask is not a right to receive
permission. Nature has already given us the correct answer. Leave the Pascagoula watershed as nature made it.
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309

Project Purpose &
Need

We have property downriver of the west fork. I have personal experience with daming a river from my farm on the Wabash
River and "improvment" the dam would bring.
I will go out on a limb and challenge anyone to show where a dam improved on nature or the river's ecology anywhere in this
or any other country. Lets us be honest, this dam project is for the personal profit of individual land owners and goverment
entites seeking tax revenue. This project is about personal profit and personal profit and nothing more. You cannot put
enough lipstick on these greedy pigs to hide the real and only purpose of these dams and that is to profit at some others
person's expense destroying a natural river in the process. The river will be damaged in ways we already know and in ways we
cannot imagine at this time. So reject the applicant's pretense (lie) of helping nature, as that has never been true,cannot be
proven and is hubris.
What the applicants seek is goverment approval of personal profit at the expense of nature and all those who enjoy the river
and thrive (human and otherwise) as is. This area is not starved for waterfront property ,acces to water or water related
recreational opportunites. This area is also clearly not lacking land capable of development for water, recreational, or
residental use.

310

Project Purpose &
Need

This proposed project is entirely unnecessary and environmentally damaging. These lakes are not needed for any reason. I
hope that you will reject this proposal because it is unneeded and less damaging alternatives exist. In fact, the stated rationale
for this project is specious and solves a problem that does not actually exist. Please send a strong message that it is not okay to
damage natural resources and treasures like the Pascagoula River for spurious, greedy reasons (lakefront development). I am
asking you to reject the proposed permit.

311

Project Purpose &
Need

The ACOE should know and realize this project is being requested under false information. Not one industry that uses water
drawn from the Pascagoula RIver has signed on with this project. These politicians from George cry are using the drought as a
ploy to get taxpayer money to pay for their lakes, which are for recreation, not what they have been projecting. This is just
wrong and I am tired of the lies. Also, I want to know how George cty can request to build a dam and lake in Jackson Cty. .
Please reject this permit as our river and it's surrounding environment needs protecting, not destroyed....The negatives of this
project far out weigh any positives, if ther are any.....Thank You..
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312

Project Purpose &
Need

Comment
In year 2000 (or soon after) a proposal for Constructing a Water Supply Reservoir on the Bouie River (upper Pascagoula
Watershed) for the Pat Harrison Waterway District was rejected. In the projects stated goals (see attachment) there was no
specific mention of drought resiliency or protection.
Please provide a comparison of the drought frequency, severity and economic impact of the Upper Pascagoula River
Watershed vs. Lower Pascagoula River Watershed. If found that the drought frequency, severity and economic impact is
comparable in the Upper Pascagoula Watershed to that of the Project watershed, please provide an explanation why the
Project is necessary when drought protection apparently was not a need worthy of address in the rejected Upper Pascagoula
River Watershed (Bouie River) project.

313

Project Purpose &
Need

"First and foremost I agree with the environmental impact that this in the original letter as stated but I would like to
personalize mine. I live in Cedar Creek and last spring we had an historical event of flooding I had 4 1/2 ft under my home. My
camp sits at a certified 31 feet above sea level. The Pascagoula River runs in directly behind my home in front of me sits a lake
across the road called Carter Lake. Between the river and the lake across the road you could drive a boat all the way through
my yard it looked like one entire river with no banks on either side that's how bad the flooding was. A lot of camps got flooded
in here because they not as high as I am. I have lived on this river for almost 10 years and I have been ran out of my home
more than I can count because of the flooding of the river. This river does not need a drought control system because what's
going to happen is when that lake starts to flood them homes, they're going to release the gates and put more water on Cedar
Creek people down here at the mouth this monster. I do believe this is where the Cedar Creek that they are talking about. As of
right now this river is up in my yard the roads are impassable from point a to point B .. I am here to tell you we do not need no
more water on this river period. I would like to post some picture attachments to this personalized letter however I don't know
how to do it so I'll just say that the river now is up to my swingset that's what we're facing. As of now we can predict what the
river does with the gauges .. we have time to get ready for the flooding however if this lake was to have existed during the
historical flooding this past spring, I fear that the gates would've been opened and we would've not been able to prepare
ourselves for high water being that it would be unpredictable because we are at the mouth of this as I stayed at the before.
Please take in to consideration the people downstream of this because whenever I think of this I think of Franklin Creek and
the damn of Mobile flooding the dog river and flooding Helena and people of Franklin Creek in Mississippi. I thank you much
for considering and reading this le er may God bless you and have a great day."

314

Project Purpose &
Need

The Environmental Assessment for the project from 2015 contains the claim that it would have beneficial effects for the entire
Pascagoula watershed because it would impact 2868 acres but protect the 6,144,000 acre watershed of the river. This claim
makes no sense and is unsupported by any data. The estimate of number of acres impacted is also likely an underestimate
because upstream and downstream impacts of dams are not fully considered. Separating the fact from the fiction in the EA
that the sponsors submitted is necessary and the EIS should address some of the claims.
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315

Project Purpose &
Need

I am a citizen of Jackson County and live on a small bayou that connects to the West Pascagoula River, close to the mouth of
the river. Since the Pascagoula River has been a completely wild river all of its existence, I'm sure it has seen many seasons of
excess and lack of rainfall.
Today's Sun Herald newspaper featured an article about the proposed Lake George project and mentions that the Pat Harrison
Waterway District and George County conducted a multi‐year study and that they project droughts will get worse. I doubt
either organization has climate experts working for them, so who conducted this study? Is this what the 2 million was spent on?
I am opposed to this project and liken the supposed "climate experts" predicting future droughts to Al Gore, who predicted
the polar ice caps to be gone 8 years ago! Just this morning, WLOX TV reported this January as the 2nd wettest in history. Next
January could be the driest, man has a dismal record on climate prediction.
Leave the Pascagoula River wild, please.

316

Project Purpose &
Need

I'm very opposed to this project for multiple reasons
#1 there should be no more alterations to the watershed of the Pascagoula River. It is an international treasure
#2 I don't believe the stated purposes of this project are why it is being pushed If it is, then there are far better ways to address
those issues.
# 3There are plenty more, but these are the major points
I strongly believe you should not approve this project

317

Project Purpose &
Need

It has been written in other comments for the EA in 2015 that the project to build lakes amounts to a "self‐issued certificate of
need" to benefit the industrial users and that such a project promoted by local government is a "back‐door" route taken to
provide industrial process water in the absence of industry asking for it or making the necessary application itself. If industry
needs the water from these lakes, why isn't industry asking for it openly?

318

Project Purpose &
Need

It is believed that the reasoning behind the creation of these reservoirs for the purpose of increasing flows downstream during
droughts is ill‐ advised based on the belief that drought impacts reduce the amount of available water in manmade lakes and,
the likely percolation of water into the shallow groundwater system based on soil systems in the area, will further exacerbate
the situation.
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319

Project Purpose &
Need

Comment
GRN questions the justification that George County Board of Supervisors and the Pat Harrison Waterway District set forth for
the building of a pair of recreational lakes for water storage and eventual water use during low flow periods on the Pascagoula
River. The basic justification should be examined before any new data is gathered.
The project's justification includes the assertion that climate change in the future makes it necessary to store water in new
lakes so that water can be released to the Pascagoula River to prevent damage to the river's ecology, wetlands and the
animals and plants that inhabit it. The project also is justified on the basis that industries that use river water withdrawn at
Cumbest Bluff need continuous water supply at low flow and even need additional water to expand permitted water
withdrawal to accommodate growth. (Appendix A‐2, page 38, Southeast Regional Water Supply Project Application, EA
supplement in 2014.)
If only the first justification was relied on, the project would not be necessary. The Pascagoula River's flow records
demonstrate a long history of floods and low‐flow years, and support the well accepted idea that the river and its habitats
have been able to withstand drought and flood conditions without enduring harm in the past.

320

Project Purpose &
Need

The project purpose also includes public recrea onal facili es that would be operated and maintained by the Pat Harrison
Waterway District. Currently, the PHWD operates and maintains public recreational facilities within the Pascagoula River Basin.
The project would impact water quality through the loss of stream and wetland water quality functions. These water quality
impacts should be minimized to the maximum extent practicable. Demonstration that the need for additional public
recreational facilities in the area outweighs the loss of water quality functions as result of project construction and operation is
needed. This should include additional public recreation upgrades considered at existing facilities.

321

Project Purpose &
Need

The Pascagoula River should be protected for it's own sake. In the US water belongs to "the people". It is our job as
Mississippians to protect this river for ourselves, our nation and the planet. Rivers know better than anyone else how to be a
river and how to take care of themselves in all environmental conditions. I appreciate, as do thousands of Mississippians and
Gulf Coast residents, the fact that this river is the third largest provider of fresh water to the eastern Gulf of Mexico and is
vitally important to the Mississippi Sound. Like the rivers of the Mobile Bay and Apalachicola systems to the east, and the Pearl
River to the west, the Pascagoula's health and seasonal fresh water flow matter to the health of coastal estuaries and to
seafood production. Projects like this one threaten to diminish overall flows and damage the wetland habitats that contribute
to biologically healthy coastal waters. Mississippi does not need this project and neither does the Gulf.
My father grew up playing and fishing in the waters of the Pascagoula. As an adult I have come to love it for it's biodiversity
and wildness. And it offers this to all people whenever they wish visit.
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322

Project Purpose &
Need

Comment
Section 1.4.3. Need ‐Through the rest of this section the applicant uses hyperbole to build on their faulty premise about recent
drought trends (the current and future need). For example this statement ''Translating projected drought frequency, severity
and duration into stream flows indicates that climate variability will measurably, if not dramatically, impact the Pascagoula
River's ability to constantly exceed its 7Q10 of 917 CFS in the future (Figure 1.6)" (emphasis added). The entire final paragraph
that invokes generic EPA Guidance and the applicant's studies in order to create a long list of purposes for the project. This is
under the faulty logic that their offer of these purposes pre‐supposes or validates the actual need, despite the fact that the
need (increasing droughts and low flows) doesn't exist.
I'm reluctant to paraphrase it this way but the applicant is saying "We have a great solutions to a problem that may not exist."

323

Project Purpose &
Need

Appendix F ‐ George County Lake ‐ Climate Variability Analysis Pascagoula River Minimum Flow Supply Lake Op on Analysis ‐
Pote, et al ‐ Pote says 'Water supply lakes are relatively rare in Mississippi, despite the plentiful rainfall that would make them
an attractive source of water. However, there is an increasing interest in using surface water to meet a variety of needs ,
including irrigation of agricultural land, industrial use, and for supply of drinking water. When water is withdrawn from rivers
and streams, caution is taken to maintain minimum stream flow levels. Therefore, a lake designed for water supply for the sole
purpose of maintaining minimum flow in the Pascagoula River is an unusual, but sensible plan."
The science in this report seems to be well done but Pote has chosen to reiterate the applicant's project premise despite the
fact that Pote's work doesn't address the highlighted matters. As Pote says "The issue to be addressed was the degree to
which a lake, constructed on one of the tributaries of the Pascagoula River, might be able to prevent the river from dropping
below the 7Q10…." Pote built their work on existing data, not existing speculation.

324

Project Purpose &
Need

I also represent the Jackson County Port Authority which is a permitee on the Pascagoula River to withdraw water for industrial
business which is utilized by the Chevron Refinery and Mississippi Power Company in furtherance of their operations. I have
held this position for over 20 years and only on one occasion has water had to be added to the river in order to prevent low
flows. Sources of water are available from the Pat Harrison Waterway to supplement the natural flow of the river, and these
sources appear to be adequate for such supplementation.
It would, therefore, be unrealistic to impede the natural flow of Little and Big Cedar Creek to allegedly enhance the water
capacity in periods of low flow.
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325

Project Purpose &
Need

Comment
The proposed lakes are advertised as river flow support. However, the lakes actually are to increase property and tax
valuations in that area. George County and Pat Harrison Waterway officials should be encouraged, if they desire a recreational"
lake to move north to a more hilly terrain and request approval for a 500 acre‐range lake like most of the others in our state.
I request that you not be deceived by the proposed rationale for the permit that is not requested or needed by industry,
governmental agencies, or the general public.

326

Project Purpose &
Need

Since there is divergence of opinion on projections for more drought versus more precipitation as well as the ability of the
Pascagoula River to adapt regardless of precipitation, will the decision on feasibility and necessity of such a project be objective
and in the best interest of citizens of the State of Mississippi as opposed to citizens and developers of George County?
This is a complex and critical project with lasting and irreversible consequences. The best interests of the Pascagoula River and
all citizens of Mississippi should be carefully considered.

327

Project Purpose &
Need

Section 2.2.1. Regulatory Minimum Flows ‐ Closing paragraph ‐ The applicant says "Low flows are detrimental to both
consumptive (out‐of‐stream) and non‐consumptive (instream) water uses. Yet, these statutory provisions together with the
Pascagoula River's low flows in 2000, 2007, 2010 and 2011 threatens the operations of existing downstream consumptive
industrial water users during future droughts. Additionally, the lack of secure, reliable long‐term water supplies may limit the
ability of existing industrial water users to expand and constrain efforts to recruit new industries to locate in the region."
This is a condensed version of the applicant's misrepresentation of the derivation and relative protective nature of 7Q10's, the
alleged recent drought trends and fearful, speculative statements about the future.

328

Project Purpose &
Need

The Pascagoula is one of the few if not the only, major United States that flows free to the ocean. The efforts of a great
number of citizens with the support of such outstanding biologists as E.O. Wilson have worked to protect this river and its
tributaries as a pristine wildlife corridor that benefits the nourishment of the Gulf waters. The idea that the "Pat Harrison
Waterway" would propose the damming of tributaries of this great river for questionable economic benefit to developers is
troubling and wrong‐headed, as well as short‐sighted. For God's and our sake, please reject this stupid, retro, old last century
notion of damming rivers and destroying indispensable wildlife habitat that nourishes fish and ocean nurseries and biodiversity.
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329

Project Purpose &
Need

Comment
I strongly support the Pascagoula River Drought Resiliency Project {SAM ‐2014‐00653‐M BM ). The proposed project takes a
comprehensive, watershed/river basin approach to hydrologic restoration or drought resiliency from the Pascagoula's
headwaters in the Leaf and Chickasawhay Rivers to the Mississippi Sound. It is indisputable that the Pascagoula River has
changed and those changes are accelerating and worsening. These changes were not caused by any upstream, main stem
dams. These changes have been documented in three recent Environmental Impact Studies; 1) Department of Energy (DOE)
Site Selection for the Expansion of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) (Final EIS Dec. 2006); 2) DOE Supplemental EIS for
Ancillary Facilities for the Richton, MS Site of the SPR (Notice of Intent Federal Register Vol. 73, No. 44 page 11895 (March 5,
2008); withdrawn Federal Register Vol. 76, No. 175, page 55890 (Sept. 9, 2011)); and most recently, 3) Deepwater Horizon Oil
Spill Final Programmatic Damage Assessment and Restoration Plan and Final Programmatic EIS (Feb 2016) see particularly
section 5.5.5. Furthermore, at a April 10, 2008 Town Meeting in Pascagoula, MS on the DOE's Richton, Supplemental EIS many
local attendees commented on the record about the dire consequences of future droughts on the Pascagoula and the fairly
recent increases in the frequency and duration of low flow events and the impact of those low flows on the regions
environment, ecology and economy.
In short, the importance of maintaining the Pascagoula River's natural flows/hydrologic regime and the increase in drought
frequency, severity and duration are well documented and have been extensively studied by several federal agencies together
with many other cooperating federal and state agencies. The Deepwater Horizon Programmatic EIS explicitly recognizes
hydrologic restoration as fundamental to restoring the Mississippi Gulf Coast and Sound. The proposed reservoir project is a
watershed/basin scale approach to restore and maintain the Pascagoula River's natural hydrology and appears to be the least
environmentally damaging practicable alternative to long‐term drought resiliency.

330

Project Purpose &
Need

As a life long resident of Agricola community, I can say without a doubt that the small of creek property in George County
would pale in comparison to the benefit of the new lake created. Very little of the creek is actually useable by individuals as it is
very difficult to access. The disparity of the number of large reservoirs in the northern portion of our state as opposed to the
total lack of large reservoirs in the southern part is unbalanced. We need this lake for economic viability and equalization, for a
future drinking water source for our rapidly growing coast, and for the benefit of the all citizens in the lower part of,our state
for recreation.
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331

Project Purpose &
Need

I hope all is well with you. I wanted to send you a letter of support for lake George. I think I have a unique perspective that
others don't have. I grew up on the banks of the Pascagoula River in Benndale. I recall the eras when the river was a deep
channel that all could use year round and I also recall watching the river levels fall and the river silt in with sand causing what
we currently see which is a river that is so shallow in places now you have a hard time navigating it in the summer. I think my
perspective is unique because as I finished college and got married I moved to the western part of the county close to the
proposed lake sites. I understand that the two tributaries will not stop flowing to the river but will in fact help maintain the
river flow. I also know, unlike what the Sierra Club and other less than honest folks what tell the public, is that the Pascagoula
river will not be blocked either. It will still remain the longest undammed river system in North America. I, the community and
broader region support this project because it will: inventory water for river level control, it will help ensure industry
sustainability and modest economic growth. That growth can help fund govt agency work among other things.

332

Project Purpose &
Need

I support the Lake George Drought Proposal. The Pascagoula River is changing. Over the last three years, I've seen the river in
early Fall get so low you could almost walk over the river in some places. You certainly could not use any type of boat for weeks
at a time on the river it was so low. This must hurt the fish life and wetlands. Big Cedar Creek and Little Cedar Creek are just
that... creeks. To hear these environmental groups describe these local creeks as "vital tributaries" equal to the Chickasawhay
and Leaf Rivers is deliberate exaggeration just for headlines. The Pascagoula River is served by dozens of small creeks just like
these creeks. I support the Lake George Drought Resiliency Project because it is in the best location. Drought conditions are
becoming a factor throughout South Mississippi. The proof is everywhere. Residents are having to drill deeper for home and
farm water wells. Hay and crops have been affected the last three or four seasons. It's time for State and environmental
leaders to wake up, there is a growing issue here with droughts, so stop kicking the can down the road. The Lake George
proposal is the only project trying to fix this problem. It seems to me the Sierra Club and other environmental groups are in a
competition with each other to see who is most important. I don't think they really care about the Pascagoula River and
certainly do not care about the people who live here. I think they only care about media attention and being seen as important.
Where are their facts? I support this Lake George Project because I know the Pascagoula River, I've seen the impacts of
droughts, and I know the river is changing.

333

Project Purpose &
Need

Section 1.4.3 Need ‐ "Figure 1.6 ‐ Projected Climate Change Impact on Measured 2000 Low Flows at Merrill Stream Gage" from
Pote et al seems to be presented here as evidence of future climate change impacts (the future need.) It is a bit difficult in this
graph to discern the differential at this low flow period. But it appears to be about 20 cfs. This is 2.2% of the 917 cfs 7Q10 but
only .2% of the annual mean flow of 9882.19 cfs over the years 1931 to 2014. (Date source the USGS Merrill Stream Gauge. See
the file "Merrill_annual_mean_CFS_Carlisle_PROTECTED.xlsx") So I am not convinced that even with the speculative change
from climate that this is "significant" and worth spending $80 million to address.
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334

Project Purpose &
Need

Comment
NEPA requires federal agencies proposing actions to “briefly specify the underlying purpose and need to which the agency is
responding in proposing the alternatives including the proposed action." The purpose and need statement "is an obvious place
for the court to start when analyzing the adequacy of an environmental impact statement [or environmental assessment]," as
"[i]t is from this statement that the agency, public, and ultimately, the court may begin to judge whether the agency has
fully analyzed the possible impacts of the action and reviewed a reasonable range of alternatives to that action."
In defining a purpose and need statement, an action agency must place particular weight on the relevant statutes and other
authorities that define its legal duties and responsibilities in relation to the proposed project or program. The Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals has explained:[A]gencies must look hard at the factors relevant to the definition of the purpose. An agency
may not define the objectives of its action in terms so unreasonably narrow that only one alternative from among the
environmentally benign ones in the agency's power would accomplish the goals of the agency's action, and the EIS would
become a foreordained formality. In other words, an agency may not "unreasonably narrow [ ] the agency’s consideration of
alternatives so that the outcome is preordained. “Moreover, the definition of a purpose and need statement under NEPA
cannot be entirely driven by private party applicants, permittees, or lessees. A purpose and need statement that states a
purpose to enact or adopt a private party applicant's proposal is unlawfully narrow.
The project purpose set out in the Environmental Assessment is unreasonably narrow, driven entirely by the project
applicant, and unacceptably renders the preferred alternative (the artificial lakes) a preordained outcome. Although the
need for the project is defined broadly to protect the Pascagoula River's "ecological, environmental, and economic
functions," the project purpose is defined narrowly "to provide sufficient surface water and restored water table levels to
maintain the Pascagoula River's flows above established minimum stream flows [917 CFS at the Merrill gage] through 2060,
notwithstanding projected more frequent, severe and longer droughts in the basin." This definition of the Project's purpose
fails to meet the requirements of NEPA because it: 1) improperly excludes from review other more environmentally friendly
drought resilience measures; and 2) wholly fails to meet the stated need.
First, the stated purpose in the Environmental Assessment effectively renders the artificial lakes Project a preordained
outcome by inappropriately excluding any alternatives that address the impacts of extreme drought but fail to maintain a
minimum flow measured at a specific gage. As illustrated in the Environmental Assessment's alternatives analysis, this standard
allows more environmentally benign alternatives, such as reducing water consumption, to hastily be deemed ineffective due to
an artificial standard.
Indeed, the stated purpose and need is a textbook example of an unlawful statement driven entirely by the applicant's goal to
build dams. Reflecting this shortcoming, a January 2013 letter from EPA Region 4 to the applicant's representative suggests
instead defining the purpose as "to maintain minimum flows in the Lower Pascagoula River during drought conditions," while
emphasizing that the applicant will "be expected to look throughout the Pascagoula River watershed to evaluate alternatives
which would accomplish low flow au mentation during periods of extreme drought with the least impact to surface water
resources." With the purpose and need thus defined, EPA Region 4 "suggests that the applicant seriously consider [the no
action alternative] to fulfill the basic purpose of maintaining low flows in the Lower Pascagoula River during droughts since the
use of existing reservoirs in the watershed, for flow augmentation during extreme drought events, might very well suffice."
The Corps must reconsider the purpose and need statement to provide an objective statement that does not give undue
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deference to the applicant, or allow the applicant to direct the outcome of the Corps' 404(b)(l) evaluation.

335

Project Purpose &
Need

How does this proposed project provide drought resiliency, at what cost. and for what and for whose benefit? These questions
must be considered and answered by the EIS.

336

Project Purpose &
Need

I am not a Sierra Club member or an environmental activist, and I do not have the scientific expertise to comment intelligently
on the environmental impact of the proposed Lake George project. I write only as a concerned citizen who has loved and
appreciated the beauty, flora, and fauna of South Mississippi my whole life, as has my family for generations.
Nothing I have read about the proposed project convinces me that it is anything other than an expensive boondoggle to
benefit the pockets of a few at potentially great cost to the Pascagoula River Basin. The excuse of drought control simply does
not ring true to me as a lay person. If individuals want manmade lakes to ski or fish or boat in, there are plenty to choose from
in South Mississippi. The Pascagoula River Basin is unique, though, having been designated as one of longest free flowing rivers
in the continental U.S. The habitat is fragile and would likely be affected in untold ways by damming its major tributaries and
diverting waters away from the main river. Once the damage is done to this ecosystem, it cannot be undone.
To approve these dams, in my opinion, would be foolhardy. I urge you to deny the application and protect this ecosystem for
future generations to enjoy and for the benefit of all the plant and animal life who depend on its natural flow for sustenance.
This river system is a beautiful natural treasure for Mississippi and for our nation. Please do not allow it to be tampered with to
enrich a few at great cost to many and to our environment.

337

Project Purpose &
Need

I am writing to ask that you reject permit applications for the construction of new dams to create 2,800 acres of recreational
lakes in George and Jackson Counties in Mississippi. It is clear that this lake project is biased toward economic development of
lakefront real estate and is not wanted or needed to supply water to industrial users during low flow periods.

338

Project Purpose &
Need

I am a lifelong resident of George County. Me and my family enjoy fishing and water sports. The Pascagoula River is the only
main water body in close proximity of our home but the water level is most often so low that you cannot operate a boat with
and outboard of any size. I am in favor of seeing this proposal for the lakes being implemented.

339

Project Purpose &
Need

Figure 1.3 ‐ Lower Pascagoula Surface Water Infrastructure ‐ This figure should show the JCUA/JCPA "Kreole" industrial water
supply treatment plant.
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340

Project Purpose &
Need

I have used this river and tributary system recreationally most of my life. I am 60yrs of age and through my approx 6Oyrs of
experience in the area I've noticed larger swings in the flood vs drought swing cycle. I believe the Lake George proposal would
help stabilize this.

341

Project Purpose &
Need

Executive Summary‐The applicant's claim that the project will "2) store sufficient surface water supplies to quickly and
efficiently augment river flows...." Seems to be feasible with respect to meeting the 7Q10 and as long as MANY unresolved
issues are satisfactorily addressed but it remains unclear to me that supplemental discharges to meet the 7Q10 are
environmentally "necessary" or that they are needed so badly as to justify the expense, the massive destruction of habitat that
will be caused by the construction of the project and the questionable nature of "other" benefits of the project.

342

Project Purpose &
Need

Section 1.1.4, at the bottom of page 7 goes on to refer to the drought of 2000. The applicant relies heavily and repeatedly in
the EA on the severity of this unusual event to conjure the need for this project. In the recorded history at the Merrill stream
gauge and in the minds of Mississippians, this was a bad drought. But it was not the beginning of a trend or the first of many
droughts this severe.

343

Project Purpose &
Need

Section 11. COORDINATION AND CONSULTATION‐The applicant says "To expand on the Project History in section 1.3, this
Recommended Project arose from a strong regional concern about the economic, environmental and ecological impacts of a
series of recent droughts and projected more frequent, severe and prolonged droughts on the Pascagoula River. Cooperating
federal and Mississippi state agencies were consulted early and often to provide guidance for preparing this application."
At first blush this seems like a straightforward statement. But it seems to conflate some facts, as I read it. There is a
generalized regional concern about climate change impacts on the part of the USEPA and USACE. But neither of them have
specific projections for the Pascagoula. They are probably considering this specific basin in detail as a result of this project
proposal.
While the MDEQ, MDWFP and MDMR may have their own thoughts on climate change and drought impacts (current and
future) they have only expressed their thoughts on that in a very general way (with the exception of the MDMR Grand Bay
NERR Management Plan (See http://grandbavnerr.org/wp‐content/uploads /2010/08/GBNEER‐Plan‐Fina l‐8‐ 13‐ 13.pdf) and
the MDWFP State Wildlife Action Plan which is currently being revised. (See http://www.mdwfp.com/seek‐study/state‐wildlife‐
actio n‐plan.aspx) I look forward to hearing their specific comments about the Pascagoula and this project.
This statement also presupposes the existence of a current drought trend, which I dispute.
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344

Project Purpose &
Need

I strongly support the Pascagoula River Drought Resiliency Project (SAM‐2014‐00653‐MBM). The proposed project takes a
comprehensive, watershed/river basin approach to hydrologic restoration or drought resiliency from the Pascagoula's
headwaters in the Leaf and Chickasawhay Rivers to the Mississippi Sound. It is indisputable that the Pascagoula River has
changed and those changes are accelerating and worsening. These changes were not caused by any upstream, main stem
dams. These changes have been documented in three recent Environmental Impact Studies; 1) Department of Energy (DOE)
Site Selection for the Expansion of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) (Final EIS Dec. 2006); 2) DOE Supplemental EIS for
Ancillary Facilities for the Richton, MS Site of the SPR (Notice of Intent Federal Register Vol. 73, No. 44 page 11895 (March 5,
2008); withdrawn Federal Register Vol. 76, No. 175, page 55890 (Sept. 9, 2011)); and most recently, 3) Deepwater Horizon Oil
Spill Final Programmatic Damage Assessment and Restoration Plan and Final Programmatic EIS (Feb 2016) see particularly
section 5.5.5. Furthermore, at a April 10, 2008 Town Meeting in Pascagoula, MS on the DOE's Richton, Supplemental EIS many
local attendees commented on the record about the dire consequences of future droughts on the Pascagoula and the fairly
recent increases in the frequency and duration of low flow events and the impact of those low flows on the regions
environment, ecology and economy. In short, the importance of maintaining the Pascagoula River's natural flows/hydrologic
regime and the increase in drought frequency, severity and duration are well documented and have been extensively studied
by several federal agencies together with many other cooperating federal and state agencies. The Deepwater Horizon
Programmatic EIS explicitly recognizes hydrologic restoration as fundamental to restoring the Mississippi Gulf Coast and Sound.
The proposed reservoir project is a watershed/basin scale approach to restore and maintain the Pascagoula River's natural
hydrology and appears to be the least environmentally damaging prac cable alterna ve to long‐term drought resiliency."

345

Project Purpose &
Need

Further, the applicant has provided no conclusive information that indicates the 7Q10 will be lowered by climate change.
Climate change predictions on precipitation vary for the southeast due to its location between areas that are predicted to
become wetter and other regions predicting to become drier. Many models, in fact, show just small changes in stream flows in
the Southeast portion of the U.S. However, the impacts of dam building on rivers and streams are well documented. In fact,
current research notes that in many areas, the ecological impacts from human activities, including hydrologic alteration due to
dam building could far outweigh the impacts from climate change or, at a minimum, exacerbate the effects of climate change.
For instance, there can be considerable loss of freshwater in a basin due to evaporation once waters are impounded
exacerbating any reductions in precipitation.
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346

Project Purpose &
Need

"Calling the Pascagoula River project Drought Resiliency is a JOKE when we simply consider that we are planning this on the
valuable (in its present state) natural resource in our area and I have little doubt that the drought factor is meaningless when
the impact of these lakes is considered. Kill this project and let's get on with the important business of protecting this valuable
resource. We abuse the Pascagoula River ENOUGH ALREADY and should address other factors that are important ‐ such as
house boats on the river that discharge waste without treatment and runoff from waste treatment systems in homes on or
near the river. Look at the political motivations of those endorsing this project and that alone should caution us that the
project is BOGUS.Thank you for this opportunity to submit these comments. If the Corps of Engineers is truly protec ve of
the environment, this one is a no brainer."

347

Project Purpose &
Need

I wish to formally state that my family is against the Lake George project. Even though we don't live in the immediate area
(Ocean Springs), we use the Pascagoula watershed and value its classification as a free flowing river. Our main objection is that
the stated purpose of the damming, to help with drought relief during low water times, is only a made‐ up reason to downplay
the economic push by land owners and county residents who hope to profit from the lake. Also, to use restoration money to
fund it only adds insult. Let's keep this priceless natural bounty as it is.

348

Project Purpose &
Need

"Nationally, damming of rivers has proven to do more harm than good in a number of places. In fact, I have watched as some
dams have been removed. So I am opposed to ‐ in any way ‐ interrupting the flow of the Pascagoula River. I have read that it
"just aﬀects tributaries and that it can be used in mes of drought. I have also read rebu als to those posi ons.This e‐mail (I
was unable to a end the mee ng in Lucedale) is to register my complaint against crea ng the recrea onal lakes.This
particular river is unique for size and preservation without dams. I am also aware that it took a lot of money and effort to clean
the river up, protect its purity and preserve the land on either side. Please please do not let those who plan to profit
financially win this round."

349

Project Purpose &
Need

I was facility manager for the Jackson County Port Authority for 25 years and in charge of all industrial water use..including the
pump station at Cumbest Bluff on Pascsgula River which supplies water to Plant Daniels and Chevron. LAKE GEORGE proposal
would help alleviate the low water problems associated with cavitation of pumps and at lowest water levels unable to provide
process water to industries.
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350

Project Purpose &
Need

We find it particularly laudable that these agencies are vocally concerned about climate change impacts in Mississippi when
state leadership has denied that climate change is happening, opposed federal regulations to address climate change, and
failed to develop plans to protect the state from the worst impacts of climate change. In January 2015 when the U.S. Senate
sought to put on record an official acknowledgement from the Senate ∙ agreeing that climate change is real, Mississippi Senator
Roger Wicker was the only dissenter in the 98‐1 vote. Senator Wicker was quoted as saying, "The facts are in dispute about
whether significant warming has occurred at all over the past two decades. There is a considerable body of scientific work to
indicate that there has been no appreciable global temperature rise in the past 15 to 20 years." Similarly, in late 2014 the head
of the Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality, Gary Rikard, asked lawmakers to pass a resolution opposing EPA
regulations that would require the state to reduce its carbon output. In 2015 Mississippi legislators adopted a resolution
opposing the federal Clean Power Plan and called for it to be withdrawn or weakened, and Mississippi Governor Phil Bryant (R)
told the EPA that Mississippi might not comply with federal rules on carbon emissions.

351

Project Purpose &
Need

Based on the information presented in the EA, it seems that the purpose of the project is more to provide water for
consumptive industrial uses and to promote development than to contribute to the "drought resiliency" of the watershed. The
EA in fact states, "[S]tatutory provisions together with the Pascagoula River's low flows in 2000, 2007, 20I 0, and 2011
threatens the operations of existing downstream consumptive industrial water users during future droughts. Additionally, the
lack of secure, reliable long‐term water supplies may limit the ability of existing industrial water users to expand and constrain
efforts to recruit new industries to locate in the region" (EA pdf p. 34) and: "[U]npredictable low flows on the Pascagoula River
can undermine current economic activities and eliminate potential activities from being able to locate in the Pascagoula basin"
(EA pdf p. 58).

352

Project Purpose &
Need

My name is Darrell Roberts and a life time resident of Escatawpa Mississippi. I retired from Chevron's Pascagoula Refinery and
know full well the need for water to support industry.
"I'm pleased knowing the Lake George Project will stabilize water flow in the Pascagoula River while creating new habitat for
fish and wildlife. What a forward thinking idea for our environment. I'm 100% behind any project that gives back to our
environment by protecting current habitat while creating new recourses in a natural and sustainable way.

353

Project Purpose &
Need

This project's burden is to first demonstrate the need and then show that they can reliably provide the measureable positive
impact to habitat, fish and wildlife (not just speculation).

354

Project Purpose &
Need

I believe the recreational park and lake front property is the primary goal of this project and I do not want to see this natural
resource tampered with for this purpose. I feel the $80 million dollars could be better utilized in promoting the river and
providing amenities that would boost nature based tourism.
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355

Project Purpose &
Need

Drought Demands on Groundwater:
The aquifers that supply groundwater for public drinking water and industrial use contain vastly more water in storage than
these lakes. The available groundwater resources on the coast are capable of supplying water for an extended period of time
even with little to no recharge from rain. The Jackson County Utility Authority drilled two production wells on the east side of
the Pascagoula River Basin. Each of the wells was completed in sands over I 00 feet thick, and each is capable of producing
large quantities of fresh water.
Based on this and other information, there appears to be ample ground water available in the area for the foreseeable future.

356

Project Purpose &
Need

Will the water from Lake George be pumped into Jackson County's industries? for industrial purposes or whatever they want to
do?

357

Project Purpose &
Need

Lest you think I have some "vested interest" in this project, I have never been anywhere near Mississippi. I do, however, feel it
is important to keep the Pascagoula River watershed as natural as possible, and damming its tributaries does just the opposite.
We have to keep at least one river in the Lower 48 with some semblance to the way all rivers once were before they were
"improved" by damming. And that river is the Pascagoula.

358

Project Purpose &
Need

l think the lake project would befefit the people as well as stablize the low water flow during summer months.This part of the
state doesn't have a fishing recreational lake with controlled water levels. Also, many if the lakes like Parker lake is stressed
when the river gets low and flow to them subside. The MSWFP can verify fish kills during drought low flow months…as we
witennezex a few months ago in Parker lake…paddle fish and others dying. This is just ridiculous political posturing by oppents
of this project who don't have factual envoirmental concerns. Please look at the facts not political correctness.

359

Project Purpose &
Need

I support the subject proposal.I have three ponds/ small lakes on my property that are spring feed.Over the past few years
we have seen the level of these impoundments drop dras cally during the late summer/ early fall.This year we had one of
these completely dry up and I have never seen this happen before.This indicates to me that we have a problem with the
water table dropping due to the drought conditions and this project should help resolve this issue.
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360

Project Purpose &
Need

Comment
Please reject permit applications for the construction of new dams to create 2,800 acres of recreational takes in George and
Jackson Counties in Mississippi. This is not wanted or needed to supply water to industrial users during low flow periods a
claimed.
The threat that this project poses to the health of the Pascagoula River has led American Rivers to list it as one of America's
Most Endangered Rivers® of 2016.
Years ago I read the book Preserving the Pascagoula and was inspired by the bipartisan work that went into the miraculous
success that saved this undammed river.
I have read Ernest Herndon's book Paddling the Pascagoula and would like to canoe the length of it, as he and his companion
did. I canoed Black Creek, a tributary, in 2014, and just hate to think of losing more natural recreation resources in a state, my
home state, where such areas are so scarce. I traveled to Black Creek wilderness (USFS) from a great distance and would
vacation in the area again if it can be preserved for ecotourism. If outright rejection of the project's wetland fill permit is not
possible, the Mobile Corps District needs to require a full environmental impact statement for this project so all alternatives
can be explored and all risks to the river system can be fully evaluated.
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361

Project Purpose &
Need

When I first heard of the project, water park stuck in my mind and I thought that's a pretty good thing. I like water parks. But
then I did a little studying and I read the applicant's application and the 105 page environmental assessment and came away
with a totally different viewpoint. I am adamantly opposed to it after reading that information for a number of reasons. First
and foremost, the EA estimates the cost at 80 million dollars plus other items that they've not yet quantified, so it's extremely
expensive. From the water supply to the Jackson county industries, I know that Jackson County Port Authority operates the
pumping station at Cumbest Bluff that supplies water to several of the big industries, primarily to Chevron Refineries. We have
not seen any indication from them, from Jackson County Port Authority or Chevron or Mississippi Power, the users, that they
even support this project. I would think if they really thought there was a need for the water that they would be out saying,
hey, we're for this because we might see a need in the future. Now, to do a sanity check on that, because that's ‐‐ that's just
speculation, not heard anything, haven't seen anything in writing. But a sanity check is Chevron has the largest refinery in the
nation, the largest Chevron Refinery in the nation here in Pascagoula. I can't believe that they're sitting there with their fingers
crossed hoping that this project goes through otherwise, oh, my gosh, we going to have to ‐‐ we might have to shut down
during the next drought. You can bet you they have already taken care of the contingencies for droughts as they currently are
and I'm sure they're already looking way down the road and taking care of whatever needs they might have for future drought
issues. And it's not ‐‐ when you talk about low flow impact in those industries, it's not the actual flow of water that's a concern,
because there's plenty of water at Compass Bluff to supply them even in the most dire low flow situation, but what happens in
low flow is you get salinity up the river and the industries can't ‐‐ can't handle the additional salinity going to their equipment.
So they have to get rid of the salt. And so that's done by water treatment plants and there currently is a huge water treatment
plant on that pipeline located down in Creole, Mississippi. And, again, I'm speculating that Chevron and the Jackson County
Port Authority have upgraded whatever treatment facilities they need to make sure that they don't have a problem with
increased salinity. So to me that takes away ‐‐ the single purpose of this whole project was drought resiliency. The secondary
purpose is the recreation aspect, the water park. From my standpoint, I love water parks. I ‐‐ you know, I spent all my – most
of my recreation time on the water.

362

Project Purpose &
Need

The river is beautiful and is a source of Eco‐tourism revenue for the state. The tourism is based mostly on the fact that the
Pascagoula is one of the nation's only free flowing rivers. I am also concerned about the expense of the project and the
potential of flooding downstream. The proposed man made Lake George will involve damming the Pascagoula's tributaries and
will certainly have a negative impact on the river.

363

Project Purpose &
Need

As simply as I can articulate it, there has been no evidence offered of any significant enviormental need demonstrated for the
dam project. Crea ng a new economic tax base for a govermental unit or private par es hardly seems an enviormentally
justifiable basis for forever altering the ecology of a river. Floods and drought are natural and come and go, but daming a
river is a bell that is not easily un‐rung. Is not Florida full of such foolish endeavors???
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364

Project Purpose &
Need

Second, and more importantly, the Environmental Assessment itself concedes that a statement of purpose defined by
minimum stream flow would be ineffective to protect ecological functions of the Pascagoula River. For instance, the
Environmental Assessment concedes that "maintaining low flows may not be necessary to maintain the ecology of the river"
because the Pascagoula River is adapted to periods of severe drought and can recover from drought events. The Environmental
Assessment later recognizes that the minimum flow methodology "may not fully protect aquatic habitats and nonconsumptive
instream functions," citing a study by Richter et al. (2011). These studies conflict with the applicant's determination that
maintaining the minimum flow is required to protect ecological and environmental health.

365

Project Purpose &
Need

Thank you for offering me a chance to voice my concern about the negative impact of damming tributaries of the Pascagoula
River. I have hiked, backpacked, fished, and hunted the upper and lower Pascagoula River for 42 years. I have never seen a
time the river and surrounding areas have not been able to handle drought conditions via natural flow. I sincerely believe dams
will greatly hinder the Pascagoula's ability to weather droughts naturally and will destroy vital ecosystems.

366

Project Purpose &
Need

I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Lake George Project which would dam the free flowing Pascagoula River. I
believe the "justification" for this proposal of solving droughts is a solution to a problem that doesn't exist. It is a red herring.
I believe the true motivation is to increase the property values and tourism in George County at the expense of tourism on the
Pascagoula River and the incredible natural habitat that is increasingly rare in the United States.
As a MS native I strongly object to the use of one hundred million dollars in public funds for this project. I find it especially
objectionable that BP funds may be used. Those funds should be dedicated to restoring natural habitat, not destroying it to
benefit private land owners and George County tourism. I also question the benefits to George County. We are surrounded by
water everywhere in MS and there is no shortage of recreational opportunities on the water. I find it hard to believe that many
people outside of George County would ever bother to travel to visit these man made lakes.

367

Project Purpose &
Need

Destroying wetlands and habitat on what is considered a regionally and nationally important ecological treasure is not justified
by any stated needs for water supply.
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368

Project Purpose &
Need

Comment
Section 1.1.4. Second paragraph ‐ The applicant says "The Environmental Protection Agency Region 4, contends that
ecologically, the Pascagoula River system has adapted to periods of severe drought. Droughts have occurred throughout the
river's history and the Pascagoula's ecology has likely adapted to recover from such events. Thus maintaining low flows may
not be necessary to maintain the ecology of the river (EPA Region 4, 2013)."
I agree with the EPA on this basin/river specific comment, as will other commenters on this application. It adapts but is still
threatened by many things more serious than low flows during drought. Let's spend $80 million or more on those threats.
The applicant goes on to say of EPA's opinion "Notwithstanding this opinion, Mississippi's legislature sought to accommodate
the diverse uses of the State's rivers' by defining minimum stream flow as: "the minimum flow for a given stream at a given
point thereon as determined and established by the [Mississippi] commission [on Environmental Quality] when reasonably
required for the purposes of this chapter. 'Minimum flow' is the average streamflow rate over seven (7) consecutive days that
may be expected to be reached as an annual minimum no more frequently than one (1) year in ten (10) years (7Q10)… etc."
(emphasis added)
It is a "red herring" or "an apple and an orange" to imply that the legislative action was "notwithstanding" the US EPA's opinion
or that the legislatures state‐wide, generally applicable decision about the establishment and use of 7Q10's, somehow refutes
the US EPA.

369

Project Purpose &
Need

It is certainly cheaper to create the desalinated water where most of it is needed.

370

Project Purpose &
Need

I firmly support the Lake George/Pascagoula River Drought Proposal because the Pascagoula River is changing and seems to be
getting lower every year. I've canoed, camped, and hiked along the Pascagoula River since the early 90's.
During the last four fall seasons, I've seen the river get so low you could almost walk across it in several places. This is the same
river 100 years ago that was supporting steam boat traffic and logging barges. Now, only kayaks can use it at certain time.
I know this is not measured scientific data but observation is the first step in the scientific process. It's time for State and
environmental leaders to take their heads out of the sand, there is a growing issue here. The Lake George Project is the only
proposal even looking at this drought issue. Please give this application its due process and your full consideration.
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371

Project Purpose &
Need

First off, I am in support of the Lake George Project!
As a local resident, I have seen firsthand that drought conditions are becoming a factor throughout South Mississippi. The
proof is everywhere. My friends and neighbors have been forced to drill deeper for home and farm water wells. Also, hay and
crops have been affected the last few seasons.
It's time for State and environmental groups to wake up because there is a growing issue here with droughts. The Lake George
proposal is the only project trying to fix this problem now, rather than kicking the can down the road.
It seems to me environmental groups, like the Sierra Club, are not interested in science or facts. They just seem to be in
competition with each other to gain influence and/or importance. If these groups really cared about the Pascagoula River or
the people who live here they would look at the science being done for this Lake Project rather than creating lies and spreading
misinformation.
I support the Lake George Project because I know the Pascagoula River, I've seen the impacts of droughts, and I know the river
is changing.

372

Project Purpose &
Need

The project promoters state that the lakes are needed to protect industry in Pascagoula from future water shortages resulting
from drought brought on by global warming. I see no possible way that this assertion can be supported. It's telling that the
Pascagoula industries supposed requiring protection (presumably primarily Chevron) have not supported the proposed project
or expressed a need. (I won't dwell on the paradox of global warming being used as a justification when the President and at
least one of Mississippi's Senators deny that it's happening.) While the scientific community agrees that global warming and
sea level rise are occurring, it is not at all clear that the result in southern Mississippi and Alabama will be drought or
increased precipitation.

373

Project Purpose &
Need

I am writing to ask that you reject permit applications for the construction of new dams to create 2,800 acres of recreational
lakes in George and Jackson Counties in Mississippi. It is clear that this lake project is biased toward economic development of
lakefront real estate and is not wanted or needed to supply water to industrial users during low flow periods.

374

Project Purpose &
Need

Destroying wetlands and habitat on what is considered a regionally and nationally important ecological treasure is not justified
by any stated needs for water supply. This project is all about the wants of local governments for land development. The
Environmental Protection Agency classifies the Pascagoula as an aquatic resource of national importance (ARNI) and wrote a
comment letter to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers stating their objections to the impairments to the lower Pascagoula
ecosystem that might come from these dams. I appreciate, as do thousands of Mississippians and Gulf Coast residents, the fact
that this river is the third largest provider of fresh water to the eastern Gulf of Mexico and is vitally important to the Mississippi
Sound. Like the rivers of the Mobile Bay and Apalachicola systems to the east, and the Pearl River to the west, the Pascagoula’s
health and seasonal fresh water flow matter to the health of coastal estuaries and to seafood production. Projects like this one
threaten to diminish overall flows and damage the wetland habitats that contribute to biologically healthy coastal waters.
Mississippi does not need this project and neither does the Gulf.
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375

Project Purpose &
Need

In 1994 the Mississippi legislature amended state law to remove 7Q10 as the state's sole statutory standard by allowing the
use of "any other stream flow rate that the commission may determine and establish using generally accepted
scientific methodologies considering biological, hydrological and hydraulic factors."

376

Project Purpose &
Need

On June 6th I will celebrate my 96th birthday. The Pascagoula River has been an integral part of my life since I was a little girl.
My father, Marvin Davis and his brother Carlie owned and operated Davis Sawmill in Harleston, Mississippi which was located
near where the middle of the proposed southernmost lake will be located on the Jackson/George County line. In fact, the
northernmost east‐west road south of the county line is still named to this day Davis Sawmill Road. The Pascagoula River and
it's environs served as the lifeblood of our economy in the sawmill business. My father died and the sawmill ceased operation
in 1947.
In 1948 I married Elvis Cumbest who had already worked most of his life with his father, Roy Cumbest, who owned the
Cumbest Sawmill, and would later become the an owner of the Sawmill with his brothers. The sawmill stayed open until my
husband's retirement in 1998. My birth family and later my extended family through my marriage to Elvis Cumbest revered,
respected, and loved the river.
I have a very soft spot in my heart for the Pascagoula River. The river has served the people of South Mississippi well in the
past, but I am very concerned about the future of our beloved river. Although I am almost 96 years old, I am an avid reader and
a student of science. I know from the many articles I have read and the many knowledgable people I have talked with over the
past few years that the health of the Pascagoula River is in jeopardy. What good is it for the opponents of the project to tout
the largest free‐flowing river if it ceases to function?
I am very sentimental about preserving things as we want to remember them, but I have enough sense to know that unless
some type of drastic change takes place to preserve the Pascagoula River that it will eventually become just a shadow of its
former vitality and function. The Lake George Drought Prevention proposal is the common sense solution to this problem. I
love the past…l have witnessed a lot of it, but we've got to look to the future and preserve this amazing resource we have
been so blessed to have enjoyed for so many years.
Please consider this letter from my heart. As you can see it is not a form letter or in the form of a lightly, little thought
signature on a petition. I would be happy to meet with you or your representatives at any time to discuss this further and to
answer any questions about my comments on this extremely import subject.
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377

Project Purpose &
Need

To further emphasize this very important point; the Jackson County Board of Supervisors is on record in opposition to the
project, the City of Pascagoula unanimously passed a resolution in opposition to the project as well. Both State Senators
representing Jackson County have expressed their opposition.
Recently as 2016, Senator Brice Wiggins, then Chairman of the MS Senate Marine Resource Committee, conducted a lengthy
hearing at the State Capitol on this very project. Witnesses were sworn in and testimony given.
It was conclusive this project was without merit from an economic, environmental or a Need stand point.
Therefore, it is inconceivable to think that these governmental bodies and officials who represent the area that the project is
allegedly designed to benefit, would be staunchly opposing the project if it were in the best interest of Jackson County.
Equally inconceivable is the basis for the Army Corps of Engineers to continue with this E.I.S if the stated need cannot be
verified. Establishing Need is paramount to justify this endeavor. In submitting this comment letter, Sierra Club relies on and
incorporates by reference other comments submitted on the 2015 Environmental Assessment and 404 permit application.
They include Gulf Restoration Network, the Pascagoula River Basin Alliance, Region 4 of EPA, The Jackson County Soil and
Water Conservation District, Audubon Mississippi, The Center for Biological Diversity, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Mississippi Field Office, current scoping comments from Gulf Restoration Network, Mississippi Wildlife Federation, National
Wildlife Federation, and comments from private individuals received by the Mobile Corps District. Scoping Issues that should
be examined to include but are not limited to the following:
•
Need established for project

378

Project Purpose &
Need

I just spoke to Steve Renfroe who was at this meeting who worked for Chevron when Chevron paid to have the Okatibbee
Lake, which already exists ‐‐ they paid to have water releases to keep the river flowing. And according to the Pickering Firm
that did the initial work, they say that it didn't work. Steve Renfroe tells me in the year 2000, when they hit the low
watermark, it did work. Chevron never had to shut down, the flow was maintained and I think it's noteworthy that by the time
the river got so low that the flow was a problem, rain followed it so quickly they only released one‐fourth of the water that
they thought that they might need. So Chevron literally paidfor four billion gallons. They only released a billion. That
maintained the flow so Chevron didn't have to shut down and then, naturally, rain came. How bad are these droughts really? I
believe Pickering Firm has fudged the data to try to make these droughts worse than they really are. Again, we're talking
climate change. There is at least as likely a case that the future will bring more rain than it will bring less rain. There's
absolutely no justification for this project as described. And I have said before, if you want to argue over recreation, then
argue over recreation, but that's not what this project is. This project is drought resiliency. This project is clearly not needed
for that purpose on this river. So either they restate it as recreation and we can discuss the positives and negatives of that or
we should turn down this project.
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379

Project Purpose &
Need

" Although I was born in Marrero, Louisiana, my family moved to George County in 1980 when I was 14 years old. When I
moved here my family and I fell in love with the Pascagoula River. Although I'm female, I am an avid hunter and fisherman. In
addition to hunting and fishing I have spent many days of my life on the river boating, camping, and waterskiing over the
years. I have two homes now in Jackson County. One is in Moss Point at the convergence of the Pascagoula and the
Escatawpa Rivers and another one in the Cumbest Bluff Community which is less than a mile from the river. I will always live on
or near the Pascagoula River. It is common knowledge that our river depth is ge ng lower and lower. SOMETHING has got
to be done. I'm very angry at the claims of the so‐called environmentalists who want us to leave our head in the sand and
ignore the consequences of this problem which will worsen if not addressed and addressed soon. The ignorant unconvincing
arguments I've been reading regarding ""leaving the river alone"" is the very recipe for it's demise. The Lake George Drought
Proposal is the most common sense solution to the continued problem of drought control and REALLY saving the Pascagoula
River. I have six beau ful grandchildren who live in Jackson and George Coun es. I want them and their children to
experience the majesty of the mighty Pascagoula like I did (and do now). If left unresolved, nature will take it's course and we
will ul mately be le with a small shadow of what millions of people have enjoyed over the past centuries. If you have any
ques ons about my comments, please contact me at this email address."

380

Project Purpose &
Need

I am including in my printed submission several articles about greenhouse gases coming from lakes. Unless someone can show
that the Big and Little Cedar Creeks‐‐ spring‐fed, shallow, well‐oxygenated streams‐‐ produce a similar amount of methane and
CO2 to that produced by lakes, we are looking at the 2800 acre solution to climate‐change‐induced droughts as actually a
contributor to even more climate‐change‐induced droughts, if more frequent and severe droughts are shown to result from
climate change. In other words, not creating these reservoirs will be better for preventing or mitigating droughts than creating
them. This needs to be looked at in this EIS.

381

Project Purpose &
Need

I am writing to ask that you reject permit applications for the construction of new dams to create 2,800 acres of recreational
lakes in George and Jackson Counties in Mississippi. It is not wanted or needed to supply water to industrial users during low
flow periods and is clear that this lake project is biased toward economic development of lakefront real estate.

382

Project Purpose &
Need

We also feel strongly that there is no legitimate need for these lakes based on industrial or recreational needs of the region .
The project is proposed as a drought control measure that will supplement the Pascagoula River in times of low flow which will
benefit downstream industries that rely on water provided by the river. To date, not one of these industries has expressed
support for this project or said that they actually need the increased water that would be provided by the lakes.

383

Project Purpose &
Need

This project is also controversial because it is not clear that it can accomplish its purpose. Dam construction and operation
could actually make flow rates worse.
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384

Project Purpose &
Need

Comment
In the Environmental Impact Statement, please go to the trouble of surveying the industrial water users and water systems
that are being used as a reason to dam creeks, create lakes and store water. An honest evaluation of "need" is foundational to
this EIS project.
Specifically, the Environmental Impact Statement contractors should interview currently employed executive Allen Sudduth of
the Chevron Pascagoula Refinery and retired Chevron engineer Steve Renfro of Moss Point, Mississippi and ask them about
Chevron's use of water releases in the 1999‐2000 drought to augment the Pascagoula River so the Port's water withdrawal
could continue. Since they witnessed the results of the water releases from the Okatibbee Reservoir and were familiar with the
daily fresh water needs of Chevron Refinery, they would be some of the best sources with first‐ hand knowledge of purpose
and need for more water storage upstream. It should also be noted in the draft EIS that the Mississippi Department of
Environmental Quality did not act in the drought of 1999‐2000 to suspend the permit for the water withdrawal at the Cumbest
Bluff pipeline operated by the Port of Pascagoula, despite the low flow conditions.
In submitting this comment letter, Gulf Restoration Network relies on and incorporates by reference other comments
submitted on the 2015 Environmental Assessment and 404 permit application. They include GRN, the Pascagoula River Basin
Alliance, Region 4 of EPA, The Jackson County Soil and Water Conservation District, Audubon Mississippi, The Center for
Biological Diversity, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Mississippi Field Office, current scoping comments from Mississippi
Wildlife Federation, National Wildlife Federation, and comments from private individuals received by the Mobile Corps District.

385

Project Purpose &
Need

It should not require any more investigation or expenditure of money to flatly assert here and now that this project has no use
for preservation of the ecology or any species, aquatic or terrestrial. It is abundantly clear that the only gain in building these
reservoirs would be for downstream industry if industry needed the extra water. There is not a single species adapted to the
Pascagoula River that can be shown to need the extra water during dry times.

386

Project Purpose &
Need

Section 1.4.3. Need ‐ The applicant says "Since roughly 2000, the Pascagoula River's flows have inexplicably shown an
increasing tendency to fall below the established 7Q10, for reasons not clearly understood but appear to reflect an altered
base flow regime occurring throughout the basin." (emphasis added) The applicant frequently focuses on the year 2000 to
make their point about this alleged trend towards lower flows and more droughts (the current need.) This is a convenient time
frame for them to base the argument. But looking at the Merrill Stream Gauge data on a wider time frame yields a different
perspective. First looking at the flow data from 1930 to early October 2015 you see (albeit compressed a bit in the horizontal)
that the year 2000 is indeed notable for low flow but so is 1963 and 1936. Further, the I950's and 60's have periods of low
flow comparable to the more recent past. It's also worth looking at the flood peaks through this time frame. (I added the 917
cfs line.)
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387

Project Purpose &
Need

This project will have significant and controversial effects on the quality of the human environment because the project itself
will exacerbate global climate change. Dams and their reservoirs actually contribute to global climate change because the
sediment trapping by dams and the decay of vegetation releases high quantities of methane, a potent greenhouse gas.The
consumptive water uses that these new reservoirs would feed also contribute to climate change. The 100 million gallons per
day withdrawal at river mile 25.4 feeds a pipeline to the Bayou Casotte Industrial Area. The permit is owned by the Jackson
County Port Authority and is up for renewal in 2016. The water is used for Chevron's Pascagoula Refinery, the nation's ninth
largest refinery, and Mississippi Power Company's Plant Daniel, a coal‐fired power plant. As these uses are directly contributing
to global climate change, it is ironic that two new dams are being built purportedly to promote climate change resiliency.

388

Project Purpose &
Need

The claimed environmental benefit that the project will minimize drought‐driven increased demands on surface and
groundwater also doesn't make sense. The relationship between dam construction and water demand is not necessarily
related. Indeed, dam construction is likely to increase water demand by catalyzing industrial and residential development.

389

Project Purpose &
Need

The Pascagoula river should not be altered to form lakes. It should remain one of the longest undammed rivers in the United
States. Science has shown that we should be removing dams in the US rather than building them. Damming the river to benefit
a few landowners or even the economy is a mistake and I do not want my tax money used for this project. Thank you.

390

Project Purpose &
Need

This drought resiliency project cannot work with a real estate/recreation component planned but not included in this permit
application. And yet that is exactly what this permit will enable unless one of two things happens. 1. Reject the permit precisely
because real estate development and recreation can't co‐exist with lakes that are meant to be drained during dry times. 2.
Eliminate the possibility of real estate development by requiring that all land within 5000 feet of lake shorelines be purchased
for protection of habitat, including creating fire‐adapted longleaf and slash pine where suitable, wetlands, and wet woods
which can be added to the Pascagoula Game Management Area nearby, and which will ensure that at any time the water is
needed by the Pascagoula it will be drained for that purpose without any property owner stopping it in order to preserve water
under piers, boats, or shorelines close to homes. If Pat Harrison Waterway District establishes one or two recreational facilities,
something that "may" happen in this permit but not specifically admitted to, there will again be an incentive to withhold water
from the Pascagoula if Bass tournaments are planned or festivals or outdoor activities scheduled a year in advance or annually.
When these events come up against a drought requiring the lowering of lake levels, the river will be denied water for the sake
of recreational planned events. IF THIS PERMIT IS TO BE APPROVED AS A FLOW‐CONTROL LAKE, THEN IT MUST BE EXCLUSIVELY
A FLOW‐CONTROL LAKE AND NOT A REAL ESTATE OR RECREATIONAL LAKE. It will only serve its purpose of supplying water in
dry times if there is no local political pressure to starve the river for economic gains.
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391

Project Purpose &
Need

I am writing concerning the Pascagoula River Drought Resiliency Project. It seems that there is no need for this project since
there are no industries, such as Chevron, that need an additional supply of water. The Pascagoula River is truly a national
treasure and it seems a real shame to build a dam on one of it's tributaries in order to create an artificial lake for recreation
and expensive real estate. The issues of big concern in building a dam are destroying wetlands, disturbing wildlife, including
some endangered species and possibly building a lake on inappropriate soil. The Pascagoula is a beautiful river which offers
opportunities for canoeing and kayaking. Let us leave it that way.

392

Project Purpose &
Need

This project is said to be a drought resiliency project to help maintain flow in the Pascagoula River during dry times. This permit
is focused on that and on its claim that the two lakes will hold the amount of water necessary so that when released, flow can
be maintained at a level above what is mandated to allow industry in Jackson County a share of that river water. This is the
purpose of this project. And yet, in "frequently asked questions" there is discussion of private property owners building piers,
building homes, expecting property taxes to increase as property values increase. Herein lies the reason this permit must be
rejected. Lake George is a 30 year old real estate and recreation development dream that cannot find funding from normal
sources because of budgetary constraints and reluctance to include lake building in recent state and federal budgets. So the
500 acre dream of Lake George has been ballooned into two lakes, one with a dam in Jackson County, with the claim that these
lakes will release a steady flow of water to the Pascagoula even when the natural streams they replace normally run low of
flow until rains replenish them.

393

Project Purpose &
Need

The Lake George project is a perceived solution a non‐existent problem. The tidal flow of the Pascagoula River varies based on
natural environment rainfall. There is no need for the lakes.

394

Project Purpose &
Need

Section 1.3. Project History, page 11 ‐The applicant says "With the Southeast experiencing prolonged and severe drought
conditions that threatened water supplies, constrained economic development, and led to an escalation of the interstate
Water Wars among the states of Alabama, Florida, and Georgia, which resounded with neighboring states. Mississippi was
spared the drought's worst impacts but the Pascagoula River still suffered a drought of record in 2000.'
Invoking the specter of interstate water wars and the tug of war involving the Chattahoochee, Flint and the Apalachicola rivers
is another "red herring/" This should be ignored.
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395

Project Purpose &
Need

Comment
There needs to be an up to date gathering of the latest climate change research to determine if more severe droughts are even
expected for the Pascagoula River area. It is just as likely that the trend will be toward more frequent rain fall that more than
makes up for temporary droughts and would render this project unnecessary and even a waste.
The stream data collected and claimed by Pickering Firm and Mississippi State should be looked at again, and any earlier and
later stream data should be added to help make a more accurate evaluation about droughts versus floods.
I think it is noteworthy that over the last fifty years lakes have been built that hold back water from the Pascagoula. It should
be determined if these various lakes, which are not drained during droughts to increase flow into the Pascagoula, are the real
cause of any extreme recent droughts or trends toward droughts. It would be ironic if the actual cause of supposed greater
droughts in recent years is from building artificial lakes and now the plan to cure the river of extreme drought is to build yet
another artificial pair of lakes.

396

Project Purpose &
Need

Even presuming that reduced flows within the larger Pascagoula River watershed are problematic, and even if the 7Q10
method were a valid indicator of that decline, the pretense of a "drought resiliency” rationale for the proposed dams still
constitutes an arbitrary and unlawful purpose and need statement under NEPA. To start with, the Environmental Assessment
acknowledges that applicants have not even identified the cause of lower flows on the river. It is premature to identify dam
building or any other project as a solution to the problem of low flows, when the underlying cause of those low flows
has not been thoroughly assessed or identified. Although the Environmental Assessment does identify climate change
variability as a potential driving causal factor, it fails completely to address other likely causes. For example, Mississippi’s
population increased by more than 700,000 people from 1960 to 2000, a 32.4% increase (if this continued to 2010, population
would have been more than 3.1 million). Also during the period from 1950‐1990, water usage in the state increased to
accommodate increased rice farming, catfish production, and power plants. Like water resources across the county and around
the world, Mississippi's water resources are under greater demand by ever increasing human populations and associated
growth of industry and other water demands.

397

Project Purpose &
Need

Sec on 2.2.2. Water Budget‐The applicant supplies much data here about the Pascagoula River flows and water users. The
most notable statement seems to be this on page 27: "Although permitted to withdraw up to 99.9 MOD, JCPA normally
withdraws less than 40 MGD." This seems to provide a generous factor of safety for future demand. But maybe the applicant is
saying " … and we could exacerbate the problem if we manage to find or recruit other customers that are high volume water
users." I should not speculate but will suggest to Jackson County et al that maybe they should focus their economic
development and recovery on businesses that are a bit less consumptive of water. That might be good for all of us.

398

Project Purpose &
Need

Section 1.4. Project's Purpose and Need, page 12 ‐ the applicant says "Since the Purpose and Needs section addresses future
circumstances, it includes some unavoidable uncertainty." All I can say is that it includes MASSIVE uncertainty.
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399

Project Purpose &
Need

Figure 2.8 ‐ Pascagoula River Surface Water Infrastructure ‐This figure should show the JCPUA/JCPA Industrial Water Treatment
Facility aka the Kreole Plant.

400

Project Purpose &
Need

The applicant has spent considerable time and effort on flow augmentation to support Cumbest Bluff withdrawals so it is
abundantly clear that this is an industrial water supply protection project much more so than a broad‐sweeping drought
resiliency project. Call this project what it is and confirm with at least some customer demand data or information. The
business confidentiality argument for the lack of customer data is not persuasive.

401

Project Purpose &
Need

Why, in a time when much of the country is removing dams from rivers that were dammed primarily in the 19th century for
manufacturing energy, Mississippi chooses to dam a perfectly good river in the name of recreation. It would be another black
eye for the state when, instead, we could stand out as a leader in conservation efforts.

402

Project Purpose &
Need

The Sponsor's argument for this project is based on future drought projections which are uncertain.
Reviewed literature, cited on EA pages 83 and 84, predicts that there may be longer droughts and high temperatures between
now and 2060 ‐ the modeled time period, but there also may be more floods, increased rainfall and more flashiness in the
streams of the Pascagoula basin. Future climate could be wetter or drier.
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403

Project Purpose &
Need

Comment
The Sponsor's reasons for building lakes include expanding water withdrawals for industry.
The wetland fill application for the lakes includes an appendix of relevant documents. One is a Southeast Regional Water
Supply Project Application to EPA from 2012 (Appendix A‐ 2 p.38). There, Pickering states: "although the year 2000 release
aided in augmenting flow along the Pascagoula River during a month‐long drought, it did not and most likely would not provide
sufficient volumes of water to allow full utilization of the JCPA's (Jackson County Port Authority) permitted 100 mgd (million
gallon per day) [withdrawal] at the Cumbest Bluff intake."
The statement above helps cut away some clutter to reveal what may be the underlying reason for the lakes: expanded
industrial water withdrawal. The Port Authority's water transfer pipelines connect the withdrawal pumps on the Pascagoula
River in north Jackson County to the Port at Bayou Casotte, home of the Chevron Pascagoula Refinery and other heavy
industries. The Port Authority is now permitted by the Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality to take as much as 100
million gallons per day, although at present, they pump less than 40 million gallons per day for industrial users. Pickering
Engineering, hired by the George and Jackson County Supervisors and Pat Harrison Waterway District are using data from the
Port and its industrial customers' water use to make industry's argument for expanding the volume of Pascagoula River water
withdrawn, even during droughts. So far, the industrial water users themselves have made no public demands for new lakes or
new water supplies to augment river flow. Testimony given by Hiram Boone at the Miss. Senate Ports and Marine Resources
Committee on 10/22/2015 revealed that, at the outset of the current lake construction project in 2010, industries at the Port
of Pascagoula initially wanted the supply lakes and supported Boone.

404

Project Purpose &
Need

The dams are proposed to mitigate drought in the area, however, the river has seen millennia of cycles of drought‐rain‐drought
and it still survives and thrives. It is a natural system that is quite resilient to the ebb and flow of natural systems.

405

Project Purpose &
Need

How often have drought events occurred?

406

Project Purpose &
Need

For the following reasons, we the undersigned individuals and organizations believe that Pickering Engineering's EA document
raises many issues that need answers surrounding the building of two lakes in the Big and Little Cedar Creek watersheds. After
reading the EA document, we find that the basic project purpose, providing surface water impoundments to supplement the
flows of the Pascagoula River, is still in question.

407

Project Purpose &
Need

The Pascagoula River has experienced periods of drought throughout history, and has naturally adapted to the occurrence.
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408

Project Purpose &
Need

Someone is hoping to make money off of lakefront property paid for by a dam created by taxpayer money. The river has been
functioning for eons without our intervention and will continue to do so when we are gone. And all this is based on speculation
about what type of climate change we will experience in this location in the future. What science are they using to forecast our
particular manifestation of climate change.

409

Project Purpose &
Need

Sec on 2.2.5. Projected Climate Variability Changes ‐ The applicant says "The scien fic community and peer reviewed
literature has failed to reach a consensus on the severity of climate variability in general or quantify its impacts on Pascagoula
River flows." Of course the scientific community and the peer reviewed literature are the same thing. And the lack of consensus
is notable.
The applicant goes on to say "However, this project's 2012 Water Conservation and Efficiency Report to EPA Region 4
(Appendix A) and the 2013 Pascagoula River Minimum Flow Supply‐Lake Option Analysis by Mississippi State University
(Appendix F) provide an overview and analysis of the relevant climate change/variability peer reviewed literature and
governmental reports." This is the BIG HOWEVER. The applicant, in my opinion is saying "So instead. we'll recap the
information that supports our project and reach our own conclusions that support the project." This is another component of
the applicants "self‐issued certificate of need."
The applicant then says "Subsequently, both the EPA and the COE have evaluated the relevant peer‐reviewed climate change
and hydrology literature for their respective regions that include the project area, EPA Region 4 and COE Region 3 (South
Atlantic and Gulf Region) respectively (EPA 2013, COE 2015)." This was not subsequent to anything related to this project. And
the USEPA and COE documents are Regional guidance from which only basic conclusions as to the nature of future climate
change problems can be reached. Many of those predicted problems highlighted by the applicant are based on generalized
climate modeling, and therein is a problem as to reliability and applicability to a specific drought resilient river basin.
So the applicant retained Pote, Wax, Schmitz et al to perform various studies to establish the climate impacts in the project
area. The Pote study involved selecting appropriate inputs for their predictive calculations. Those inputs seem reasonable
BUT...
It is worth noting that the Tetra Tech 2010 study chosen for several of the inputs was prepared for the Natural Resources
Defense Council. lt is reasonable to assume that it may have some bias towards meeting the preconceived climate notions of
the client. I suggest looking at the TetraTech study to gain some perspective on where south Mississippi will fare under climate
change predictions compared to the rest of the United States. One thing you will see is that their county by county color coding
tells a story of demographics and development patterns nearly as much as it tells us about climate change. This confirms the
implications of the anthropogenic impacts on water availability.
http://rd.tet ratech.com /cl imatechange/projects/docTetraTechClimateReport2010lowres.pdf (This document is also in the
References for the EA and on the enclosed CD.) The applicant notes that"…the projected impact of climate change on the
Pascagoula River's flows at the Merrill gage during the 2000 drought is shown in Figure 1.6." I have commented on this figure,
above. This is the figure that shows a climate change impact of approximately 20 cfs at the Merrill Stream Gauge.
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410

Project Purpose &
Need

I support this project. It's needed and has been needed for a long time. It has economic, environmental and recreational merit.
Its frustrating that the money for this has been tied up or used for something else. I would like those in decision making
positions to please take note that those at this meeting who oppose this project are NOT LOCAL. It also is of particular note
that those who oppose don't seem to be informed about even the basics, like where the lakes are proposed to be. The
informed people of George County want this.

411

Project Purpose &
Need

The question of whether meeting the mandated flow at Merrill equates to basin‐wide drought resiliency aside, the EA does not
provide the information the public needs to understand whether the proposed project could even increase the flows at Merrill.
The EA does not adequately demonstrate that releasing water from the new reservoirs will actually be able to meet the stream
flow goals at the Merrill gage. The EA does not present adequate information for the public to analyze on the location of water
releases from the new reservoirs in relation to the amount of water that could actually reach the stream gage at Merrill or the
hydrologic or spatial relationship between lake releases and flows at Merrill. For example, during the 2000 drought, flow
augmentation from the Okatibbee Reservoir was unable to keep the Pascagoula River above its desired 917 CFS at the Merrill
stream gage. It is estimated that half the water released from Okatibbee Reservoir is lost to evaporation or infiltration and not
available to augment the river's surface flow at the Merrill gage. The EA does not demonstrate that the new reservoirs could
accomplish their stated purpose.

412

Project Purpose &
Need

After reading the EA document, we find that the basic project purpose, providing surface water impoundments to supplement
the flows of the Pascagoula River, is still in question, and that many of our other questions about the project remain
unanswered. The gaps present in the EA document persuade us that the Corps of Engineers should reject this wetland fill
application and require the sponsors/applicants to prepare a full Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) if they wish to pursue
this project.

413

Project Purpose &
Need

This is a big waste of money, time, and energy. I own the land in Cedar Creek estates and it gonna affect my land very much by
either flooding us out or drying us out. I am totally against building this lake. I think it should be put to a vote by the people
before one more penny is spent on this project to actually see how many people is for or against it. We have plenty of rivers
and lakes in George County not to mention the Gulf of Mexico! Please don't approve this lake!

414

Project Purpose &
Need

Leave the natural flow alone. Been doing fine all these years. This project has nothing to do with drought resiliency. It's all
about money. We don't need this to be a burden on our state tax dollars first of all. Second of all, we need to keep the natural
flow of tributaries as they are. If it isn't broke, don't fix it!
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415

Project Purpose &
Need

This incredibly beautiful river, the Pascagoula, and all of its tributaries, are a national treasure! Any tampering with, or
damming its flow, will affect countless species of animals, plants, and rare fishes that depend on its unadulterated flow to the
Gulf of Mexico! The project makes no sense for the health of our river& it only profits a few wealthy investors! Please block
this project! When the river is gone, we can't get it back!

416

Project Purpose &
Need

I cannot speak for the entire Gautier Family, but as a member of the scion who descend from Hermes F. Gautier, I represent
many of us ‐ original settlers along the "Singing River". Of course we have looked at all of the pros and cons related to this
project and our view is that it is dishonest to be representing the damming any tributaries of this monumental, pristine river, in
order to "protect" against drought. Furthermore, the entire project reeks of greed and private control for the benefit of a few
land owners and the priviledged few who will profit in the end if the "fake lakes" are made!

417

Project Purpose &
Need

There is nothing to be studied. It is pure arrogance to think anyone has a right to ruin the only free flowing river in the US. The
only reason that George County businessmen and politicians want to dam the river is for monetary greed.

418

Project Purpose &
Need

"There is so many issues with fake lakes and dams. It will be hard to list them all. Erosion, flooding, pollution, sink holes,
diseases, cancer, torn up roads, cars, appliances, plus other states are trying to restore the damages they have done with fake
lakes and dams. Good luck you rocket scien st! Plus, do you honestly think tourist come here to see a Wal‐Mart or fake
lake? H___ NO! They come to see the last free‐flowing river in the U.S. Our islands, beaches, wetlands, rivers, natural habitat,
animals, birds, plus we already have fishing, camping, boating, hunting, swimming, etc. Natural GOD given habitats! "

419

Project Purpose &
Need

The recommended project was designed to provide the Pascagoula River basin with "drought resiliency" as defined by river
flows measured at the Merrill stream gage. The project was designed to try to provide a legislatively mandated flow at the
Merrill stream gage of 917 Cubic Feet per Second (CFS). The EA does not adequately analyze the relationship between this
legislatively mandated stream flow and "drought resiliency" in the basin.

420

Project Purpose &
Need

This permit application, however, is for 100 million gallons of available water. I question why that huge amount was
considered. Even though the Port Authority has been permitted to pull 100 million gallons from the Pascagoula River, that is
more than double what has ever been used. Only 30 million gallons at most have ever been consumed from the pumps at
Cumbest Bluff and so 25 million gallons of drinking quality water created at the Chevron Refinery by a desalination costing
probably $120 million would take care of all the needs for a foreseeable future considering that up to 30 million gallons could
also be pulled from the Cumbest Bluff Pumping station in all but the worst drought situations. After all, in 85 years, only twice
has flow been low enough to threaten the supply to industry established in 1962‐ one brief time in 1964 and once in the year
2000 when Oktibbeha lake was drained to supplement the flow of the river.
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421

Project Purpose &
Need

I have lived on the coast for 40 years and have yet to see a river drought below the proposed dam site. I am an avid fisherman
in that area and things are obviously just fine the way they are. Why must we adversely affect 1200 acres of wetlands for
minimal if any benefit down stream. Common sense mitigates strongly against this proposal.

422

Project Purpose &
Need

Why disrupt an ecological system that has thrived, persisted and adapted for hundreds of years? For human greed of course!
There is no other reason for this unnecessary project!

423

Project Purpose &
Need

Sec on 1.4.2. Purpose ‐ Again, the applicant says the project purpose is to" … provide suﬃcient surface water and restored
water table levels to maintain the Pascagoula River's flows… " The EA does not demonstrate that the basin or river's water
table is impaired and in need of restoration. All it demonstrates is that we've had 85 years of annual and some decadal flood
and drought cycles with two or three really bad drought seasons in that time (most recent 2000). They have also, via existing
data analysis, added some certainty to our general knowledge that the Okatibbee River is a discharging stream in some reaches
during drought and the main stem of the Pascagoula River is for the most part a receiving stream during drought.

424

Project Purpose &
Need

The Environmental Protection Agency has stated that the Pascagoula River system is ecologically adapted to periods of drought
that have occurred in the basin historically and that the river is adapted to recover from such events. Moreover, the climate
change predictions for the basin are evenly split on whether precipitation levels will increase or decrease, and the hydrologic
projections are evenly split on whether regional stream flows will increase or decrease.
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425

Project Purpose &
Need

Comment
Sec on 1.4.1. Non‐Specula ve Need‐Forecas ng Drought Frequency, Severity and Dura on, page 13 ‐ The applicant says
"The COE will not review a speculative project that fails to clearly specify its ultimate purpose. The COE requires that, 'the
likelihood that the project purpose will in fact materialize during a reasonably foreseeable period of time must be
reasonably demonstrated' (USACE 1990 at paragraph 2). However, the reality is that reasonableness is unavoidably uncertain
in the Global Climate Change or Variability context. The difficulty is further magnified when attempting to translate climactic
trends into actual projections of drought frequency, severity or duration for a specific river or river basin." This to me is also
quite illuminating in that the applicant offers all of us a BIG excuse if the climate changes don't materialize yet they rely
HEAVILY on regional and some localized climate predictions as scientifically justifying their project. How do we evaluate this
project, approve it and spend $80 million dollars or more of public funds on that basis?
They go on to say, quoting the USACE "The lack of consensus about the timing, duration, or frequency of droughts and low
flows does not make drought resiliency speculative (USACE 1990)." I think this is reasonable of the USACE for an issue of
general applicability of "reasonableness" but we still know almost nothing about the specific environmental impact of the
historic low flows on the Pascagoula going back to 1930, so how can we judge existing conditions in re: drought, let alone the
future droughts and climate change? Even the applicant's climate change adjusted (and probably worst case) historical stream
gauge study has only about a 20 cfs unfavorable impact at the Merrill stream gauge (see "figure 1.6 ‐ Projected Climate
Change Impact on Measured 2000 Low Flows at Merrill Stream Gage" and the comment below.)

426

Project Purpose &
Need

It is clear that this lake project is biased toward economic development of lakefront real estate and is not wanted or needed to
supply water to industrial users during low flow periods.

427

Project Purpose &
Need

Environmental Impact Statements are undertaken in most projects smaller than this one. It is a necessity here. I would prefer
that this permit is rejected on the grounds that it is a conflicted project with conflicting goals‐recreation and real estate
development and drought resiliency at the same time. However, if this project is to be considered at all it is imperative that all
can be found out about what is there in these natural creeks today and only an EIS will give us some inkling of what is there
before all that is there is wiped out.

428

Project Purpose &
Need

While the stated purpose of the project is to impound water to be used to alleviate possible future drought on the Pascagoula
River, the actual fact is that this is a project designed purely to create irreversible harm to the environment in order for the Pat
Harrison Waterway District to be able to open more for profit recreation areas containing lodging, camping, shelters, water
slides, marinas and a host of other activates for which they will charge. It is also clear that maintaining the for profit operations
is a primary, if not THE primary concern should the river level drop.

429

Project Purpose &
Need

I believe the river will continue to survive droughts as it has many times before only when left in its natural state.
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430

Project Purpose &
Need

While climate change is certainly an issue of concern for everyone (and one that will not be helped at all by removing trees and
vegetation, which act as natural carbon sinks), it is not clear that drought will be an issue that requires action in this region in
the future. There are a number of models that suggest a lower amount of surface water in this area but there is at least one
composite of models that show a 5 ‐ 10% increase in runoff for the southern Mississippi area.
(http://www.ipcc.ch/publications and data/ar4/wg2/en/figure‐3‐4.html)

431

Project Purpose &
Need

Since it is unclear that drought will be an issue (and since it seems unlikely from the wording of this public notice that the lakes
will be used for drought mitigation in any event, given that the already existing supply at the Okatibbee Reservoir has never
been used and the specific requirement in this public notice that the plan is "to sustain recreational uses on both lakes" in the
event of drought), this project is unnecessary for its stated purpose.

432

Project Purpose &
Need

Execu ve Summary ‐ I have read and re‐read Sec ons 1.1 and 2.2 and do not find that they invalidate the popular sen ment
on anthropogenic causes of low flows. Virtually ANY change in ANY flows to the Pascagoula since settlers first came to the area
have anthropogenic causes. Some may not be dramatic like a 100 mgd industrial water supply withdrawal but they are
cumulatively profound. They include but are not limited to reservoirs that increase evaporative losses, dams that have MANY
effects on hydrology and ecosystem health, land clearing and development that alters run‐off and evaporation rates,
withdrawals or diversion for agriculture, withdrawals for potable or industrial water, groundwater withdrawals for site
remediation or contaminant containment, climate change, etc. To imply that the Pascagoula Basin and River have not been
impacted anthropogenically in the long term or near term is incorrect.

433

Project Purpose &
Need

There appears to be no need for this project. I am advised downstream water users have not requested this project. This
project appears to be a solution in search of a problem. The Pascagoula River is a part of a unique water system that should be
preserved for future generations. Please study what compelling need justifies this project.

434

Project Purpose &
Need

Audubon knows of no short or long‐term reason to store water‐ neither for industry nor for communities.

435

Project Purpose &
Need

Section 1.3. Project History, page 12 ‐The applicant discusses the ''The Southeast Mississippi Regional Water Supply Project
Application" (sic). There is nothing to apply for as the USEPA noted in their response to this document. Apparently the USEPA's
comments and other observations on the part of the applicant caused this project to morph to "….a drought resiliency project"
from "…a normal water supply project, as the project was always a proactive response to maintain the Pascagoula River's
minimum stream flows for environmental, ecological and economic benefits over the next fifty years given projections of more
severe, prolonged and frequent droughts." To me this is an interesting presentation of the supposed history of the project and
the turn it supposedly took in 2013. The public, project supporters and agency reviewers should ask themselves if this jibes
with what you were told before and after this morphing of the project. And is this the only reason it morphed?
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436

Project Purpose &
Need

The Sponsor's reasons for building lakes include expanding water withdrawals for industry.Because of apparent motives that
include expansion of water withdrawal, the foundational reason for this lake project is in doubt. It may be desired as much to
support low flows on the Pascagoula as for expansion toward "full utilization" of the current JCPA permit ‐ which would mean
much more water being withdrawn from the Pascagoula River than at present. A flow augmentation project that claims to
"protect the ecology of the river" by adding to its flow during droughts should not be allowed to lay the foundation for
expanding withdrawals. Building supply lakes, to provide extra flow to the Pascagoula River so that industrial users may double
the amount of water withdrawn, cannot be seen as protecting or benefitting the river's ecology.

437

Project Purpose &
Need

In Jackson County there is a coal‐fired power plant if that is the only way to reduce desalination cost. But better than that
would be adapting this need for outside industrial heat to Chevron Refinery itself, which is surrounded by an abundance of salt
water and is the number one user of industrial water in our area.Also, frankly, the future of coal‐fired power plants is in doubt
while the Chevron Refinery has a secure fifty year future since it is becoming the most important refinery to this corporation.

438

Project Purpose &
Need

The Pascagoula River System is the largest unimpeded river system in the contiguous United States. This means that it has the
largest watershed area of any other system that is not dammed. Damming the Cedar Creek watershed would that remove
enough area from the unimpeded portion of the Pascagoula River system to lose that distinction. The EA notes that "the
Environmental Protection Agency Region 4, contends that "ecologically, the Pascagoula River System is adapted to periods of
drought. Droughts have occurred throughout the River's history and the ecology of the river is likely adapted to recover from
such events. Thus, maintaining low flows may not be necessary to maintain the ecology of the River." [p. 21]

439

Project Purpose &
Need

The Pascagoula River Basin Alliance (PRBA) is a coalition of natural resource organizations, corporations and concerned citizens
who have a vested interest in ensuring that the Pascagoula River is conserved for future generations. The PRBA is dedicated to
the principle that the Pascagoula River is a treasured natural resource not only for the people of Mississippi, but for the nation
as a whole.
Needless to say, PRBA and its members have been closely monitoring the proposed "George County Lakes" project. While
PRBA has encouraged each of its members to submit their own comments and questions individually, the group as a whole did
have several questions that it wanted to present regarding the proposed project:
I.Has there been a request from a Jackson County industry for any surplus water supply?
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440

Project Purpose &
Need

Comment
Self‐Issued Cer ficate of Need ‐ In many permi ng or facility si ng processes, the applicant is required to obtain a "cer ficate
of need" (in a public process) before preparing a full permit application. It is not required in this case yet the applicant seems
to have gone to great lengths to essentially issue themselves a "certificate of need.'' So my comment to the agencies involved
in reviewing this application is "Don't lose sight of the fact that you have an obligation to evaluate whether any drought
resiliency project of this nature and magnitude is needed and whether this is the best possible project."
The applicant's declaration that the project is needed is clearly rebuttable and the agencies do not have to disprove all the
supporting science that the applicant has pulled together, since the premise that it all supports their project is overstated in the
application. Much of it is either very speculative, recaps existing fundamental knowledge or confirms with some new data what
we knew intuitively to be the case about the hydrology and ecology of the Pascagoula River Basin. The piling on of that data to
this project proposal doesn't necessarily mean this project should be approved.

441

Project Purpose &
Need

Specula on about climate change impacts on this specific river basin based on global and regional projec ons and models.

442

Project Purpose &
Need

Commercial/Industrial water supply needs that seem to be in the mind of the applicant but not the actual industrial and
commercial users.

443

Project Purpose &
Need

It is our opinion that more extensive research must be performed, including a complete and full Environmental Impact
Statement, followed by full and formal public hearings. These actions are necessitated for many reasons, including:
‐The lack of historical evidence to support claims that the lakes are required for drought replenishment.

444

Project Purpose &
Need

Chevron and Mississippi Power Plant Daniel both depend on the water from the river system for their operations. Have either
of these companies spoken either way on this project?

445

Project Purpose &
Need

As stated in our joint November 2, 2015, letter to the Corps, MWF and NWF feel very strongly that the proposal raises
extremely serious concerns about the purpose and need for the project and the impacts that these two proposed dams and
lakes will have on the Pascagoula River, its tributaries and associated ecology. The Pascagoula River has the remarkable
distinction of being one of the last ‐ and certainly the largest ‐ un‐dammed and un‐channelized major river systems in the lower
48 states. This means the Pascagoula not only a renowned natural treasure for Mississippi but the entire nation. Further,
given the sheer scale and scope of this proposal ‐ directly destroying 1,200 acres of wetlands and 41 miles of stream
channels ‐ it is anticipated that its environmental impacts will be vast and irreversible.
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446

Project Purpose &
Need

I am converned about the proposed Pascagoula River "Drought Resiliency" proposals. The stated purpose‐‐coming as it does on
the heels of a recently rejected dam‐building project‐‐appears intentionally misleading. If this is just a continuation of the
rejected proposal the real beneficiaries of this project will be real estate developers, not the Pascagoula River. As this project
will be paid for with public money, it bothers me greatly that taxpayer's money will be used for the enrichment of a few at the
expense of our environment.

447

Project Purpose &
Need

Subsidization of Chevron et al ‐ A complete review of all the application documents, agency correspondence and public
statements should leave us all with the clear understanding that this is an industrial water supply enhancement project. Any
other claimed benefits and purposes appear to be a distant second in importance. Despite the lingering recreational lake
possibilities. I can understand why state and local governments subsidize industry and other business at the early stages of
the business. I also realize that Chevron appreciates and supports the community with tax payments and donations.
Jackson County chose to provide Chevron et al a dedicated industrial water supply. They are not simply customers of the public
(potable) water supply like many of our businesses. But that original commitment shouldn't be open‐ended. Jackson County
made their original commitment at a time in the 1960's when meeting the water needs of Chevron et al was relatively simple
technically, not particularly risky environmentally and probably prudent politically.
But this project is another story at a different time. This new bargain involves destruction of a valuable sub‐basin (habitat and
wildlife) of the Pascagoula River, creation of threats to Big Cedar Creek and the Pascagoula River during construction (from
sediment, thermal shock, etc.) and speculative benefits to the environment afterwards. If Chevron et al actually need or might
need the quantities of water the applicant suggests are needed and if the assurance of an industrial water supply to Chevron et
al is strategically important to their business operations (and national defense as claimed by the applicant), then it's time to
tell Chevron "That's it, we can't supply any additional/incremental water beyond our current amounts." I hope Chevron et al
will speak publicly as to their need. I imagine that a major oil company has strategic plans that address ALL critical needs for
manufacturing infrastructure, raw material supplies, electricity, water and so on. They know exactly what their needs will be.

448

Project Purpose &
Need

We feel that justification for the project based on the need to store water in these proposed lakes to be released into the
Pascagoula River to protect the river's ecological systems including the resident plants and animals, as well as migratory
species, is unwarranted. Like any riverine system, the Pascagoula River ecosystem exhibits periods of both flooding and low
flow in its natural ecology and the plants and animals that inhabit the river are well suited for both.

449

Project Purpose &
Need

The applicant failed in the EA to make their case for the "purpose and need" for this project (so‐called climate change driven
drought resiliency.) The project "purpose and need" is not recreation and economic development even though those benefits
are mentioned in the application.
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450

Project Purpose &
Need

The project need is also premised in great part on the applicant's arguments that industrial water users in Pascagoula (via the
Jackson County Public Utility Authority and the Jackson Count Port Authority) will need supplemental river flows during
frequent droughts ( … and under the theory that the 7Q10 is the critical measure of that industrial water supply need.) In the
EA, the applicant speaks for all those entities. They need to be consulted directly in order to evaluate the "need" in the EIS. I
would also argue strongly (in more detail in my EA comments) that the industrial users should bear the cost of providing any
such supplemental water supply.

451

Project Purpose &
Need

The "Purpose and Need" for a project must be demonstrated in the EIS before we study what the project impact might be and
before we determine the net benefit to the public (and cost benefit) of the project.

452

Project Purpose &
Need

It is our opinion that more extensive research must be performed, including a complete and full Environmental Impact
Statement, followed by full and formal public hearings. These actions are necessitated for many reasons, including:
The lack of evidence to support the requirement for these proposed lakes to be situated specifically in the selected loca ons,
affecting the Pascagoula River.

453

Project Purpose &
Need

I am against the George County lake project because I believe without a proper impact study about the inevitable result of
commercial and residential development of the area surrounding these new lakes we are risking unknown issues after the
lakes are built. These issues should be evaluated prior to any project before it receives approval and is still not planned within
the current scope. Not to mention why is this necessary at all?
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter and protecting the future of our wonderful natural resources.

454

Project Purpose &
Need

The existing and more importantly, any planned or likely changes to the JCPUA water withdrawal, transmission, treatment and
distribution infrastructure and operations needs to be described in narrative and in drawings (if they are deemed to be
significant) so that schedule, scope, environmental permit and public/user cost implications cane be evaluated in the EIS

455

Project Purpose &
Need

The alleged environmental benefits of the applicants proposed alternative seem highly speculative and 'puny' considering the
operating plan for water releases as proposed in the EA. Further, the supposed industrial/commercial water supply need
seems also to be not well supported in the EA or by any public statements from the supposed beneficiary industries and public
officials in Pascagoula, the JCPUA and even the majority of the Jackson Count Board of Supervisors.
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456

Project Purpose &
Need

Irreplaceable habitat destruction, the certainty of net loss of water to the Pascagoula River System, risk to threatened and
endangered species and risk to commercially important species (direct and indirect risk) all seem overwhelming compared to
the benefits. I simply don't see how the environmental (or public) benefits could outweigh the environmental or economic
costs for this project. The case for the project would need to be MUCH stronger than in the EA for this permit to issue. I do not
think that is achievable.

457

Project Purpose &
Need

Regardless of the proposed purpose, the public has a certain expectation for recreation and economic development for the
lakes. They deserve to know more detail so that they can determine what they are really getting in this bargain.

458

Project Purpose &
Need

The Lake George project, covering the two proposed lakes mainly located in George County Mississippi, will be of great
economic and recreational value to the citizens of George County and the surrounding areas and also would be of great benefit
to the wildlife habitat. The overall effect of the construction of the two lakes would be to actually strengthen the overall
ecological health of the area, especially when taking into account the effect on the Pascagoula River water flow, improve the
local economy, and provide much needed recreational facilities for George County Mississippi and the surrounding areas.

459

Project Purpose &
Need

The draft EIS should include in its discussion of purpose and need that a project to dam Pascagoula River tributaries is in
conflict with a DMR Commission Resolution, and is directly relevant to one of the cautions given in the Governor's Oyster
Council Final Report.

460

Project Purpose &
Need

Industrial users of water at the Port are not on record asking for lakes to be built to protect them in times of drought or low
flow, so more locations from which to release water don't seem to be necessary to anyone but the project sponsors.

461

Project Purpose &
Need

I grew up on a small farm adjacent to the Big Cedar Creek. I swam, fished and floated on both creeks as a kid and still fish them
occasionally for bass and bream. Please don't ruin the last unimpeded river in the continental US by damming these two
creeks. They are vital to this river.

462

Project Purpose &
Need

The Pascagoula River, swamp and marshes are being robbed of water by human use of water and alteration of river flow.
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463

Project Purpose &
Need

Because the originally stated project purpose improperly limits the Corps' consideration. Of alternatives and fails to meet the
stated need, the Corps must broaden the statement of purpose when drafting the environmental impact statement. An
example of a more appropriate statement of purpose would be: "to maintain minimum flows in the Lower Pascagoula River
during drought conditions" or, more broadly, "to preserve ecological, environmental and economic functions of the Pascagoula
River during drought conditions."
On a related note, the applicant and Corps should not confuse the stated purpose of the Project with more lofty goals that the
project cannot achieve. The Environmental Assessment states that the Project serves long‐term ecological goals for the region
because "maintaining the Pascagoula River's historic hydrologic flow is essential to long‐term, watershed‐scale
environmental, ecological, and economic benefits." However, the Project would not maintain "historic hydrologic flows" but
rather attempt to meet a state‐established minimum flow guideline that the applicant has conceded "may not be necessary
to maintain the ecology of the river." To attribute restoration of "historic hydrologic flows" to the preferred alternative
would be to greatly exaggerate any benefits and diminish negative ecological impacts. In fact, there is nothing
"historic" about impounding naturally free‐flowing tributaries and creating artificial lakes.

464

Project Purpose &
Need

The EA's purpose and need statement also fails to address the existing mechanisms under Mississippi state law for addressing
watersheds at risk from overutilization and/or diminishing flows. This includes specific direction that the Commission “shall
issue a water use warning or declare and delineate a water use caution area" in the event that the "mining of an aquifer is
occurring," or if "[e]xisting water resources, including surface water, groundwater, or both, are inadequate to meet present or
reasonably foreseeable needs." If the Commission makes such a finding, it shall then "send notice to permit holders, political
subdivisions and water management districts," describing corrective measures. In other words, state law provides an existing
process for state agencies and local governments to recognize and address existing and predicted water scarcity together,
beginning first with conservation and other corrective measures by water users within the watershed. The Commission's
participation and overall leadership is critical from an environmental perspective, as water districts are primarily focused
on flood or erosion control projects, as opposed to the more extensive and broader environmental responsibilities held by
water districts such as the Pat Harrison.
Moreover, the purpose and need as defined does not address legislation directing that water management in the state
generally should be first guided by coordinated water management planning that is long overdue. Under Miss. Code Ann. § 51‐
3‐21, the CEQ is required to provide a comprehensive state water management plan that includes preventing waste and
unreasonable use, preserving water quality and quantity, and preparing for emergency situations. CEQ must also "give
careful consideration to the requirements of public recreation and to the protection and procreation of fish and wildlife." As
stated by one commenter, "[a]lthough the legislature provided that the state water management plan was to be completed
by 1997, CEQ has not adopted such a plan to date, due, in part, to a lack of staffing and funding resources" (Mulvaney and
Park, undated).
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465

Project Purpose &
Need

The justification for the project on the basis of the USACE climate analysis is dubious. The EA states that the study has a strong
consensus that predicts high temperatures, but that "Precipitation projections are roughly evenly split between increases or
decreases in future annual precipitation. Similarly, hydrologic projections are evenly split, showing potential increases or
decreases in regional stream flows (USACE 2015 at page 35)." The EA uses only temperature rise and decreases in the
projected precipitation and stream flows as the basis of need.

466

Project Purpose &
Need

The EA made an argument in Section 1.1.4 that releases from Okatibbee Reservoir were ineffective because they didn't result
in the Merrill Stream gauge appreciably rising above the 7Q10. That appears to not be the relevant criteria for success of that
release. A former Chevron executive has said privately that they were very happy with the release since they received enough
water from the release at the Cumbest Bluff withdrawal point to continue operations and not shut down as feared. This points
to the need for an unbiased evaluation of alternatives (should the drought forecast in the EA be substantiated as problematic
in the EIS.) It also points out the relative utility (inappropriateness) of 7Q10's for purposes other than setting discharge permit
limits and managing river withdrawals.

467

Project Purpose &
Need

For me it seems far‐fetched to call the project for "flow‐control" knowing it will be used mostly for recreation and very
occasionally for flow control. Historically lower Jackson County has not fared well with "flow control" from other systems to
her north especially in monumental or catastrophic rain events. I would much prefer to see that kind of money used for
continued conservation of this great River System called the Pascagoula. I have inquired to several of the major industrial
neighbors who use the water from this River and were not able to retrieve one bit of data to support that there has ever been
an issue, getting the needed water from the system. In fact, we have rarely come close to even using the appropriated volume
to industry in Jackson Co..

468

Project Purpose &
Need

I would submit to you that this projects a waste of tax pay dollars when we need the ACE spending more effort and some of
those dollars on FLOOD CONTROL instead of FLOW CONTROL of this lower section of the Pascagoula River System.

469

Project Purpose &
Need

We feel strongly that there is no legitimate need for these lakes based on industrial or recreational needs of the region.
Further, the documentation provided by the applicant and their agent relative to the purpose and need for the project is
seriously lacking in details and the scientific basis required for such a substantial action and the evaluation required by the
Corps under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA). In addition, the documentation provided does not clearly justify the
project purpose nor does not it provide a clear scientific or biological basis to meet the stated project purpose.
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470

Project Purpose &
Need

Periods of low flow are a part of the natural processes of the Pascagoula River system and it is obvious that the true reason for
this proposed project is recreational development that will benefit particular landowners in George and Jackson Counties. In
fact, Mr. Barry Cumbest, who serves as President of the Jackson County Board of Supervisors, has stated publicly that his family
owns land within the area of the proposed lake project and would therefore benefit financially from their construction. Based
upon such comments, we have serious concerns that this is nothing but an economic development project framed as
recreational development and is in no way an ecologically beneficial project as promoted.

471

Project Purpose &
Need

This application and supporting documents actually show quite effectively why the MDEQ, MDWFP and MDMR need to first,
come together and develop the necessary scientific data to better determine existing hydrology, groundwater geology,
conditions of habitat, fish and wildlife and the current and future impact of drought and climate in the Pascagoula River. Then
from that, water quality standards and more meaningful flow controls could be developed. (See the comments on the EA in
Appendix 2 for more information on flow controls.)
But to accept the applicant's self‐serving statements of recent history and current conditions and to accept their self‐issued
"certificate of need" is putting the cart before the horse. Consider this: oChevron's 2014 total corporate revenue was $200.5
billion and their net income (raw profit) was $19.24 billion
http://www.chevron.com/annualreport/2014/documents/pdf/Chevron2014AnnuaIReport. Pdf
Chevron Pascagoula has implemented numerous large capital projects that show their financial and technical ability,
http://pascagoula.chevron.com/Files/pascagoula/Misc/MajorExpansionProjects. Pdf including $950 million in the past 10 years.
The State of Mississippi FY 2016 annual budget appropriation is $5.744 billion. Http://www.dfs.state.ms.us/Offices /OBFM
/Forms /FY20 16 bulletin.pdf
Why would the State of Mississippi con nue to subsidize the construc on of capital projects for a company with the assets,
capability and wherewithal of a small country?

472

Project Purpose &
Need

In the EA (and in some of the appendices) there are unsupported or thinly supported statements declaring the existence of a
trend, a consensus amongst parties or some other "certain" or "indisputable" fact. Many of these are made with no specific
reference to a supporting documentation of the claim or to a reference that when read, doesn't say what the applicant claims.
For example: The statements regarding an "inexplicable" trend in increasing drought severity and frequency. It may seem to be
the case if you only look at the years since 2000, but if you look at the stream gauge data going back to 1930, you will see that
there is no "inexplicable" trend. There are seasonal and decadal fluctuations and an occasional, historically occurring El Nino or
La Nina effect. The 1950's and the I960's had some serious droughts and in all years we also had flood seasons.
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473

Project Purpose &
Need

"Section 1.4.2. Purpose ‐ Again, the applicant says the project purpose is to" … provide sufficient surface water and restored
water table levels to maintain the Pascagoula River's flows… " The EA does not demonstrate that the basin or river's water
table is impaired and in need of restoration.

474

Project Purpose &
Need

The idea that large reservoirs can serve as sources of water for the river downstream during times of drought is dubious at
best. During these periods, water levels within the reservoirs themselves are also low to the point that any water within them
would not be available to supplement flow to the river located downstream. These large bodies of water are exposed to the
same impacts of drought conditions as the river itself and there are numerous examples of reservoirs across the southeastern
U.S. that have experienced low water levels in times of drought. An example close to home is the Ross Barnett Reservoir that
has water levels often well below its capacity and also outside of drought conditions. In effect, the proposed reservoirs will
very likely not serve the very purpose for which they are being proposed.

475

Project Purpose &
Need

The necessity of this project remains unclear. There is no evidence to support the drought resiliency rationale. The watershed
and surrounding area and population have already withstood serious droughts over the past fifteen years. Why justify the
project with a problem that doesn't exist and isn't proven to arise.

476

Project Purpose &
Need

First and foremost, the justification for the proposed project raises serious concerns as to its legitimacy and the application
does not provide the level of definition of need that should be required. The project is proposed as a drought control measure
that will supplement the Pascagoula River in times of low flow which will benefit downstream industries that rely on water
provided by the river. To date, not one of these industries has expressed support for this project or said that they actually need
the increased water that would be provided by the lakes.

477

Project Purpose &
Need

The Environmental Assessment fails to address whether the diminishing flows on the Pascagoula may also be partially
attributable to increased use of groundwater and/or surface water supplies within the watershed, or how dam building would
be an appropriate response to such overuse. The Environmental Assessment also fails to assess whether water conservation
efforts would obviate the need for the project altogether.

478

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

Some of us fooled ourselves into thinking that there are engineering solu ons (dams and levees) to controlling rivers that
will stand the test of time and therefore we are in control of the river. Many of those engineering controls have failed the
people who live behind levees and downstream from dams in flood zones and failed the critical habitat and wildlife in and
along the rivers.
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479

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

Damns fail, and when these damns fail, that creates a huge risk to human life and property downstream of the damns. These
damns are projected to hold back 2800 acres of stored water. The residents will have little to no time to evacuate when they
are living downstream from not one, but two, high hazard damns such as these. Furthermore, in times of high rain such as was
seen in Louisiana and will be seen more in the future, a loss of the natural undammed rivers will ultimately result in reduced
flood protection for the homes and businesses in the area. If dammed the homes along the lakes would flood quite often
because the natural flow of the river and natural wetlands would be lost.

480

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

We need no fake lakes. Flooding in Helena 700 plus houses with rain pour down and opening gates in Mobile, AL and power
plant lake. Now we have to worry about twin lakes.
Dam fails causes huge risk, people have no time to evacuate, causing loss of life and permanent catastrophe. Concerned that
same will happen as Bay Lake at Purvis, MS, devastating everything in path when dams broke. Dam causes decay, becomes
safety hazard. They need emergency evacuation plan ‐ monitor dam. The flooding will be greater if the twin lakes get approved
and cause many more home to flood. All homes will flood if these lakes are approved. They are probably a couple thousands.

481

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

When the dams are breached, what areas will flood?

482

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

at risk from flooding from releases and dam failure. The probabilities for dam failure may be low. But nonetheless all these
events and consequences need to be described and quantified in the EIS for the consequences to be fairly evaluated by the
public and the USACE.

483

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

The cities of Moss Point and Pascagoula are routinely affected by new areas of flooding due to the exponential development of
hard scape over the last 25‐50 years. Spend more time and effort and money on this solution than the clearing of wetlands
and damming of tributaries to put a Band‐Aid on that situation. Let's have some real discussions with leaders of this area to see
where the ACE could provide the best and most needed input.

484

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

High Hazard Dams on Big and Little Cedar Creek will require revision of floodways and the preparation
of new FEMA flood maps for the lands affected by water releases if these dams fail.
Since the dams may be classified as high hazard, the EA notes that Emergency Action Plans will need to be prepared in the
event of large, dangerous water releases from dam failure. Also, changing the floodplains of Big and Little Cedar Creeks will
require letters of map revision (LOMR) to the Miss.
Emergency Management Agency and FEMA.
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485

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

Comment
A Coastal Zone Program Consistency Review is legally required for this project.
This project's potential effect on water in the Pascagoula River in Jackson County places it squarely in need of a review for
consistency with the Mississippi Coastal Program at Mississippi Department of Marine Resources according to Miss. Code Sec.
57‐15‐6. Also, the MDEQ Offices of Land and Water, Pollution Control and Dam Safety must evaluate the impacts of this project
to surface waters and public health.

486

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

Jackson County, the city of Pascagoula, and now the city of Gautier, have all come out against the project. The citizens of
Jackson county and these 2 cities are all down stream of the project. One of our main concerns is the increased flooding this
project could cause if a tropical storm or hurricane come in. These lakes would be much closer to the gulf and could see
significant rain. If water had to be released from the lakes because of the risk of dam topping, the river would already be
flooding. This on top of a tidal surge could flood residents more than hurricane Katrina. Please consider all the residents down
stream from this project and the possible increased flooding hazard.Thanksou.

487

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

George County residents in the area of the proposed lakes have told me that all residences are on individual septic systems.
Please consider the potential effects of inundated septic systems and those that will be near the lake edge or below the level of
lakewater, both in terms of public health and in terms of nutrient overload leading to eutrophication.

488

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

Nutrients flowing into the reservoirs will likely accumulate and result in a potential threat if the dams are breached during a
storm event and greater concentrations will flow to ecosystems and communities downstream.

489

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

Mississippi Needs to be a Leader in Protec on of our Rivers ‐ Why on earth are we even entertaining a proposal for two
dams and reservoirs when so many state and local governments are tearing down dams, putting meanders back into
channelized streams, restoring riparian wetlands and undoing the MANY mistakes of the days of"dam it, control it and
develop it?" I'll bet South Carolina is rethinking their assumptions made years ago about our ability to control rivers after
their devastating dam failures.
Nationwide, 72 dams were intentionally removed in 2014. Even in severely drought stricken California they are only very
tentatively proposing new dams and reservoirs. Can all those other states and local governments be wrong about the
downside and upside of dams and reservoirs and could they all be delusional or ignorant of the impacts of climate change?
Read this American Rivers web page and the linked pages there for more background.
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490

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

8.Dam Safety:
While MDEQ has not received an application to construct the dams, the preliminary design details for the dams indicates that
the method of controlling foundation seepage is through the use of relief wells. Due to numerous maintenance issues and the
very limited use of this foundation seepage control method around the State, MDEQ's preference would be that the dam be
designed with an impermeable cutoff through the foundation to control under seepage. If the relief well method is used,
MDEQ will require that the design be peer reviewed by a panel of experts and would like input on selecting the members of
this panel. MDEQ will also require a very detailed Operation and Maintenance plan for the relief wells.

491

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

Things to look at: flooding downstream

492

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

The pair of lakes created on Big and Little Cedar Creeks by the project would be classified as high hazard dams by the
Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality. They will be situated in an area of the Gulf Coast that can receive more than
12 inches of rain in 24 hours during tropical storm or hurricane passage. People live at the mouth of Big Cedar Creek in Cedar
Creek Estates, a camp development. These people would live downstream of two dams that could imperil human life, roads
and infrastructure if they fail. The local emergency response by the Sheriff's office, police, fire personnel and conservation
officers will have to be adjusted to accommodate dam failure emergencies.

493

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

High Hazard Dams on Big and Little Cedar Creek will require revision of floodways and the preparation of new FEMA flood
maps for the lands affected by water releases if these dams fail.
On page 67 in section 4.2.1 on Water Resource Impacts, since the dams may be classified as high hazard, Emergency Action
Plans will need to be prepared in the event of large, dangerous water releases from dam failure. Also in section 4.2.8 on
Floodplains on p. 71 changing the floodplains of Big and Little Cedar Creeks will require letters of map revision (LOMR) to the
Miss. Emergency Management Agency and FEMA due to "unavoidable impacts on the floodplains and regulatory floodway
corridors along Big and Little Cedar Creeks." People live below these dams including at the mouth of Big Cedar Creek ‐ in the
path of uncontrolled flows from a dam failure. It seems clear from Pickering's EA that considerable risk to human life and
property is embraced by building new, high‐hazard dams near the Gulf coast and well within the normal tracks of Hurricanes,
and other tropical rainfall events.
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494

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

Sec on 4.2.1. Water Resources ‐ On page 67 the applicant says "The Project's pre‐construc on planning will involve a great
deal of interaction with MDEQ's Licensing and Dam Safety Division to meet design requirement specifications for the two
proposed dams. Applications will be submitted to MDEQ to obtain the required permits to construct the two dams and
impound surface water. Since the dams may be classified as high hazard, the final component of the permitting process will
entail preparing Emergency Action Plans, using a dam breach analysis to display inundation maps of potentially affected areas
downstream."

495

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

Further, any failure of the water retention element of these structures would have significant consequences to the river
downstream, not to mention human elements located in the path of the resulting flood waters.

496

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

An EIS must be prepared because the EA does not adequately address potential risks to public safety. Due to the risk to
potential dam failure during construction and operation, information on the risk to downstream human life and property must
be fully evaluated. At a minimum, the agencies must develop and make publicly available Emergency Action Plans in advance
of construction. The risk of downstream flooding must also be specifically evaluated in an environmental justice context to see
if poor or minority communities are at disproportionate risk.

497

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

The information on the lower level of the lake shows the water level to be at 60 ft. I would like to know if that is based on the
normal amount of water on a daily basis. Then what will be the level of the lake during a drought and what will be the level
during floods.

498

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

Most of the homes located along the river are elevated approximately 8 to 10 feet above the ground. In March of 2016, we had
a record setting flood stage of nearly 20 feet at Graham's Ferry. This placed the river within 1 to 2 feet of entering most homes
and a few within inches. The lakes will receive the same amount of excessive rainfall as the river does, meaning if the river
floods, the lakes will be overflowing as well. If and when they open the gates on the dams, their excess water will only add to
the already flooded river. Where will this water go? It will flow south and potentially raise water levels high enough to enter
those same homes.

499

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

I would also worry about flooding of remaining residents.

500

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

Scoping Issues that should be examined to include but are not limited to the following: Flood Hazards/Safety
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501

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

How will these dams handle floodwater? How fast will the water be released? How will that affect wildlife downstream?

502

Public Health and
Safety (Dam
Safety)

Dams and Potential for flooding for two "high hazard" dams: EIS must investigate the huge risk to human life and property
downstream from the dams.
Dams do fail. One of these dams is projected to hold back 2800 acres of stored water. Long periods of drought are followed by
heavy and prolonged rainstorms that can overwhelm a dam. This will be a high hazard dam‐it will have people living below.
Will change the area from having no high hazard dams to 2 high hazard dams. Very little time to evacuate.

503

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

The 'drought resiliency' project that has been submitted for permit approval was not developed via a multi‐stakeholder
approach that considers watershed vulnerabilities and adaptation options for adapting to and mitigating climate change
impacts. More and more, tools and resources are being developed to provide resource managers and urban planners with a
structured framework to inform climate change adaptation decisions. These various frameworks generally apply a two‐phase
process of first implementing a climate change vulnerability assessment and then conducting an adaptation planning process
that involves multiple stakeholders (for example, by a 'Pascagoula River Basin Taskforce'). Watershed‐scale planning through a
multi‐ stakeholder approach would result in a larger array of approaches to address concerns with drought mitigation in the
Pascagoula Basin. For example, the consideration of land use, forestry practices, wetland restorations, and 'soft'‐engineered
water storage improvements throughout the Pascagoula Basin should be a more rigorous component of a 'drought resiliency'
project for the Pascagoula Basin before an expensive hard‐ engineering approach, like that being proposed, is taken.

504

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL ‐ Rather than spend $80 million and more for this special interest project that will probably
cause more harm than good. Maybe we should spend $10 million to help George and northern Jackson Counties with a
planning process (and some actual projects) for outdoor recreation and economic development. It should be a bottom up
process involving the public from the beginning rather than a top down process involving the public only after the project is
conceived by a few people. The Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality, Mississippi Department of Wildlife
Fisheries and Parks, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Pascagoula River Basin Alliance, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service are
all obvious expert stakeholders that can work with the two counties to accomplish that.
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Comment Topic
Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

Comment
Lack of engagement to date with non‐governmental experts and stakeholders ‐ The applicant has spent considerable time
and effort meeting and corresponding with the regulatory agencies as well as some time briefing political leaders going back to
2009 and before. I have a hunch that those political leaders may be interested to hear that this project has evolved to become
quite different than what the Pat Harrison Waterway District portrayed it to be.
But, the applicant has not seriously engaged with any of the many organizations and individuals that focus their efforts on
coastal resources and the Pascagoula River. This is disappointing but not unexpected when a very "old‐school" approach to
advancing the project is being taken by the applicant.

506

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

Clean Water Act Section 404 requires state certification (from MDEQ in this case) for federal permit and licenses, with a finding
of no adverse impact to water quality and compliance with applicable water quality standards. Likewise, Clean Water Act
Section 404 prohibit projects from violating water quality standards.11 2 In light of all the water‐quality impacts specified in
Section IV(ii) the Corps should ensure that the project will not violate applicable water quality standards and obtain state
certification.

507

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

A Coastal Zone Program Consistency Review is legally required for this project.

508

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

This project's potential effect on water in the Pascagoula River in Jackson County places it squarely in need of a review for
consistency with the Mississippi Coastal Program at Mississippi Department of Marine Resources according to Miss. Code Sec.
57‐15‐6. Also, the MDEQ Offices of Land and Water, Pollution Control and Dam Safety must evaluate the impacts of this project
to surface waters and public health.
The ASIH is very concerned about the potential negative impacts of this project and believes that they significantly outweigh
the minimal benefits. ASIH urges the Corps of Engineers to hold a public hearing to allow public discussion of the negative
impacts on the Pascagoula River and its important aquatic resources.
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509

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

OLWR Overview:The Office of Land and Water Resources (OLWR) at the Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality
(MDEQ) is responsible for the management of the water resources in Mississippi in the best interest and welfare of the citizens
of the state according to§ 51‐3‐1 of the Mississippi Code. By law, MDEQ regulates the withdrawals of groundwater and surface
water, and public drinking water supply is given the highest priority use. MDEQ collects data and information to monitor
surface water and groundwater resources throughout the state. Such data are used to inform permitting decisions regarding
the appropriate location, timing, and amount of water to be used.
OLWR also administers the Dam Safety Program to protect life and property from damage from dam failures through
permitting, monitoring and inspection to ensure operational safety and structural integrity. OLWR has not been consulted
about the water supply needs as stated in the "Pascagoula River Drought Resiliency Project" nor the potential solutions if a
need is identified.

510

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

PHWD Authority: By law, see Miss. Code Ann. §51‐15‐119, PHWD can impound water at place or places and in the amount as
may be approved by MDEQ OLWR. OLWR has not been consulted about the proposed locations or amount.

511

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

The Mississippi Commission on Marine Resources (CMR) passed a resolution in 2015 (NO. 1202015) that was focused on
several proposed dams and reservoir projects on the Pearl River and its tributaries. That resolution included a general
statement in opposition to dams on Mississippi's Gulf of Mexico estuarine tributaries. Excerpted here and included as
Attachment 2.
"I. The Commission is opposed to the permitting or construction of any dam or weir that would further reduce the natural
seasonal flows of freshwater into Mississippi’s estuarine waters."
So the CMR should be asked to comment on this project as part of the EIS. The MDMR is a cooperating agency on this
application.
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Comment Topic
Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

Comment
In Conclusion, the Corps of Engineers should reject the application for a Clean Water Act Section 404 wetland fill permit and
require a full Environmental Impact Statement for this project.
The document submitted to the Mobile District Corps of Engineers in support of the application for this 404 permit is an
environmental assessment or EA. When proposed actions are those "significantly affecting the quality of the human
environment", the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires a full Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to be
prepared. This project's effects upon habitat, wetlands, local geology, residential water wells, plus the shrinking of floodplains
and placement of high hazard dams upstream of occupied structures all support the finding of a significant effect on the
quality of the human environment and require an Environmental Impact Statement.
In the EA, wildlife surveys of all the known species of concern are incomplete and the wetland mitigation section is
considerably weaker than it should be in a wetland fill application of this magnitude that affects 1120 acres. The MDEQ
Office of Land and Water was not consulted about river flow or lake operations before EA publication, and a Coastal Zone
Consistency Review is a regulatory necessity.
Other agency reviews are needed. Despite the amount of work that Pickering and the sponsors have done on the EA, gaps and
deficiencies exist and this project rises to the level of requiring a full Environmental Impact Statement. The wetland fill
application, in its present form, should be denied.

513

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

Pickering's EA document gives many reasons to continue to question the need and justification for this project. The gaps
present in this document persuade us that the Corps of Engineers should reject this wetland fill application and require the
sponsors to prepare a full Environmental Impact Statement if they wish to pursue this project further.

514

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

Additionally, we would assume that the EA completed by Pickering Engineering is an attempt at meeting the requirements of
the National Environmental Quality Act (NEPA) as required for the evaluation by your agency. We, however, do not feel that
the EA documentation is adequate to meet the NEPA requirements and the magnitude of impacts associated with the project
would require a more substantial analysis under the NEPA Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) process. As such, the Corps
should require applicant to prepare a full Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) if they wish to pursue this project.

515

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is responsible for the decision with regard to the appropriate level of analysis of a project
under the National Environmental Policy Act. Based on the potential magnitude and intensity of the impact to natural
resources that may result from the proposed project, the EPA recognizes that an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) may be
warranted. An EIS may provide more information on the need for this project, potential less environmentally damaging
practicable alternatives and potential downstream effects with or without the project. Such an approach would be consistent
with the Guidelines and the EPA continues to welcome a discussion of the merits of this approach.
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516

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

So my strong recommendation is for the USACE to both schedule the technical tasks of the EIS to deal with the most critical
and fundamental issues first (see below) AND to schedule appropriately timed meetings with the applicant to share
information, provide candid feedback and allow them to make decisions. I also can imagine scenarios where additional public
participation (information sharing and public comment or a public meeting, even before the preparation of a Draft EIS) would
be advisable since the public has a right to know about any significant new information developed through the EIS or about a
change in the scope of the project by the applicant.

517

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

All parties need to make timely, prudent decisions as they spend the public's money (from taxes or money held in the public
trust). If in the processing of the permit and the conduct of the EIS it becomes apparent that the project fails to meet or is at
risk of not meet standards for permit issuance or at risk of not meeting those goals cost effectively, the agencies have an
obligation to share the results of the EIS and their professional opinions with the applicant and perhaps with the public. There
is no reason to complete an entire EIS at great cost to all, if the permit is at great risk of not being issued. Obviously that places
the onus on the agencies to be candid and on the applicant to make prudent decisions whether or how to proceed.

518

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

The EA described interactions that the applicant had with the USACE and Cooperating Agencies in order to get feedback on
their project. The EA also described changes the Applicant made in the scope and purpose of the project as a result of that
feedback. I find that to be relevant and important to both the future administration of the EIS and the technical scope of the
EIS.

519

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

I've been both a permit reviewer and a consultant and contractor for permit applicants. So I've been on both sides of the table.
My experience tells me that the interactions between the applicant, the reviewing and cooperating agencies should be open,
candid and often more frequent than the statute and regulations might require. Information sharing and feedback is vital to all
parties proceeding in an informed, cost effective manner.

520

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

It is a BAD plan for the Pascagoula River to lose its designation as the only river in the country not to have been dammed. The
outcomes resulting from this project have not been clearly explained to the general public, especially to those downstream of
the project. MORE TRANSPARENCY IS NEEDED.

521

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

I do not care if the lakes go through or not. If the lakes go forward, my property values will go up, being lake front property. If
it doesn't happen, I still have all my land. However, can you please do a better job keeping the property owners informed.
When there is a year between communications, it seems a little fishy. I know the government moves slow, but, I'm not the
government.
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Comment Topic
Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

Comment
The EIS contractors should consult with Mississippi Department of Marine Resources wetland regulatory/permitting staff about
the necessity for a Coastal Zone Consistency Review for this project and note in the draft EIS which of the coastal zone issues
are raised by this project.
The EIS contractors should consult with Mississippi Department of Marine Resources executive staff and with staff from
Governor Phil Bryant's office about this project's effects as a possible freshwater depleting project. The Final Report of the
2015 Mississippi Governor's Oyster Council had the following recommendation on page 30: "Discourage freshwater depleting
projects and educate decision makers on impacts of major freshwater depleting projects." The Draft EIS should cite this study
after contacting its authors.

523

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

Are there plans for the release of more data pertaining to the project and more public input meetings?

524

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

We would also respectfully request that your agency hold a Public Scoping Meeting prior to the initiation of the NEPA EIS
process in order to solicit and gain further public comment regarding the project prior to the initiation of the required level of
evaluation under NEPA. We also respectfully request a written response from your agency and the applicant to the concerns
expressed herein.
Thank you for your review and consideration of our stated concerns in this matter. We look forward to working with you as
your agency moves forward with a more complete and thorough evaluation of this significant action
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526

Comment Topic
Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

Comment
And see this reading list of papers by Poff, Richter and others:
Seminal article on the Ecological Limits of Hydrologic Alteration (ELOHA)
http://www.colorado.edu/geography/class_homepage/geog_4501_s10/readomgs/Poff%20eloha%2009.pdf
Restoring Environmental Flows by Modifying Dam Operations http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol12/iss1/art12/
Richter's presentation here is a primer on flow controls ‐ http://www. Instreamflowcounci1.org/instreamflowcouncil/wp‐
content/uploads/2015/06/Brian‐Richter.pdf
Re‐Thinking Environmental Flows: From Alloca ons and Reserves to Sustainability Boundaries
https://www.conservationgateway.org/documents/Richter%202009.pdf
The Natural Flow Regime ‐ hnp://www.americanrivers.org/assets/pdfs/water‐ supply/the‐natural‐
flow‐regime.pdf?40aa53
This paper has a nice survey of state programs for advanced flow control and some case studies ‐ A Prac cal Guide to
Environmental Flows for Policy and Planning
http ://www.conservat iongateway.org/ConservationByGeographynorthAmerica/UnitedSt ates/edc/Documents/ED freshwater
envflows Practical%20Guide%20Eflows%20for%20 Policy.pdf
So, some VERY knowledgeable people have not been heard yet and they need to be. Therefore, the regulatory agencies should
give serious consideration to the comments from the many organizations and qualified individuals that will undoubtedly
comment on this project proposal. Organizations and coalitions such as:
The Pascagoula River Audubon Center http://pascagoulariver.audubon.org/
The Pascagoula River Basin Alliance h p://pascagoulariver.audubon.org/pascagoula‐river‐ basin‐alliance
Audubon Mississippi http://ms.audubon.org/
Wildlife Mississippi h p://www.wildlifemiss.org/
The Nature Conservancy h p:// www.nature.org/our
initiatives/regions/northamerica/unitedstates/mississippi/placesweprotect/pascagoula‐river‐watershed.xml
The Land Trust for the Mississippi Coastal Plain http://ltmcp.org/
The Mississippi Wildlife Federation http://mswildlife.org/
The Gulf Restora on Network h p://healthygulf.org/
The Partnership for Gulf Coast Land Conserva on h p://gulfpartnership.org/
The Sierra Club h ps://mississippi.sierraclub.org/
The Gulf of Mexico Alliance h p://www.gulfofmexicoalliance.org/
Southeast Aqua c Resources Partnership h p://southeastagua cs.net/
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527

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

In conclusion, we feel that the EA submitted to the Corps by Pickering Engineering contains significant gaps in information that
should be required for a project of this size with the potential to affect so many aspects of the regional landscape. Under the
Section 404 Regulations, this project requires a more thorough evaluation of the adverse impacts to all the resources within
the area and certainly needs a more complete analysis of the purpose and need for this project. Given this, we respectfully
ask that the USACE reject the application for a Clean Water Act Section 404 Wetland Permit on the basis of it being
"incomplete" in specific details and evaluations and require the applicant to complete a full NEPA EIS to properly define the
project purpose and need and to adequately evaluate the adverse effects associated with this project as required under the
Section 404 Regulations.

528

Public
Involvement /
NEPA Process

We request a public hearing be held in Biloxi, Mississippi to discuss this issue in more detail.

529

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

The EA also does not provide adequate information on the proposed recreational facilities, including such basic information as
how many will be built, exactly where they will be located, what they will include, or how they will be managed.

530

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

On the contrary, building the dams will harm the region's flora and fauna, and harm businesses such as kayaking and rafting
that benefit from the paucity of dams in the basin. The project undermines the Pascagoula River Blueway collaborative effort.

531

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

Not to mention the much needed recreational lake for this area. It is just plain foolishness and political correctness gone astray
to oppose a much needed project. Long term it may save the Pascagula River fishery.

532

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

Is there a projected economic impact study with projected numbers for visitors to the recrea onal facili es? For tourism?

533

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

•It could hurt Jackson County's eco‐tourism: The river's designation is a tourist draw along the Coast with a new Pascagoula
River Audubon Center, McCoy Swamp & River Tours and Eco‐Tours of South Mississippi in Jackson County.
•Paddlers, hunters, fishers use the Pascagoula River.
•Dams can endanger opportunities for recreation and eco‐tourism downstream.
•Effects for local restaurants, hotels, other businesses.
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534

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

Please, please do not ruin this free flowing river. Too many people enjoy birding, fishing, canoeing, kayaking, boating,
swimming, looking at flora and fauna for this idiotic drought plan that will only enhance the pocketbooks of elected officials
and their families.

535

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

Low head dams and or weirs could help to keep wetlands wet and could provide for smaller fry & mosquito eating fish. This
could actually improve fresh water recreational fishing.

536

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

Another point that I would like to bring to your attention is in regard to the belief that the new lakes would provide
recreational areas for the public. As a young man, when the construction of the Plant Daniel Power Plant was promoted to the
public of Jackson County, it was widely broadcast through the the Jackson County Board of Supervisors that the resulting
reservoir from the new construction would be available to fish, hunt, ski, and swim in, for the public. I am sure that you are
well aware, that has never come to pass even though plant Daniel was constructed in the late 1970's. The public was sold a
"bill of goods" and I see the restricting fences around this reservoir almost everyday to remind me of the untruth that we were
told in order to help promote progress.

537

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

I support George ‐‐ the Lake George is because of water – it would help with the water supply and also it would help with
drought, also it would be recreational use.

538

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

We feel strongly that there is no legitimate need for these lakes based on industrial or recreational needs of the region.
Further, the documentation provided by the applicant and their agent relative to the purpose and need for the project is
seriously lacking in details and the scientific basis required for such a substantial action and the evaluation required by the
Corps under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA). In addition, the documentation provided does not clearly justify the
project purpose nor does not it provide a clear scientific or biological basis to meet the stated project purpose.

539

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

I think it would be great for recreation for our county and Jackson County. And also the Pascagoula River is changing and I
think it would be ‐‐ you know, help with drought.

540

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

The river, as is, already provides recreation for the locals. When my family comes to South Mississippi we go to the river to see
untouched beauty. I can get a water park anywhere. Please don't go through with the dam. Speak up for the many and not the
few.
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541

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

Will private camps be across ‐‐ around the, private camps? How many cabins is for rent,picnic areas, that would be in Lake
George? Will Mississippi people have the first choice on cabins? Who will operate the food, fuel, bait, et cetera, at Lake
George? I am a citizen of George County and I believe in 100 percent progress.

542

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

Analysis of the Project's impacts must also include a detailed examination of environmental impacts caused by the
construction and operation of water parks on the artificial lakes because ''the [Applicant] will operate and manage the
Recommended Project as a single system to augment the Pascagoula River's flows when necessary and to provide public
recreational opportunities." The environmental assessment states that there will be one or two" water parks that will include
"cabins, R.V. and primitive camping sites, water slides, boat launches, shelters and lodge halls, nature trails, etc." These
parks are a "connected action" that must be considered in the EIS. The Corps must obtain more specific information from the
applicant about how many water parks it anticipates constructing and what uses will be permitted within the parks. Then, it
must consider the impacts of these uses on the environment, species, and the local community, including but not limited to:
•impacts to wildlife from disturbance caused by increased human traﬃc on the waterway and riparian lands, disturbance
from increased artificial lighting associated with the water parks, habitat loss due to construction of cabins and other
structures, habitat degradation from litter, habitat fragmentation and increased vehicle mortality from new roads leading to
water parks.
To appropriately engage in this analysis, the Corps must obtain specific information about the anticipated water parks,
including how many will be constructed, how large they will be, and what amenities they will offer.

543

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

My family and I live on Little Cedar Creek and I think it is a great project to put the lake in the Agricola area. It would be
wonderful to be able to have somewhere close by to boat ride and fish without having to drive a long way to do so. We
attended the meeting in Lucedale about the lake and saw a lot of people there with signs on that don't want the lake and they
don't live in this area or even in the state of MS. I personal don't think they should have a say in the matter. The people that
are fusing about it changing the Pascagoula River need to rethink that it would help the river when it is so low. My husband and
I think it is a would be a great asset for George County.

544

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

The Pascagoula River and surrounding area is the cornerstone of Eco Tourism for the state. Nature enthusiasts, paddlers,
kayakers, hunters, bird‐watcher, and fishers flock to the Pascagoula River area to enjoy the last wild river in America. The
damns will negate the river's unique wildness and certainly over‐haul the entire ecosystem and appearance of the river. Local
restaurants, hotels, and other businesses who depend on this tourism will suffer.

545

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

I don't think the lake George project is a good idea. I believe it will do more harm than good. Anybody that wants to use a lake
for recrea onal purposes could drive to Flint Creek or another lake that's already established. Please don't let this lake
George project happen. Thank you for allowing the people to have a say in this.
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546

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

Certainly the proposal does not create additional meaningful recreation because Mississippi currently has many manmade
reservoirs with additional capacity for users. Destroying a unique recreational resource in order to duplicate recreational
opportunities available elsewhere is poor stewardship and business. Constructing additional dams runs also counter to the
trend now welcomed in many communities of removing dams to expand recreation and wildlife/heritage tourism.

547

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

An economic analysis of the recreational benefits versus environmental costs of lakes must be conducted. Pat Harrison
Waterway District will likely be the manager of the lake project. The EIS needs to examine how PHWD or the County will fund
the management of recreational lakes, how they will develop shorelines or allow private development of shorelines. An
assessment of recreational need on public land in this section of Jackson and George Counties should be conducted. The ability
of PHWD to fund recreational development of the lakes after construction must be assessed in a recreation economics study.
There needs to be a determination of whether recreational development must follow if the lakes are to be built because their
primary purpose is as water supply to supplement the Pascagoula River at low flow periods. There needs to be a determination
of whether PHWD has the option of building recreational facilities once the project is under way or whether the project can
exist without recreational facilities.
Since significant biological impairment exists on Little Cedar Creek due to the presence of Lucedale's treated sewage discharge,
it is foreseeable that water quality problems will hamper the recreational usefulness of the upper of the two lakes in this
project. Impounding a stream with known impairments will create an impaired lake. The recreational purpose of half of the
lake acreage is in question. MDEQ will have to make a determination about what kind of uses this upper lake (or perhaps both
lakes) will support. The treated sewage effluent outfall should be moved or removed by building a new sewage plant for the
town in a place that won't threaten recreational waters. Better treatment at the plant that does not cause a biological
impairment in receiving waters may be needed if those receiving waters become classified for recreation use rather than for
fish and wildlife support.

548

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

Scoping Issues that should be examined to include but are not limited to the following: Recreation

549

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

As with plant Daniel we were told there would be recreation. As of now there is not.
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Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

Comment
I do not profess to be a scientist but I believe until many of the questions listed below have been answered this project should
not move forward.
• Will the lakes be accessible to the public for recreation?
• If so, how will that happen?

551

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

This statement has so many unsupported claims and guarantees unrelated to the recreation facilities, I don't quite know what
to say.

552

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

The people of George and Jackson County deserve to have outdoor recreational opportunities available to them. This includes
accessible, safe and convenient access to the Pascagoula and Escatawpa Rivers.

553

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

A wild (undammed) river is rare and is a precious resource. Ecotourism stands to bring in a lot more dollars, consistently and as
far into the future as we exist as a society, than any other short‐term use.

554

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

I urge the Corps to refuse to allow the Lake George project to go through. The building of the reservoir as a "drought resilience"
project is largely unnecessary and a poor allocation of funding that could benefit other Gulf areas that are in actual need of
economic boosting grants. The decrease of water flow into the river could effect oyster production, as well as recreational and
commercial fisheries further south.

555

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

Please consider the user group that a recreational lake will gain after development and the political pressure that people can
put on local and state agencies to manage water in ways that suit lake front property owners and don't consider the best
interest of stream ecology.

556

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

Eco‐tourism is becoming economically important to the area and may be affected by the environmental consequences of this
project AND the stigma attached to dams in the eyes of virtually all environment, conservation and wildlife oriented tourists.
If our undammed river is to be stigmatized by losing that designation (formally by these dams so proximate to the river, or in
the eyes of tourists, then that has consequences that should be described completely and accurately in the EIS.
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557

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

The applica on indicated recrea onal features (cabins, RV hook‐ups, camp sites, water slides, boat launch areas, etc.) would
be incorporated into the project design.The footprint of these areas will need to be iden fied and will require addi onal
permitting or approvals from MDEQ such as wastewater treatment. The applicant should demonstrate that no further
degradation is anticipated from these features or their associated wastewater discharges.

558

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

I am not all that qualified to speak to the environmental concerns regarding this undertaking, but I think construction of these
two lakes would create enormous recreational opportunities everybody in the area.

559

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

Economically important activities
The same issues and potential negative environmental consequences apply to recreational fishing for redfish, speckled trout,
mullet, shrimp and crabs. These consequences should be described completely and accurately in the EIS.

560

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

I object to this project. Number one because we're dealing with the Pascagoula River. We're dealing with a world famous river,
largest free‐flowing river in the lower 48 states, at the beginning of an ecotourism industry and George County is going to stick
these two obvious fake lakes in the pathway of natural creeks which is going to discourage visitation. It's very easy to go over
to the Suwannee River. In a way the Pascagoula will compete with the Suwannee River except the Suwannee will never get a
dam. They've protected that entire river and they draw 300,000 people per year. We need the Pascagoula to have that kind of
attraction to people from all over the country as it is already doing. But we're at the beginning of how many will come here if
we don't build lakes that are going to show up on the Google maps and it's going to show up when people start trying to access
whether they want to be here or not.

561

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL ‐ Rather than spend $80 million and more for this special interest project that will probably
cause more harm than good. Maybe we should spend $10 million to help George and northern Jackson Counties with a
planning process (and some actual projects) for outdoor recreation and economic development. It should be a bottom up
process involving the public from the beginning rather than a top down process involving the public only after the project is
conceived by a few people. The Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality, Mississippi Department of Wildlife
Fisheries and Parks, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Pascagoula River Basin Alliance, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service are
all obvious expert stakeholders that can work with the two counties to accomplish that.

562

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

Is there any possibility that the lakes will be constructed and the recrea onal facili es will not be built?
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563

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

The lakes would be nice if they were truly going to be for public use. I am for the lakes.

564

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

Sport fishermen would be attracted to the lakes and local businesses would be able to sell food, bait, tackle, and lodging to
them. George County has long lacked any substantial recreational facilities of this type and the cost of travel to and from
facilities out of the local areas prohibited many from participating in them.

565

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

I personally along with many other longtime residents of the area have worked very hard to enhance and attract the eco‐
tourism factor of this river. We have also appropriated large sums of money over the years to showcase and attract those
guest who want to see and appreciate what this River system has to offer. In fact, just recently, Moss Point and Jackson County
were able to establish (after a 10 year quest) the 2"' Audubon Center in the state located on the Pascagoula/Escatawpa River in
Moss Point MS; no small feat by any standard

566

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

Further, the EIS should investigate impacts to water resources (e.g. flow, biological quality, overall health), already existing
recreational opportunities such as fishing and hunting, and established nature‐ based tourism businesses.

567

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

There is not a need for recreational lakes when the river itself is there for recreational purposes.

568

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

The secondary purpose is the recreation aspect, the water park. From my standpoint, I love water parks. I ‐‐ you know, I spent
all my – most of my recreation time on the water. So I'm all for a water park, but I ‐‐ I don't believe in $80 million water parks
and that's about what this ultimately winds up being. Putting that number in perspective, there's 23,000 residents currently in
George County, you divide 80 million by 23,000 residents, it's just under $3,500 per person. I don't think anybody would be ‐‐
in this area would be willing to spend that kind of money. Alternatives, spend a few dollars to increase or to improve the access
to publicly owned sandbars on the Pascagoula River. Put whatever amenities that you can afford as needed. That ‐‐ that takes
care of the recreation aspect.

569

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

I would like to see the lake constructed in order to provide additional outdoor outing opportunities everyone especially our
young people.
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Recreation &
Recreational
Resources
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Again, the Pascagoula River is widely recognized as one of the last, large, free‐flowing rivers in the contiguous United States. As
such, it attracts outdoor enthusiasts or "nature tourist" from all over the country. Indeed, this "free‐flowing" level is a strong
marketing tool used by tourism industry stakeholders. It is this very nature of the river that led the National Audubon Society
to consider and then establish the Pascagoula River Audubon Center in Moss Point. The business plan upon which this facility
is based identifies nature tourists as its primary market. Nature tourism is a proven means of conservation internationally and
certainly has been demonstrated to be a viable economic development tool for south Mississippi and the Pascagoula River
water basin.
The proposed reservoir project has the potential to threaten this growing opportunity. Nature tourists are sophisticated,
discerning individuals who seek to maximize their experiences in nature when they travel. They seek unique places, unique and
all too rare places like the Pascagoula River. The unimpeded nature of the Pascagoula River is key to the tourism industry's
effort to expand its offerings on the Gulf Coast beyond gaming. In fact, we have had conversations with casino executives who
tell us that they use the Pascagoula River as a marketing tool in order to separate themselves from competitors across the
country. We must protect the uniqueness of this river.

571

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

Just wanted to take a moment and say that my husband and I are all for this project coming to George County. We are local
business owners and feel that it would truly impact us and other local businesses in a very positive way. Lucedale is growing by
leaps and bounds and more people are coming this way looking for recreation. There is nothing in our area for camping and
we are in such a great location for that. I feel that a lake is much safer than a river for kids to swim and boaters as well. It's hard
for people to "get together" at a river, but it would be very easy to hold family reunions and gatherings at a place like Lake
George. Most of the people that I have spoken with are on the same page with us. We could probably even get a petition going
on this matter if it would do any good.

572

Recreation &
Recreational
Resources

The proposed recreation centers / water parks, do they actually enhance the current recreation opportunities and the river
itself being a waterpark?
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573

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Comment
I think it would also open the fresh water fishing market for Lucedale. I would not eat any fish that comes from the Pascagoula
River and I would not swim in it either. I mean we can not swim or eat fish in gulf or bay in the worst summer months due to
oxygen levels . Water is polluted all over the planet, there is a trash area in the ocean the size of the USA.
Big Creek Lake in Mobile, Al. only allows small boats, no swimming, kayaks. it stays fresh and clean. It's also one of the biggest
fresh water lakes in the US. But that is Alabama.
Lucedale has been so far behind other cities and it needs the income, so much money goes to the health of the prisons and
towns are being weighed down from this expense it would really help young children growing up in area and give them
something to do, instead of spending money out of town or going gambling or getting into drugs. Some of the property owners
I'm sure would be paid and that would also help them to move on or improve their property.

574

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

•What does the existence of these predic ons of megadroughts tell us? Maybe that the applicant is being reasonable since
they don't adopt them. But also that the science isn't completely settled and more importantly, that it isn't settled for the
Pascagoula Basin. Certainly not settled enough to spend $80 million or more on this project. Notice that the applicant seldom
talks about the cost of this project and potential return on that investment dollar, particularly in relation to other projects that
might be good for the Pascagoula. That is the reviewing agencies job, however.

575

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I would like to express my disapproval of the dams proposed on tributaries of the Pascagoula River to form lakes in George
Country and northern Jackson county Mississippi. My home is on the Escatawpa River less than a mile from its junction with
the Pascagoula River and I have spent untold days fishing and viewing the natural wonder that is the last free flowing river in
the continental United States. I do not believe the dams will ever be used for drought control. They will only be for the
enhancement of property values around the lakes. Once there is waterfront housing development and commercial
development there is no way the property owners will allow the lakes to be drawn down for drought control. Plus that would
take away from the natural state of the river. We now have an Audubon interpretive center right around the corner from my
house and eco‐tourism is very important to Moss Point, MS. Changing the status of the river with dams will undoubtedly make
it less attractive to eco‐tourists. I hope you will use your influence to block this project.

576

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I don't benefit directly from the Pascagoula river as it is now, but the state benefits from the tourists & visitors who fish, canoe
& kayak the river. At a time when dams are being removed all over the country due to all the problems they cause, building
this one doesn't make sense. And last but certainly not least, follow the money!

577

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

May name is Laurie Kauppi. My husband and I are homeowners on John's Bayou, in Vancleave, MS. We are opposed to the
proposition to create lakes in George County, MS by damming the Pascagoula River. It may also in turn decrease property
values in north Jackson County.
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578

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

As it exists now, the river provides eco‐tourism dollars without the investment and with minimal flooding problems.

579

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I think the plan is good for the community. So we have the place that we can enjoy and, go environment.

580

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

According to the Nature Conservancy, this river is the largest (by volume) undammed river in the 48 continental states. The
Pascagoula Watershed hosts 327 varieties of birds. It is a source of eco‐tourism for Jackson County. It seems that this
project could lead to some tourism benefit to George County and would greatly benefit a handful of property owners, some of
whom are politically well connected. However, the cost to Jackson County would be great. Needless to say, if this project goes
forward, it cannot be undone. We've seen far too many natural assets damaged by modern development. Let's not make the
Pascagoula River one of them.

581

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The EIS must explain why and how the dams will create economic benefit and how much of a benefit and weigh the specific
economic benefits against the irreparable damage caused by the damns. This is potentially a multi‐million dollar project. Who
is going to pay for it?

582

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Leave the natural flow alone. Been doing fine all these years. This project has nothing to do with drought resiliency. It's all
about money. We don't need this to be a burden on our state tax dollars first of all. Second of all, we need to keep the natural
flow of tributaries as they are. If it isn't broke, don't fix it!

583

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

DO NOT BUILD these artificial lakes in the name of "conserving water" to fight potential drought. The only benefit for this
project will be to individuals owning property in that area who stand to profit highly from being able to sell the land as
waterfront. I strongly object to my tax dollars being used to profit private endeavors. DO NOT BUILD these artificial lakes at
all!! Leave the rivers alone and let them flow freely and naturally as they have for hundreds of years. It's the only river left
that hasn't been tampered with ‐ LEAVE THE RIVER ALONE!!

584

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I am writing to ask that you reject permit applications for the construction of new dams to create 2,800 acres of recreational
lakes in George and Jackson Counties in Mississippi. It is clear that this lake project is biased toward economic development of
lakefront real estate and is not wanted or needed to supply water to industrial users during low flow periods.
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585

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Comment
If properly developed they could be considerable economic booms to the region as well.
I don't know how much consideration is given to public input on issues like this, but I do hope that the opinions of people who
live and pay taxes in George and Jackson Counties would carry more weight than people from outside the region.

586

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Who benefits from the proposed lake shore? Is it legal to use the BP oil spill money for a project that has no connection with
the Deepwater Horizon well disaster? I hope these questions to be addressed in the environmental impact statement. Please
register that I am not in support of this project.

587

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

This project would be an enormous transfer of wealth from the US Taxpayer to the handful of people that own the land around
what would be the new lake. These property owners have no stake in the project and stand only to profit from it. This is not
acceptable. Creating a lake so that downstream "businesses" can have extra water in times of drought is simple pandering to
businesses and the cities to whom they pay taxes. It is not a reason to spend Federal money. It is not clear that this can actually
be accomplished in any case.

588

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

My second objection concerns the proposed use of BP monies to fund the project, either in whole or in part. There is
absolutely no connection between the Lake George Project and damages resulting from the BP Deepwater Horizon oil spill.
Those funds should not be used for any project, effort, activity, or any purpose not directly related to Gulf Coast restoration.
Similarly, Hurricane Katrina Community Development Block Grant funds should not be a source of funding. There simply is no
way to draw a parallel from that storm to the proposed lakes.
I have fished the Pascagoula and its oxbow lakes for over 60 years; I swam Big Cedar Creek as a child; I hunted the swamps and
bottomland long before it became the Pascagoula River Wildlife Management Area. I have a deeply seated love for and
attachment to the entire area.
I respectfully urge the Corps to reject the permit application submitted by the Pat Harrison Waterway District and George
County Board of Supervisors.

589

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

It is my understanding that public money shouldn't be used to benefit private property owners. Creating a recreational lake to
increase the property values in the vicinity is unfair.
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590

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I am a lifelong resident of George County and owner of a small business in Lucedale. I am very interested in the progress of
Lake George for the purpose of recreational use for our County. I think it would greatly enhance our Counties appeal for
economic growth which has much to offer in the areas of industry and residential and possibly retirement communities. I know
the purpose is to maintain water flow and the possible success of that has been demonstrated through very thorough and
organized studies. I commend the organization for their efforts to inform and explain. Please continue to pursue this project for
the enhancement of our community and needs for our Mississippi Gulf Coast. Thank You

591

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

What will happen to the residents on Bismark road and Beasley road who are in the location of the proposed lake? I'm
concerned with the residents mostly; who have taken care of the land and waters. I see this project being identical to the black
creek project where the residents were forced from their homes, the recreational use of black creek is restricted to only the
most prominent people (game wardens and politicians). If this project is pushed through, I'm sure the government will call for
eminent domain therefore thrusting the land and home owners off their property. Will eminent domain be used in this
process?

592

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

How soon will this take place? A year, years? I'm a land owner in George county with a new home that will be flooded? Could
you please give me some input?

593

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Land development for recreational use should not be financed by public funds when there are so many negative results of such
development.

594

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The budget for the project should also be increased to fully compensate organizations that have invested in the watershed on
the assumption that the area would remain undammed.

595

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Please do NOT move forward with the lake construction projects!!! There is a growing ecotourism industry that would be hurt,
and the ecological ramifications are numerous and severe. My family uses these wild waterways frequently, and we are feeling
sick about the idea that they would be so negatively and permanently altered! Thank you for your consideration.

596

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The intention of my email is to express my objections to the proposed damming of the Little and Big Cedar Creek tributaries of
the Pascagoula River. Currently the Pascagoula River has an industrial pumping station that supplies two large pipelines to the
industries of Jackson County.
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597

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I'm writing you with great concern for the Idea of damming up or changing the Pascagoula River in any way. What purpose is
this for?? To improve the real estate for people who wish to live by a lake?? What about we people who live on the Pascagoula
River?? We don't want our River to change! Let's face it, how can anyone improve on God's design anyway??

598

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The stress on our roads, power, and land erosion from artificially pushed geography in order to make 'recreational' lakes is
absurd. The cost of building and maintaining the damages should be looked at.

599

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

My name is Keith Ray I am a Jackson County land owner which also owns property on Big Cedar & Little Cedar that enter my
property from George County. The lower Lake will take in about 300 acres of my property at its present loca on. I am for the
Lakes, to be designed and built, for the need of water has been in the past an issue with the Industrial sector of Jackson
County. Studies have shown during drought times water is demanded for day to day production of Industries. Not only will this
be a major benefit for present Industries but also for new Industries to locate in South Ms. This watershed will also be able to
provide drinking water for future needs. The impact for this watershed for future well being of South MS. Is a must for all
Industries and people.

600

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

How can we destroy the last free flowing river in our state? I would think if economics are involved...which they are in most
anything...a free flowing river (one of the last in the country) would be a draw for visitors from the US as well as other
countries. The Audubon Society...canoeists...photographers...families...The Sierra Club...scientists and so many more would be
using this river to explore.Please do not destroy our singg river.

601

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The cost per capita appeara to be high compared to the benefits. The land owners adjacent to the lake will be happy but the
general public will have limited access if the shown amenities are all there will be. Also, the source of funding is suspect.
George County is not replacing/repairing damage due to Katrina or the BP spill. Looks like only befits are to land owners. I
would like to see a list of all properties impacted by the lake.

602

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I'm concerned about the whole project! All rivers become low during late summer. I'm really concerned about what this will
end up costing. I own property in Cedar Creek Estates and if the creek is dammed up, my property is useless. I am concerned
about the wildlife. They should just leave it alone.

603

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

This free‐flowing river should not be damned in order to allow a real estate project to commence. The value of the Leaf‐
Pascagoula to the wildlife present and to the health of the bay and the Mississippi Sound outweighs any benefit expected from
impounding an artificial lake. Please preserve the natural environment.
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604

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I'm in support 110% for a long list of reasons. I lived in George County since 1978 ‐ this project would help more people and
businesses than any harm to the environment. With all the different agencies involved, "they" will look out for all the rest.
Overseeing the project will be done right for both sides of the project.

605

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I'm in support of the lake for George County. We've been ‐‐ it's been in the works for several, several, long, long years, not
only for recreation, which recreation would be a plus, but also for water supply, the water supply in our county and joining
counties. With Chevron, we help Chevron and their power plants with the water supply.

606

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I would also argue strongly (in more detail in my EA comments) that the industrial users should bear the cost of providing any
such supplemental water supply.

607

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I think it's a good thing. If they ‐‐ if they going to compensate the landowner. If they're not ‐‐ you know, because I worked hard
for my land. I pay taxes. I just like it – you know, if it's going to benefit George County or whoever it benefits, hey, why not.

608

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I am 100 percent for Lake George. I think it will bring money the county. I think it will bring recreation to the county and we
need something in this county for tax purposes besides the people who owns land, which I'm one of them. Anytime the school
wants a meal, who gets taxed? The property owners. So I'd like to see somebody else to come in here and spend some money
and help us with our taxes.

609

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

We need to study how this will effect eco‐tourism dollars which are long term. Impact on fisheries to the seafood and sport
fishing industry.

610

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I also visualize many economic benefits by having a more stable flood/drought cycle to the area.

611

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I have lived on the river in Jackson County for 25 years and have seen no drought. Low water, yes, drought, no. What happens
when lakes reach capacity? Water released goes where? Will this release flood property down river? This project in a money
grab and environmental disaster. There is no need for this, if George County wants a lake, bulldoze a hole and fill it with water
wells. They want public money for what will be a private project. Please reject this application so our grandchildren can enjoy
our river.
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612

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

don't believe in $80 million water parks and that's about what this ultimately winds up being. Putting that number in
perspective, there's 23,000 residents currently in George County, you divide 80 million by 23,000 residents, it's just under
$3,500 per person. I don't think anybody would be ‐‐ in this area would be willing to spend that kind of money. Alternatives,
spend a few dollars to increase or to improve the access to publicly owned sandbars on the Pascagoula River. Put whatever
amenities that you can afford as needed. That ‐‐ that takes care of the recreation aspect. The EPA has already said the river
doesn't need additional flow enhancements. The industries don't seem to need it, and I'm sure they don't and if they did, why
don't they foot the bill themselves which is what I suspect they're already doing.

613

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I also don't like the fact that this is displacing current residents AT ALL! Negatively impacting livelihood for what?

614

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

When the dams are breached, what areas will flood? What effect will this have on insurance rates in the newly created flood
zone? And, judging by my research, my family and our county neighbors will be paying for this project. How will we be
compensated?

615

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

How will this effect Ecotourism in the area? Audubon Center, nature tours, charter fishermen, kayakers? How will the seafood
industry be affected?

616

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Calculations of eco‐tourism versus recreation income need to be done. This river is the final refuge of free‐flowing rivers. The
damage can't be undone. Further our tax dollars shouldn't be paying for this monstrosity. What happens to the flood insurance
rates of citizens who will live downstream of the dam?

617

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

It's my understanding that there's no formal request from industry, who are supposed to benefit from this, for this project.
George County and Pat Harrison Waterway District is saying that they should do this project to provide water during times of
drought to industries. However, no one from industry has a formal public letter asking for that solution nor are they stating
that problem.

618

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Between the expediated evaporation and loss in ground soak from ill‐prepared and unnatural bedding, I see this as a project
that will cost too much and will only result in net water loss and environmental destruction. I believe the river will continue to
survive droughts as it has many times before only when left in its natural state. I would also worry about flooding of remaining
residents. I also don't like the fact that this is displacing current residents AT ALL! Negatively impacting livelihood for what?
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619

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

As a scientist, I strongly urge the Army Corps of Engineers to conduct the most stringent EIS possible to determine the
environmental and ecological impacts the proposed George County dams will have on the Pascagoula River. The dams are
proposed to mitigate droughts in the area, however, the river has seen millennia of cycles and drought rain cycles and still
survives and thrives. The notion is that if there is a drought the lake would be drained flow downstream, but the introduction
of silt from the lakes would have detrimental impact along the way to the Gulf including drowning important fisheries such as
oysters and creating a fresh water environment where human pathogens would thrive and result in increased human illness.
Ultimately, damming the river would create an environment only a few elite would enjoy and would quite negatively impact
the ecosystems, recreation and economies downstream.

620

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I am native to southern Mississippi and grew up canoeing and fishing the Pascagoula and its tributaries. As you are likely aware,
the Pascagoula River watershed is the largest undammed watershed by volume in the continental United States. As a former
GIS contractor for USACE Mobile District I am well aware the agency's predisposition to favor the damming of rivers. However,
we've seen all over the country the extreme detriment that damming has caused to the wildlife and recreational opportunities
associated with streams.
This project will completely inhibit the ability of all communities along the Pascagoula River (and its tributaries) to serve as
hubs for those seeking the recreational opportunities that can only be provided by an unimpeded streams. Just last year, the
Outdoor Recreation Jobs and Economic Impact Act was passed with bi‐partisan support. This bill allowed for outdoor
recreation industry and the estimated 6 million jobs and $646 billion in economic activity associated with it would to be
included in the national gross domestic product (GDP). One must evaluate the existing and potential canoe/kayak/tube rentals,
professional fishing guides, lodging providers, food service providers, bait shops, and countless other industries associated with
Pascagoula that would be negatively affected by the loss of the river's current un‐impeded status. In contrast, the Twin Lakes
project will theoretically only provide economic benefit in the form of raised property values to one stakeholder in George
County. The Army Corps should issue its permits based on their value to the entire American public, not individual stakeholders.

621

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

It would be a violation of public trust and quite ironic to implement an $80+ million project for the benefit of Chevron (an oil
company) using BP settlement money and ironic to use that money to subsidize two businesses (Mississippi Power and
Chevron) that use or produce the fossil fuels that contribute to the climate change that is allegedly creating the need for the
project. The Katrina relief money and BP Settlement/RESTORE Act money should be spent on projects that directly,
unequivocally and profoundly benefit the environment and the people of Mississippi.
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622

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Comment
The cost estimate for a desalination plant in the EA Alternatives Analysis is for a system sized to REPLACE the current 100 mgd
permitted maximum from the Jackson County system. That capacity doesn't seem to be necessary. Further, the cost for the
100 mgd desalination plant in the EA of $580m looks about 50% high, based on rules of thumb for pricing a plant that I have
found. See "Cost of Desalination.docx" on the enclosed CD.
But to accept the applicant's self‐serving statements of recent history and current conditions and to accept their self‐issued
"certificate of need" is putting the cart before the horse. Consider this: oChevron's 2014 total corporate revenue was $200.5
billion and their net income (raw profit) was $19.24 billion
http://www.chevron.com/annualreport/2014/documents/pdf/Chevron2014AnnuaIReport. Pdf
Chevron Pascagoula has implemented numerous large capital projects that show their financial and technical ability,
http://pascagoula.chevron.com/Files/pascagoula/Misc/MajorExpansionProjects. Pdf including $950 million in the past 10 years.
The State of Mississippi FY 2016 annual budget appropriation is $5.744 billion. Http://www.dfs.state.ms.us/Offices /OBFM
/Forms /FY20 16 bulletin.pdf
Why would the State of Mississippi con nue to subsidize the construc on of capital projects for a company with the assets,
capability and wherewithal of a small country?
So… if Chevron needs a more reliable or greater supply of water, they need to build a desalination plant (or some other
system) to supplement the water from the Jackson County Public Utility Authority/Jackson County Port Authority industrial
water system.
The cost estimate for a desalination plant in the EA Alternatives Analysis is for a system sized to REPLACE the current 100 mgd
permitted maximum from the Jackson County system. That capacity doesn't seem to be necessary. Further, the cost for the
100 mgd desalination plant in the EA of $580m looks about 50% high, based on rules of thumb for pricing a plant that I have
found. See "Cost of Desalination.docx" on the enclosed CD.

623

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I just heard tonight that this is displacing current residents and that just makes it that much more impactful that it really
shouldn't happen just for basically recreation to me because I don't see it as it's ‐‐ as it's mitigating any drought the way ‐‐ the
way I perceive it as a – I guess I could use mechanical engineering background as some leverage into the heat transfer
properties of the ‐‐ of the water.
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624

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Comment
As a supporter of American Rivers, Gulf Restoration Network, and Sierra Club, I am writing to ask that you reject permit
applications for the construction of new dams to create 2,800 acres of recreational lakes in George and Jackson Counties in
Mississippi. It is clear that this lake project is biased toward economic development of lakefront real estate and is not wanted
or needed to supply water to industrial users during low flow periods.
The threat that this project poses to the health of the Pascagoula River and downstream communities has led American Rivers
to list it as one of America’s Most Endangered Rivers® of 2016.

625

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

"Economic Impact‐ having the largest free‐flowing river allows ""ecotourism"". This is a big draw to all of Southern MS.Health
of Eco‐system would help mitigate other pollutants, disturbances and make the river and gulf more robust, increase diversity
(or atleast maintain)"

626

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Economic Impact‐ having the largest free‐flowing river allows "ecotourism". This is a big draw to all of Southern MS. Health of
Eco‐system would help mitigate other pollutants, disturbances and make the river and gulf more robust, increase diversity (or
atleast maintain).

627

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I am not in favor of this project. This project will affect me and my family by covering a great deal of our property with our
eastern property line being Little Cedar Creek.

628

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I do not want the lake. It will take my new home. My husband and I waited 20 years to build our dream home. At the time the
talk of Lake George was on the other side of the county. According to one of the survivors, "you will be able to launch a boat
from my mailbox". This will take away my whole home and property. We don't have a drought in George County. If Jackson
County has a drought due to Chevron then that is a Jackson County issue. NOT George County and their citizens. We should not
have to pay the price! Also people have moved to this area to be in the Agricola School District. This will force them to leave
that area as well as their homes. The whole thing is JUST WRONG!

629

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Lake George could play a very important role in maintaining the proper water level of the Pascagoula River in the late summer
and fall. Lake George could play a major role in the economic development of the industrial plants in Pascagoula, MS by
providing industrial water to our plants.
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630

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I say build these lakes, people that say it will Damm up the creek and stop flow to the river obviously have never over filled a
glass of water. The people that who are against it mostly aren't even from here. When they say tourism is big on the
Pascagoula river, they are crazy. I believe that it will bring more tourist to this region. It will also generate work for our local
economy open businesses and if managed right can have potential awesome fishing. I hope you read this and know that there
are people out here with sense.

631

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I am presently along with other leaders in Jackson county getting a task force established together Oyster harvesting open in
Jackson county coastal area . As difficult as it has been with getting our reefs open and battling other counties and state
agencies in doing so, these lakes being built will ensure us that we will never harvest oysters in Jackson county again. Never do
the people that supervise these large lakes anticipate heavy rains as we just had a couple weeks ago of 14 inches in less than
two days. They will wait until its too late and then start dumping the lakes and create flooding down stream and on top of that
will destroy our oyster reefs as it has happened with severe rains in the past. I represent about 5000 citizens around two
prestigious bayous in Gautier, the Mary Walker bayou and Sioux bayou that drain into the west Pascagoula Singing River and
all of my constituents that I have discussed this with are against this project going forward.
We ask that the Pascagoula remains as is and as natural as it is today. I believe the only unnatural blockage is in head of the
river system is in Meridian MS where the Oktibbeha creek drains into the dammed lake. Let's have no more especially this
close to the coast. Thank you for your time.

632

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The Pascagoula River and surrounding area is the cornerstone of Eco Tourism for the state. Nature enthusiasts, paddlers,
kayakers, hunters, bird‐ watcher, and fishers flock to the Pascagoula River area to enjoy the last wild river in America. The
dams will negate the river's unique wildness and certainly over‐haul the entire ecosystem and appearance of the river. Local
restaurants, hotels, and other businesses who depend on this tourism will suffer.
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633

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

An identification of the sources of funding planned for the lakes should be part of an economic analysis including state and
federal government sources. The source of the $80 million proposed to build the lakes must be identified, as well as the likely
source of other money required to buy land to mitigate the wetland destruction caused by the project. If the $80 million
includes mitigation, then it must be stated in an economic impact study that includes construction, mitigation and operation
costs.
A diminished property tax base will result from the state purchasing private land on which to create lakes. The lakes won't
produce property taxes for George or Jackson County any longer. This reduction needs to be examined as part of an economic
analysis.
If the state builds water storage lakes that primarily benefit the industries at the Port of Pascagoula and specifically benefit the
Chevron Pascagoula Refinery, the industries bear none of cost. If industry wants the water it should pay for the project. Let the
Port administration and the management at Chevron speak to their need for the water and let financing from industry be
discussed as part of the economic analysis. As it stands the idea subsidizes industrial use of water and asks nothing of industry
in return. The cost to the state of delivering a public resource to industrial users must include some analysis of the industrial
user's responsibility in obtaining that resource. This includes the way the present withdrawal pipeline is operated and funded.
The environmental impact statement should reflect that working farmland will be lost as a result of lake construction.

634

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I am a resident of Jackson County and I am writing to express my opposition against the proposed Lake George Project. By now,
I'm sure that you are aware the Pascagoula River is significant as the largest free‐flowing river in the United States and the last
unimpeded major river systems in the continental United States. This designation is a huge asset as we build nature based
tourism along the Mississippi Gulf Coast and the main reason I am against this project.

635

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

We wanted to voice our support of the lake. We are business owners in Lucedale and know that the economic benefit would
help us.

636

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

One can see from the initial application and meeting to the present attempts for approval, there has been considerable effort
and money spent by those few citizens, to obtain success. I submit, in fact, implore you, for those many folks who use the
Pascagoula River for recreation and occupation, to put this project to bed, once and for all. There is a mounting effort to
protect the Pascagoula River Basin to build an environmentally sensitive Ecotourism Business which would be beneficial to the
State and the River Counties. These businesses would depend on the health of the river system and have no negative impact
on the River.

637

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The displacement of people when their land is bought and their homes are lost due to a lake development is an economic
consideration that may have environmental justice implications. If minorities or the poor are disproportionately affected, then
an environmental justice study by census tract needs to be made part of the economic analysis for this project.
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638

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Comment
Is it appropriate for the Mississippi, Jackson County Board of Supervisors' President, Barry Cumbest (and family), to vote and
potentially benefit financially from the construction of these lakes, while the nation, the taxpayers, and the environment
loses? My vote is NO!
I hope you will agree.

639

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I belive it will hurt the people living in the area, especially if a storm surge with hurricane comes through causing a back surge
like happen in Biloxi with Back Bay water coming back down to the Coastal beach which hurt floods Tullis Manor during Camille
then during Katrina caused a casino to land on Tullis Manor on the beach out HWY 90. I do not believe it will help recreation
wise either.

640

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I am a land owner in Jackson County and that this lake will impact about 300 acres of my property. Both (big and little cedars)
enter Jackson County on my property from George County. I am in favor for Lake George, this type of watershed is much
needed for the industry located in Jackson County. Industries now struggle during the drought times for water volume for their
production needs. For the future of Industries along the Gulf Coast water now is going to be a major factor in expansions, new
production sites and enhancing the general day to day production. This watershed will offer not only Industrial needs but also
future potable water solutions. The growth in our population has and is growing for a future watershed concern. If there is
something more I could do for this project please let me know.

641

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

As a concerned citizen of the Gulf Coast, I am against the Lake George Project. It is a project to benefit local tourism,
businesses, and landowners at an enormous expense to the tax payers. The cost for this project doesn't measure up for local
benefits verses environmental damage and wasteful spending. Other issues in the state have a higher priority.
* Downstream Industry might need the water to continue operating during a drought; this is rare occurrence
* Chevron, the biggest industrial water customer, once since 1963 had to purchase water from an upstream reservoir during a
drought condition (They paid!!!)
* Costs 100M+ (expect it to be more; take a look at the costly overruns of the Mississippi Power Plant project budget)
* Project would benefit landowners in the area and cause spikes in land cost to the project
* George County doesn't seem to be putting up funds to help with this project
* There is an assumption that BP money would be used pay for this project. BP funds should not be used for this project
* The state is in debt now; this is not affordable
* Other issues have a higher priority; like roads and bridges throughout the state *
What to do?
* Cancel the project: don't spend any more on this project
* Don't spend BP money on something that is not needed. Spend BP money on restoring the barrier islands, coastal marshes,
and other hurricane readiness efforts related to coastal shore lines
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642

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Lake George would be a place that working families of south Mississippi would be able to use for family recreation.

643

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I fully support the concept of the Lake George project in Mississippi. I have a few concerns which follows. I own property that
will be partially covered by the lake and I am concerned about what I will be able to do with my property. Will I be able to build
a house on this property? What will I be able to do with my property that is partially covered? Will there be a buffer zone
between the lake edge and the part of the land that in not covered by the lake? Will I be able to access the lake from my
property? Will I be able to put a pier or boat launch from my property into the lake?

644

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Scoping Issues that should be examined to include but are not limited to the following: Impacts to Seafood Resources,
Economics, Socioeconomic and Environmental Justice Issues, Food and Fiber Production

645

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Historically, what impacts have droughts had on the socio‐economics?

646

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

If the river truly needs water there are several things to consider:
Do not take
these peoples land that have worked so hard just for a river. Have Chevron put up the money to accomplish what you need.
Next, if this continues, keep Pat Harrison Water out of the equation. PHW will charge folks for their land and usage next to the
water front property. Money making racket for PHW and county. WE DO NO NEED THIS for George nor Jackson County.
If this continues, these project will be similar to the project that Mississippi Power promised Jackson County people years ago.
"Plenty of fishing and Recreation" only to fence and CLOSE the LAKES months later. NO confidence that this project will only
create hardships and political gains$$$$$$$. In GOD we TRUST all others pay with their wallets.

647

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Any objective analysis of cost versus benefit, feasibility as in ability to solve the problem presented here. Verification that there
is even a problem to be solved, potential damage to the reputation of the Pascagoula River, and the real damage to the wildlife
depending on the existing spring‐fed creeks and cool water refuge below, should show that these lakes are not needed and will
do more damage than good if built.
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648

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The first category to investigate in any attempt to justify this project is to look at the cost of the project and compare this cost
to any economic damages and any conceivable gains if this project is completed. Economic gain could be realized in the area of
real estate development in areas less developed previous to the lake formations and economic gain from recreational areas
which might attract profitable visitation. However, these gains must be evaluated in terms of any gain at the expense of other
real estate such as that presently located in the area of the creeks (property tax before and anticipated after) as well as
recreational visitation that is gained compared to probable visitation losses at other nearby recreational lakes such as Flint
Creek Water Park, which currently attracts George County citizens to Stone County. Real estate development gain. expected
when lake side lots are sold for development must not assume that these lakes are for the benefit of home owners. Since the
lakes are to be drained down as often as on a yearly basis, any value assessed for lakeside lots should be a fraction of the many
lakeside lots in the southeast that are on lakes that are not deliberately drained for industrial use whenever there is a lack of
rain.
The huge negative when evaluating the economics of this project is the international fame of the Pascagoula River as the
largest free flowing river in the lower 48 states being damaged by the aerial view of the main stem of the Pascagoula showing
these two large, obviously man‐make lakes marring the natural footprint of the streams easily seen today. There is a free‐
flowing river not far away‐ the Suwanee River‐which currently attracts 300,000 visitors per year, which can easily be chosen
over the Pascagoula if these 2800 acres of lakes impact the maps when eco‐tourists are planning their trip. I cannot emphasize
enough that the aerial view of this river after these lakes are installed on Big and Little Cedar Creek will discourage visitation
and the economics of this loss must be compared to any attraction the variably full lakes will encourage.

649

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I think it will not help Pascagoula River at all. My house is under water that I built with my own two hands and it is not for sale!
No economic benefits for the county at all.

650

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

We don't agree with the lake George project. We use the Pascagoula river year round with our kids and grandkids. We
believe the lake George Project will do more harm than good. And it will cost the tax payers in the end. Please stop this project.
Thank you.

651

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Reduced fresh water flow into the wetlands could result in salinization which would kill plant and animal life. The leads to
erosion and that erosion can leave communities in the surrouding areas more vulnerable to flood conditions.The project
should be rejected and funding should be put forth for wetland rehabilitation, green energy projects, and outdoor education.

652

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Things to look at: talk to people that would lose their home, wasted money (there are more important things), taxes going up?
Where would economic benefit come from?
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653

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The project's effects and benefits must be addressed on a systemic basic not just in the immediate area of the lakes, but on all
the lands and waters adjacent to and downstream to and including the Gulf of Mexico. For an example, one can look at the
effect of the Atlanta area's water use and sewage discharge on the Chattahoochee and Flint River basins and the oyster
resources in Apalachicola.

654

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The City believes that there would be a potential risk from the dam in the following ways: The proposed project will erase the
Pascagoula River's designation as the longest free‐flowing river in the lower 48 states, thereby eliminating a major tourism
asset and jeopardizing economic development.

655

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The loss of private water wells as is predicted during lake digging, re‐routing of roads and other local disruptions from lake
construction need to be examined as indirect impacts of lake construction.

656

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The EA does not provide enough information on true costs and taxpayer burden of this project. The project is estimated to cost
$80 million not including mitigation costs. More information is needed on where this money will come from. The $80 million
price tag is an underestimate because it does not include mitigation costs and other costs that will result from the project, so
taxpayers do not know upfront how expensive building and operating the two dams is actually going to be. The project will
displace families from their homes, displace rural road segments, displace existing utility lines, require elevation, modification,
and expansion of bridges, impact other public infrastructure, and require upgrades to the publicly owned water treatment
plan. These project impacts could require millions of taxpayer dollars that are not being fully analyzed or disclosed.

657

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Modification of river flow and impacts to Ecosystem Services: Losses of ecosystem services can have a major impact on the
seafood industries along the coast due to alterations in the supply of both fresh water and sediments to nearshore areas.
Deleterious effects on the estuarine adapted Centrarchidae (sunfish and black bass) fish populations that provide extensive
recreationally‐valuable economies on the coast (Rakocinski et al. 1997, Lowe et al. 2009). No economic cost‐benefit analysis of
"Lake vs. No Lake." The presumption of course is that there are real costs associated with losses incurred as a result of low‐flow
during drought years; the proposed lakes' primary purpose is (presumably) to mitigate if not completely eliminate the negative
consequences of low‐flow. That means there should be some kind of modeling estimates of economic losses associated with
the low‐flow condition "Without Lake", and then of course the modeled reduction of those economic losses "With Lake". Does
the cost of construction, operation, and maintenance of these lakes truly offer an economic benefit, relative to the cost of
doing nothing? Pursuant to my Bullet# I above, it just doesn't seem like the lakes would be needed very often, and raises a
huge issue as to the cost‐effectiveness of this solution to the rare, low‐flow events.
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658

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I am writing this letter to announce, for the record, my extreme OPPOSITION to the creation of lakes on tributaries of the
Pascagoula River system. In my opinion, this project will financially benefit Realtors and a very few business entrepreneurs
wishing to "cash‐in" on something very dear to local residents, it's pristine Pascagoula River.
The citizens of Jackson and George counties must stand united to protect our environment and our Pascagoula River system.
All of the nearly 170,000 total citizens of George and Jackson counties should be considered. The needs of the small handful of
businessmen who will benefit financially from the Lake George project should not be the primary concern with this project. It is
my belief that these few businessmen who will benefit financially are not terribly concerned about droubt resiliency and global
warming.

659

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

And if so, how will users be compensated? These issues need to be addressed in more detail in the EIS with both narrative and
graphics suitable for public understanding not just for science geeks like me.

660

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

On a personal note as a tax payer and scientist, I am totally against this project as it really is only for development and I have
no faith any water will be released if river is low as outlined.

661

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

It would seem to me counter‐productive for that amount of work to go into "branding" our area Eco‐System only to come on
the back end of all that work and strip its branding. I could go on and cite multiple stats and figures you must surely already
have. I will however state that 80 million is a hefty price when comparing the cost vs. benefits.

662

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Please note: Any assessments of the suitability of these lakes to supply adequate water during drought are based on the
current population of that area and have not factored in real estate development and the drying effect that causes. Calculating
what these lakes can deliver during droughts must include the Lake George plans for economic development.

663

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I also don't like the fact that this is displacing current residents AT ALL! Negatively impacting livelihood for what?

664

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

How will residents of the neighborhoods near the proposed lakes be affected when water is released? Would this have any
bearing on the costs associated with home ownership in the area?
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665

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The proposed project is contrary to both public interest and its stated intent. Dams by design capture and retain water, and
therefore reduce baseflows downstream, and inhibit the free‐movement of aquatic organisms. Periodic droughts are a natural
and essential process for various plant and animal communities. For example, many bottomland forest seedlings can only
become established after droughts allow them to attain adequate height growth to maintain leaves above normal levels of
inundation.
Reduced baseflows downstream have the potential to alter the plant and animal communities found in the Pascagoula
estuary, by increasing the inland distance and magnitude of tidal events. Plants and animals that lack the ability to cope with
increased salinity would be forced to retreat upstream, and those that are immobile or cannot disperse upstream would be
extirpated.

666

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Section 1.1.2. The Pascagoula Basin's Ecological and Environmental Benefits ‐ Bottom of page 3. Note that the Cumbest family
is also pursuing a wetland mitigation bank via the USACE
http://www.sam.usace.army.mil/Portals/46docs/regulatory/public_notices/SAM‐2012‐01013‐MBM.pdf

667

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The Pascagoula River is unique because it is the largest naturally flowing river (structurally unaltered) system in the contiguous
United States (Dynesius and Nilsson 1994; Nilsson et al. 2005). In this respect it is the most important river within the state of
Mississippi and one of national and international renown for its pristine condition. The Pascagoula watershed is a continuum of
wetland‐marsh‐estuary‐coastal ocean ecosystems (Peterson 2003, Peterson et al. 2007) which provides a wealth of ecosystem
services (e.g., nutrient and sediment delivery, nursery habitat and fish passage, etc.; see Engle 2011) that lead to regional
biological productivity and ecological and economic benefits on many scales. These scale‐dependent patterns, which have been
altered in many regions of the world (Cooke et al. 2012), provide for societal and economic benefits (Engle 2011, Constanza et
al. 2014), including, most directly, eco‐tourism.

668

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

In its 2015 Resolution No. 01202015, the Mississippi Commission on Marine Resources cited harm to the seafood industry,
economics, jobs and fragile estuarine areas from "existing dams and reservoirs and from further reduction of the natural
freshwater flowing into Mississippi's fragile estuarine areas that may cause severe permanent damage to those area's species
and jobs dependent upon them." The Commission resolved that it was "opposed to the permitting or construction of any dam
or weir that would further reduce the natural seasonal flows of freshwater into Mississippi's estuarine waters." The EIS
Contractors should contact the Commission on Marine Resources and have a discussion with them about the need for this
project in light of the above Commission resolution.
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669

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Comment
I do not profess to be a scientist but I believe until many of the questions listed below have been answered this project should
not move forward.
•Whose property in Jackson and George Counties will be submerged and how will the land be acquired?
• Whose property in George County will become lakefront property?

670

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Since no industry below George County has expressed interest in these lakes, no economic gain can be attributed to building
them regarding industrial activity. Chevron Refinery has actually promoted the Pascagoula as a wild and scenic river and so
could be seen to lose some of the positive association it sees with its location on this river if these reservoirs are built
ostensibly to support industries in the Bayou Cassette area of Pascagoula where Chevron is located. There is no other industry
located there that needs a fraction of the water Chevron uses and there are no industries anticipated to arrive there in the
near future that need millions of gallons of water per day.
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671

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Comment
In 2012, the Lamar County Board of Supervisors voted to terminate County payments to Pat Harrison Waterway District.
Attorney for the District is quoted (link, below) saying the only consistent moneymaker in PHWD's [then] nine‐park system was
Flint Creek Water Park in Wiggins. The PHWD lost its appeals to prevent Lamar County from withdrawing from the District and
the Little Black Creek Water Park is now privately owned.
According to the PHWD website (http://www.phwd.net/), as of 2014 Forrest and Jasper Counties have withdrawn from PHWD.
Perhaps the following questions are not within the purview of the EIS scoping process, but I submit them as possibly justifiable
on the basis of Socio‐economic risk of approving the Project to the management of an Agency whose financial ability to
maintain its operation warrants scrutiny.
A.Please explain the present economics of adding the Project to the eight proper es now under management by PHWD
when according to PHWS attorney, in 2012 only one of the now eight properties is a consistent money maker?
B.Please address the possibility, if any, that the Project lakes if constructed, become privately owned in the event, e.g., that
they ‐ like 8 of 9 PHWD ‐ are not money makers or, e.g., that George and or Jackson County‐ like Lamar, Forrest and Jasper
Counties ‐ elect to withdraw from the PHWD.
3.In regard to poten al Project benefits, and within the realm of socio‐ economic impact of the Project, and specifically in
regards to the Project's adjacent land value:
a.Please iden ty the percentage of alll land within one‐ half mile of the an cipated water's edge of the two Project lakes that
is privately owned.
B.Please provide the present assessed dollar value of any private land within one‐half mile of the an cipated water's edge of
the two Project lakes.
C.Please provide figures for reasonably expected changes, if any, in the dollar value of the Project's privately held land
based on land value changes, if any. For similar projects ‐ e.g., within the Pat Harrison Waterway District, elsewhere in
Mississippi, the Southeast United States or the United States ‐ at l, 3, 5 and 10 years post project approval.
D.For comparison purposes please provide figures for changes in value, if any, for otherwise comparable privately held land
lying 10 miles distant from projects similar to the Projectt. (i.e., can land value changes, if any, be reasonably assigned to the
development of similar projects and thus be reasonably anticipated as an economic benefit of the Project?).
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672

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

In figuring the economics of this project, the cost of desalination plants for the industrial park in Pascagoula should be
considered rather than reservoirs on tributaries of the Pascagoula. The economics of building a desalination plant to supply 25
million gallons per day is about the same as the cost of building these lakes if the cost of the dams and buying up the property
are accurately estimated. I will say that there is no doubt the high hazard earthen dams proposed in the this project with a
cost of $100 million are not structurally suitable for the demands of extreme flooding conditions which accompany climate‐
change induced droughts (I call your attention to the extreme flooding in California as we speak, which follows its historic
drought, and will probably end soon with the resumption of drought). High hazard earthen dams must be heavily built,
probably incorporating a lot of reinforced concrete so property losses and deaths are not to be likely downstream. I would
suggest that $200 million is closer to the likely cost of dams that withstand 24 inches of rain in 24 hours which is becoming
more common in the Southeastern United States between drought episodes.

673

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Perhaps some economic consideration of dam failure should also be included in this economic assessment. Compare
downstream damage anticipated if the tributaries are left in the natural state, with no lakes built, to dam failure and
catastrophic downstream flooding. And another consideration of this kind of catastrophe is the impact on the natural flow of
the main stem of the Pascagoula, how streamside bottom land hardwood forest is scoured out and the stream channel is recut
in a new direction. This man‐made alteration adds to the ugliness that discourages eco‐tourist visitation.

674

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

This project is controversial because the purported socioeconomic benefits are overstated. The socioeconomic analysis in the
EA claims that the project would benefit the region's flora and fauna and associated emerging eco‐tourism businesses and that
maintaining and restoring fisheries provides important small business opportunities (EA pdf, p. 80). These statements are
based on the benefits of assumed drought resiliency and not on the impacts of building two new dams. It is unclear that
building the dams will provide drought resiliency.

675

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

This project will have significant and controversial effects on the quality of the human environment because it has unaddressed
environmental justice issues. Residential displacements will occur because of reservoir construction and some of these
displacements will drive minority and low‐income residents out of their homes. Some homeowners will also lose their wells.
These displacements are highly controversial. Public roads, bridges, utility lines, and water treatment plants will also be
affected. The public will also be put at risk of death and property loss in the event of dam failure or other disasters. The EA fails
to analyze whether dam failure would disproportionally put low‐income or minority communities at risk. Even if low income
and minority communities are not disproportionately affected, the project still has significant and controversial effects on the
quality of the human environment because people will lose their homes, their water supplies, and their roads. Additionally,
taxpayers will bear the burden of all of the needed infrastructure changes.
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676

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Comment
The two created lakes will provide opportunities for lake‐based developments and recreation that will depend on the
maintenance of adequate water levels in the proposed lakes, increasing stakeholder pressures on water usage and control
within the Pascagoula Basin.
Drought and large‐scale flooding events are projected to increase in frequency in the Pascagoula River Basin region. The
proposed lakes project does not address how managing downstream drought via large‐scale draw‐down of lake levels will
negatively impact future businesses, residents, recreators, and ecosystems surrounding the two lakes. Also, does the lake
footprint plan take into consideration large‐scale flooding events that may negatively influence development around the lakes?
There are numerous examples of how reservoir‐based stakeholders put pressures on the management of dam operations,
often resulting in decisions that positively reward reservoir stakeholders and negatively impact downstream people ,
businesses, and ecosystems. For example, in Wisconsin I am familiar with heated debate on the operation of the Rest Lake
Dam and water levels within the Manitowish Lake flowage system and a Wisconsin Supreme Court Case on the management
of water levels on the Lake Koshkonong reservoir by the lndianford Dam on the Rock River. I urge the USACE to review similar
cases concerning reservoir management of downstream water levels.

677

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Designation of the Pascagoula River as the longest "free‐flowing" river in the lower forty‐eight States is utilized as a major
tourism asset in marketing efforts and a reduction in the area that is considered "free‐flowing" may jeopardize economic
development efforts; and the City of Pascagoula is located downstream from the proposed project and may suffer
environmental and economic harm from the project due to the aforementioned.

678

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

This drought resiliency project cannot work with a real estate/recreation component planned but not included in this permit
application. And yet that is exactly what this permit will enable unless one of two things happens. 1. Reject the permit precisely
because real estate development and recreation can't co‐exist with lakes that are meant to be drained during dry times. 2.
Eliminate the possibility of real estate development by requiring that all land within 5000 feet of lake shorelines be purchased
for protection of habitat, including creating fire‐adapted longleaf and slash pine where suitable, wetlands, and wet woods
which can be added to the Pascagoula Game Management Area nearby, and which will ensure that at any time the water is
needed by the Pascagoula it will be drained for that purpose without any property owner stopping it in order to preserve water
under piers, boats, or shorelines close to homes.
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679

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

If all the land around these lakes is not set aside, if the land is turned into real estate subdivisions and golf courses, all
demanding water drawn from the aquifer and possibly even some for lawn watering drawn from the lakes themselves, there is
no way water will be willingly spent sending flow to the Pascagoula as promised in this permit. I hope the Army Corps of
Engineers understands that the DEQ is a political entity that will not defy tax‐paying lakeside property owners when they
demand that the flow promised to the Pascagoula be cut off to maintain lake levels. What penalty, what prison term will any
DEQ official or employee suffer if the water is cut off to the Pascagoula in order to protect lake heights in dry times? If the
Army Corps of Engineers can assure us that DEQ officials will pay fines out of their personal assets and/or go to prison when
they stop draining the lake water to the Pascagoula River this might work. However, in that event, what stops the governor
from firing any employee that continues to drain water to the Pascagoula when the rich and influential property owners
complain? What happens to the governor if he demands that the lake levels be kept up to the detriment of flow to the
Pascagoula? The Army Corps of Engineers needs to understand how Mississippi works and how indifferent to the Pascagoula
River most if not all our politicians are. What matters is property taxes, economic development and the two Lakes‐Lake George
and Lake Cumbest (I call the lower lake that which is partly in Jackson County) ‐‐are of interest to our politicians, including the
George County Board of Supervisors in particular, not to protect the flow of the Pascagoula, but rather to increase revenue in
the form of property taxes and sales tax. These lakes will do poorly in both categories (drought resiliency and economic
development) if they are drained down during dry times leaving piers and residences no longer adjacent to reasonably deep
water. Notify George County Supervisors that it is necessary to set aside all lands around these lakes to protect the ability to
drain the lakes without interference, and watch the support for this project disappear because drought resiliency is not the
objective of this project despite the orientation of the permit application entirely in that direction.

680

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The Environmental Assessment, as poor as the biological and geological survey is of this area, indicates that these creeks are
spring fed. The Pascagoula today receives exceptionally clean, clear spring water between rain events through these
exceptional creeks, according to MDEQ assessments. If real estate development results in population growth, numerous
houses built in the area, new roads, new bridges, new ditches, we can expect the springs that feed these creeks to dry up as
they always do when an area is developed on our lower coastal plain. The springs that were running in Gautier, Mississippi,
declined starting in 1927 following a hurricane that eroded the beach front, but only finally stopped in the areas behind the
beach front when the population grew in the 1960s. Also artesian wells ceased to flow in the same time period. The
population went from 500 to 5000 by 1970. This kind of growth can be expected for these lake projects if this permit is
approved but no restrictions on lakeside development are required to ensure these lakes are drought resiliency reservoirs and
not real estate developments.

681

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Numerous re‐workings of roads, culverts, ditches, bridges, and road signs would need to accompany the building of these
Lakes, as would the dams themselves, and the lake's boat launches and parking lots. The disturbance inherent in each of these
infrastructure actions must be taken into account as Environmental Impacts.
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682

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Economic issue for fishers‐
•commercial
•subsistence‐‐‐do issues of environmental justice apply? Are there impacts to vulnerable economic groups, particularly
communities of color? The EIS should address this.

683

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The economics of wells rendered useless by the lakes, and also what it might be worth in dollars and cents, to have natural
free‐flowing streams supplying cool year round water to the Pascagoula River‐ the economics of what we have now but which
will cease when the lakes are built and developed water‐side homes are installed. The springs will certainly cease flowing and
that means that the lakes themselves will be drained constantly to fulfill the drought resiliency mandate of this plan. This is not
as attractive to home buyers as any lake anywhere that has as its purpose to be as full as possible at all times for real estate
and recreation.

684

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I think it is reasonable to show the value of this lake development to the cost of creating it and that cost being $200 million in
all probability; how $200 million compares to real estate property value gains and recreational visitation revenue, but also to
lost revenue from less ecotourist visitation.

685

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Relatively few people will benefit from the proposed lakes whereas many downstream and along the coast would not. There
are a number of current land owners whose properties and/or homes would be flooded; they are understandably
concerned.This project does not provide sufficient Public Benefit to the citizens of Mississippi such that tax payers from other
counties should foot the estimated $80 million cost, which is likely a low ball approximation of an actual final cost.
Specifically, the proposed use of BP oil‐spill money (RESTORE Act) is not appropriate. If approved, the proposed project would
take away dollars better spent on projects that would actually benefit citizens and businesses on the Mississippi Gulf coast.

686

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The cost of homeowners insurance above and below these lakes must be evaluated and compared to future costs of insurance
to future homeowners up and downstream of this project as part of the economic evaluation we need to determine if this
project is economically viable.

687

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

There is pine harvesting in the area of Big and Little Cedar Creek which should be economically assessed and that acreage no
longer harvested should be viewed as a net loss to the economy which compares to any gain in real estate values following
lake creation.

688

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The cost of rebuilding roads should be included as a loss to compare to real estate gains.
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689

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The EIS also should consider indirect or secondary environmental impacts resulting from this project, including but not limited
to future anticipated development near or along the lakes such as roads, utility right‐of‐ways, public access and recreational
opportunities, campgrounds, residential and commercial buildings, parking lots, infrastructure for water, wastewater and
storm water treatment, and other associated needs.

690

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

This letter is being submitted in order to provide my written protest to the above proposed "fake lakes" construction projects. I
believe these efforts by the George County Board of Supervisors to be narrow minded, serving perhaps a few local individuals
or those who apparently are looking to the Federal Government to spend millions of dollars of federal tax revenue for self‐
serving purposes rather than in providing alleged drought resistance protection to the lower Pascagoula Basin. Lessons should
have been learned by now from disastrous politically motivated water projects such as the Tennessee Tombigbee Waterway
Project and the devastation to the Florida Everglades by upper tributary destruction and manipulation. I therefore view the
"fake lake" proposal, if approved and completed, as just another failed project benefiting perhaps only a few local individuals
at best, while creating a natural disaster to the upper and lower Pascagoula River Basin area.

691

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Even absent a formal Cost/Benefit analysis, the financial and environmental cost and consequences of this project need to be
weighed by the public, state and local government officials, the USACE and cooperating agencies. As I note in my EA comment
letter, "Appendix 1 ‐ Matters of Public Policy and the Public Trust Comments by Tom Carlisle", I believe strongly that
proceeding with construction and operation of this project would be bad public policy and a bad bargain. The EIS preparers
and reviewers should reflect on that big picture as they frame the narrative in this EIS. That framing should be without the
bias of the applicant

692

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Ecotourism: EIS must study how dams will impact tourism economy.

693

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

•The Pascagoula River is still a wild river. The EIS must explain the reason for endangering a natural resource to create artificial
ones for short‐term economic gain?
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694

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Increased taxes on property owners in effected area.
Increased traffic in effected area.
undue hardship on property owners who have to relocate.
increased crime and criminal activities because of increased traffic.
increased commercial development in a serine and quite neiborhod.
money could be spent for lot of other projects the county needs instead of recreation development.this is a project for politics
and big money,the rich get richer.
is this project going to use local businesses and local contractorsand independent help.
I am aginst this project and will protest all development unless all property owners who will have to relocate agree to and are
compensated to there complete satisfaction.

695

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

•Cost: EIS must explain who is going to pay for the darns as part of its investigation of economic issues.
This is an $80,000,000 to $200,000,000 project with almost no economic return to the public on investment. It's going to
benefit the private landowners who will acquire waterfront property and it's going to benefit industry. So the EIS must research
how this project will actually benefit the public. Public money will fund it: Congressional money. Water Resources
Development Act (WRDA) funds all Corps projects. Or else BP money.

696

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

First, I would remind all the reviewers to think about this project in terms of "net environmental impact, project cost and
return on investment." It is not adequate to just ask "can this project provide some benefits?" We need to ask if the need for
the project really exists, does the project cause more harm than good, is the financial investment reasonable and will the
benefits actually materialize to a degree that assures a return on the investment?

697

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The scope of this project is alarming and the damage to the Pascagoula River irreversible. The total cost of the project,
including the estimated base cost of $80 million dollars plus mitigation and other costs, should be considered in conjunction
with efforts from Jackson County industries to minimize the impacts of recent droughts. In addition, the economic viability of
the Pat Harrison Waterway should be reviewed as other water parks, should one ever actually be developed in George County,
under their management have not necessarily been successful.
The fact that Jackson County has withdrawn its support of this project should indicate the base of the support for such an
undertaking. Is this project fully funded by George County? Would State Funds (i.e. taxpayers from across the State) be used to
support the project and/or any proposed water park?
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698

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

Section 4. RECOMMENDED PROJECT'S ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS‐In the first paragraph the applicant again tries to persuade
us with extreme verbiage. They say "In considering the Recommended Project's environmental impacts described below, it is
critical to consider the projected environmental and ecological impacts of future droughts and low flows without a proactive
Pascagoula River drought resiliency project. Likewise, unpredictable low flows on the Pascagoula River can undermine current
economic activities and eliminate potential activities from being able to locate in the Pascagoula basin. The projected ominous
ecological and environmental impacts of no action on drought resilience are discussed in Section 9.1." (emphasis added)

699

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The tax revenue needed to maintain and manage lakes in the future should be examined as a part of the economic analysis of
the project.

700

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

I will list the concerns: I do not believe the primary purpose to be Drought Resiliency, but rather a ""play"" to allow
development. The development would of course benefit many individuals, but it would be at the cost of our unspoiled river.
Many of those involved in this project have a reputation of being more concerned with personal gain than the fate of the
environment. I am from Pascagoula and have in contact with the Audubon Society and several of our local environmentalists.
They are completely opposed. After talking to them I am opposed on an environmental level as well.

701

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

A full economic examination of the Pat Harrison Waterway District's (State of Mississippi's) management of its other lake
properties, and all state lakes, should be undertaken to determine if the state can release water from its other Pascagoula
Basin lakes to supplement the river in droughts. Analysis must include what such releases might cost the state or agency in
revenue and public use and whether this is a viable alternative to building a new lake system for water storage. The state
manages much stored water in the Pascagoula Basin as it is and has the authority to manage that water as it sees fit, including
to supplement flows to the Pascagoula if needed to keep river ecology healthy or protect the ability of water withdrawal
permit holders to use water.

702

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

As compensation for the loss of that water I am asking that the Army Corps of Engineers, the George County Board of
Supervisors, and the Pat Harrison Waterway District pay me $5,000.00 each per year forever for taking my rightful water and
illegally using it for their own purpose.
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703

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

significant public and private dollars have been invested to protect the Pascagoula Basin and secure public access to the Upper
and Lower Pascagoula Wildlife Management Areas . These financial interests cannot be overlooked by this proposed EIS. GIC
opposes the proposed project because there is a growing and thriving ecotourism industry that depends on the Pascagoula
forever flowing free. If the project is allowed to proceed, these lakes will destroy the natural stream flows from two vital
tributaries of the Pascagoula, and will alter and decimate the river and the aquatic life that depends on its flowing free. No BP
funds should be used to further this project ‐ those funds are not Monopoly Money, they are real dollars meant to be used to
offset the negative impacts of the oil and dispersant disaster. This river‐damming project does exactly the opposite ‐ it
produces more negative impacts than positive results . This EIS should carefully consider and address these issues. This project
seriously jeopardizes millions of dollars in Deepwater Horizon restoration investments targeted for the Pascagoula and
Mississippi Sound watersheds by state and federal decision‐makers. The EIS should examine how this proposal may jeopardize
multi‐million dollar restoration efforts linked to the 2010 Deepwater Horizon (DWH) oil disaster that are underway in the
Pascagoula River and its watershed, as well as downstream in Mississippi Sound. Again, all cumulative and secondary direct
and indirect impacts of this proposed project should be included in the EIS.

704

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

The EIS contractors should state in the draft EIS that it is not appropriate to allocate any BP restoration funds to build lakes on
Big Cedar Creek when doing so can have a detrimental effect on restoration projects supported by the same source of funds
and already approved or underway. The "free flowing" label that the Pascagoula has been given is used to market the river as
an eco‐tourism destination. Outdoor or nature enthusiasts from around the country are attracted to the river. There are two
river tour companies that take guests on boat tours of the river. The recently opened Pascagoula River Audubon Center at
Moss Point is a tourist destination for nature tourists, birdwatchers and others. Allowing dams to be built on the lower
tributaries of the Pascagoula would be a threat to the existing tourism industry and to opportunities for its future growth. In
the economic analysis of these lakes, the trade or commercial value that accrues to the river and its tourism industry due to its
"free flowing" reputation and the associated marketing use of this status must be examined by Corps economists.

705

Socioeconomics &
Environmental
Justice

We need no fake lakes. Letters sent out to residents to release land now.

706

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

In response to your request for information dated September 4, 2015, we have searched our database for occurrences of state
or federally listed species and species of special concern that occur within 2 miles of the site of the proposed project. Please
find our concerns and recommendations below.
The following species of concern may occur within 2 mies of the proposed project area
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Comment
Potential impacts to species and communities: Effects on biota due to aforementioned factors. For example, the Pearl Darter
Percina aurora is a Candidate species in Mississippi, the Freckled Darter Percina lenticula is the world's largest species of darter
and both reside in this system Ross 2001). The Alabama Shad, Alosa alabamae, is a NOAA Fisheries Species of Concern (Mickle
et al. 2010) and habitat degradation and barriers to migration are considered contributing factors to range contraction that has
left just the Pascagoula River drainage population in Mississippi. A Pascagoula endemic topminnow (Fundulidae), in the process
of formal species description, is only known to occur in two creeks in Mississippi, one of which is Big Cedar Creek. Finally, there
have been 33 species of freshwater mussels (Unionidae) reported from the Pascagoula River Basin (Jones et al. 2005). Of these
33, 24.2 % have federally Threatened (T) or Species of Special Concern (SC) status and are either state Critically Threatened (s1)
or various other state status levels (Jones et al. (2005).
However, other federally SC species (66.7%) have state status. Finally, 9.1% of these 33 species have an unknown status.
Potential impacts that disrupt habitat connectivity of threatened and endangered species:
Eighty‐five percent of all sturgeon species on Earth are at risk of extinction (IUCN 20 I 0) due to historical overfishing and
human development (e.g. dams; Smith 1985, Cooke et al. 2012). These impacts are problematic to the recovery of sturgeons,
many of which do not spawn annually and are long lived (Nelson et al. 2013). In the USA, the Gulf sturgeon Acipenser
oxyrinchus desotoi is a federally listed threatened species (Smith and Tillman 1991), and many of the river, bay, and nearshore
areas, including the Pascagoula River and estuary, are considered critical habitat supporting spawning, in‐river holding, or
feeding activities (Knowles and Manson 2003).
One vitally important issue for survival and ultimate recovery of Gulf Sturgeon is maintaining natural discharge and timing of
discharge of the Pascagoula River as fall environmental cues of decreasing day length, decreasing water temperature and
increases in river discharge prompt the initiation of adult Gulf Sturgeon movement from holding areas to locations downriver
(Heise et al. 2004, 2005). Grammer et al. (2015) recently found that relative changes in barometric pressure, time of day, and
water temperature were cues for small‐scale Gulf Sturgeon movements during fall outmigration in the summer staging area of
the Pascagoula River.
The identification of the environmental drivers that are associated with GuIf Sturgeon movement is particularly important if
these known staging areas (saline transition zones) annually change spatially with variable rainfall, water withdrawals and
reduced water flow and are used by Gulf Sturgeon making osmotic adjustments while moving downriver (Grammer et al.
2015).

708

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The Pascagoula River is a spiritual and serene place untouched by industry and development. In 2009 the Pascagoula River was
named as one of America's most endangered rivers by American Rivers. It's the home to several endangered species, and this
project would completely wipe those endangered species from the face of the planet and run the risk of harming several other
unique species by pushing this project through without further study. Why taint the last refuge?
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709

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

Portions of this project site are located in priority and suitable habitat for the federally threatened and state endangered
Gopher Tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus). There are also documented occurrences of gopher tortoises near the proposed
project site. Therefore, we recommend that gopher tortoise burrow surveys be conducted within twenty feet of the project
site (particularly in well‐drained sandy substrates). If tortoise burrows are found, the following individuals should be
contacted: Kathy Shelton (kathys@mdwfp.state.ms.us) with the MS Dept. of Wildlife, Fisheries, & Parks and Matt Hinderliter
(601‐321‐1132) of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Also, should the project be permitted, assurance should be obtained by
the applicant from fill providers that sand source sites do not currently provide habitat for the federally threatened, state
endangered gopher tortoise.

710

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

Will there be surveys conducted for the other four species of federal concern and two additional species of state concern?

711

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

Impacts to aquatic and terrestrial habitats and listed species are insufficiently described.

712

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

Of all the species that the project can possibly affect, surveys have only been conducted for one: Gopher tortoise.
Consultations with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the Natural Heritage Program at the Museum of Natural
Science (MDWFP), EA p. 67, directed the sponsors/ applicants to five species of federal concern, and two additional species of
state concern that may be residents in the water or the land areas in the footprint of the lakes. The museum staff
recommended that investigations be conducted into how fish species of special concern use Big Cedar Creek. For instance, the
confluence of Big Cedar Creek with the Pascagoula River has been identified through field investigations as a cool water refuge
area actively used by adult Striped bass'. Also the Pascagoula River in Jackson and George Counties is designated critical habitat
for the Gulf sturgeon. Changes to the physical or biological aspects of the Pascagoula River from projects like this dam receive a
heightened level of review from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and from state regulators at MDEQ, MDMR and MDWF&P
due to this special status. Sturgeon use cool spots in the river as thermal refuges no less than Striped bass. The changes to
water quality characteristics such as temperature, flow, sediment load and nutrients in the lower section and particularly at the
mouth of Big Cedar Creek if two dams and lakes are built, merits much more investigation than the applicants have shown so
far.
In addition, there are numerous federally listed species in the project area that may be adversely affected by the project
Hydrologic alteration, including the fragmentation of rivers and streams and alteration of flows from the creation of darns and
impoundments, has been found to contribute to the decline or extirpation of many imperiled species and should be fully
evaluated. The EPA recommends that the applicant coordinate with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to assess potential
impacts to threatened and endangered species.
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713

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

Additionally, we have reviewed the Environmental Assessment (EA) completed by Pickering Engineering and take issue with the
description of possible impacts on species and habitats of concern. A project with a footprint as large as this will have
considerable impacts on the wildlife and associated habitats of the region. According to the EA, only one species was surveyed
despite the US Fish and Wildlife Service and Natural Heritage Program of the Mississippi Department of Wildlife, Fisheries and
Parks identifying five species of federal concern and two additional species of state concern.

714

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

It is our opinion that more extensive research must be performed, including a complete and full Environmental Impact
Statement, followed by full and formal public hearings. These actions are necessitated for many reasons, including:
‐The need for a full review of the impact of the project on Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants. While the
preliminary review noted that the endangered Gopher Tortoise was identified within the footprint of the project, it is
reasonable to require more complete consideration and analysis of the projected impact to other endangered species known
to live in the area and to the endangered fish species who live in the critical habitat of the Pascagoula Watershed.

715

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

In addition, there are numerous federally listed species in the project area that may be adversely affected by the project.
Hydrologic alteration, including the fragmentation of river and streams from the creation of dams and impoundments, has
been found to contribute to the decline or extirpation of many imperiled species and should be fully evaluated. The EPA
recommends that the applicant coordinate with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to assess potential impacts to threatened and
endangered species.

716

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The Pascagoula River, and its flood plains, riparian zone, and watershed, provide habitat for around 150 fish and more than
325 bird species, as well as many other native species. Many of the species are rare or protected by federal and state law,
including the Gulf sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi), Pearl darter (Percina aurora), Iron color shiner (Notropis
cha/ybaeus), Louisiana black bear (Ursus americanus luteolus), saltmarsh topminnow (Fundulus jenkinsi), speckled burrowing
crayfish (Fallicambarus danielae), dusky gopher frog (Rana sevosa), gopher tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus), Alabama Red‐
bellied turtle (Pseudemys a/abame nsis), yellow‐ blotched sawback turtle (Graptemys flavimaculata), Pascagoula map turtle
(Graptemys gibbonsi), Alabama map turtle (Graptemys pu/chra), Alligator snapping turtle (Macrochelys temminckii), western
chicken turtle (Deirochelys reticularia miaria), black knobbed map turtle (Graptemys nigrinoda), black pine snake (Pituophis
melanoleucus lodingi), eastern diamondback rattlesnake (Crotalus adamanteus), southern hognose snake (Heterodon
simus), Mississippi sandhill crane (Grus Canadensis pulla), wood stork (Mycteria Americana), piping plover (Charadrius
melodus), and red knot (Calidris canutus rufa ).
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717

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

Important populations of federal and state imperiled species occur in the Pascagoula River basin. These include the Gulf
Sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrhychus), Alabama Shad (Alosa alabamae), and Pearl Darter (Percina aurora), a candidate species for
federal listing. There is also an undescribed species of topminnow (Fundulus spp.) that occurs in only two tributaries of the
Pascagoula River, including one of the systems to be impounded if the project is completed.

718

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The EIS needs to look at habitat destruction.
•Some of the species that could be harmed by the damming project:
Animals
•Gulf Sturgeon (endangered)
•Louisana black bear (endangered)
•Gopher tortoise (endangered)
•Red‐cockaded woodpecker (endangered)

719

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

Due to the likely impacts to threatened and endangered species, formal consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and
the National Marine Fisheries Service is required pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (ESA). 16 U.S.C. 1536.

720

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

Examples of threatened and endangered terrestrial species impacted through the direct loss of habitat include the Gopher
Tortoise and Dusky Gopher Frog that are known to exist in the immediate area of this project. Examples of aquatic species
impacted include the Yellow‐blotched Map Turtle that lives within these streams and the Gulf Sturgeon that as adults may use
these areas as resting areas during migration up or downstream and/or as juveniles as feeding areas.

721

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

Further, the arguments using papers from my lab on the Saltmarsh Topminnow are not correct as outlined in the appendix I.
Reducing water from the mains stem natural flow dynamics will, over time, cause salinity to move upriver, and again, over
time, cause habitat to change which are vital to survival to this species. See the attached Wu et al. 2015 paper which deals with
reduced water in the Pascagoula River and its shift in vital habitat.

Besides our publications on the GS, I have some unpublished acoustic data from a receiver just immediately south of the creeks
terminus with the main stem showing GS are near there and a few further receivers north of that site showing the same. We
do not know if they use the creek as a nursery but that really needs to be evaluated before it is totally destroyed as once that
happens it will effect recovery of this federally designated species.
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722

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

There will significant foreseeable impacts to threatened and endangered species, species of state concern and common
species, resident and migratory, in the footprint of the two lakes, the dams and to tail water sections of Big Cedar Creek
between the lower dam and the Pascagoula River. These impacts include changes to biological and physical characteristics of
the aquatic habitats for plants, invertebrates, fish, turtles, mammals and birds. These include the Gopher tortoise, Gulf
sturgeon, Yellow‐blotched map turtle and Dusky Gopher Frog. Please conduct the full surveys necessary to characterize these
impacts. There will be significant foreseeable impacts to the thermal refuge for striped bass identified at the mouth of Big
Cedar Creek identified by research between 1997 and 1999 and published in 2000 in the Journal of the Mississippi Academy of
Sciences. Please identify and model these impacts with best available science

723

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

Please find out what native species and habitats will be affected. Particularly, study any effect on the sturgeon and gopher
tortoises.

724

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The construction of the proposed lakes could have significant negative impacts on the fish, wildlife, and bird communities that
reside within the designated footprint of the project as well as those downstream and/or upstream within the river's
watershed. Any alteration in the physical aspects of this system can produce changes to the biological communities and their
habitats including several threatened and endangered species like the Gulf sturgeon. Additionally, the area of the proposed
lakes is considered a critical area for stopover of migratory birds and the loss of these forested areas should be characterized.

725

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The Corps must initiate the Section 7 consultation process by determining whether the proposed Project likely to adversely
affect any listed species, or adversely modify or destroy a listed species' designated critical habitat. As requested by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service and other wildlife agencies, the Corps should conduct visual surveys for the red‐cockaded woodpecker
(Picoides borealis), yellow‐blotched map turtle (Graptemys flavimaculata), dusky gopher frog (Rana sevosa), Gulf sturgeon
(Acipenser oxyreinchus desotoi), pearl darter (Percina aurora), Alabama shad (Alosa alabamae), saltmarsh topminnow
(Fundulus jenkinsi), and Louisiana quillwort (Isoetes louisianensis).

726

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

Impacts to aquatic and terrestrial Habitats and Species of Special Concern are insufficiently described.
Of all the species that the project can possibly affect, surveys have only been conducted for one: Gopher tortoise.
Consultations with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the Natural Heritage Program at the Museum of Natural
Science (MDWFP), (EA p. 67), directed the sponsors/applicants to five species of federal concern, and two additional species of
state concern.
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727

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

I know that Threatened and Endangered species including the Gopher tortoise, Gulf sturgeon, Yellow‐blotched map turtle and
Dusky Gopher Frog have been addressed by others in their comments so I will only add a few comments beyond my EA
comment letter.

728

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) species recovery team leaders (be they state or federal employees) should be
directly queried as to the status of and risks to the proposed for listing, threatened and endangered species in the Pascagoula
River system and their response should be incorporated into the EIS. They have a duty to contribute their knowledge to the
EIS process.

729

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

Specifically, the Alabama shad was proposed for listing but was not listed in a recent decision published by the USFWS. Still,
that notice identifies the Pascagoula River as important habitat for Alabama shad. The notice can be found here:
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2017/0I/12/2017‐
00372/endang ered‐and ‐threatened‐wil dlife‐and‐plants‐notice‐of‐ I 2‐month‐find ing‐ on‐a‐petition‐to‐list and on the
enclosed CD as the file " Alabama_Shad_ESA _201 7‐ 00372_ Web‐version.pdf'
In particular the notice and report says:
"The Leaf and Pascagoula Rivers contain the highest populations of Alabama shad within this system due to their un‐
impounded waters and variety of habitats, with a smaller Alabama shad population in the Chickasawhay River (Mickle et
al.2010, Mickle 201O)."
This emphasizes the importance of the free flowing Pascagoula versus other Gulf of Mexico tributaries described in the Federal
Register notice and report.

730

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

Sec on 4.2.2. Biological Resources ‐The applicant oﬀers some specula ve benefits to threatened and endangered species in
this section but the benefits are so speculative that they shouId not be weighted heavily if at all. Particularly since the applicant
has not yet convincingly modelled the drought resilience discharges based on the lakes actual hydrogeology. Additionally:
With respect to Gulf Sturgeon and other T&E species they say "However, there are important gaps in our knowledge
regarding each of these species. First, the negative impacts from low flows and the potential positive impacts from augmented
flows are only speculative (though documented for the Gulf sturgeon). And second, while a new impoundment will certainly
impede fish passage there is little to no data describing how, or if. These species actually use Big or Little Cedar Creeks.
Additional data would be required to better understand how these and other fishes utilize the river and tributaries and their
specific habitat requirements, including flow regimes in the Pascagoula River. Recognizing the that the Project's primary
Purpose and Need is drought resiliency, it is feasible to factor beneficial impacts to T&E fish species into the Project's
operational parameters." In other words "It may be feasible but it is unproven."
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731

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The Service considers the "action area" for this project to include all areas that will be affected directly or indirectly by the
action and not merely the immediate footprint of the lakes.

732

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The Pascagoula River is also home to an undescribed species of topminnow (Fundulus sp.) that only occurs in two tributaries to
the Pascagoula River, including one of the two tributaries that would be impounded. This species would also need to be
emergency listed under the ESA if construction moves forward.

733

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

Sturgeon‐fish older than the dinosaurs‐swim the unfettered length of its waterways to spawn as far north as Hattiesburg.
Natural fires bum in its wet pine savannas, as they have for eons, and give rise to some of the most diverse populations of
plants in North America. For example, the federally endangered dusky gopher frog (Rana sevosa) requires relatively shallow,
ephemeral ponds that contain both emergent and submergent vegetation (Amphibia Web). If the proposed project
submerges ephemeral wetlands and converts them into permanent wetlands, these habitats will no longer benefit species like
the dusky gopher frog. Thus, although the environmental assessment claims the roughly 2,868 acres in the lake footprints
"would not be sacrificed" but rather "transformed into lake‐based wetlands and habitats," it fails to recognize that a change in
wetland quality and type is a sacrifice to the species that rely on the specific qualities the original landscape offered. The
environmental impact statement should not discount the ecological impacts of "transforming" one type of habitat into another
type.

734

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The analysis mentioned that the only endangered species located within the footprint is the gopher turtle. Although this may
be true, the gopher turtle habitat in the nearby area has been improved in the last decade to support a larger gopher
population thereby mitigating any perceived negative impact on the turtle. In fact, various nearby habitat outside of the
footprint has been observed to contain a population density avg of 1 gopher per 2 acres. The lake will not negatively effect the
turtle.
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Comment
The following federally protected species and candidates for federal protection occur in Jackson and George Counties, where
the proposed artificial lakes are slated to be constructed:
Federally protected and petitioned species in Jackson and George Counties
Alabama hickorynut (Obovaria unicolor) ‐ Under Review
Alabama map turtle (Graptemys pulchra) ‐ Under Review
Alabama red‐belly turtle (Pseudemys alabamensis) ‐ Endangered
Alligator snapping turtle (Macrochelys temminckii) ‐ Under Review
Atlantic sturgeon (Gulf subspecies) (Acipenser oxyrinchus (=oxyrhynchus) desotoi) ‐ Threatened
Alabama shad (Alosa alabamae) ‐ Under Review
Black pine snake (Pituophis melanoleucus lodingi) ‐ Threatened
Black‐knobbed map turtle (Graptemys nigrinoda) ‐Under Review
Delicate spike (Elliptio area) ‐ Under Review
Dusky gopher frog (Rana sevosa) ‐Endangered
Eastern diamondback rattlesnake (Crotalus adamanteus) ‐ Under Review
Gopher tortoise (Gopherus Polyphemus) ‐ Threatened
Green sea turtle (Chelonia mydas) ‐ Threatened
Hawksbill sea turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata) ‐ Endangered
Kemp's ridley sea turtle (Lepidochelys kempii) ‐ Endangered
Leatherback sea turtle (Dermochelys coriacea) ‐ Endangered
Loggerhead sea turtle (Caretta carella) ‐ Threatened
Louisiana quillwort (Isoetes louisianensis) ‐ Endangered
Mississippi sandhill crane (Grus canadensis pulla) ‐ Endangered
Pascagoula map turtle (Graptemys gibbonsi) ‐ Under Review
Pearl darter (Percina aurora) ‐ Proposed Threatened
Piping plover (Charadrius melodus) ‐ Endangered
Rayed creekshell (Anodontoides radiatus) ‐ Under Review
Red knot (Calidris canutus rufa) ‐ Threatened
Red‐cockaded woodpecker (Picoides borealis) ‐ Endangered
Saltmarsh topminnow (Fundulus jenkinsi) ‐ Under Review
Smalltooth sawfish (Pristis pectinata) ‐ Endangered
Southern hognose snake (Heterodon simus) ‐ Under Review
Speckled burrowing crayfish (Fallicambarus danielae) ‐ Under Review
West Indian manatee (Trichechus manatus) ‐ Endangered
Western chicken turtle (Deirochelys re cularia miaria) ‐ Under Review
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Wood stork (Mycteria americana) ‐ Threatened
Yellow‐blotched map turtle (Graptemys flavimaculata) ‐ Threatened

736

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The Pascagoula River is the last un‐impounded river basin in the United States. As a result, the free‐flowing river is home to a
relatively intact and diverse fish community. Most importantly, several federal and state imperiled species occur in the basin,
including, but not limited to the Gulf Sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi) and Alabama Shad (Alosa alabamae). In
addition, it is the only river basin known to harbor the Pearl Darter (Percina aurora), a candidate species for federal listing.
Also, the Pascagoula River contains an undescribed species of topminnow (Fundulus sp.) that only occurs in two tributaries to
the Pascagoula River, including, one of the two tributaries that will be impounded if this project moves forward.
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The Corps should analyze the Project's impacts on the federally threatened Gulf sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus
(=oxyrhynchus) desotoi) and its estuarine habitat. The Gulf sturgeon was listed as threatened under the Endangered Species
Act in 1991. The Pascagoula and Pearl Rivers support relatively small but critically important Gulf Sturgeon populations,
estimated to range between 50 and 350 mature sturgeon. The Environmental Assessment concedes that "[n]egative impacts
from low flows and the potential positive impacts from augmented flows are only speculative," though documented for the
Gulf sturgeon. Indeed, the Gulf sturgeon occupies the Pascagoula estuary and is sensitive to reduced water flow (Peterson et
al. 2016, entire; Grammer et al. 2015, entire; Peterson et al. 2013, entire; Havrylkoff et al. 2012, entire). Havrylkoff et al.
(2013) assessed the seasonal usage of the lower Pascagoula River estuary and noted that "[t]he Pascagoula watershed likely
offers the greatest possibility for the survival of the Gulf sturgeon." Peterson et al. (2016) cautions that "developmental
projects that reduce water flow should be avoided as flow patterns are primary selective pressures (drivers) to the evolution of
many life history strategies" for species like the Gulf sturgeon. The environmental impact statement must analyze how the
impoundments on the Big Cedar and Little Cedar Creeks will affect the Gulf sturgeon when they permanently alter flow to the
Pascagoula River and Pascagoula Estuary. The Corps should also determine whether changes in flow caused by impounding the
Big and Little Cedar Creeks will adversely modify coastal critical habitat for the species by altering the quality or quantity of
freshwater that meets the Gulf.
Claims that impoundments are beneficial to aquatic species like the Gulf sturgeon, as presented in a report authored by
Pote et al. (2015) titled "Utilizing Impounded Waters to Enhance Critical Habitat for Endangered Species on the Pascagoula
River" (located at Appendix J to the Environmental Assessment) are unreliable and misleading. First, this report does not
appear to be independently peer‐reviewed. Second, the study arbitrarily chose a flow‐rate that was positively correlated with
Gulf sturgeon spawning in the Suwannee River in Florida as a surrogate for suitable flows for the sturgeon in the Pascagoula
River, without strong justification for why such an extrapolation was appropriate (See Pote et al. 2015 at 3). Furthermore, the
information about the species, including the Alabama shad and Pearl darter, in Appendix I to Pote et al. (2015) is outdated (Dr.
Jake Schaefer, pers. comm.). Even still, the very same literature included in the appendix to the study indicates that dams are
detrimental to endangered and threatened aquatic species (Pote et al. at 14, 15). For example, the information in the appendix
links recruitment failure for the white sturgeon in the Kooteni River, British Columbia, to a dam, which altered water
temperature, flow, habitat availability, and water quality in the reservoirs (Pote et al. 2015 at 14). It also notes that water
withdrawals, dredging and filling, and flow alterations threaten the Gulf sturgeon, Alabama shad, and salt marsh topminnow
(Pote et al. 2015 at 15‐17). For all these reasons, the findings in Pote et al. (2015) do not reliably show that use of
impoundments help endangered species.
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738

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The Corps must also analyze the specific impacts to the federally threatened yellow‐blotched map turtle (Graptemys
flavimaculata), a species that is endemic to the Pascagoula River system. The turtle was listed as threatened under the ESA in
1991, in large part due to habitat destruction and modification caused by flood control structures, including dams. The IUCN
identifies the yellow‐blotched map turtle as a species of long‐term concern due to declining populations in the Pascagoula
River system due in large part to habitat degradation and pollution (van Dijk 2011). It specifically notes that reservoir
construction and operation in the Pascagoula basin has changed the river characteristics and affected flow patterns and
water quality (van Dijk 2011 ). Selman and Qualls (2009) noted that "[o]f particularly concern [for yellow‐blotched map turtles]
are decisions that involve watersheds that are impacted due to anthropogenic modifications (e.g., impoundments, channel
alteration, poor riparian zone management) and the potential negative effects they may have on aquatic communities." The
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's 1993 recovery plan for the yellow‐blotched map turtle lists sedimentation due to stream
modifications, including four reservoirs and two proposed reservoirs in the Pascagoula watershed, as a reason for the
decline and a continuing threat to the species (Jones 1993). It states, "[T]he entire Pascagoula River and [its] watershed[ ]
should receive special attention relative to actions that may adversely affect the yellow‐blotched map turtle" (Jones 1993).
Although the yellow‐ blotched map turtle does not have designated critical habitat, the Corps must still consider habitat
degradation and destruction because it could lead to take of turtles in the form of harm or harassment by disrupting their
natural feeding, breeding, nesting, and sheltering behaviors or ultimately leading to their deaths. Of special concern is the
project's impact on sediment flow, which could destroy suitable nesting bars for the turtle.

739

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

Impacts to the Alabama red‐belly turtle (Pseudemys alabamensis) should also be considered during Section 7 consultation.
The Alabama red‐belly turtle was listed as endangered in 1987. The turtle is an Alabama and Mississippi endemic, which can
be found in the Pascagoula River and the Back Bay of Biloxi watersheds in Harrison and Jackson counties, Mississippi (Leary
et al. 2008 at 019.4). The Alabama red‐belly turtle is particularly vulnerable to human‐caused habitat alteration in
Mississippi because it has a narrow distribution in only two counties (Leary et al. 2008 at 019.6).

740

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The dusky gopher frog (Rana sevosa), also known as the Mississippi gopher frog, was listed as endangered in 2001, and
received designated critical habitat in June 2012 in Louisiana and Mississippi, including an area in southern Jackson County. The
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (JCUN) considers the dusky gopher frog to be critically endangered.
(Hammerson et al. 2004). The greatest threats to the dusky gopher frog include population isolation, urbanization, disease,
and habitat destruction (Hammerson et al. 2004). The frogs prefer longleaf pine forest upland habitat with isolated
temporary wetlands for breeding (Hammerson et al. 2004). Human land uses that disturb soil and natural hydrology,
including silviculture and development, have impacted gopher frogs (Hammerson et al. 2004). The Corps must analyze the
project's impacts to the dusky gopher frog and its critical habitat through Endangered Species Act Section 7 consultation and
in the environmental impact statement.
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741

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The Pearl darter (Percina aurora), a proposed threatened species, is still found in the larger tributaries of the Pascagoula River,
including Okatoma Creek, Black Creek, and Bouie River. The alteration of natural flow regimes and river geomorphology are
linked to reductions in range and threats to the species. A more recent sample was taken in 2016, which could reveal the
species is in other medium‐sized tributaries like the Big and Little Cedar Creeks (Dr. Jake Schaefer, pers. comm.). A decline in
pearl darters in the Pearl River was well‐documented following the installation of flow‐regulating structures (Dr. Jake
Schaefer, pers. comm.; see also Geheber and Piller 2012, entire; Tipton et al. 2004, entire; Gillette et al. 2005, entire). Tipton
et al. (2004) documents a negative relationship between the amount of change in bar area and darter abundance, which is
indicative of potential future threats in the Pascagoula River.

742

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The black pine snake (Pituophis melanoleucus lodingi) was listed as threatened under the Endangered Species Act in October
2015, after waiting 33 years for protection on the candidate list. They live in upland, open longleaf pine forests with sandy, well‐
drained soils and dense grassy or herbaceous groundcover. Though they are known historically from one parish in Louisiana, 14
counties in Mississippi, and three counties in Alabama, their range is now reduced (NatureServe 2015). They are now thought
to be extirpated in Louisiana and two counties in Mississippi (Lauderdale and Walthall) (NatureServe 2015). There are no
recent records from Greene, Jackson, and Lamar counties in Mississippi, and the distribution of remaining populations is highly
fragmented and restricted (NatureServe 2015). This range restriction is highly correlated to loss of longleaf pine forests in the
southeast United States (NatureServe 2015). This habitat has been eliminated through land use conversions including urban
development, agriculture, and pine plantations (NatureServe 2015). Networks of roads associated with development
contribute to snake declines through genetic isolation, fragmentation, and road kills (NatureServe 2015). Any longleaf pine
uplands flooded by the proposed project would contribute to this species decline by further limiting and fragmenting longleaf
pine habitat. Thus, the Corps must consider potential impacts to this species in the environmental impact statement and
through Endangered Species Act Section 7 consultation.
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743

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The gopher tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus) was listed as threatened in the eastern portion of its range (Louisiana, Mississippi,
and Alabama, west of Mobile and Tombigbee Rivers) in 1987.The gopher tortoise can occupy a wide range of upland habitat
types, however they are most likely to be found in places with well‐drained, sandy soils, open canopy, and an abundance of
herbaceous groundcover (USFWS 1990 at 2). Traditional habitats of turtles in Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi are natural
xeric communities, mostly of the longleaf‐pine‐scrub oak type, located on sand ridges (USFWS 1990 at 2). They can be found in
both Jackson and George counties (USFWS 1990 at 4).
Gopher tortoises may be best known for digging deep, elaborate burrows that provide refuge from extreme weather and
predators (NatureServe 2015). These burrows are essential to the survival of individual tortoises and the populations to which
they belong because of their key roles as shelters and nesting sites (NatureServe 2015). Tortoises have been documented using
between two and seven burrows per active season, depending on the sex and location of the tortoise (NatureServe 2015).
These burrows also offer refuge to hundreds of other species, called "burrow associates," including the gopher frog and
eastern diamondback rattlesnake (NatureServe 2015).
The most serious threats to gopher tortoises are habitat destruction, degradation, and fragmentation caused by land
development and poor forest management (Enge et al. 2006 at 4). Agriculture and urban development destroy and
degrade suitable habitat for gopher tortoises (Enge et al. 2006 at 4). Even when tortoises are not fully ejected from land,
habitat fragmentation caused by surrounding development and roads leads to increased road mortality and genetic isolation of
populations (Enge et al. 2006 at 4).

744

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The wood stork (Mycteria Americana) was listed as endangered in 1984, and then reclassified as threatened in 2014, largely
due to successful recovery efforts in Georgia. It is the only species of stork that is "regularly occurring in the United States"
(USFWS 1997).
Both freshwater and estuarine wetland ecosystems may serve as suitable wood stork habitat (USFWS 1997 at 3). They nest in a
variety of trees, depending on what is available, including cypress, black gum, southern willow, red mangrove, prickly pear
cactus, Brazilian pepper, and Australian pine (USFWS 1997 at 3). For foraging, it is critical that the storks have access to
shallow, open water (USFWS 1997 at 4). The bird forages using tact location, a process where it wades through the water with
its beak submerged and clamps down on prey, usually small fish, when they come in contact with its beak (USFWS 1997 at 4).
Storks require shallow waters to wade in and fairly dense stocks of fish to support a colony's feeding habits (USFWS 1997 at 4).
Storks' needs are somewhat less specific when it comes to roosting trees; although they look for similar sites as those used for
nesting, they will roost in a greater variety of trees depending on the availability of food (USFWS 1997 at 4).
The greatest threats to the wood stork's existence are the loss of adequate habitat for feeding, changes in water levels and
hydrology (habitat modification), lack of nesting habitat, "human disturbance," and loss resulting from the adverse effects of
pesticide and chemical contamination (USFWS 1997 at 10‐12). As wetlands are drained or inundated the stork's habitat is
irreversibly destroyed. Because of the stork's specific foraging and nesting needs, changes in hydrology resulting from
developmental impacts, both direct and indirect, can have a major effect on the species' ability to survive in a given area.
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745

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

If the Corps finds that federally listed species may be affected by the Project, it must then engage in formal consultation to
ensure the Project will not jeopardize any listed species or modify any critical habitat.

746

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

Because the proposed project will likely impact threatened and endangered species, and their designated critical habitat,
formal consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service is required under
Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (ESA). Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act requires the Corp to consult with
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries Service to ensure the Project is not likely to jeopardize the
continued existence of any endangered species or threatened species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of
habitat of such species. To jeopardize the continued existence of the species is to engage in an activity that either, "directly or
indirectly reduces appreciably the likelihood of both the survival and recovery of a listed species in the wild by reducing the
reproduction, numbers, or distribution of that species."
To fulfill its obligation under Section 7, the Corps must review its actions to determine whether they "may affect" an
endangered or threatened species. An agency may first initiate "informal consultation" to determine whether an action is likely
to adversely affect a listed species or its critical habitat. If the agency determines with concurrence by the Service, that the
action is not likely to adversely affect listed species “the process is terminated. If, however, the service does not agree with the
agency' finding or if informal consultation leads to the conclusion that the action 'may affect Iisted species', formal consultation
is required.
Formal consultation begin when the agency submit a written request to the service. This request must include: (1) a
description of the action to be considered; (2) a description of the specific area that may be affected by the action; (3) a
description of any Iisted species or critical habitat that may be affected by the action; (4) a description of the manner in which
the action may affect any listed species or critical habitat and an analysis of any cumulative effects∙ (5) relevant reports,
including any environmental impact statement, environmental assessment, or biological assessment prepared; and (6) any
other relevant available information on the action, the affected listed species, or critical habitat. The agency must provide
the Service with the "best scientific and commercial data available or which can be obtained during the consultation for an
adequate review."
During the formal consultation process, the Service must review all relevant information, evaluate the status of the listed
species, "evaluate the effects of the action and cumulative effects on the listed species," and formulate its biological opinion
of "whether the action, taken together with cumulative effects, is likely to jeopardize the continued existence of listed
species ...." This evaluation must be based on the "best scientific and commercial data available." At the conclusion of the
consultation process, the Service must issue a "biological opinion," which "detail[s] how the agency action affects the species,"
and sets forth the Service's opinion as to whether the action is “Likely to jeopardize" the continued existence of a Listed species.
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747

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The wellbeing of the wildlife and endangered species in the Pascagoula River basin and the quality of the human environment
is of concern to our members, supporters, and staff.

748

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

If we look at the environmental assessment offered in the documents in support of this permit sarcasm prevails, it seems to
me, in the animal inventory offered there. Including loggerhead turtles, other sea turtles, manatees anywhere other than the
mouth of Big Cedar Creek‐no doubt not investigated since outside the project area‐this smacks of sarcasm and a lack of
seriousness about endangered species. The Louisiana Black Bear is a very real possibility for this area, yet it is dismissed with
the same casualness as in mentioning sea turtles. The yellow‐blotched sawback seems to be categorized with the sea turtles
and yet that rare species' relationship to Big Cedar Creek really should be taken seriously. An investigation should be
undertaken to resolve its habitat in the area. And, no mention of the Gulf Coast spiny softshell turtle. Perhaps it is there. This
may not be officially endangered, but it is a species of concern considering its population has crashed over recent decades.We
have Alabama shad and the Alabama red belly turtle mostly known to inhabit the lower river in Jackson County. Although these
species are not expected in Big Cedar Creek, the impact of downstream flow mediation and reduction of extreme droughts
should be investigated as to possible effects on rare species that may be harmed by removing the extremes of droughts and
the withholding of flood waters when the lakes need filling. Not enough is known of these species in the lower Pascagoula to
know if the proposed project could harm these species. The general range of the Alabama Shad does reach well upriver from
the coast. Perhaps this is another species enjoying the thermal refuge endangered by this project at the mouth of Big Cedar
Creek.

749

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The Gulf of Mexico Sturgeon and the native Striped Bass are threatened by this project. A Miss. State Researcher has identified
the mouth of Big Cedar Creek in its natural condition before damming the creek as a "thermal refuge." These cool water
refuges, and there are only a few more than this one in the Pascagoula, are vital for mediating summer time heat on fish that
need cool water. The Striped Bass is singled out in the research but the Gulf of Mexico Sturgeon utilizes the exact same type
habitat.

750

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The impact to the flow of the Pascagoula River and what impact this project would have on the species that inhabit the area.
Will a fairly deep water lake hinder the wildlife in the area? What conflicts of interst may there be? Is there a guarantee that
the water would be released in time that the Pascagoula River needs it? What does a manmade structure have to do with
protection of the natural balance of water flow in the Pascagoula? Look up "Struggle to Govern the Commons" by Dietz,
Ostrom, and Stern. It will help with the process.
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751

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

There are numerous federally listed species in George and Jackson Counties that could be adversely affected by the proposed
project. Species include the Louisiana black bear (Ursus americanus luteolus), black pine snake (Pituophis melanoleucus ssp.
/odingi), gopher tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus), gulf sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus desotoi), Louisiana quillwort (Isoetes
/ouisianensis), dusky gopher frog (Rana sevosa), red‐cockaded woodpecker (Picoides borealis), and yellow‐blotched map turtle
(Graptemys jlavimaculata). In addition, the project could impact the pearl darter (Percina aurora), a candidate species as well
as three crayfish (Angular Dwarf[Cambarellus lesliei], speckled burrowing [Fallicambarus danielae], and spineytail crayfish
[Procambarus fitzpatricki]), one turtle species (Pascagoula'map turtle [Gmptemys gibbonsi]), an insect (yellow‐sided clubtail
[Srylurus potulentus]), and a plant (bog spice bush [Lindera subcoriacea]) that the Service is currently being petitioned to list
under the ESA.

752

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The applicant submitted a biological survey report as part of the permit application. This survey report does not contain
sufficient information for the US Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and Service to determine what impact the proposed project
will have on listed species. Therefore, before any future survey work is conducted, we recommend that the applicant submit a
proposed biological survey protocol to the Service for review and approval. The protocol should describe how and when
surveys will be conducted, what information will be included in the report, the qualifications of surveyors (including any
relevant experience surveying for ESA listed species), as well as the actual areas that will be surveyed.

753

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The applicant submitted an Environmental Assessment (EA) that states one of the purposes of the project is provide critical
habitat (i.e., stream flows) for threatened and endangered species migration, reproduction, and nursery areas, as well as to
maintain biological diversity and richness downstream of the lakes. We request that the applicant provide supporting
documentation that past low flow events have had an adverse impact on listed species and biological diversity and how the
proposed project will mediate such adverse impacts. Based on data presented in the EA, most periodic low flow events have
occurred during fall and winter months, which are times of minimal potential impact to listed animal species present in the
Pascagoula drainage.

754

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The applicant submitted an Environmental Assessment (EA) that states one of the purposes of the project is provide critical
habitat (i.e., stream flows) for threatened and endangered species migration, reproduction, and nursery areas, as well as to
maintain biological diversity and richness downstream of the lakes. We request that the applicant provide supporting
documentation that past low flow events have had an adverse impact on listed species and biological diversity and how the
proposed project will mediate such adverse impacts. Based on data presented in the EA, most periodic low flow events have
occurred during fall and winter months, which are times of minimal potential impact to listed animal species present in the
Pascagoula drainage.
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755

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

In addition, known spawning and nursery areas for the Gulf sturgeon are found well upstream of the confluence of the
Pascagoula River and Big Cedar Creek; therefore, increasing or augmenting flows in the lower reaches of the Pascagoula River
would provide no benefit to upstream Gulf sturgeon spawning and nursery areas.

756

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

What will be done to keep the gopher tortoises breeding grounds protected along the creeks that are supposed to be flooded?

757

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The claim that the project will provide critical habitat for endangered species migration, reproduction, and nursery areas is also
not supported. The analysis of the impacts of the project on endangered species is woefully inadequate and no data are
provided that indicate that imperiled aquatic species would benefit from the project. All of these purported benefits need to be
fleshed out fully in an EIS.

758

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

We have no idea what mussels are there, Mollusks in general. We have no idea what Arthropods are in these creeks. Not far
away extremely rare and unique crayfish are still surviving in the Alabama River system. No one has ever looked for unique
crayfish in these creeks. Fish should also be inventoried, obviously. If there is any habitat for swallow‐tail kites in this vicinity,
we need to know that before the creeks are flooded. Endemic birds should be assessed; all classes of animals and plants.

759

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The proposed project has many listed potential benefits. One of these is to maintain access to spawning habitat for threatened
and endangered anadromous fishes during times of low water levels by increasing flow and depth in the Pascagoula River.
However, most, if not all, of the known spawning areas of these species occur upstream of the Big Cedar Creek confluence with
the Pascagoula River, and, therefore, would receive no benefit if water were released from the lakes.

760

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

I am a fish biologist with Tulane University. I was involved in the taxonomic description of the Pearl Darter, Percina aurora, a
candidate for Federal listing under the Endangered Species Act. I was also involved in status surveys for this species in the
Pascagoula River system.The Pearl Darter has been ex rpated from the Pearl River. The Pascagoula River supports the only
surviving popula on of this species.The species depends cri cally on the free‐flowing lower course of the river for its early
development and recruitment. Impoundments on the Pearl River clearly contributed to the demise of the Pearl River
popula on.Withholding water from the main stem of the Pascagoula River, as these impoundments would do, has the
poten al to impact the Pascagoula River popula on of the Pearl Darter.It is also possible that the species uses habitat in Big
and Little Cedar creeks. At a minimum, an Environmental Impact Statement on the project should be developed to determine
impacts of the project on the Pearl Darter and other species of concern inhabiting the Pascagoula River system.
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761

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The sturgeon is a critically endangered species and difficult to study because it is difficult to find. How will this project effect
their spawning grounds?

762

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

In addition, there are numerous federally listed species in the project area that may be adversely affected by the project.
Hydrologic alteration, including the fragmentation of river and streams from the creation of dams and impoundments, has
been found to contribute to the decline or extirpation of many imperiled species and should be fully evaluated. The EPA
recommends that the applicant coordinate with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to assess potential impacts to threatened and
endangered species.

763

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

Things to look at: displaced gophers

764

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

There are 20 federally‐protected species in George and Jackson Counties that need to be specifically analyzed in relationship to
this project, as well several imperiled species that are under consideration for federal protection (Table I). Due to the likelihood
that this project may take federally protected species, formal consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the
National Marine Fisheries Service is required.

765

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The impacts on habitat for black bear, sandhill crane, stripped bass, razor back tortise, sturgeon and many other animals need
to be accounted for, and in doing so should result in a decision NOT to form te lakes.

766

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The EA is woefully and legally inadequate in terms of identifying and assessing impacts to protected species and for this reason
an EIS is required. The EA says that the dams could be managed to protect and enhance the recovery of endangered fish
species without providing any actual management measures, and utterly fails to evaluate the harm that dam construction and
operation is likely to have on endangered aquatic species. The scientific literature is rife with information on the harm caused
to aquatic species by dam construction and operation and this information needs to be analyzed in an EIS.

767

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

The Pascagoula River is home to a particularly diverse fish community and this diversity is supported by the largely undammed
nature of the river system. The basin is the only known home of the Pearl darter (Percina aurora), a candidate species for
federal listing. Construction of these dams could jeopardize this species and necessitate emergency listing.
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768

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

In addition, known spawning and nursery areas for the Gulf sturgeon are found well upstream of the confluence of the
Pascagoula River and Big Cedar Creek; therefore, increasing or augmenting flows in the lower reaches of the Pascagoula River
would provide no benefit to upstream Gulf sturgeon spawning and nursery areas.

769

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

There are potential impacts on Threatened and Endangered Species. The only documented spawning grounds for Gulf sturgeon
are in the Bouie River, north of Hattiesburg; this species depends on environmental cues, including water flow, to initiate its
spawning migration up the Pascagoula. Gopher tortoise habitat also occurs in the area of the lakes. What are the mitigation
plans? I believe they would be especially problematic to develop for Gulf sturgeon.

770

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

I think the study should include the length of Big Cedar Creek from the dam to the Pascagoula. The mouth of Big Cedar Creek is
a well known fishery/ hatchery for sturgeon and striped bass and the construction of the proposed dam, and the dam as well
will disrupt it and the important species it shelters.

771

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

I do have concerns with the project based on the funding and more importantly the damming of the waterways that flow into
this natural free‐flowing river. According to the Land Trust website, the Pascagoula is "The longest free‐flowing waterway in
the nation. The Pascagoula River serves as the heart for all who claim this area home. As a natural estuary, the river hosts
abundant animal life including over 22 threatened and endangered species in addition to over 300 plant species. Two‐thirds of
the Eastern breeding migratory birds use the Pascagoula River and its marshes as a resting point. It is not only a haven for
abundant life, its banks hold many notable historic locations and economic treasures." Will the potential changes in the natural
and ancient habitats be addressed in the EIS?

772

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

I do not profess to be a scientist but I believe until many of the questions listed below have been answered this project should
not move forward.
•Has there been a scientific analysis of the impact to all endangered species (plants AND animals) that will be affected by this
project? If so, has that analysis been assessed and disclosed to the public?
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The quillwort genus, Isoetes, is represented in south Mississippi by four species. lsoetes louisianensis is documented from 10
MS counties (Jackson, Harrison, Hancock, Pearl River, Stone, Forrest, Perry, Greene, Jones, and Wayne). lsoetes valida from
Chickasawhay Ranger District, DeSoto NF, Wayne County was previously misidentified as Louisiana quillwort. Isoetes
melanopoda occurs in Wayne County and counties in central Mississippi east of Jackson. The newest quillwort, lsoetes
mississippiensis occurs in a single watershed of Pearl River County. Note that no guillwort species has been documented from
George County.
Should the EIS contractor discover quillworts in the project area, a good idea of the identification can be made by breaking or
cutting a leaf midway between base where the spores are and the leaf tip to see a cross‐section. All quillworts have four
parallel air chambers running the length of the leaf. They will appear as "holes" on a cross‐section and comprise at least 50% of
the cross‐section space.
Louisiana quillwort leaf is half‐moon and symmetric in shape. Lsoetes melanopoda is triangular, and the other two have broad,
irregular U‐shapes. Megaspores will be a half millimeter in diameter or less. Dry megaspores of Louisiana quillwort and /.
Valida will be ridged and crested; for the other two species, megaspores will be smooth or slightly pebbled. Microscopic view
of cell nuclei will show 44 chromosomes for Louisiana quillwort and 22 chromosomes for the other three species.
Several months ago I made a one day cruise through the project area and concluded the Beesley Road area of the proposed
lower impoundment looked favorable for quillworts.
Please forward this letter to appropriate in‐house biologists and to the EIS biological survey contractor.

774

Water Quality

We also request that expected water quality changes downstream of the proposed dams (i.e., temperature, pH, dissolved
oxygen, etc.) during low flows be addressed.

775

Water Quality

Please include the movement of sediment off of the construction site into downstream channels and any changes to water
temperature in the altered streams that will lose much of their shading as riparian vegetation is removed.

776

Water Quality

George County residents in the area of the proposed lakes have told me that all residences are on individual septic systems.
Please consider the potential effects of inundated septic systems and those that will be near the lake edge or below the level of
lakewater, both in terms of public health and in terms of nutrient overload leading to eutrophication.
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777

Water Quality

A river system maintains an average flow rate. This means based on the size and length of the river system, a predictable
amount of water passes from point A to point B in a set amount of time. Flow rates are very important when there is a point
where salt and fresh water meet creating a brackish body of water. There is a certain balance of salinity, otherwise known as
the salt content, that has to be maintained in that brackish area to support the surrounding habitat. If the low salinity level is
not maintained, various species of flora and fauna will die. Flow rate controls the amount of salt pushing into the marsh by
providing a constant opposing southerly flow. By constructing a dam and thereby potentially altering the flow rate, you risk
increased salinity levels. This will have a negative impact on our local fishing and seafood industry and cause erosion and
depletion of the surrounding landscape.

778

Water Quality

Likewise, the Corps should analyze the impacts to water quality if discarded residential debris found in the footprint of the
Lower Lake (including roof shingles, cans, bottles, appliances, and an old rusted automobile) are inundated. Specifically, the
roof shingles should be tested for the presence of asbestos and properly disposed of. The Corps should also consider
alternatives that would avoid inundating this waste, including but not limited to a plan for waste retrieval.

779

Water Quality

The environmental impact statement should also analyze impacts to water quality from inundating hazardous materials that
were dumped in the footprint of the two lakes. The Environmental Assessment states that on‐site inspections in the footprint
of the Lower Lake revealed "several empty 55‐gallon drums [that] were unmarked and rusted and partially buried along a
drainage ditch just east of Slaten Road. These discarded drums appeared to be very old ...." It also notes that ∙'[m]ore debris,
drums and/or other potentially hazardous materials may be buried in th[e] area. “The Corps should conduct additional surveys
to discover whether there are additional drums buried on the site. The Corps should also attempt to determine what the
drums contained and whether the contents infiltrated the surrounding soils where they were found. The Corps should then use
that information to determine whether the abandoned drums and debris on the site would contaminate the proposed lakes‐
and by hydrologic connection, the Pascagoula River‐with hazardous waste

780

Water Quality

Temperature is a crucial physical property of flowing water because of its significance to all freshwater organisms (Webb et al.
2008 at 902). For instance, elevated temperatures can increase wildlife metabolic rates, creating a need for increased levels of
food quantity and quality for the wildlife to survive (Lessard and Hayes 2003 at 722). Species that need cold water are also
negatively impacted by increased water temperatures (Lessard and Hayes at 722). There is no indication from the
Environmental Assessment that the Corps has analyzed projected temperature data for water from the reservoirs and
considered how the temperature of supplemental flows would affect downstream portions of the Big Cedar Creek, Little
Cedar Creek, and Pascagoula River.

781

Water Quality

Impoundments can alter physical and chemical water qualities including dissolved oxygen and water temperature, which in
turn affects the ecosystems below them (Lessard and Hayes 2003 at 722).
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782

Water Quality

Since significant biological impairment exists on Little Cedar Creek due to the presence of Lucedale's treated sewage discharge,
it is foreseeable that water quality problems will hamper the recreational usefulness of the upper of the two lakes in this
project. Impounding a stream with known impairments will create an impaired lake.

783

Water Quality

George County residents in the area of the proposed lakes have told me that all residences are on individual septic systems.
Please consider the potential effects of inundated septic systems and those that will be near the lake edge or below the level of
lakewater, both in terms of public health and in terms of nutrient overload leading to eutrophication.

784

Water Quality

Please look at flow reductions in both Big and Little Cedar Creeks as a result of impoundment, reduced outflow of the creeks
into the main stem of the Pascagoula River, loss of documented thermal refuge for fish at the mouth of Big Cedar Creek in main
river channel, changes to water temperature in both creeks and the main stem of the river and the effect it will have on
aquatic life. Please consider what effect dam construction may have on the upstream migration of the salt wedge in years of
normal rainfall when large water releases to the river are not required.

785

Water Quality

Modification of river flow and impacts to Ecosystem Services:
The direct and immediate effects of lake/dam construction on water quality, turbidity, and sediment movement in the
Pascagoula River during construction. The change of freshwater inputs to estuarine areas will alter salinity regimes spatially
and temporally in estuarine areas, increasing the ecological risk of saltwater intrusion due to SLR.

786

Water Quality

Scoping Issues that should be examined to include but are not limited to the following: Water Quality

787

Water Quality

Water quality in the River will be affected in a negative way.

788

Water Quality

The creation of the proposed artificial bodies of water may alter salinity patterns downstream since the flow of fresh water will
be impeded.

789

Water Quality

How will Jackson County water quality be affected by the dams?
The EIS needs to address how water quality will be affected by damming.
•Wild rivers provide the cleanest water. This project claims to promote "drought resiliency" by damming up two spring‐fed
creeks that already supply exceptionally clean clear water to the river. There is no evidence that the dammed‐up creeks, which
would deny 2800 acres of impounded water to the Pascagoula, will provide comparable water to what is currently delivered
during droughts.
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How will Jackson County water quality be affected by the dams?
The EIS needs to address how water quality will be affected by damming.
•Wild rivers provide the cleanest water. This project claims to promote "drought resiliency" by damming up two spring‐fed
creeks that already supply exceptionally clean clear water to the river. There is no evidence that the dammed‐up creeks, which
would deny 2800 acres of empounded water to the Pascagoula, will provide comparable water to what is currently delivered
during droughts.

791

Water Quality

This is cri cally important and significantly impacts the project feasibility. As in a construc on project it is on "the cri cal
path" and should be addressed sooner than later by the applicant and effectively coordinated within MDEQ and with the
USACE.

792

Water Quality

There are many threats to the ecosystem health of the river and several of them (point and non‐ point source pollu on,
sediment and septic systems, sand and gravel mining, agricultural run‐off, marsh subsidence and sea level rise) could
overwhelm the highly speculative benefits of this project and our ability to assess if those project benefits are even being
accrued.

793

Water Quality

In addition, should permittee‐ responsible mitigation be considered, we recommend the applicant consider stream buffers
downstream of the proposed project in addition to upstream, since downstream areas would be more important for
maintaining water quality as the stream enters the Pascagoula River. Should the proposed project be considered, we
recommend a plan addressing appropriate, in‐kind mitigation for all impacts be developed, reviewed, and approved by all
resource agencies prior to permitting.

794

Water Quality

Nutrients flowing into the reservoirs will likely accumulate and result in a potential threat if the dams are breached during a
storm event and greater concentrations will flow to ecosystems and communities downstream.

795

Water Quality

It is obvious to me that with said development surrounding the lakes there would be a impact on the quality of the water in the
Pascagoula river flowing into Jackson County as well as the Gulf of Mexico. At a minimum George County should be required to
build a robust water treatment plant to protect the surrounding Counties and to protect the river itself. Even without the
future commercial and residential development around the lakes, the issues of pollutants as well as the other resulting impacts
from a recreational themed amenity is undeniable.

796

Water Quality

I believe turning small surface area, free‐flowing creeks into large surface area, stagnant lakes will not only result in a net water
loss, but detriment to water quality for wildlife and humans as well.
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797

Water Quality

I studied biology at USM where I received a BS and was course work complete on a PhD in biology when I decided to go to
dental school. I only mention this because not only have I witnessed first hand the changes but I know some of the problems
associated with the changes to the ecosystem because of them. The change in the salinity toward the mouth of the river and
the associated potiential changes to the ecosystem is only one of the problems that the Lake George project could help.

798

Water Quality

Things to look at: temp. changes in what is left of creek, chemical change of water

799

Water Quality

The EIS must address the water quality of free‐flowing water and stagnant dam water.

800

Water Quality

These artificial bodies of water also create indirect impacts associated with this reduced overall flow of the river downstream.
In coastal rivers such as the Pascagoula, salt water periodically flows upstream in the form of a layer of saltier water that is
denser and flows across the bottom of the river. Freshwater flows downstream above this layer creating what is known as a
"salt wedge." Depending upon the rate of flow of freshwater, this salt wedge may move miles up and down the length of the
lower reach of the river. Any reduction in the rate of freshwater flow, such as from a reservoir, will change this pattern causing
long‐term consequences to the river, its habitats and the associated plants and animals that live there. Further impacts to the
salinity patterns in the Mississippi Sound will result from reduced flow that may threaten oyster populations that depend upon
stable patterns of freshwater inflow.

801

Water Quality

Similarly, the claimed environmental benefit of maintaining downstream estuarine salinity regimes is not supported by the
available data because it is unclear how much water will actually be allowed to flow downstream, especially in light of
consumptive water withdrawals.

802

Water Quality

The feasibility study identifies maintaining water quality by increased water flow from a release during a drought to provide
Jackson County industries keep a continuous water supply. The issue is less about quantity than the small amounts of salinity
that move upstream during low flow. The EA discusses the option of constructing a desalination plant to alleviate that issue.
The Corps [Correction: The Applicant] dismisses the alternative scenario, construction of a desalination plant to treat the
water, as too costly. However, the decision is based on construction and operation of a desalination plant on the coast, where
100% seawater would be used for input. An alternative that does not seem to have been considered is the construction of a
treatment plant for river water that has much lower salinities than seawater even at low flow. Such a plant could be
constructed on the existing Jackson County Port Authority pipeline.

803

Water Quality

The second claim, that the project will prevent seasonal wetlands from drying out and disappearing, is also not supported by
the data presented in the EA. There is no evidence that reservoir construction will support seasonal wetlands. In fact, reservoir
construction will destroy more than 1,200 acres of wetlands.
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804

Water Quality

The first claim, that the dams will maintain surface water assimilative capacity, simply doesn't make sense. Assimilative
capacity refers to the amount of pollution waterways can handle and still meet water quality standards. The relationship
between the dams and water quality standards is not adequately analyzed in the EA. Indeed, because the operational
parameters of the dams have not even been developed, their relationship to the assimilative capacity of the Pascagoula is
unknown, especially in light of designated water withdrawals for consumptive uses. The amount of water that will be
consistently available downstream for dilution purposes is not evident. Dam construction and operation and consumptive
water withdrawls could very well reduce surface flows in Big and Little Cedar Creeks and in the Pascagoula.

805

Water Quality

Alterations to the Big Cedar Creek channels and riparian areas during dam construction will significantly and foreseeably
disrupt water flow, and alter water quality. Please examine the impacts of sedimentation, thermal shock and other disruptions
to the Creek and River channels during construction of two lakes on Big and Little Cedar Creeks.There is a sewage plant on
Little Cedar Creek that serves Lucedale, Ms. The stream section below this plant is Biologically Impaired according to MDEQ
water quality data. This plant needs to be brought up to better treatment standards if water is going to be released to the
upper lake. A significant and foreseeable water quality problem exists when an impaired stream is impounded.

806

Water Quality

A more detailed physical descrip on of the lakes a er construc on needs to be prepared in order to eﬀec vely evaluate
their overall function and impact. The EA included a level of design detail that could barely be described as conceptual and
including only the footprint and some plan book cut sheets. The Lucedale sewage discharge to Little Cedar Creek needs to be
described and quantified as well as the two lakes bottom contours, bottom sealing materials and thicknesses, water depths,
dam design, outfalls and overflows, stilling basins, boat ramps and so on, materials of construction (using local geological
material source descriptions) and basic clearing and grading needs to be developed to the concept level in order to evaluate
the applicants intended purpose and other purposes important to the public such as recreation and economic development.

807

Water Quality

There is no way it can be guaranteed that the salinity won't be altered and that is crucial to this ecosystem and the both
protected and endangered species in the entire river. Any diversions created to feed lakes will take from the flow of the river,
disrupting the ecosytem and depleting it.

808

Water Quality

Reservoirs have an additional indirect impact to water quality in the receiving river. Even if a reservoir should fill to the point of
allowing excess water to flow past the dam that holds it in place, the quality of this water is greatly altered from what would
normally flow naturally across an unimpeded landscape. Excess nutrients that often accumulate in reservoirs would alter the
water quality of the receiving river, again changing the nature of its habitats and associated flora and fauna. One of the creeks
that will be dammed to create a lake already receives effluent from a nearby sewage treatment facility.
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809

Water Quality

Little Cedar Creek is listed on Mississippi's 2014 Section 303(d) List of Impaired Water Bodies for biological impairment. The
impaired use is 'Fish & Wildlife'. The impaired segment is in George County from the headwaters to the mouth of Big Cedar
Creek. The applicant should demonstrate the least damaging and most feasible alternative has been selected that would result
in no further degradation especially in relation to the impairment.

810

Water Quality

The applica on stated the project purpose is "to provide secondary water source to sustain the Pascagoula River at the state
mandated minimum flow of917 cubic feet per second (CFS) during extreme prolonged drought conditions which could occur in
the future due to climate change". This project has a potential to adversely affect water quality through the significant loss of
stream and wetland water quality functions. Because of this significant loss, other feasible alternatives for secondary water
sources should be further evaluated in coordination with the Office of Land and Water Resources within the Department to
minimize the water quality impacts to Pascagoula River watershed.
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Office of Pollution Control:
The applicant must address the following in review of the Section 401 Water Quality Certification application:
I.The Mississippi Wastewater Regula ons for Water Quality Cer fica on (enclosed) found in 11 Mississippi Administra ve
Code Part 6, Chapter 1, Subchapter 3 includes a Scope of Review for Application Decisions. MDEQ has reviewed the
information contained in the public notice as well as information contained in the Joint Application and Notification package.
MDEQ requests that the applicant address all the listed factors considered for application decisions.
Specifically, and for your reference, Rule 1.3.4 of Subchapter 3 in 11 Miss. Admin. Code Pt. 6, Ch. 1, reads as follows:
A.Factors. The factors related to the construc on and opera ons of the ac vity which must be addressed by the applicant and
will be considered in determining certification action are as follows:
a.Feasible alterna ves to the ac vity;
b.Mi ga on;
c.Ini al and secondary impacts on all exis ng and all classified uses of the waters of the State;
d.Degree of compliance of the proposed ac vity with the State of Mississippi
Water Quality Criteria for Intrastate, Interstate, and Coastal Waters;
e.Degree of physical, chemical, and biological impacts on waters of the State;
fThe eﬀect on circula on pa erns and water movement on waters of the
State;
g.Degree of altera on of the aqua c ecosystem;
h.Degree of consistency with approved water quality management plans adopted by the Commission;
i.Storm water management;
J.Compliance history of the applicant; and
k.Any other factors deemed to be necessary by the Department to protect water quality.
B. Denial. After consideration of the factors in Rule 1.3.4.A, a decision to issue or deny certification shall be made. However, it
is the policy of the Department to deny certification when any of the following determinations are made unless the
Department is assured that appropriate measures will be taken to eliminate unreasonable degradation and irreparable harm to
waters of the State.
A.The proposed ac vity permanently alters the aqua c ecosystem such that water quality criteria are violated and/or ii no
longer supports its existing or classified uses. An example is the channelization of streams.
B.There is a feasible alterna ve to the ac vity which reduces adverse consequences on water quality and classified or exis ng
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uses of waters of the State.
C.The proposed ac vity adversely impacts waters containing State or federally recognized threatened or endangered species.
D.The proposed ac vity adversely impacts a special or unique aqua c habitat, such as Na onal or State Wild and Scenic Rivers
and/or State Outstanding Resource Waters.
E.The proposed ac vity in conjunc on with other ac vi es may result in adverse cumula ve impacts.
F. Nonpoint source/storm water management prac ces necessary to protect water quality have not been proposed.
G.Denial of wastewater permits and/or approvals by the State with regard to the proposed ac vi es.
H.The proposed ac vity results in significant environmental impacts which may adversely impact water quality.

812

Water Quality

Will the upper lake be impaired by the Lucedale sewage discharge? (also of interest to MDEQ, of course)

813

Water Quality

In addition, Section 230.1O(b) prohibits discharges that will result in a violation of water quality standards or toxic effluent
standards, jeopardize a threatened or endangered species, or violate requirements imposed to protect a marine sanctuary. The
EPA notes that if the current project were constructed, resulting in restriction or lowering of flows from Big Cedar and Little
Cedar Creeks, downstream dischargers with existing National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permits, will have to
reevaluate their discharge permits to account for the change in flows due to the dam.

814

Water Quality

this reduction in fresh water flow and increase in salinity is in direct opposition to another project currently underway, the
Mississippi Coastal Improvement Program (MsCIP), which has as one of its stated purposes, reducing the salinity of Mississippi
Sound for the benefit of such commercial species as the American oyster.

815

Water Quality

The cleanliness of the water is at stake as well. Wild rivers provide the cleanest water. When those waters are dammed, they
will sit idle, stagnating and growing bacteria and allowing disease‐carrying insects more places to breed.

816

Water Quality

The creation of lakes to hold water for later release during times of low water and drought might have this negative impact:
the recreational use on the lakes turns them into a holding tank for outboard and jetski contamination, not to mention septic
system problems from homes sure to be built around the lakes.
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817

Water Quality

Of particular concern is the erosion of stream banks and sedimentation of stream channels caused by construction as well as
changes in water temperature from dam outfalls.

818

Water Quality

The City believes that there would be a potential risk from the dam in the following ways: The creation of the proposed
artificial lakes may alter salinity patterns downstream since the flow of fresh water will be impeded

819

Water Quality

The notion is that if there is a drought the lake would be drained to flow downstream, well the introduction of so much silt
from the lakes would have detrimental impact along the way to the gulf including drowning the oysters in silt and creating a
freshwater environment where human pathogens such as Vibrio would thrive and result in increased human illness, closed
fisheries and no swimming cautions on our beaches. Ultimately, damming the river would create an environment only a few
elite would enjoy and quite negatively impact ecosystems, recreation and economies downstream.

820

Water Quality

How will the restricted water flow into the river affect the rivers cleanliness? What will happen to the rivers thermal refuge
area that forms at the mouth of Cedar Creek?

821

Water Quality

With release of so much fresh water at once what are the implications for water quality, specifically how does that fresh water
discharge increase human pathogen loads (e.g. Vibrio) and how would the high silt loads impact the river ecosystem and
organisms (reduced flow, higher turbidity)?

822

Water Quality

With release of so much fresh water at once what are the implications for water quality, specifically how does that fresh water
discharge increase human pathogen loads (e.g. Vibrio) and how would the high silt loads impact the river ecosystem and
organisms (reduced flow, higher turbidity) as well as the oysters in the gulf that could be drowned by the silt.

823

Water Quality

The project would impact water quality through the loss of stream and wetland water quality func ons. These water quality
impacts should be minimized to the maximum extent practicable.

824

Water Quality

Total loss of flow would have serious impact on the salinity down‐stream.

825

Water Quality

This is critically important and significantly impacts the project feasibility. As in a construction project it is on "the critical path"
and should be addressed sooner than later by the applicant and effectively coordinated within MDEQ and with the USACE.
The final statement in this sec on "Finally, maintaining flows downstream will help slow or possibly reverse salt water
intrusion off the mouth of the Pascagoula River." The idea that this project will have such an impact is nonsense and
unsupported by available data and should be deleted from this EA.
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826

Water Quality

We need no fake lakes. Causing stagnant water to allow growing bacteria and places to breed allowing diseases to spread. The
cleanliness of water will be at steak.

827

Water Quality

Erosive force of water in the tailwater areas of both dams will cause new and unprecedented bank scour and will increase the
sediment and alluvial loads to creek channels between the dams and between the lower dam and the Pascagoula River. Water
quality will suffer if it is laden with too much sediment at high water or during releases, and when smaller managed amounts of
water are released from the dams, the amount of sediment in the channels will tum the stream channels into constantly
aggrading conditions, making channels wider and shallower than they presently are. Shallow pools and riffles in the warm
season and sun‐heated water are the likely outcome of a small stream system with increased and frequent bank scour in
riparian areas in tailwaters, and overly large amounts of sediment or alluvial load to handle as a result of that scour. Please
investigate these physical changes to tailwater channels.

828

Water Quality

To offset low water, the dams would be opened to put a large concentration of compromised water into a river when it and its
flora and fauna are most vulnerable and least able to deal with undesirable contents.

829

Water Quality

The City believes that there would be a potential risk from the dam in the following ways: Nutrients flowing into the reservoirs
will likely accumulate and pose a potential threat if the dams are breached during a storm, causing greater concerntration to
flow into ecosystems and communities downstream

830

Water Quality

As a scientist, I strongly urge the Army Corps of Engineers to conduct the most stringent EIS possible to determine the
environmental and ecological impacts the proposed George County dams will have on the Pascagoula River. The ecosystems
services the Pascagoula River provides include refuge to a multitude of species, clean water, drought mitigation. However, the
proposed dams would eradicate those services and in fact increase the ramifications that the river mitigates. The dams are
proposed to mitigate droughts in the area, however, the river has seen millennia of cycles and drought rain cycles and still
survives and thrives. The notion is that if there is a drought the lake would be drained flow downstream, but the introduction
of silt from the lakes would have detrimental impact along the way to the Gulf including drowning important fisheries such as
oysters and creating a fresh water environment where human pathogens would thrive and result in increased human illness.
Ultimately, damming the river would create an environment only a few elite would enjoy and would quite negatively impact
the ecosystems, recreation and economies downstream.
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831

Water Quality

Another consideration for why this project should never be undertaken at all is the unpredictability of weather during
construction. If the 60‐foot‐high dam walls made of dirt are piled up at the same time the upstream environment is stripped of
trees, vegetative cover; track hoes are excavating for clay veins sometimes 100 feet deep; a soup bowl of a formation is
developed during that year or two; then if a tropical storm or excessive flooding event hits in the empty basin without
vegetative cover, all that dirt will arrive at the mouth of Big Cedar Creek and be deposited into the Pascagoula River to create
disruption of flow of the river that would be catastrophic and cost untold millions to clean up. All the water quality parameters
now considered exceptional in this area would be wiped out. It is certainly doubtful that repairing this disaster would result in
anything but a damaged river and ecosystem for decades a er.The Pascagoula, and these creeks that contribute to the
Pascagoula, are too exceptional now to risk starting a project that could be so bad if ill‐timed rains and flooding arrive at the
wrong time, that the permit should be rejected just for this reason if nothing else.

832

Water Quality

As an alternative, if the impoundments must be constructed due to water supply, George County should follow the lead of
other jurisdictions that do not permit public access to drinking water reservoirs and the impoundments should be surrounded
by large wildlife preserves to quash the perception that the projects are actually intended as real estate developments to
benefit a few special local interests.

833

Water Quality

The environmental impact statement should also analyze impacts the dams will cause when they reduce flows from the Big
and Little Cedar Creeks into the Pascagoula to form the lakes. Reducing water contributed to the Pascagoula River will, over
time, cause salinity to move upriver and habitat to change. These changes will alter entire ecosystems and affect the species in
them. Wu et al (2015) discusses reduced water in the Pascagoula River and the shift that has occurred in crucial habitat.
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834

Water Quality

The Corps should also analyze the impacts of channel incision below the impoundments (Simon and Rinaldi 2006, entire).
Channel incision, the general lowering of a stream bed over time, can occur in response to numerous types of disturbances,
including constriction of flow by impoundments (Castro 2003 at 2; Simon and Rinaldi 2006 at 375). Incision is of particular
concern in areas with soft, erodible sediments like those in Big Cedar and Little Cedar Creeks. Typically the channel below the
dam will become deeper and the banks will collapse, as the channel grows wider and shallower as sediment is transferred
downstream‐in this case, to the Pascagoula River. Once the bed load reaches the Pascagoula River, it could cause a headcut in
the main channel (Trout 2013). Increased erosion and sedimentation associated with channel incision can drive extensive
destruction and degradation of stream corridor habitats, leading to reduced habitat heterogeneity, greater temporal
instability, reduced stream‐floodplain interaction, and shifts in fish community structure (Shields et al. 1994, entire; Shields et
al. 1998, entire). Shields et al. (l 994) found that fish assemblages in incised channels were composed of smaller fishes
representing fewer species relative to a non‐incised reference site (p. 51‐52). Incised streams are also likely to demonstrate
water quality degradation with levels of turbidity and solids 2‐3 times higher than non‐incised streams (Shields et al. 2010,
entire). They may also demonstrate increased "flashiness," dramatic fluctuation in flow between dry and wet weather (Shields
et al. 2010, entire). These changes make incised channel habitat "inferior" to channels not impacted by incision, with fewer
types of habitat (Shields et al. 1994 at 48‐52). The Corps should consider whether the Project would generate copious sediment
which could negatively impact the main channel of the Pascagoula and adjacent tributaries, which would further complicate
that reach of the river.

835

Water Quality

Sedimenta on, reduc ons in dissolved oxygen and thermal pollu on could then cause significant damage.

836

Water Quality

Further, with respect to Gulf Sturgeon and other T&E species… The applicant does not address thermal pollu on in the EA.
This can be a critical parameter for habitat, fish and wildlife. It is my understanding that the Big Cedar Creek flows to the
Pascagoula have been identified as a cool water refuge for one or more T&E species including white bass and Gulf Sturgeon.
That should not be threatened by the construction or operational phases of this project.

837

Water Quality

I cite some of the reasons for my strong objection to this proposed project as follows: Dams tend to disrupt and block the
river's downstream flow from its tributaries of rich life supporting sediments needed for certain aquatic life. Still lake water
tends to collect heat and thereby increase the temperature of water released downstream which would have a very
detrimental effect on main channel cool water loving species such as the striped bass.
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838

Water Quality

The DEQ has called the water flowing down Big Cedar Creek of exceptionally good water quality. When rain is not excessive,
this kind of crystal clear water is what the Pascagoula receives. Call into question any possibility that the water coming from
Lake George and Lake Cumbest will compare to this level of quality. What we have today is a cool shaded stream bed that
supports any number of possible aquatic life normally found in good clean water. This water is helped in its cleanness by the
presence of thickets of native and non‐native trees and shrubs. These can in non‐flooding situations pull out of the water the
excess nutrients from agricultural operations and any less than perfectly operating septic tanks and leaking sewer lines before
water reaches the Pascagoula River. I do not have information about how creek water flow will be maintained after the dams
are built, but I assume flow will be from a drain placed at the bottom of the deepest part of the lakes, or from an overflow
spillway. Water is either going to come from the cold bottom or the top layers of water that are hot in the summer and cold in
the winter. If the abundance of trees and shrubs in the last four miles of Big Cedar Creek are deliberately cleared out, then it
doesn't matter where the water is coming from. Even if the water is from the coldest deepest part of the lake, water quality
will be poor from these lakes replacing pristine water that flows in the natural creeks, and temperatures of creek water in the
last four miles will reflect the solar heating in the open shallow stream bed. Water from the bottom of the lake will be anoxic,
overly rich in nitrogen, and in this way detrimental to the flow headed to the Pascagoula River. If from the spillway, in
summer's heat, the water will be disruptive of the thermal refuge at the mouth of Big Cedar Creek, likely to end its
attractiveness to striped bass, Gulf of Mexico sturgeon and other species needing cool refuges in the hot summer time. Either
way we can expect exceptional algal blooms and turbidity from overly nitrogenous outflow from the lakes.

839

Water Quality

State Water Quality Standards may be violated in both Big Cedar Creek and the Pascagoula River.
The state water quality certification for this project by MDEQ required under section 401 of the Clean Water Act must examine
the changes to water quality characteristics in both Big Cedar Creek in the tail‐waters of the two dams. MDEQ must also
evaluate how the Pascagoula River's main channel will be affected by changed discharges after dam construction on this
tributary. As discussed above in previous sections, the water that is discharged below the dams will have different
temperature, sediment and nutrient characteristics than the small streams are impounded. A valuable thermal refuge (cool
water) exists in the Pascagoula River at the mouth of Big Cedar Creek because of the physical characteristics of the tributary in
a relatively undisturbed condition. Changes in that condition, due to the construction of two dams, must be evaluated by
MDEQ and it is hoped MDEQ will deny the 401 certification on several grounds. Temperature disruption should be one of those
reasons.

840

Water Quality

The EA claims that assimilative capacity of the Pascagoula River will be improved by the project's ability to release water. Since
no operation plans for the dams exist or can be examined, it is impossible to make this claim. The assimilative capacity of the
Pascagoula River in this section is unknown.
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841

Water Quality

Should the project be permitted, we recommend that best management practices be properly implemented, monitored, and
maintained for compliance, specifically measures that will prevent suspended silt and contaminants from leaving the site in
stormwater run‐ off as this may negatively affect water quality and habitat conditions within nearby streams and waterbodies.

842

Water Quality

By trapping river‐borne nutrients, dams can lead to the growth of toxic algaes. Massive algal blooms in reservoirs in the ex‐
USSR, South Africa and California have rendered reservoirs unfit to drink. Four hydro dams in California have nearly killed off
the fisheries of the Klamath River, and made the river unsafe for drinking or swimming. Water stored for months or even years
behind a major dam may become lethal to most life in the reservoir and in the river for long distances below the dam.
Reservoirs that receive treated effluents from upstream towns and cities are more apt to have this problem.
Rising salinity (which ruins the land for farming) is another risk made worse by evaporation from reservoirs and changes to
flows downstream. High salt concentrations are poisonous to aquatic organisms and corrode pipes and machinery.

843

Water Quality

Oysters/ Fisheries: The EIS must study how this project will reduce the flow of fresh water to the mouth of Pascagoula. How
will the higher salinity affect the oysters at the mouth of the Pascagoula?

844

Water Quality

Salt water intrusion:
The main aquifers used for potable water supply in Jackson County are the Upper and Lower Graham Ferry and to a lesser
extent the Upper Pascagoula. These aquifers dip into the subsurface to the southwest and are confined by clays. They are not
in direct contact with the Gulf of Mexico, and fresh water extends past the barrier Islands. After years of study, MDEQ
personnel reached the conclusion that salt water intrusion from the Sound or Gulf was not occurring in these drinking water
aquifers. This was the same conclusion previously drawn by USGS scientists (Brown, et al 1944; Harvey, 1965).

845

Water Quality

The environmental assessment states that there will be one or two water parks that will include "cabins, R.V. and primitive
camping sites, water slides, boat launches, shelters and lodge halls, nature trails, etc." These parks are a “connected action"
that must be considered in the EIS. The Corps must obtain more specific information from the applicant about how many water
parks it anticipates constructing and what uses will be permitted within the parks. Then, it must consider the impacts of these
uses on the environment, species, and the local community, including but not limited to:
•Impacts to water quality from introduc on of pollutants from increased boat use on the newly formed lakes, introduc on of
pollutants from runoff from and new impermeable surfaces for RV and automobile parking, and increased turbidity and
pollution from heavy recreational use The Corps must also analyze the project's impacts on water resources in the
environmental impact statement, including changes to temperature, pH, turbidity, and dissolved oxygen.
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846

Water Quality

I am in opposition to the proposal and one of those ‐‐ one reason why I'm in opposition is for the ‐‐ the pollution that will result
from recreational use of the lake with motorboating as an addition to all of the other many habitat destructions and waterway
disturbances that will occur. I'd also like to state that desalination has been proven to be fairly ineffective as a method of
introducing fresh water for the energy plants and all of the things that use that fresh water. It's a very energy inefficient
process to desalinate water.

847

Water Quality

There is no way it can be guaranteed that the salinity won't be altered and that is crucial to this ecosystem and the both
protected and endangered species in the entire river. Any diversions created to feed lakes will take from the flow of the river,
disrupting the ecosytem and depleting it.

848

Water Quality

Section 2.3.1.2. Water Quality‐ The applicant says here that their water quality data shows no water quality standards
exceedances in Little Cedar Creek. The MDEQ saw fit to designate the creek as needing a TMDL. So perhaps the reason for the
TMDL is either remedied or it exhibits temporal variability. In any case, the water quality seems to be very good or slightly
impaired. This is a sub‐basin worthy of protection. It is also important to note that the spring fed nature of these streams
makes them cool water creeks that when discharged to the Pascagoula provides a cool water refuge for aquatic species
including some endangered species. The thermal quality of the creeks is quite relevant.

849

Water Quality

A quick Google search for "environmental impact of dams" lets the common man (no rocket scientist) know that damming a
river isn't such a good idea. Damming causes soil erosion, species extinction or dispersal, sedimentation, siltation, and other
affects including polluting the atmosphere. Being part of the Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), who operate and maintains
approximately 700 dams nationwide, surely you have seen these reports before. Is it not enough already that we have more
than 75,000 dams in the United States regulated and controlled by a plethora of agencies and laws? Can we not leave the
largest naturally flowing river in the Continental USA, and one of the few remaining free flowing (or almost so) rivers to remain
that way, free?

850

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

It is our opinion that more extensive research must be performed, including a complete and full Environmental Impact
Statement, followed by full and formal public hearings. These actions are necessitated for many reasons, including:
‐The lack of historical evidence to support claims that the lakes are required for drought replenishment.

851

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

This proposed money making project will not add one single drop of water to the ecosystem. This proposed money making
project will result in less water flowing by my house on the Pascagoula River. This proposed project should be terminated
immediately.
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852

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Low flows on the Pascagoula River:
From 2000 to present there have been a total of 68 days that flow was below 917 cfs at Merrill, and flow was below 707 cfs 17
of those days. Most of the low flows occurred in 2000 (29 days). There were 10 days in 2007, 15 days in 20I 0, and 6 days in
2011, and 8 days in 2015. The only year that flows were below 707 cfs was 2000. More information is needed to substantiate
the assertion that there is a long term trend indicating baseflows are decreasing.

853

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

I also think the history, if any, of drought should be studied and their interplay with the Pascagoula rivershed. Droughts are an
unusual event, and the invocation of "resilience" is a red herring. Study may show not only no need for a dam, but that it is in
fact harmful.

854

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Water Table Restoration:
The report does not provide any information as to what water table levels this project is going to restore. It is not clear if the
intent is to raise water levels in the Pascagoula River to maintain higher water table conditions in the adjacent terraces, or if
the lakes will directly recharge the water table in the surrounding area of the lakes.
There have been no long‐term changes observed in shallow groundwater levels in the vicinity of the Pascagoula River, so there
is no restoration of water table levels that is necessary. The proposed lakes would interfere with the supply of baseflow from
the terraces and are not in a location that would allow them to provide recharge to the aquifers that are used for water supply
in the area.

855

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Is "drought resiliency" a real issue if we don't know how climate change will effect rainfall totals. How will it impact if rainfall
totals increase.

856

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The impact to the flow of the Pascagoula River and what impact this project would have on the species that inhabit the area.
Will a fairly deep water lake hinder the wildlife in the area? What conflicts of interst may there be? Is there a guarantee that
the water would be released in time that the Pascagoula River needs it? What does a manmade structure have to do with
protection of the natural balance of water flow in the Pascagoula? Look up "Struggle to Govern the Commons" by Dietz,
Ostrom, and Stern. It will help with the process.
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857

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

If there is an attempt to preserve the last four miles of creek bed in its present condition in order to attempt to deliver similarly
clean water to the Pascagoula as what is delivered today, that will do no good. The violence and velocity of flow off the dams
into the five miles of Big Cedar Creek during heavy rain that exceeds the amount planned for with stilling basins will wash
away the trees and shrubs holding on there now. We will have a wider shallow creek bed with sunlight exposing all that was
shaded before. I have to believe the plan is to clear out the trees and shrubs deliberately and to channelize the lower several
miles as part of making things look neat. And, it would eliminate flood waters from the spillways/stilling basins slightly faster
though with a great deal more potential damage to downstream residences. The information about this project includes the
assurance the bridges will have to be replaced. I assume that is because current bridges below the dams are built to withstand
the normal flooding of natural creeks and the naturally‐flowing river. The extra flow from the spillways/inadequate stilling
basins demands bigger and better bridges if they are to survive floods. The shady clean water that the natural creek bed
delivers to the Pascagoula River is part of what is lost when the spillways/inadequate stilling basins replace 42 miles of
meandering creeks.

858

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The second reason i am opposed to this project is the entities that are proposing this project say it's primary purpose is for
drought resiliency, but I do not believe that is the case. If the river is in drought, so will the lakes. The report even states a
minimal amount of water would be released as to not cause a great impact to the lakes.

859

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

I also downloaded the full set of Merrill Stream Gauge flow data in a tab delimited file and imported it into Excel. (This file is
included on the enclosed data disk as "Merrill_Stream_Gauge_Data_Carlisle_PROTECTED.xls") This Excel file has three sheets.
One is the USGS metadata showing the date, time and data source for the data I downloaded. The second sheet is the RAW
data in chronological order as downloaded. The third sheet is the data sorted from low to high flow. This data reveals some
interesting things beyond what the graphs above show. These are summarized on Worksheet 3 and here.
oThe data represents the period from October I, 1930 to October 5, 2015 or 85 years.
oThat consists of3 l,05l days of measurements at the Merrill Stream Gauge
oDuring that period, there were 316 days when the daily mean flow fell below 917 cfs
o93 of those 316 days were in the drought of year 2000
oThat means that on I% of the days since 1930, the river fell below 917 cfs at the Merrill stream gauge and 29.4% of the 316
were in one year (2000).
oEven then, only 121 of the low flow days were in the first two decades of the 2000's (and 93 of those were a ributable to
the year 2000.) So only .39% of the days below 917 cfs were in the decades of the 2,000's even with the drought of 2000.
oAnother 126 of the low flow days were in the l 950's and l 960's.
oSo there is no near‐term trend towards more frequent and more severe droughts on the lower Pascagoula River basin as
measured at the Merrill Stream Gauge.
oWhat we have experienced recently is NOT unprecedented and is within the normal range.
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860

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

How much evaporation occurs from the surface of these sun‐baked lakes versus the shady rivers and creek beds?

861

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The EA shortsightedly states that "Hydrologic fluctuations between high and low flow periods impact riparian wetlands and
transitional coastal and estuarine marshes and wetlands.In free‐flowing river systems. flow regimes are naturally variable and
important for maintaining diverse ecosystems (see above‐listed citations). Yes, there are impacts to riparian and wetland
habitats when water levels fluctuate, but those impacts are usually positive impacts at broader spatial and temporal scales. A
dynamic flow regime is the hallmark signature of free‐flowing river systems like the Pascagoula River. The Pascagoula is
recognized as one of the few remaining large, un‐dammed, free‐flowing rivers in the northern 1/3 of the world (Dynesius and
Nilsson 1994). Thus, by their rarity, it is understandable that the authors of the EA do not demonstrate a sound understanding
of the unique flow patterns of free‐flowing rivers like that of the Pascagoula River. Nor does the EA soundly address the value
of the natural flow regime on ecologically and economically important natural resources.

862

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The environmental impact statement must also analyze the Project's contributions to global climate change. Reservoirs
created by dams are considered significant sources of greenhouse gasses to the atmosphere, with the majority of those
contributions consisting of methane (Deemer et al. 2016; Maeck et al. 2013). Analysis of the Project's contribution to
climate change is particularly crucial in light of the stated purpose of the project‐to address low flows caused in part by
climate change. The environmental impact statement should acknowledge that the preferred Project would contribute to
the very problem it seeks to remedy.

863

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The EA does not include enough specifics on water level management to support the applicant's assumption that the project
will reduce drought impacts on the Pascagoula River.

864

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

We would request that the applicant clarify how much water would be released during a sustained drought while also
sustaining recreational uses to the "greatest extent practical".

865

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The EIS needs to address how the combina on of evapora on from the lakes and seepage below ground will result in a net
loss of water during no‐drought years.
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866

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

A rigorous evaluation of the actual effects of impounding the creeks for water storage is essential. Do the increased
evaporation and ground seepage associated with the proposed lakes increase water loss from the system to the point that
benefits are not available?

867

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Stream modeling of Big Cedar Creek could show how the deep hole at its mouth is supported by present‐day conditions and
flow while when a 60 foot high dam and spillway/stilling basin are constructed on that creek four miles away from the cool
water refuge, you will find a complete disruption of favorable conditions. There will be an elimination of this deep hole
whenever flooding rains, exceeding the stilling basin's planned daily rainfall amounts, pour down the spillway off the forty foot
high lake surface. That kind of velocity of water and agitation will deliver eroded sand and silt into the mouth of Big Cedar
Creek, filling in the deep hole and distorting the southward flow of the Pascagoula River so that it forms a delta at that mouth
and erodes the western bank of the river, protected land in the Pascagoula Game Management Area.

868

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The other issues related to climate change, weather patterns, etc. are so vague and undecided, even our best climatologists
and scientists can't agree if in the future we will be faced with more or less than our normal rain accumulations.

869

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The recommended project was designed to provide the Pascagoula River basin with "drought resiliency" as defined by river
flows measured at the Merrill stream gage. The project was designed to try to provide a legislatively mandated flow at the
Merrill stream gage of917 Cubic Feet per Second (CFS). The EA does not adequately analyze the relationship between this
legislatively mandated stream flow and "drought resiliency" in the basin.

870

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Maintaining the state‐mandated flow that is the goal of the project is dubiously related to the "drought resiliency" of the river.
The legislatively defined minimum stream flow may not fully protect aquatic habitats or species or non‐consumptive instream
functions that are a critical part of drought resiliency.

871

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

So we have a drought resiliency pair of lakes that withhold water ‐prevent normal flooding during the filling of lakes‐‐from the
Pascagoula during times of heavy rains and normal rains. Then, during dry times we risk eliminating the low flow supplied by
springs under development if these lakes aren't restricted as to development.
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872

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The applicant's stated purpose for the lakes is to provide a secondary water source to sustain the Pascagoula River at the 7Ql
O low flow (the lowest 7 days of flow with a likely recurrence frequency of once every IO years) of 917 cubic feet per second
during extreme prolonged drought conditions which could occur in the future due to climate change. Severe prolonged
droughts occurred in 1936 and most recently in 2000. The applicant also pointed out other low flow events, in other years,
which approached the 7QJO. Despite the documentation of these low flow events, the applicant has not analyzed and
documented the effect of these flows on areas downstream.

873

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The question of whether meeting the mandated flow at Merrill equates to basin‐wide drought resiliency aside, the EA does not
provide the information the public needs to understand whether the proposed project could even increase the flows at Merrill.
The EA does not adequately demonstrate that releasing water from the new reservoirs will actually be able to meet the stream
flow goals at the Merrill gage. The EA does not present adequate information for the public to analyze on the location of water
releases from the new reservoirs in relation to the amount of water that could actually reach the stream gage at Merrill or the
hydrologic or spatial relationship between lake releases and flows at Merrill. For example, during the 2000 drought, flow
augmentation from the Okatibbee Reservoir was unable to keep the Pascagoula River above its desired 917 CFS at the Merrill
stream gage. It is estimated that half the water released from Okatibbee Reservoir is lost to evaporation or infiltration and not
available to augment the river's surface flow at the Merrill gage. The EA does not demonstrate that the new reservoirs could
accomplish their stated purpose.

874

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The EIS must determine evaporation rates of the lakes since drought resiliency is the primary purpose of the lake. Lakes
ultimately have higher evaporation rates than rivers.

875

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

I believe turning small surface area, free‐flowing creeks into large surface area, stagnant lakes will not only result in a net water
loss, but detriment to water quality for wildlife and humans as well. Between the expediated evaporation and loss in ground
soak from ill‐prepared and unnatural bedding, I see this as a project that will cost too much and will only result in net water
loss and environmental destruction. I believe the river will continue to survive droughts as it has many times before only when
left in its natural state. I would also worry about flooding of remaining residents. I also don't like the fact that this is displacing
current residents AT ALL! Negatively impacting livelihood for what?
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876

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Minimum Flow Overview:
MDEQ Regulations define "Established minimum flow "as the minimum flow for
a given stream at a given point thereon as determined and established by the commission when reasonably required for the
purposes of this chapter. "Minimum flow" is the average streamflow rate over seven (7) consecutive days that may be
expected to be reached as an annual minimum no more frequently than one (I) year in ten (10) years (7Ql0) or any other
streamflow rate that the commission may determine and establish using generally accepted scientific methodologies
considering biological, hydrological and hydraulic factors. Generally, a permittee may not divert a volume of surface water that
will cause the watercourse to fall below its established minimum flow. Because 7Q10 involves an average it is inherent that
there will be flows that fall below it. The 7Q10 or minimum flow is provided as a protective measure for permitting decisions,
not a goal we are trying to achieve. 7Ql0 does not provide an ecological endpoint, which would typically be desired for flow
augmentation. MDEQ works with permittees to restrict withdrawals during extreme droughts. While the 7Q10 established by
the USGS is 917 cfs at the Merrill gage, the Mississippi Commission on Environmental Quality (MCEQ) established a low flow at
Cumbest Bluff of 1030 cfs. This number correlates to 707 cfs at the Merrill gage. The 707 cfs at the Merrill gage is used for
permitting decisions instead of the 7Q10.

877

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Drought Demands on Groundwater:
The aquifers that supply groundwater for public drinking water and industrial use contain vastly more water in storage than
these lakes. The available groundwater resources on the coast are capable of supplying water for an extended period of time
even with little to no recharge from rain. The Jackson County Utility Authority drilled two production wells on the east side of
the Pascagoula River Basin. Each of the wells was completed in sands over I 00 feet thick, and each is capable of producing
large quantities of fresh water.
Based on this and other information, there appears to be ample ground water available in the area for the foreseeable future.

878

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The very fact that drought control is mentioned as the main purpose of the project is belied by text from this public notice. On
page 2 there is a statement that says, "Water releases from the Upper to the Lower Lake would be coordinated to sustain the
target 917 CFS flows in the Pascagoula River during prolonged severe droughts, while also striving to sustain recreational uses
on both lakes to the greatest extent possible." (emphasis mine). This suggests that if the lower lake gets too low, water would
be released from the upper lake. It does not actually state that any water will be released from the lower lake into the river.
Releasing water from the upper lake to the lower lake will not "sustain the target 917 CFS flows in the Pascagoula River'' if
water is not then released into the river.
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879

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region IV has reviewed the Public Notice, the information contained therein, and
the supplemental information submitted in support of the application for compliance with the Section 404(b)(l) Guidelines
(Guidelines). The Region believes that variable river flow regimes are part of the natural ecology of the River and are critical for
maintaining ecological structure and function of rivers and streams. These naturally occurring variable flows include occasional
drought flows that may actually provide a benefit to some native species.

880

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The EA describes soil borings that reveal that soils underlying the lake project are very sandy with high hydraulic conductivity.
These soils allow significant seepage. The "two prongs" of water loss to ground seepage and surface evaporation need equal
discussion and the EA avoids it.

881

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

I am a supporter of Lake George. I am a retired mechanical engineer and in 2002 had direct involvement with providing
secondary water supply to industry because the Pascagoula River reached minimum flow levels. I also know that in the near
future water supply will be at a minimum for coast residence.

882

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

I think the current needs are sufficient to be studied. This is a great project to help ensure adequate river flow with minimal
harmful effects. The river is steadily filling in with sand and levels are falling. Approve the permit!

883

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Impacts to Water Supply and Flow Patterns

884

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

This river is one of the last of the large rivers in the U.S. to be left free flowing, untouched and unaffected by man. Unimpeded
flow under any condition, including low flow due to drought, is the nature and theme of this river and there is no compelling
environmental reason to change the river's status as such.

885

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

I have lived on the river in Jackson County for 25 years and have seen no drought. Low water, yes, drought, no. What happens
when lakes reach capacity? Water released goes where? Will this release flood property down river? This project in a money
grab and environmental disaster. There is no need for this, if George County wants a lake, bulldoze a hole and fill it with water
wells. They want public money for what will be a private project. Please reject this application so our grandchildren can enjoy
our river.
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886

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

What will happen if we have record rainfall? Will evaporation affect the lakes capacity to store water? How will water tables be
affected?

887

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The information in the EA on dam operation is vague and unconvincing from a cost‐benefit perspective, and more information
is needed about day‐to‐day dam operations and operations in response to extreme climate events.
I urge the USACE staff to require more specifics from the applicant on how water levels will be managed with the proposed
dams. Their water level operation plans for the two lakes should include hydrologic modeling that uses a range of plausible but
divergent climate scenarios.
Climate change projections, referred to by the EA, in this region of Mississippi (MS) do strongly support that there will be
increases in temperature and, hence, associated losses of water via evapotranspiration (ET). Precipitation (P) projections are
less reliable, but a possible scenario is one with periods of lower overall P events interspersed by extreme rain events (a ∙yo‐
yo' scenario). Large rain events could lead to heavy runoff events and flooding within the Pascagoula Basin. Additional
hydrologic modeling is needed to understand the water movement and storage components throughout the entire basin.
Specifically, advanced hydrologic modeling should consider projected changes in the inputs, outputs, and storage parameters
of the water budget relative to a range of plausible climate scenarios. For example, how will these 'extreme' precipitation
events influence groundwater levels throughout the Pascagoula Basin? Will increased groundwater storage during extreme
rain events balance out losses of water from the basin via increased ET and reduced small‐scale precipitation events? More
hydrologic modeling that uses a range of plausible but divergent climate scenarios‐as provided by climate change
projection models‐is needed to address these questions before even considering expensive engineered approaches to
addressing climate change concerns.

888

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The Service is concerned that the construction of two lakes would result in a net loss of water for the Pascagoula drainage due
to increased lake evaporation and increased saturation into substrates not previously inundated. Therefore, the Service
requests that the Corps and applicant quantify expected water loss via lake evaporation with modeling or other accepted
methods.

889

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Section 2.2.2. Water Budget ‐The applicant goes on to say on page 28: 'Of note, a small but notable reduction in freshwater
inflow into the Basin's headwaters recently developed as a result of the City of Meridian, Mississippi's decision to divert treated
wastewater to Mississippi Power Co.'s Kemper County Power Generating Facility ... " My comment to this is ∙'Is this not an
anthropogenic change to stream flow?" The applicant claims to have invalidated the popular myth that stream flow changes
are anthropogenic. Maybe not so much or at all, since these days virtually all changes to stream flows are anthropogenic.
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Comment
On page 57 in the first paragraph as part of the descrip on of recrea onal facili es, the applicant says:
"Furthermore, as shown in Sections 2.2 and 4.1, these two lakes will recharge the water table, which should appreciably
increase the Pascagoula River's baseflow to and drought resilience without any supplemental surface water being released
from the Project. However, the Recommended Project's two lakes would have sufficient water storage capacity to provide
quick and sustained water releases to prevent low flows on the Pascagoula River during prolonged, severe droughts. In
addition, water releases from the Upper to the Lower Lakes, and ultimately the Pascagoula River, would be coordinated to
minimize the water loss due to evaporation from either lake and to minimize adverse recreational impacts to the maximum
extent possible. This would be done while ensuring that sufficient water was released into the Pascagoula River whenever
necessary, and for as Jong as necessary, to avoid drought impacts."

891

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Pickering's climate model inappropriately uses the higher of two available pan evaporation rates.

892

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

It also points out the relative utility (inappropriateness) of 7Q10's for purposes other than setting discharge permit limits and
managing river withdrawals.
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893

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Sec on 2.3.1.3. Groundwater ‐ The applicant says "Since 2009, numerous irriga on wells have been drilled in George County,
primarily for blueberry crops." That certainly qualifies as an anthropogenic impact on groundwater and base flows to the
basin.
The applicant says "S ll, the complexity of South Mississippi's stra graphy and accompanying hydrogeology cannot be over
emphasized. Locating suitable water‐bearing units in some areas of South Mississippi can be "hit or miss" due to the rapid
facies changes associated with the subsurface geology." The first part of that statement is also relevant to the specific features
of the project site. That shows why the site has NOT yet been properly characterized due to the limited boring program.
The applicant also says "The USGS (1965) explains that one of the principal issues in the area was actually locating an aquifer in
the immediate vicinity of the need. This hydrogeological setting helps explain why after drilling numerous test wells, the
Jackson County Utility Authority was unable to locate sufficient groundwater resources for the Eastern Jackson County
Regional Water System and ultimately opted for a surface water solution. Likewise, the region's complex hydrogeology was
instrumental in the decision years ago to use surface water from the Pascagoula River for Jackson County's industrial water
supplies."
That is true as far as it goes. I have heard by word of mouth reports (that would need to be confirmed), that major
groundwater withdrawals at several industrial facilities created large groundwater cones of depression in southeast Jackson
County (at least one in a contaminant remediation project) and that contributed to the difficulty in finding groundwater. (The
industrial entities being Mississippi Power, Mississippi Phosphates and SeaChick.) Perhaps the Jackson County Board of
Supervisors, the JCPUA or the USGS can shed some light on that. If so, that's another anthropogenic impact of significance.

894

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

In the last paragraph the applicant says "While all streams in the region can experience low‐flows, the Pascagoula River and
some of its tributaries appear to be more prone to low‐flows. These often materialize rather quickly, even during relatively
minor stretches of time without notable precipitation in the basin. As a result of this tendency and the fact that there are
numerous surface water withdrawal permits in the Pascagoula Basin, MDEQ tracks stream flows in the Basin closely during
periods of lower precipitation to determine if or when compliance‐related actions are required to protect the ecology of
affected streams."
•The applicant seems to be speaking for the agency here based on facts not presented in this EA. From MDEQ's perspec ve,
does the Pascagoula earn its relative importance because it "appear(s) to be more prone to low‐flows"?

895

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The EA overstates and fails to scientifically support the premise that the project will be protective of ecosystem health in the
lower Pascagoula River. The ecosystem resiliency of the Pascagoula River Basin is well documented over many years of drought
and flood. The effective 7Q10 compliance point is just north of the tidally influenced portion of the lower Pascagoula River
marsh, downstream of which, the 7Q10 is inapplicable and irrelevant.
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896

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Section 2.2.3. Baseflows ‐ It's important to note that this section presents a lot of information about the basics of riverine
hydrology and the applicant's review of existing data about the Pascagoula River and Basin. The only new data described is for
the project area. The existing data analyzed is (later in the EA) shown to confirm general knowledge and understandings about
the river and basin.
oOn page 30 in Figure 2.9 A, Band C ‐ Types of Water Table/Surface Water Interac ons ‐ The applicant doesn't show "bank
storage". This is the first instance of the somewhat inconsistent and incorrect descriptions of ''bank storage" in the EA. As
someone who has managed projects that are the joint work product of engineers, geologist and other scientists, I understand
how this can happen but in this EA it is problematic.
oOn page 31 the applicant says"A lower baseflow es mate provides a margin of safety for be er water resources
management." This sounds good but the applicant should explain what it means.
oOn page 32 in the middle of the page, the applicant says ∙'S ll, the results strongly suggest that during low flow periods at or
approaching minimum flows, the Pascagoula River could lose water to bank storage (Schmitz et al.2015).'' This is an example
of the issue noted above. During the early stage of a low flow period the river will receive water from bank storage. The bank
storage will be depleted. Then as noted here, the river would drop low enough to lose water (become a losing stream as in
Figure 2.9 B or C) but it wou Id not be losing water to bank storage in many people's minds and not per these Figures. It would
lose water to the saturated or unsaturated sub‐riverine water table. As the river recovers from low flow, it could rise enough
to replenish bank storage. If the applicants working definition of "bank'' storage" includes the localized mound of groundwater
in the river bed at low flow, then they should adjust the drawings and narrative to be consistent.

897

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

And in regard to 4.2 ‐ This is a very generic drawing, It is unlikely that the "bank storage" that is established will look like this.
The bank will consist of the sand lenses and perhaps aerially extensive perched aquifers that were de‐watered during
construction by soil cuts as well as various other perched water that pre‐exists on the higher ground... which will now be
hydraulically connected to the lakes rather than existing as seeps to the many smaller creeks that feed Big and Little Cedar
Creek.
This project will first alter the existing groundwater regime in the project area during construction and then establish a new
regime as the lakes fill.
But nothing will be "restored" per se in the project area... and since we don't know if the lower reaches of Big Cedar Creek
have impaired base flows (I suspect not) and since we really don't know the base flows for the main stem of the Pascagoula
...we don't know if it is impaired or whether this project "restores" it.
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899

Comment Topic
Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Comment
Execu ve Summary ‐ There is no trend toward more frequent low flow events. This is discussed in detail, below.
Executive Summary ‐ The applicant refers to certain (reasonable) "conventional wisdom" as speculation. It is not speculation. It
is reasonable to be concerned about the impact of the things referred to (dams, water withdrawals, channelization etc.)/ They
go on to refer to EPA's report as more scientific. It is more specific and more scientific but it is also of general regional
applicability and is not specific to the Pascagoula. The EPA document does not invalidate conventional wisdom or the impacts
of anthropogenic change. But the applicant seems to refer to it to as validating the framework of the data they reviewed or
gathered for this EA.
Even if successful flow augmentation is achieved, the argument for that has some technical flaws related to the generic,
annualized climate change assumptions going forward and possible changes to land cover at the project site if developed
commercially or residentially and changes to basin‐ wide hydrological conditions.
(The comments above are repeated in Appendix 2 with additional detail)

900

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The EA makes a technical argument that the project could successfully augment river flows at the Cumbest Bluﬀ withdrawal
point. But they have not proposed a "compliance point" in the Pascagoula and values for determining the effectiveness of the
discharges from these lakes. This project will discharge downstream of the Merrill stream gauge and upstream of the
Graham's Ferry gauge, the East and West Pascagoula River split and the Cumbest Bluff withdrawal point.

901

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

This statement is not supported in the referenced sections. "Sections 1.1 and 2.2 invalidates the popular sentiment on
anthropomorphic causes of low flows." Said my way with more candor, ""With respect to the hydrology and overall health of
the Pascagoula River, we have met the enemy and it is US…. Much more so than climate change (which is also mostly
anthropogenic.)"

902

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Further, the opera ng plan (at least as modelled to date) seems to involve water release as necessary to nudge the flows in
the Pascagoula above the 7Ql0 and that's it. That is not a compelling argument that the project will be protective of specific
habitat, fish and wildlife. Other releases for fish and wildlife are generically offered in the EA without adequate delineation of
target species, amounts of water, timing or risk being presented.

903

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

As noted in my EA comments, the existing and post construction groundwater regime needs to be described in more detail in
order to evaluate the proposed (my term) ''leaky but not too leaky lakes."
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904

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Section 2.2.4. Droughts and Pascagoula River Low Flows ‐ Here the applicant provides a lot of existing data about how the
Pascagoula responds to drought. Useful information but nothing really new. This is also where the applicant begins to make
their case that they have invalidate the popular myth of anthropogenic causes of low flows. They do this of course by limiting
their analysis to ∙'macro" scale anthropogenic cause of low flows like municipal and industrial water withdrawals and ignoring
the cumulative impact of evaporation from reservoirs, land clearing,
development, roads and parking lots, agriculture, climate change and the lack of water storage capacity (as their project would
provide.) . At this point in the history of the basin, any sustained negative impact to flow is in fact highly likely to be
anthropogenic.
OOn page 36 the applicant says: '' I n response to the 2000 drought, the PHWD, Jackson County Port Authority (JCPA),
Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ), and the COE recognized that maintaining the Pascagoula River's
flows above 917 cfs at the Merrill gage would have significant environmental, ecological and economic benefits." This is
hyperbole designed to fit the applicant's narrative. They can't claim that it ''would have∙∙ significance.

905

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Section 4.1.2. Immediate Low Flow Response ‐This is the applicant's presentation of Pote et al (2015). On page 64 the applicant
says "All data values were changed by small static percentages and the data is dense, so the full comparisons are very difficult
to detect. Still, even modest changes in the frequency, duration or severity of low flow events will have a disproportionate
impact on the Pascagoula River's ability to meet environmental, ecological and economic benefits."
This statement is internally inconsistent (contradicts itself) and the "dispropor onate impact ' ' por on of the statement
doesn't seem to be supported by Pote or any other component of the EA.
And on page 65 they say ∙'Finally, this analysis methodology was used to generate daily simula ons of the lakes' volumes as if
they had been operated over the fifty year period of 1961‐2010, using the actual precipitation, evaporation and river flow data
recorded for that period. These simulations use the following inputs and outflows:
•Inputs: Runoﬀ from rain in the watershed and rain directly into the lakes.
•Losses: Evapora on when greater than precipita on (P‐ E), infiltra on, overflow, and water released to augment river flow.
•Rules of opera on: When the Pascagoula River falls below the 917 CFS (1,819 AF/day) at the Merrill gage, a suﬃcient
volume is immediately released from the lakes to raise the Pascagoula above 917 CFS. This flow augmentation continues until
the lakes lose their entire volume of stored water."
This confirms that the models did not account for lake leakage and will need to be rerun once the meaning of ∙'leaky but not
too leaky" criteria is established.
It also highlights the issue of what is the compliance point for determining if the releases are successful since the releases
from this project will be downstream of the Merrill Stream gauge.

906

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The MDEQ Office of Land and Water has not been consulted about river flow or lake operations, and a Coastal Zone
Consistency Review is a regulatory necessity.
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907

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Essentially they acknowledge that they need to gather more data and acknowledge the need to revise the water balance, flow
and storage models of the lakes and their availability for discharges for drought resilience.

908

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The "7Q10" method is, in fact, not an ecological measure at all, but a flow used by wastewater engineers to set standards for
the dilution of waste water (Riecke, undated). Reliance on 7Q10 for minimum flows results in the standard becoming the
target flow rather than a limitation, and as a result the aquatic habitat is "eventually reduced to the worst case or drought
condition in perpetuity" (Steinaker 1981). Stated more bluntly, the "7Q10 should never be used to make instream flow
prescriptions for riverine stewardship … Making such a low flow the norm is like recommending the sickest day of your life as a
satisfactory level for future well‐being" (lnstream Flow Council 2004).

909

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

I cite some of the reasons for my strong objection to this proposed project as follows: If these two main tributaries are
dammed, trillions of gallons of water will ultimately be lost through evaporation from the two lakes. This is water that should
be allowed to make its natural ebb and flow course downstream to serve the countless species and varieties of aquatic life
which have always been dependent upon this natural flow for survival and regeneration.

910

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

For thousands if not millions of years Pascagoula River water has been flowing unrestricted by my property on the Pascagoula
River. Dams upstream will reduce the flow of river water past my property. No one knows how much it will be reduced, but it
will be reduced.

911

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The City believes that there will be a potential risk from the dam in the following ways: will impede the water that would
normally flow downstream

912

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

This statement has so many unsupported claims and guarantees unrelated to the recreation facilities, I don't quite know what
to say. The applicant hasn't even come close to showing that Pascagoula's base flows are impaired or that this project can
provide the "leaky but not too leaky" lakes that will recharge groundwater. Nor have they shown with new data, that this
recharge will do anything other than provide base flows to the Big Cedar Creek sub‐basin. Nor that the project will ensure that
"sufficient water was released into the Pascagoula River whenever necessary, and for as long as necessary, to avoid drought
impacts." (Emphasis added) This entire grandiose statement should be ignored in its entirety.

913

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The City believes that there would be a potential risk from the dam in the following ways: The reasoning that these reservoirs
would help during droughts is ill‐advised because droughts also reduce the amount of water in man‐made lakes
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914

Comment Topic
Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Comment
Section 4. 1. Pascagoula River Drought Resiliency ‐ The applicant repeats their contention that the Pascagoula's base flows are
impaired and that this project will restore them. So here, they promote the "leaky lake" concept and the aforementioned
unsupported claims about the existing base flows, etc.
OCuriously, but with candor, the applicant also says:
"Note, the benefits of restored baseflows were not quantified or factored into the lake storage model. This Environmental
Assessment did not analyze the complex interaction between the two lakes' size and storage capacity and the quantity of
subsurface water provided to restore baseflows to determine the optimum balance between surface and subsurface water
storage for drought resiliency."

915

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

If the Corps intends to permit the proposed Project, it must first provide adequate information in the environmental impact
statement to demonstrate how maintaining the 917 CFS state‐mandated minimum flow will meet the stated purpose of the
project‐drought resiliency.
In that vein, the environmental impact statement must explain how creating the impoundments and artificial lakes meet the
goal of maintaining water flow in the Pascagoula River when: I) the impoundments themselves will lessen the Pascagoula
River's flow by withholding water from the Big Cedar and Little Cedar Creeks during non‐drought seasons; and 2) water from
the large surface areas of the two lakes, as well as the creeks, is lost to evaporation.

916

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Additionally the Corps must take a hard look at whether the proposed project meets the ecological goals of the purpose and
need. The Environmental Assessment concedes that "maintaining low flows may not be necessary to maintain the ecology of
the river" because the Pascagoula River is adapted to periods of severe drought and can recover from drought events. The
Environmental Assessment later recognizes that the minimum flow methodology "may not fully protect aquatic habitats and
nonconsumptive instream functions," citing a study by Richter et al. (2011). The Corps must resolve the apparent disconnect
between the preferred alternative and its own findings that the alternative would not meet its general goal of protecting the
environmental and ecological health.

917

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Furthermore, it is unclear from the proposal and Environmental Assessment how releasing water downstream of the Merrill
gage will rectify low‐flow measurements at that gage. If the Merrill gage is meant to be a surrogate for low‐flow conditions,
the Corps should analyze how the applicant will know when supplementary flows are no longer needed. Moreover, a
fact sheet presented at meeting board from the scoping meeting indicates that water could be released from the proposed
lakes "until the lake storage is exhausted," at which point the lakes would provide no positive contribution to downstream
flow. The Corps should determine the likelihood that the lakes would be exhausted in the future, and what exigency measures
would be incorporated to avoid or rectify negative impacts to hydrology, habitat, wildlife, and people. This analysis will
require a more detailed operation plan from the applicant.
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918

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The Corps should also analyze "the complex interaction between the two lakes' size and storage capacity and the quantity of
subsurface water provided to restore baseflows to determine the optimum balance between surface and subsurface water
storage for drought resiliency," which was not analyzed in the Environmental Assessment. This will require additional
studies to analyze how quickly the lakes will fill (or if they will fill at all) in light of the composition of hydraulic sediments and
the rate of flow on the two creeks. 86 The Corps must gather flow data from the Big and Little Cedar Creeks to determine their
flow and analyze whether the flow will be great enough to fill the lakes. The Environmental Assessment mentions four
alternatives to the proposed action, including a "no action alternative." These alternatives must be more thoroughly analyzed
in the environmental impact statement.

919

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The applicant also says "It is important to note that this is not an indefinite, non‐beneficial water loss which could prevent the
lakes from filling; instead the lakes will restore the Pascagoula River's historic surface‐water, groundwater, and baseflow
equilibrium." This is the ultimate "leaky but not too leaky" statement and of course unsupported by existing data and maybe
never supportable. As the applicant notes in the next (apparently mis‐edited) statement:
"Additional boreholes, analysis and modeling will be needed to confirm how quickly the lateral and vertical extent of these
highly hydraulic conductive sediments under the Project Area and project how quickly the lakes will fill."

920

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Said in a more simplis c way, the applicant seems to want a somewhat "leaky lake" to support their "restored base flow"
argument but they want the lake to fill and stay filled to support the ability to supplement low flows in the Pascagoula with
surface water discharges. A "have your cake and eat it too" approach.

921

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The City believes that there would be a potential risk from the dam in the following ways: Will impede the water that would
normally flow downstream
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922

Comment Topic
Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Comment
First off, I am in support of the Lake George Project!
As a local resident, I have seen firsthand that drought conditions are becoming a factor throughout South Mississippi. The
proof is everywhere. My friends and neighbors have been forced to drill deeper for home and farm water wells. Also, hay and
crops have been affected the last few seasons.
It's time for State and environmental groups to wake up because there is a growing issue here with droughts. The Lake George
proposal is the only project trying to fix this problem now, rather than kicking the can down the road.
It seems to me environmental groups, like the Sierra Club, are not interested in science or facts. They just seem to be in
competition with each other to gain influence and/or importance. If these groups really cared about the Pascagoula River or
the people who live here they would look at the science being done for this Lake Project rather than creating lies and spreading
misinformation.
I support the Lake George Project because I know the Pascagoula River, I’ve seen the impacts of droughts, and I know the river
is changing.

923

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The lake water balance calculations in the EA were rudimentary at best and should be continually/iteratively evaluated as the
EIS proceeds and new data is generated. Certainly, evaporative losses need to be accounted for in a way (not in acre/feet or
pan values) that the public and agency decision‐makers can use to make comments and decisions. Further, inputs need to be
realistic and not sourced to favor the applicant's proposal. In any case, these reservoirs will cause significant loss of total flow
to the Pascagoula and probably reduction in important non‐drought seasonal flows from this sub‐basin. See my EA comments
for a more complete discussion of the applicants flawed and unsupported argument that the lakes will leak water to increase
base flow but not leak so much that the lakes will not stay filled.

924

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The lake water balance calculations in the EA were rudimentary at best and should be continually/iteratively evaluated as the
EIS proceeds and new data is generated. Certainly, evaporative losses need to be accounted for in a way (not in acre/feet or
pan values) that the public and agency decision‐makers can use to make comments and decisions. Further, inputs need to be
realistic and not sourced to favor the applicant's proposal. In any case, these reservoirs will cause significant loss of total flow
to the Pascagoula and probably reduction in important non‐drought seasonal flows from this sub‐basin. See my EA comments
for a more complete discussion of the applicants flawed and unsupported argument that the lakes will leak water to increase
base flow but not leak so much that the lakes will not stay filled.
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925

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

But they have very little knowledge of the Big and Little Cedar Creek sub‐basin hydrology and base flows nor the project site
geology and hydrology. If the EIS proceeds to this level, then this will require much more (and costly) investigation to support
any contention of impaired base flows or that the project will improve them.

926

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

But they have very little knowledge of the Big and Little Cedar Creek sub‐basin hydrology and base flows nor the project site
geology and hydrology. If the EIS proceeds to this level, then this will require much more (and costly) investigation to support
any contention of impaired base flows or that the project will improve them.

927

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The EA does not demonstrate that the basin or river's water table is impaired and in need of restoration. All it demonstrates is
that we've had 85 years of annual and some decadal flood and drought cycles with two or three really bad drought seasons in
that time (most recent 2000). They have also, via existing data analysis, added some certainty to our general knowledge that
the Okatibbee River is a discharging stream in some reaches during drought and the main stem of the Pascagoula River is for
the most part a receiving stream during drought."

928

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Par cularly since the applicant has not yet convincingly modelled the drought resilience discharges based on the lakes actual
hydrogeology.

929

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

"The applicant believes that the proposed water supply lakes are needed to supply water to the Pascagoula river during future
extreme droughts resulting from the effects of climate change and to maintain flow regimes necessary to meet critical
environmental, ecological, and economic needs." Are you kidding me? Maintaining flow regimes would mean leaving the river
undammed. Not only would the dam completely destroy the ecosystem behind it, but down river wouldn't have the natural
FLOW REGIME you speak of? Droughts would only leave the river with less water, and the lakes would simply evaporate. The
BIGGEST con of this entire project is the fact that there are numerous academic articles studying the effects man‐built
reservoirs have on climate change. Not only are you flooding a carbon sink (trees and other biota underwater) but the newly
flooded area releases carbon dioxide and methane as a result of decaying organic material from the newly flooded biota. This
entire proposal is ludicrous and the applicants should come out and say what it really is for, which is a real‐estate development
project and recreational lakes for that real‐estate project. As the last free‐flowing river in the lower 48, damming the
Pascagoula should not even be up for debate, it should be preserved.
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930

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The EPA remains unconvinced (as per 40 CFR §230.IO(a)) that the presumption against placing fill
material in a water of the United States for non‐water dependent activities, has been rebutted. The applicant's project purpose
is based on a misconception that 7QIO flow needs to be maintained. There are no state or federal requirements for the
maintenance of 7Q10 flow in Mississippi. The 7Q10 flow is a statistically calculated value of the lowest 7 days of flow with a
return frequency of IO years. Minimum flow statistics such as the 7Q10 flow are recommended by the EPA for the derivation of
water quality‐based effluent limits in the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permitting program. These
values were not derived to support the hydrologic requirements of aquatic ecosystems. It is expected that the 7Q10 will vary
over time and therefore it is recalculated prior to permit reissuance to reflect the most up‐to‐date data. The maintenance of a
specific 7Ql0 is not considered a regulatory requirement by the EPA.

931

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

I’m excited the Lake George Project will stabilize water flow on the Pascagoula River while creating new habitat for fish and
wildlife. What a forward thinking idea for our environment. I’m 100% behind any project that gives back to our environment by
protecting current habitat while creating new resources in a natural and sustainable way.

932

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

More significantly, as designed reservoirs trap and hold water that would otherwise flow unimpeded downstream. Any
reservoir thus robs the river of a portion of its flow on an ongoing basis. As previously mentioned, reservoirs rarely fill to
capacity such that excess water would flow past the water retaining dam or levee and into the river. In many ways, this is a
much greater impact to the river from a reservoir that directly reduces the volume of water flowing through the river system.
Reservoirs thus have a direct impact to a river by reducing the volume of water flowing to the river every day.

933

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Will the lakes reduce water flow into Cedar Creek? If so, would that also not result in reduced flow to the Pascagoula River?

934

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Arbitrary release of waters to avoid "drought" will NOT EVER coincide with the natural seasonal cycles of plants and marine life
which survive, adapt and thrive even under such times of "drought" One need only look at similar futile and damaging man
made "solutions" for perceivied ecological problems... Consider Kudzu! Cogan grass!

935

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Consideration of evaporative loss of water incurred from damming the tributaries will reduce flow into the Pascagoula and
thereby reduce water in the wetlands.
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936

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The EA does not provide sufficient information on how conflicts between land owners, recreational users, and water
management will be addressed. An EIS should be prepared that makes publicly available plans for balancing water releases and
recreational opportunities and plans for allowing public access to the water in relationship to landowner rights. It is unclear
how the lakes will be managed to minimize evaporation loss, allow recreational access, respect private property rights, meet
consumptive water uses and avoid take of threatened and endangered species downstream. The operation of the dams is
likely to become highly controversial in the event of water shortage and the EA does not provide enough information on these

937

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

A need to provide storage in anticipation of droughts has been used to justify the project. Of course, fluctuations due to
drought are natural and the river basin should not be subject to artificial flows. Large reservoirs have proven unreliable in
guaranteeing water supply for Atlanta during severe and extended droughts and George County is unlikely to have a different
experience. George County and its economy have weathered numerous droughts without the impoundments and the proposal
is not justified.

938

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The EA focused on the very speculative benefits of drought phase releases to nudge the flows above the 7QIO but virtually
ignored the absolutely certain annual loss of net flows to the Pascagoula River, swamps and marshes from this project. Those
incremental losses (and some sediment and nutrient increases) have been mounting up and the trend of approving these flow
losses because each individual loss is incrementally small is flawed public policy.

939

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The descrip on of the hydrological regime in the project area a er construc on is misleading or unsupported by data.
Particularly the discussion of "bank storage", on‐going loss of lake water to the groundwater regime (lake leakage) and other
aspects of groundwater hydrology that could significantly impact the design, construction means and methods, overall
constructability and operation of the lakes. Leakage of the lake water to the groundwater regime does not cease when the
pore spaces in the bank become saturated and the theoretical bank storage is established. The lakes will continue to leak
surface water to the bank and from the bank to the water table in the shallow layers of the Citronelle formation.
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940

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The EA does not clearly present the scientific basis for 7Q10 flow limits set by the Mississippi Department of Environmental
Quality and the Commission on Environmental Quality and it misrepresents or overstates the correlation of the 7Ql0 flow limit
at the Merrill Stream Gauge (and the Cumbest Bluff withdrawal point) to the health of habitat, fish and wildlife (ecosystem
health) in the Pascagoula River below Merrill. 7Q10 flow limits are derived from historical hydrological data during low flow
periods. They are meant to be flow‐based benchmarks primarily used to evaluate proposals for water withdrawal and to
calculate discharge limits for pollutants in NPDES wastewater discharge permits. They can be only loosely correlated or
assumed to relate to general ecosystem health since they do represent pre‐existing hydrologic conditions. But absent river‐
specific studies, they can't be directly correlated to the health of any specific type of habitat or specific plant or wildlife
species. The EA also barely discusses the implication of this project to flood stage river flows which can be equally critical to
habitat, fish and wildlife but which have less relevance to the process of setting withdrawal limits and NPDES discharge
permit limits. See this report on the use of 7Ql O flow limits requested by the Mississippi Department of Wildlife Fisheries and
Parks, Opportunities for Protecting Instream Flows in Mississippi
http: //masglp.olemiss.edu/Opportunities.pdf This report adds some clarity to the matter.

941

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

No lake leakage rate or annual amount has been calculated or presented , yet the applicant makes substantive claims about
the lakes ability to provide bank storage and enhanced base flows. Before a claim is made that the project will contribute
groundwater to base flows, (see below) the applicant needs to determine much more about the geology and groundwater
regime of the project area AND of the downstream reaches of Big Cedar Creek which may be the recipient of the groundwater
derived base flows. That information should then be used to establish the overall, year‐round hydrological impact of the
project (flood peak flows, non‐drought/normal base flows, net loss of water to the basin, etc.) and not just used to drive
models of how the lake water release would impact drought phase 7Q10 compliance.

942

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

It should be made unequivocally clear for public review and reviewing agency considera on that this project and all the
other Pat Harrison Waterway District reservoir lakes REDUCE the net total flows of surface water to the Pascagoula River
Basin and River over the " no dam, no reservoir" base case. At a minimum this is due to evaporation from the surface of
the lakes. Yes, some of those PHWD lakes may be used for public recreation and this project may be able to provide
supplemental drought flows to the river but they all "take" net water from the basin, they do not add to it.
The amount of evaporation expressed in rate and total units that the public can understand (not pan values) and the on‐going
lake leakage rate to bank storage and then the water table should be clearly stated in the EA.

943

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

For those rivers to be healthy, they and their tributaries need to be naturally free flowing. They have adapted to that over
thousands of years. We all know that to be true, even if we occasionally suffer from floods and droughts. The rivers adapted
and so have we.
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944

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

These creeks are major sources of water for the Pascagoula River (the longest free flowing river in the southern United States).
No one knows the exact affect damming of these two (2) creeks would have upon this natural free flowing river.

945

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Ability to operate as proposed such that water is available for meaningful discharge, cost effectively, without impairing the
recreational uses that the community is expecting.

946

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Please consider all indirect impacts to Big and Little Cedar Creeks from lake construction, including evaporation, water loss to
porous soil formations in lake footprints, and disruptions to shallow aquifers.

947

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

His piece from 2009, "How Dams Affect Water Supply," certainly says it far better, with tighter science, than I could. Please pay
particular attention to the UNESCO chart (may have to go to the URL to retrieve it). My visions include Lake Mead (Hoover
Dam), which has clear markings on the rocks of where it once was; thanks to a long‐time drought it is lower than it ever has
been. But my own personal favorites are the pictures of Lake Travis and Lake Austin, where I went to college and graduate
school and taught at the community college: you get to see all the old cars that were dumped years ago.
(Https://www.internationalrivers.org/resources/how‐dams‐affect‐water‐supply‐1727) Most rural Africans are directly
dependent on surface water ‐ rivers, wetlands, springs and lakes ‐ for their water supply. Today, 20 African countries
experience severe water scarcity and another 12 will be added in the next 25 years. As the climate changes, free‐flowing,
healthy rivers will become an even more valued resource than they are today. Dams are expected to affect water quality and
quantity for millions of downstream users. A few ways that dams harm water supply include:
Dams also lead to riverbed deepening for tens or even hundreds of kilometers below the reservoir. Riverbed deepening can
lower the groundwater along a river, threatening vegetation and local wells in the floodplain and requiring crop irrigation in
places where there was previously no need.
Tropical reservoirs are particularly prone to colonization by aquatic plants. In addition to causing other problems, mats of
floating plants can lower reservoir levels. Losses of water from evaporation and transpiration in weed‐covered reservoirs can
be up to six times higher than those from evaporation in open waters.
Because they greatly increase the surface area of water exposed to the sun, dams can increase evaporation. About 170
cubicWater loss from reservoirs kilometres of water evaporates from the world's reservoirs every year, more than 7% of the
total amount of freshwater consumed by all human activities. The annual average of 11.2 cubic kilometres of water evaporated
from Nasser Reservoir behind the High Aswan Dam is around 10% its storage, and is roughly equal to the total withdrawals of
water for residential and commercial use throughout Africa. The proposed Epupa Dam reservoir would have evaporated more
water than the nation's capital city uses in a year.
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948

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The tail‐waters of the dams and lower Big Cedar Creek will be at risk from altered creek flows (construction phase, and post
construction drought phase, flood and normal phase.) Flood impacts could be particularly acute during our tropical storm
events. The creeks are currently well adapted to natural events but could be put at risk of excessive scouring, bank erosion, off‐
season flooding from drought phase releases, sedimentation, thermal shock, etc. This needs to be evaluated and described in
more detail in the EIS.

949

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

How long will it take for the lake to fill and will it be managed in such a way as to impede recreational access and uses during
drought phase drawdowns? Will local perched water aquifers that yield to domestic supplies be impaired?

950

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

I do not profess to be a scientist but I believe until many of the questions listed below have been answered this project should
not move forward.
•One of the comments made in the Proposal is that this project is to prepare for climate change in the future. How is diverting
water from one source, which is a NATURAL source, to dry ground a preparation for the future? If this is, indeed, in
preparation for climate change in the future can the flow of the water into the lakes be enough to keep up with the
evaporation rate? Has there been a scientific analysis of this and has it been assessed and disclosed to the public?

951

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

•The EIS must review how the project will affect water tables, which residents depend on for clean water. Digging the lakes
may drop the local water table and force users of shallow wells to deepen them or connect to community water systems.

952

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Lastly the lakes would benefit the lower Pascagoula River system. The future of weather is unpredictable whether you believe
climate change is real or is not. The weather changes yearly. Our area was in a drought recently and has been in years before.
A common saying has been "the river is only running three days a week". During times of drought the lakes would be able to
provide extra water to maintain a minimum water flow of the Pascagoula River.

953

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Study climate change predictions for this area. I am concerned that "drought" may not be the problem in this latitude. I have
seen studies that predicted high humidity and rainfall, with constant relatively warm weather (a sort of rain forest climate).
Would like to know predictive scenarios and percentage likelihood of future "extreme droughts".
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954

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The Corps should also analyze the impacts of channel incision below the impoundments (Simon and Rinaldi 2006, entire).
Channel incision, the general lowering of a stream bed over time, can occur in response to numerous types of disturbances,
including constriction of flow by impoundments (Castro 2003 at 2; Simon and Rinaldi 2006 at 375). Incision is of particular
concern in areas with soft, erodible sediments like those in Big Cedar and Little Cedar Creeks. Typically the channel below the
dam will become deeper and the banks will collapse, as the channel grows wider and shallower as sediment is transferred
downstream‐in this case, to the Pascagoula River. Once the bed load reaches the Pascagoula River, it could cause a headcut in
the main channel (Trout 2013).

955

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The Pascagoula is the largest undammed river in the continental United States. Constructing a 0.8 mile long dam on Little
Cedar Creek to create a 1,715 acre reservoir, and constructing a 0.53 mile long dam on Big Cedar Creek to create a I,153 acre
reservoir is highly controversial because it will permanently change the character of this largely undammed river basin. Across
the country, many agencies are taking action to remove dams because of the known negative impacts they have on the
environment and on imperiled aquatic species. The building of new dams is inherently highly controversial.

956

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Dams, whether they are built to provide water supply or flood control, all create a net loss of water through evaporation for
affected watersheds.

957

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

So the biggest thing is this ‐‐ this whole project of a drought resiliency as a result of climate change, like to help mitigate the
affects of climate change, is completely redundant because fake lakes, manmade reservoirs, when you ‐‐ when you dam a river
or a tributary, everything that's behind the dam, you're flooding an entire ecosystem, all the biota there. So, one, it's ‐‐ that
biota that wouldn't be flooded otherwise is ‐‐ it acts as a carbon sink, so carbon dioxide is being pulled in, which ‐‐ which helps
with climate change. And then if you flood that entire area, you don't have that carbon sink anymore so you have more carbon
dioxide up in the atmosphere thus worsening climate change. And, second, when you're flooding that entire area and all of the
biota within it and it's under water for an extended period of time, it starts to decay. And when organic matter decays, it gives
off carbon dioxide and methane which are the two biggest greenhouse gases which, again, worsens climate change. So this
entire drought resiliency project due to part ‐‐ like ‐‐ and the affects of climate change completely ‐‐ it's just redundant. It's not
a valid argument whatsoever. And there's been numerous scientific, peer reviewed studies showing that manmade reservoirs
contribute to climate change. It's just ‐‐ I guess that's all I have to say before we get into anything else.
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958

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Although the USACE documents suggest that the two new lakes would maintain minimum environmental flows of917 cubic
feet per second (CFS) in the Pascagoula River at the Merrill gage, it seems unlikely that the hydrology of the reach in question
would increase flows at Merrill when the out flow from the new lakes is 35 miles below the gage. The documents also suggest
that flows in the Pascagoula River would be increased. If environmental flows from the dams would be released during times of
a significant drought, flows in Cedar Creek and the Pascagoula River would likely be reduced during non‐drought years from
the net loss due to increased evaporation and ground seepage from the two new lakes. The EA mentions evaporation from the
lakes but provides no estimate of evaporative water loss which could be significant from nearly 3000 acres of the new lakes.

959

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Some studies of water evaporation from lakes indicate losses due to evaporation of as much as 20,000,000 gallons of water per
day from a 3,000 acre lake. For comparison, that figure is close to the average daily withdrawal rate at the Cumbest Bluff
pumping station for all the Jackson County industries. This rate of evaporation is likely higher than the new lakes would
experience, but any amount near that value would be extremely detrimental to the normal flow of Cedar Creek.

960

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

There are homeowners and camps around the proposed areas who already have flooding issues when the Pascagoula River
gets high amounts of rain and gets to flood stage when the Pascagoula River is at low tides and times of drought. Creating
dams and other areas of water will only INCREASE flooding and the demand for assistance in times of flooding which will be
more of a fianncial burden along with the cost of building these lakes.

961

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Concerns about lakes' water volumes and lake releases and evaporation:
Intended purpose of proposed lakes is minimally served. Primary justification offered for these lakes is (generally) for drought
protection and (specifically) to maintain a Pascagoula discharge of at least 917 CFS, as per MDEQ. However, Pickering's own
modeling results (even with projected climate change) indicate that there have been very few drought events in the past 50
years which would have been somewhat abated by a partial draining of the lakes (had they existed) to maintain a minimal
discharge of 917 CFS (see Figures 11‐12 from the Final Report for George County Lake ‐ Climate Variability Analysis by Pote
et al. 2014). With the exception of perhaps 1990‐2000 & 2007‐2009 periods, the "Lake vs. No Lake" analyses indicate minimal
benefit derived from the proposed lakes. Also, the 917 CFS minimum threshold used in this study would be equivalent to a
discharge rate of 1,819 ac‐ft/day; however, it appears that Pote et al. (2014) used a threshold of 2,250 ac‐ft/day in their
analyses of "Lake vs. No Lake" in Figures 11‐12. Using the 1,819 ac‐ft/day (= 917 CFS) threshold really calls to question whether
these lakes are truly needed for the purposes of drought protection.
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962

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

the purpose stated in the application is for drought resiliency of the Pascagoula River and going in basically two directions.
One is to help the environment of the Pascagoula River, and, secondly, to help the industries in Jackson County maintain water
flow that they need. After reading the study, I find that the study itself says ‐‐ the EPA had produced a study stating that the
Pascagoula River ‐‐ specifically, the Pascagoula River had likely become drought hardened and did not need to maintain a
minimum flow, almost quote, unquote. And they state that in two places in the EA. Secondly, the EA is also based ‐‐ the
drought resiliency is based on the Corps of Engineers' study that says in the future climate change will elevate ‐‐ we'll have
elevated temperatures and higher instances of long‐term drought. The very next sentence says, but the Corps scientists are
evenly split between thinking that we'll have more drought and more precipitation. So in effect they're saying that only half
the scientists at the Corps think that they might actually need, you know, some project of this kind type. That's from an
environmental standpoint. There's a number of smaller issues. In particular, I guess the only one I want to throw in is the loss
of water from the system. By creating 3,000 additional acres of water surface, you lose a large amount of water to evaporation
that does not go into the Pascagoula River. It's lost. You also lose a lot of water through ground seepage, a little bit of which
goes to the Pascagoula River, but most of which goes in other directions and takes water out of the Pascagoula River system.
So at the end of the day, you've actually taken water from the river system and you've incurred a huge cost that is ‐‐ that this
project is just not worth.

963

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The amount of water lost to evaporation in the reservoirs will be higher than the amount of water that would be lost to
evaporation in the creeks and the river due to the greater surface area of the lakes. It is not clear that the reservoirs will be
able to store adequate amounts of water or that water releases will transport adequate amounts of water downstream to
maintain desired river flows. The many assumptions in the EA are not validated by the available information, including that the
reservoirs will recharge the water table, that evaporation can be managed, that water releases will maintain desired flows, or
that recreational and home owner and industry uses can all be attained.

964

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Also, for comparison, 20,000,000 gallons per day is the same as 29 CFS. The minimum flow rate for Cedar Creek is set at 40
CFS. The reduced flow for Cedar Creek would likely be under its 7QI 0 minimum flow rate of 40 CFS much of the time after the
new lakes are constructed. And as stated above, would reduce the flow in the Pascagoula River on a daily basis. Note that the
EA also states that the predicted increase in temperature due to climate change will increase the rate of evaporation for the
area.

965

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

I am opposed to the Lake George project on two fronts. The first is an objection to any action that will artificially affect the
natural flow and level of the Pascagoula River. I was not in favor of the water draws at Cumbest Bluff, and would much prefer
those draws be reduced rather than dams be constructed on Big Cedar and Little Cedar Creeks.
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966

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

I think it would be great for recreation for our county and Jackson County. And also the Pascagoula River is changing and I
think it would be ‐‐ you know, help with drought.

967

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Further, the EIS should investigate impacts to water resources (e.g. flow, biological quality, overall health), already existing
recreational opportunities such as fishing and hunting, and established nature‐ based tourism businesses.

968

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

I'm in support of the lake for George County. We've been ‐‐ it's been in the works for several, several, long, long years, not
only for recreation, which recreation would be a plus, but also for water supply ‐‐ as you ‐‐ you know, the water supply in our
county and joining counties. With Chevron, we help Chevron and their power plants with the water supply.

969

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The EPA has recently been heavily involved in evaluating the effects of altered flow regimes on the restoration and
maintenance of the ecological integrity of waters of the United States. As a result of that involvement, the EPA is aware that
the science regarding instream flows has improved significantly over the past 40 years. The scientific community is in wide
agreement that natural flow regimes of our streams and rivers should be considered as a whole (i.e., low flows, high flows, and
extreme flows) and that designing projects to address minimum flow alone are not sufficient for maintaining ecosystem
integrity (Poff et al. 1997, Bunn and Arthington 2002, Annear et al. 2004).

970

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Designing projects, such as this one, based solely on addressing extreme low flows does not address the full range of seasonal
and inter annual variability of the natural flow regime. The natural fluctuation of water in rivers and streams is critical for
maintaining aquatic ecosystems because aquatic biota have developed life history strategies in response to these fluctuations
(Stalnaker 1990, Hill et al. 1991, Postel and Richter 2003). The EPA continues to believe that the aquatic ecosystems associated
with the Pascagoula River have adapted to the historic variability in flow regime and will continue to adjust over time.

971

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

I can give the Corps to facts that they must consider:
1.This project will not add one drop of water to the Pascagoula River system.
2.This project will result in less water flowing past my house on the Pascagoula River below the dams.
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Comment Topic
Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Comment
Section 2.2.1. Regulatory Minimum Flows ‐ Closing paragraph ‐ The applicant says "Low flows are detrimental to both
consumptive (out‐of‐stream) and non‐consumptive (instream) water uses. Yet, these statutory provisions together with the
Pascagoula River's low flows in 2000, 2007, 2010 and 2011 threatens the operations of existing downstream consumptive
industrial water users during future droughts. Additionally, the lack of secure, reliable long‐term water supplies may limit the
ability of existing industrial water users to expand and constrain efforts to recruit new industries to locate in the region."
This is a condensed version of the applicant's misrepresentation of the derivation and relative protective nature of 7Q1 O's, the
alleged recent drought trends and fearful, speculative statements about the future.

973

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

It is our opinion that more extensive research must be performed, including a complete and full Environmental Impact
Statement, followed by full and formal public hearings. These actions are necessitated for many reasons, including:
‐The poten al altera on and changes which will impact the flow of the Pascagoula River, jeopardizing the Pascagoula's
designation as the largest free‐flowing river in the country.

974

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

It is our opinion that more extensive research must be performed, including a complete and full Environmental Impact
Statement, followed by full and formal public hearings. These actions are necessitated for many reasons, including:
‐The lack of historical evidence to support claims that the lakes are required for drought replenishment.

975

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Section 2.2.1. Regulatory Minimum Flows ‐ The applicant provides some of the background on 7Q10 flow controls as adopted
and implemented in Mississippi. They interestingly say the following: "The 7Q IO methodology may not fully protect aquatic
habitats and nonconsumptive instream functions, but it does provide an objective, numerical minimum stream flow measure
(Richerter (sic) et al. 2011)."
I agree with the statement "may not fully protect habitats and non‐consump ve instream func ons… " But Richter's
statement in the referenced document should be understood in the context it was written. His cited paper "A presumptive
standard for environmental flow protection" as noted in the abstract for the paper, was about the global need for establishing
elementary flow control in countries and locations where there are none.
Quoting the abstract "The vast majority of the world's rivers are now being tapped for their water supplies, yet only a tiny
fraction of these rivers are protected by any sort of environmental flow standard."
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/rra.l 511 /abstract
I suspect that Richter's thoughts on the use of7Q10's in the Pascagoula River would be more detailed and on point than the
cited generic statement. See Richter's work as cited in my Appendix 2 ‐ Overview section.
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976

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

I believe it's going end up in a net loss of ‐‐ of water simply because of the ‐‐ the radiation of ‐‐ on a large surface area
compared to the small creeks as they are free flowing.

977

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The use of a minimum 7Q10 flow of 917 CFS or below as a triggering point for water releases is misguided if ecologically
healthy flows for the Pascagoula River are the desired outcome of building water supply dams on Big and Little Cedar Creek.
The 7Q10 flow is a statistically calculated value recommended by the EPA for deriving water quality based effluent limits in
state NPDES permitting programs. These statistical values represent a snapshot of the 7 lowest flow days on a particular
stream over a 10 year period and are hardly indicative of flows that could be considered to adequately support the hydrologic
requirements of aquatic ecosystems. In fact, statutory authority exists in Mississippi for the MDEQ to consult with the MDWFP
to set minimum flows other than the 7Q10 statistic because the Wildlife Department has reservations about how well 7Q10
protects stream ecology. If ecologically healthy flows are desired for the Pascagoula River, the lakes should actually be able
produce much more water than the amount that would keep the river above 917 CFS. The real reason 917 CFS is chosen as a
trigger point by project sponsors is that MDEQ can cut off or suspend water withdrawal permits on rivers or streams that fall
below 7Q10 when the agency decides there is the chance of ecological damage to the stream if water withdrawals continue.
Make no mistake, 7Q10 protects industrial withdrawals and not ecologically healthy flows. If ecologically healthy flows were
really desired by the sponsors they would have chosen a low flow standard that protects more than treated sewage discharge
(NPDES) permits.
The sponsors in their EA use the 7Q10 low flow statistic at Merrill as the trigger point for a water release from dams and in
their modeling. The 7Q10 minimum flow statistic when it is reached at the Merrill gaging station on the river does not
correlate well with the discharge point of Big Cedar Creek into the Pascagoula which is downstream, or with the flow reading of
the river at the Cumbest Bluff withdrawal point that feeds the Port of Pascagoula fresh water pipeline.

978

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

I would like to compliment and commend both the Pat Harrison Waterway District and the George County Board of Supervisors
for having the foresight and confidence to pursue a project that is proactive and is going to take into account a problem that
we have in the foreseeable future, which is the drought issues that are going to be more severe and more frequent and in their
efforts to provide fresh water to the Port of Pascagoula. I think it's a great project. I stand behind it. I'm completely in support
of it.
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979

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The applicant's stated purpose for the lakes is that they are to provide a secondary water source to sustain the Pascagoula
River at the 7Q10 low flow (the lowest seven days of flow with a recurrence frequency of once every ten years) of917 cubic
feet per second (CFS) during extreme prolonged drought conditions which could occur in the future due to climate change.
Severe prolonged droughts occurred in 1936 and most recently in 2000. Also, in 2007 the Pascagoula River fell below 917 CFS
in mid‐November and in 2010 the Pascagoula River hovered close to and periodically fell below 917 CFS from mid‐October till
early December. In 2011 the Pascagoula River approached 917 CFS in mid‐June and fell below 917 CFS for a brief time in
early September. However, despite the documentation of these low flow events, the applicant has not analyzed and
documented the effect of these flows on areas downstream. It should be noted that although the 7Ql O is used as a value in
the calculations to develop some types of effluent limits, it is not a value that has any inherent relevance to supporting the flow
requirements of an aquatic ecosystem.

980

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

I am all in favor of the Lake George Project in George and Jackson County MS. As most people on the Pascagoula River know
the water level gets very low in the late summer and fall. Water is pumped from Cumbest Bluff to the Industrial Plant in
Pascagoula, MS mainly Chevron Refinery and at certain times of the year the water level is too low to pump water.

981

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

In order to fill the lakes to capacity, waters feeding into the river will be diverted. If the main goal is to help reduce low water
levels, this seems contradictive. The water levels on this river have been equally high as they have been low.
For every summer where it seems levels are lower than usual for an extended period of time, there is a flood in the winter that
more than makes up for the water level deficit. It's a cycle, and one that needs to occur in order for the river and marshes to be
"flushed" out bringing down fresh silt for new growth in the spring.When water stands as it does in a lake, the amount of
surface evaporation increases in comparison to consistently flowing water. This means that the lakes will have to be filled more
through the summer months when temperatures rise and evaporation increases. We can only assume at this point, that
additional water will have to be pulled from the flow of the river to compensate for the loss. Because it makes no financial
sense to spend millions constructing such a large project only to let it set and dry up due to the very drought conditions being
used to "sell" the lakes.

982

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Who says that the way this area will experience climate change is in drought? And if we do experience them, lakes cause far
more evaporation than the river itself.
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983

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Sec on 1.1.4. The Pascagoula River's Base flow and Minimum Flow ‐ The main stem of the Pascagoula River is probably
hydrologically connected in great part to water table water (unconfined aquifers) but the basin as a whole is dependent on
confined, perched and unconfined aquifers of all sorts. Specifically, it is dependent on the kind of shallow perched and confined
aquifers that make perennial streams and creeks "perennial" and shallow aquifers that the applicant's project site specific
inspection and boring program has begun to reveal at the Big and Little Cedar Creek project site.

984

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

If the Lakes were to be built, who would have oversight regarding environmental monitoring and compliance? If the PHWD in
the future were to sell the lakes to private managers, how would that affect that oversight? We need to consider not just the
immediate but very long‐term effects of any action (including no action).

985

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Section 1.1 Introduction ‐ As you read this ask yourself "how does this section "invalidate(s) the popular sentiment on
anthropogenic causes of low flows."

986

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Sec on 1.1.4 goes on to quote the legislature regarding establishment of 7Q1 O's ∙'the commission [on Environmental
Quality] shall consult with and shall consider recommendations from the [MDWF&P]"
I heartily endorse that premise!

987

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Executive Summary ‐ The applicant introduces their existing hydrologic data evaluation and limited hydrologic data gathering
here. They also imply that the groundwater regime that provides base flows to the entire Pascagoula Basin (watershed) is
impaired and even more dramatically, to claim that their project will "I) restore the watershed's natural sub‐surface water
table to minimize the frequency, severity and duration of low flow events;" But the EA fails to show that this watershed‐level
impairment exists and they fail to show impairment in the Big and Little Cedar Creek sub‐basin or that this project will restore
any supposed impairment in the sub‐basin, the Pascagoula Basin watershed or the Pascagoula River. There is more on this in
several comments below.
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Comment
Hydrologic alteration of the type that will follow from placing two dams on Big Cedar Creek is significant and foreseeable.
Please examine whether it may contribute to the decline or extirpation of imperiled or common species in the Big Cedar Creek
watershed or in the Pascagoula River itself. The justification set forth for this project is that there will be climate change and
that future droughts will produce low flows along the Pascagoula River. Literature and science come down on both sides of the
question of what climate change will be like in the Southeastern United States and in the lower Gulf states, and it is the case
that there may be generally more, or less rainfall that comes to the region in a changing climate. An objective analysis of need
for more water supply based on climate change should be part of the EIS. What has been submitted in the EA is subjective and
biased. As alterations to flow in the Big Cedar Creek system and evaporative loss from lakes created from Big Cedar Creek
represent significant and foreseeable impacts, they should be studied using available data, and if no available data exist, the
necessary studies must be conducted. For evaporation rates on lakes in this region, pan evaporation rate studies should be
undertaken in George County so an accurate value can be plugged into modeling equations. Use of Starkville or Fairhope
weather station data to provide model pan evaporation rates were the only two choices given in the EA. Fairhope has a coastal
effect and so is more like George County than Starkville. Using reasonable and similar areas to model evaporation in this
location must be strived for in this EIS. Furthermore, the years bracketed by the river flow modeling in the EA may have
restricted the breadth of data examined and may have affected the ability of the model to produce resulting predictions.
Please ensure that the bracketing of years used for any model do not truncate the data and make one outcome more likely
than another. Cherry‐picking of data or avoiding the use of very high or very low annual flows in order to steer a study to a
desired outcome is dishonest science. Pickering was not above doing this. Please be as broad, inclusive and objective in model
construction as it is possible to do with available raw flow data for the Pascagoula River and any other stream data used.
Please take into account, in your consideration of the lakes' ability to augment flows, that local drought conditions may affect
lake levels and reduce them so that they are hindered in their ability to provide flow to the main stem of the Pascagoula‐ which
is the stated purpose for these lakes. Please also take into account that a dammed and regulated Big Cedar Creek system is
robbed of its natural flow regime and that
management of outfalls and flow out of a recreational lake system may give tailwater sections of Big Cedar Creek and the
Pascagoula river itself less water than normal seasonal flows might otherwise provide during ordinary (non‐drought)
precipitation conditions.
Please take into account that the EA predicted that digging the lakes would disrupt shallow aquifers and permanently disrupt
some active water wells in the local area. The loss of this water supply is a foreseeable impact that can cause affected well
owners to either pay for new wells or join a water system and be charged more money for using community water.
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Streamflow &
Hydrology

Comment
Modification of river flow and impacts to Ecosystem Services:
Reduced short and long‐term water flow, especially during periods of drought, to the lower Pascagoula River and associated
delta system. Dams are likely to affect streams' natural dynamic equilibrium of hydrological process and sediment transport,
negatively affecting suitable habitats, biodiversity and nutrient cycles (Bunn and Arthington 2002; Hupp et al. 2009). One of
the major precepts in the restoration of altered rivers is to restore natural flow regimes (Richter 2010). It makes far better
sense to retain the natural flow regime of the Pascagoula River rather than alter it under the pretense of improving
ecosystem health.
With rare exceptions, changes in river flow always have negative impacts. The estuary is in equilibrium with river flow and any
change creates disequilibrium. The estuary may be able to adapt over time, but the time scale is usually biennial or longer. No
change in flow should be considered without a very sophisticated modeling effort to thoroughly evaluate impacts (see Klink et
al. 2002, Powell et al. 2003).
Concerns about lakes' water volumes and
lake releases and evaporation: There is no indication of "fill‐time" for the proposed lakes and impacts to Pascagoula River flow
during this fill‐time. According to the "Geo‐Hydrology: Theoretical George County Lake" Report by Schmitz et al. (2013) the Big
Creek Lake (dammed@ 120' elevation; Figure 59) would have a volume of ‐65,000 ac‐ft (= 2.831 E09 cubic ft), and the Little
Cedar Creek Lake (dammed@ 11O' elevation; Fig. 62) would have a volume of ‐80,000 ac‐ft (= 3.485E09 cubic ft). Thus, it
would minimally require 6.316£09 cubic ft of water to fill both lakes. Are there any projections of how the Pascagoula River
discharge would be maintained at a minimum of 917 CFS while the proposed Jakes are being filled? The implications of
evaporative losses (likely a non‐linear increase as lake surface area grows) and losses to groundwater (also likely to be non‐
linear and complex, as areal coverage grows and hydrostatic pressures increase as the depths of the proposed lakes grow)
will make this particularly difficult to estimate true fill‐times, and the ability to maintain a minimal discharge of917 CFS
while the proposed lakes fill.
Question of "Lake vs. No Lake" projections of Evaporative and/or Groundwater Losses, and their impacts on "fill‐time." If the
proposed lakes are used for their intended purpose (to supplement river discharge in times of drought), the impacts wrought
from Bullet #2 above will become manifest each time the lakes must be recharged, and this will of course depend on just
how much the lakes are drained during each event. The primary concern and ecological justification of the project is to
mitigate climate change impacts. Throughout the impact assessment document the effects of climate change are presented
using deterministic estimates. This is not realistic as there are numerous, equally plausible climate models that make
predictions about how temperature, CO2, and precipitation regimes will change. Displaying the mean value of one of these
does not capture the expected variation. Given the expected variation, it is not clear how necessary this project is given the
lack of context presented in the estimate.
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Comment Topic
Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Comment
Scien fic studies by NOAA forecast rises in the sea level of the Gulf of Mexico in the ensuing years. a.What design and
operational measures, if any, are incorporated in the Project to address the possibility of rises in sea level?
What additional expense, if any, is anticipated to incorporate any design and operational measures to account for changes in
sea level?
Similarly, hurricanes and river flooding are not infrequent occurrences along the Mississippi Gulf Coast.
a.What design and opera on measures, if any, are incorporated in the Project to account for high water from flooding and
hurricane surge?
b.What addi onal expense, if any, is an cipated for the Project to protect it, e.g. from the impact of a hurricane of the
magnitude of Hurricane Katrina?

991

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

I support George ‐‐ the Lake George is because of water – it would help with the water supply and also it would help with
drought, also it would be recreational use.

992

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Scoping Issues that should be examined to include but are not limited to the following: Water Supply

993

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The Pascagoula River is well‐known for being the largest free‐flowing river system in the lower 48, but projects such as this
threaten this status (also a threat to eco‐tourism), as well as the natural processes within the watershed.
An option that would reduce negative effects to downstream flows, is to allow the water that is retained to flow from the
outlet at the same volume and duration that would naturally flow downstream without the dam present. In periods of
exceptionally low rainfall, this may require allowing the entire pool to flow out, leaving behind extensive mudflats, and
potentially stranding aquatic fauna. Regardless, aquatic fauna below the dam would still be restricted from moving upstream
during normal stream flows. The project’s ultimate, but undisclosed purpose is likely to create development opportunities for
waterfront real‐estate. Potential inhabitants would most likely find such requirements unsatisfactory and demand a minimum
pool level that satisfies aesthetic and functional use at all times, which all but nullifies this potential restriction.
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994

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

It also must be pointed out that this EA doesn't confront the reality of climate change since it includes no accounting for the
excessive and violent flooding that is equally likely as drought and actually could be expected to occur between droughts.
These dams are not built to withstand extreme flooding. The stilling basins proposed to mitigate violent downstream flow have
to be designed to withstand 24 inches of rain in 24 hours or no amount of stilling at 6 inches in 24 hours will prevent
downstream catastrophe. The design of the dams does not indicate any exceptional strength or expectation of exceptional
flooding rains and yet that is exactly what we can expect in the climate change future anticipated for the coming years. South
Carolina recently lost untold earthen dams in their so‐called 1000 year flooding event and there is no indication that these
planned "high hazard dams" will be any less likely to go if some extra violent rain falls one year after completion of this project.

995

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Water Resources Availability Overview:In general, Mississippi is blessed with abundant water resources. The majority of water
used in the state comes from groundwater, which is inherently less susceptible to contamination and drought stress than
surface water sources. Fresh groundwater is available statewide except for some localized areas. Most locations throughout
the state are underlain by two or more aquifers. The total volume of fresh water stored in Mississippi's aquifers dwarfs the
total volume of all surface water resources. While there are areas of the state with emerging water supply issues that we are
addressing, the Pascagoula River is not one of the areas. While voluminous data were provided in the EA and attachments,
sufficient data were not provided to document the water supply issues this project would address, i.e. a long term trends in
declining surface water flows and ground water table levels.

996

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Now ask yourself did Sec on I. l "invalidate(s) the popular sen ment on anthropogenic causes of low flows."?

997

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

I have lived in George County most of my life except for brief stints in school. My grandpa started taking me hunting and
fishing on the Pascagoula river and its associated lakes when I was six years old and I have done so until now. I have seen the
changes in the Pascagoula during this time. The water level dropping for more extended times and the increase in floods as
well.
As a citizen of George County I strongly endorse the Lake George project.

998

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

As a person who lives in the Cedar Creek Community and have flooding at different times throughout the year I am in
opposition. I do not want my area to flood any more than it already does. We have flooding even when the river is at lowest
tides. The river will get the runoff from rains that occur north of us and around us make the river rise to above flood stage and
our homes and camps and roads flood. The stress on our roads, power, and land erosion from artificially pushed geography in
order to make 'recreational' lakes is absurd. The cost of building and maintaining the damages should be looked at. We do not
need any more flooding. When the water in the dams build up and have to be release to keep the areas around the lakes from
flooding you will be pushing more water into areas that can't handle the flooding.
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999

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

•The EIS should study how evapora on will aﬀect the lakes' capacity to store water. The lakes will be out in the open and
exposed to the sunlight and so greater evaporation, but the creek beds are shady and inhibit evaporation. There is
evidence that evaporation off the surface of these lakes will be far greater during droughts than the evaporation out of
these creek bottoms, which are cooled by the shadeThe EIS must address how fast the water will go when it is released, and
how the water speed will impact trees, plants, animals and river banks.

1000

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Section 1.2. Recommended Project ‐ The statement "First, the lakes provide extensive subsurface which will not evaporate like
surface water and will help to naturally maintain the Pascagoula River's base flow during droughts." This appears to be mis‐
edited and doesn't make sense. This refers to ∙'subsurface'' what?

1001

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Section 1.2. Recommended Project, page 11 ‐The applicant's discussion of "The Recommended Project's operational
procedures for water releases and lake/shoreline management remain to be negotiated with MDEQ and the COE." says
"However, based on stakeholder discussions and resource agency comments, there are several alternative operational
schemes that could provide important secondary environmental and ecological benefits to:
1.Maintain a natural, historic hydrograph;
2.Create periodic ar ficial high water events to provide downstream and coastal environmental and ecological benefits
without increasing flood risks; and
3.Create a seasonal hydrograph to enhance the aqua c habitat of the threatened and endangered fish species and important
commercial and recreational marine fisheries. This alternative is discussed in detail in Section 4.2.2. "
I see these benefits as both very speculative and low probability. They demonstrate the applicant's willingness to be flexible
but not their ability to deliver.

1002

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The water going ‐‐ wasted, going into the Gulf of Mexico is going to be more valuable than gold in 100 years. And in 1930, a
little glass of water cost zero, and today, in '17, 2017, it's about the same price as a Coca‐Cola. And in 100 years, it's going to
be even worse. And we need to save every drop of water that we can collect off of these tributaries to keep it from just going
down the pipe into the Gulf of Mexico, because that's the next stop of water from this tributary is the Gulf of Mexico. And we
need every drop saved where we don't waste any, because, you know, like I said, in 100 years, it will be morevaluable than
gold and worse than California. They'll be here. And I remember when the ‐‐ the Chickasawhay and the Okatoma and Leaf
River and the Big Black were all just potholes of water in a drought and no rundown in the river. This was before the dams
were created. And the first dam was ‐‐ that I know about, was created in Clarke County by the CCCs in about 1936. And then
the ‐‐ the river is not free running as they've stated in the paper. It's been dammed up, probably 20 different dams on this river
system. And so what does one more hurt?
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1003

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Cedar Creek has little flow during dry periods. During construction Cedar Creek will have NO significant flow, and thereafter in
dry periods. The lakes also will be at low levels during dry periods from evaporation and seepage. Thus no significant release
would be available from these "recreational" lakes

1004

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Sec on l. I .4, on page 8 recounts the releases of water from Oka bbee Reservor that had Ii le eﬀect at the Merrill stream
gauge in the year 2000. Th is tells us what was reasonable to predict…. That in drought, this reach of the Chickasawhay River is
a discharging stream and loses water to the water table.

1005

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The EA lacks a final management method for water releases from the lakes to the Pascagoula River.

1006

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

If this project is to serve the low flow needs of the river first, and recreation second then the EA needs to be clear about it. In
Section 3, Recommended Project Described, three different possible stream hydrographs are presented on EA page 57: 1)
Natural historic, 2) periodic artificial high water events and 3) Some other seasonal hydrograph. The fact that the Pickering
Engineers did not consult the MDEQ Office of Land and Water about what hydrograph might be appropriate before publishing
this EA document is a reason to reject the application. Also on EA p.57 Pickering states that they want to "minimize adverse
recreation impacts to the maximum extent possible" and further write "this will be done while insuring that sufficient water is
released whenever necessary and for as long as necessary to avoid drought impacts." It is hard to tell from this language how
much deference will be given to the recreational users of the lakes, such as developments by either Pat Harrison Waterway
District or private landowners. It has been written that it is impossible to serve two masters. Trying to satisfy both interests
without clear priority invites conflict between the ecology of the river at low flow (the stated purpose for this project) and the
wishes of owners of lake front property who likely will not want the lake levels to drop. How do the sponsors propose this be
done? The hydrograph pattern supported by the water releases and the respective priorities of recreational or ecological
purpose need to be worked out and made definite. This EA doesn't accomplish either one.
Would this change the unaffected river status? Will this change flood zones?
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Comment Topic
Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Comment
Section 2.2. The Pascagoula River: Regional Environmental, Ecological and Economic Foundation ‐ The applicant says "Since
the historic 2000 drought, the Pascagoula River's flows have fallen below the established 7Q10 (minimum flow) of 917 cubic
feet per second (CFS) at the Merrill stream gage in 2007, 2010 and 2011. The reasons for this are not clearly understood;
however, it seems to reflect an altered basin‐wide base flow regime." The applicant has again chosen the post 2000 period to
characterize river flows. This statement about an altered base flow regime is never supported with data in this EA (except
when you misuse the term base flow to mean "stream flow" rather than the contribution to stream flow from groundwater
(the correct usage). They present stream flow data in the EA but essentially no "base flow" data; only base flow speculation to
support their claim that the project will restore base flows.

The applicant also says "Nonetheless, the Environmental Protection Agency Region 4, contends that "ecologically, the
Pascagoula River system is adapted to periods of severe drought. Droughts have occurred throughout the River's history and
the ecology of the River is likely adapted to recover from such events. Thus, maintaining low flows may not be necessary to
maintain the ecology of the [R]iver" (EPA Region 4, 2013)." I would agree with the USEPA.
The applicant subsequently notes that they have taken heed of USEPA guidance in their analysis. But that alone does not make
their analysis correct, nor their presentation of voluminous, accumulated, existing data mean that they are correct about base
flows or other aspects of the hydrologic regime of the Pascagoula.
1008

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

"I am a citizen of Jackson County and live on a small bayou that connects to the West Pascagoula River, close to the mouth of
the river. Since the Pascagoula River has been a completely wild river all of its existence, I'm sure it has seen many seasons of
excess and lack of rainfall.Today's Sun Herald newspaper featured an ar cle about the proposed Lake George project and
mentions that the Pat Harrison Waterway District and George County conducted a multi‐year study and that they project
droughts will get worse. I doubt either organization has climate experts working for them, so who conducted this study? Is this
what the 2 million was spent on? I am opposed to this project and liken the supposed ""climate experts"" predic ng future
droughts to Al Gore, who predicted the polar ice caps to be gone 8 years ago! Just this morning, WLOX TV reported this January
as the 2nd we est in history. Next January could be the driest, man has a dismal record on climate predic on.Leave the
Pascagoula River wild, please."

1009

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The EIS must examine evaporation rates. Creating a lake will increase evaporation rates because the riparian vegetation that
protects the rivers and lowers evaporation rates would be lost to the lake. Therefore, the notion that a lake will help in drought
conditions is unfounded.
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Comment Topic
Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Comment
The storage function of the lakes is in doubt because of seepage loss and lake surface evaporation.
The applicants make more than one reference to the idea that lakes provide a "two‐ pronged" approach to drought resiliency.
The two prongs are 1) subsurface water storage, and 2) basic surface storage for release. EA Sec. 4.1, p 60. The fact that the
sandy soils are extremely porous, p. 35 means that they will transmit large amounts of water to the sides of the lake as the
lakes fill and the pressure exerted by a tall column of water (hydrostatic pressure) forces water into porous formations. This
may not help the Pascagoula River at low flows ‐ the stated purpose for the project. More soil and engineering studies need to
be performed to validate what Pickering claims about ground storage. There is also very little discussion of what the
evaporation rates off of the static surfaces of the lakes will be and how much water meant to be stored in these two tributary
impoundments will simply evaporate into the atmosphere in the months and years of normal rainfall, when there is no need to
release water to supplement the river. It is a physical fact that lake surfaces exposed to wind and sunlight will evaporate much
more water than the surfaces of creeks that are both more shaded by trees and much smaller in surface area than lakes. How
much of the water in these lakes will simply be lost incidental to normal evaporation, and how does this loss fit in the overall
local water budget and for the Pascagoula River downstream of Cedar Creek? The "two prongs" of ground/bank seepage loss
and evaporation need just as much discussion as storage, and the EA avoids the discussion.

1011

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

What is the objective data defining the flow rate of Cedar Creek before and after construction of the proposed lakes at its
entrance to the Pascagoula River?

1012

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

In regard to the above referenced project, one of the unknowns is exactly how much flow that Cedar Creek is contributing to
the Pascagoula River. There are flow gauges upstream and downstream of the project area that have years of data, but
between these gauges there are two major tributaries ( Black and Red Creeks). I understand that a model is being used to
predict the flow contributed by the Cedar Creeks. It is my opinion that there is not enough hard data to calibrate this model.
The obvious solution to this is to install a gauge on Big Cedar Creek and collect flow data for few years so that most flow
conditions are represented. This should answer the questions being asked about the impact of damming the Cedar Creeks on
the Pascagoula River. On a project of this magnitude the cost of gathering this information is minor.
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Comment Topic
Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Comment
Digging the lakes can drop the local water table and force users of shallow wells to deepen them or abandon them and connect
to community water systems.
Section 4.2.1 on "Water Resources" p. 66 states that during construction of the lakes there may be de‐watering of the local
water table, for wells shallower than 50 feet, or permanent physical damage to shallow aquifers where people now have water
wells. These wells may need to be dug deeper or abandoned for connection to a community water supply. Lake construction
that digs down to a level deeper than well pump withdrawal depths will lower water tables and disrupt water well use by local
residents.

1014

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

What's worse is that this project, which some have alleged will protect against drought, may in fact worsen drought. The EIS
should examine evaporation rates during droughts and seepage through the bottom of the lakes. Evaporation off the surface
of these lakes will be far greater than if the river was left to flow freely into cooler creek beds. The bottom of the lakes will be
made from sand which allows for seepage and ultimately water waste.

1015

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Section 1.4.3 Need ‐ "Figure 1.6 ‐ Projected Climate Change Impact on Measured 2000 Low Flows at Merrill Stream Gage" from
Pote et al seems to be presented here as evidence of future climate change impacts (the future need.) It is a bit difficult in this
graph to discern the differential at this low flow period. But it appears to be about 20 cfs. This is 2.2% of the 917 cfs 7Q10 but
only .2% of the annual mean flow of9882.19 cfs over the years 1931 to 2014. (Date source the USGS Merrill Stream Gauge. See
the file "Merrill_annual_mean_CFS_Carlisle_PROTECTED.xlsx") So I am not convinced that even with the speculative change
from climate that this is "significant" and worth spending $80 million to address.

1016

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The Sponsor's argument for this project is based on future drought projections which are uncertain.

1017

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Pickering and the sponsors base much of their reasoning on future variability in the discharge of the Pascagoula River in the
face of droughts. What will happen to the Pascagoula is uncertain and the sponsors own description and the literature, cited on
EA pages 83 and 84, predicts that there may be longer droughts and high temperatures between now and 2060, but there also
may be more floods, increased rainfall and more flashiness in the streams of the Pascagoula basin.
What is the objective data defining the rate of evaporative loss from the proposed lakes in each season?
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1018

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

To assist in achieving science‐based water planning in Mississippi, The Nature Conservancy of Mississippi (TNC) has created the
Mississippi Freshwater Assessment (MFA), a scientifically‐sound evaluation of watershed health, water quality, river and
stream flow, and biological health of all MS watersheds. The MFA uses state‐of‐the‐art scientific analyses, including hydrologic
flow modeling statewide to evaluate and communicate the status and trends of freshwater resources and associated biota in
MS. Creation of this system also allows TNC to create custom scientific and modeling analyses (scenarios) with local partners
and stakeholders for targeted decision support. The Conservancy currently has the scientific and modeling capability to
investigate the effects of the proposed dams and reservoirs on the flow regime upstream and downstream of the proposed
reservoirs. We also have a comprehensive fish community database that we could query to determine potential effects of the
reservoirs on sensitive fish species. By investigating and documenting the potential effects of the project, TNC can provide
decision makers with the best‐available, objective information on the potential upstream and downstream effects of the dam
and can use this information alongside all other pertinent information in making decisions related to the proposed project. The
Nature Conservancy of Mississippi would like to offer the use of the MFA tool to assist in making sound, scientific based
watershed planning decisions in regards to the proposed Lake George impoundments.

1019

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Further, the opera ng plan (at least as modelled to date) seems to involve water release as necessary to nudge the flows in
the Pascagoula above the 7Q10 and that's it. That is not a compelling argument that the project will be protective of specific
habitat, fish and wildlife. Other releases for fish and wildlife are generically offered in the EA without adequate delineation of
target species, amounts of water, timing or risk being presented.

1020

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Although it is anticipated that statistically calculated low flows such as the 7Q10 may change due to climate change or other
anthropogenic issues, those changes may cause 7Q1Os to rise or fall based on geographic location. Hydrologic alterations, such
as the creation of impoundments, are major factors in altering natural flows in riverine systems. Thus, EPA considers the lakes
to not be necessary for drought resiliency, as they may cause or contribute to significant alterations of flow in the system by
restricting or lowering flows from Big Cedar and Little Cedar Creeks into the Pascagoula River. These flow alterations would
likely affect downstream dischargers with existing NPDES permits, who may have to redo their discharge permits to account for
the change in flows as a result of the dam.
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1021

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

Mississippi State prepared graphs showing floods and droughts over a number of decades. These graphs need to be checked
to make sure some floods and some droughts were not excluded. There should be an effort to carry the graphs farther back in
the past even though gaps and inaccuracies may be there while the last few years should be added in. As a resident of the
West Pascagoula part of the Pascagoula system, I can assure anyone interested, that the last few years have been completely
absent of extreme droughts, only the usual summer and fall dry spells after plenty of wet periods with high outfall and at least
normal flood stages which typically fall mainly in the winter and spring. If anything, the last few years have been wetter than
normal. That fact ought to be added into the charts. This past fall seemed to be headed toward a catastrophic drought‐‐we got
very dry to the point that I wouldn't be surprised if the Q10 rule hadn't been on the verge of being invoked‐‐and yet
immediately after the rain flooded, the river was well again. This is normalcy on the Pascagoula. Searching for extreme
droughts is less certain than searching for extreme floods in its history. Tales from the 19th Century point to all the extremes
we've seen in the last fifty years. I've been told that not too many decades back the bottomland hardwood forest reached as
far south as where HWY 90 sits today. If that is true it is easily explained by the draining of freshwater from the soil near the
surface, a fact of development and modernization. There is nothing about these fake lakes holding back rain water that can
cure our subsurface of the ditching and draining which discourages bottomland hardwoods from surviving above saltwater
channels in the lower Pascagoula. It would take a completely different approach to road building, housing/commercial
structural development and landscaping to restore the fresh water that originally saturated our landscape both high and
low.These fake lakes should not be approved and developed if evidence of saltwater intrusion is used as jus fica on. Lakes
"George" and "Cumbest" won't reverse what caused this trend.

1022

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The EIS must review how the project will aﬀect water tables, which residents depend on for clean water. Digging the lakes
may drop the local water table and force users of shallow wells to deepen them or connect to community water systems.

1023

Water Quantity,
Streamflow &
Hydrology

The environmental impact statement should also analyze impacts the dams will cause when they reduce flows from the Big
and Little Cedar Creeks into the Pascagoula to form the lakes.

1024

Wetlands &
Streams

The issues of big concern in building a dam are destroying wetlands, disturbing wildlife, including some endangered species and
possibly building a lake on inappropriate soil.

1025

Wetlands &
Streams

The application states that, "The project will provide both surface water storage and recharge to the localized water table." The
existing wetlands and streams also provide surface water storage and recharge to the localized water table. The applicant
should demonstrate a declining trend in water table levels and quantify the needs beyond what is already provided by existing
wetlands and streams.
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1026

Wetlands &
Streams

The land in question is, for the most part, slowly being bought and developed in ways that will destroy any value it has as wild
or wetland areas. There are areas along the creeks where native trees and brush have been pushed off of the adjoining land
and in these areas it looks nearly as though they flow through a pasture with the appearance of little or nothing wild left. The
construction of these lakes would actually save and create wetlands and control the development of the surrounding land
preventing the erosion and corresponding silting in of the creeks in question. Wild areas would be saved instead of being
developed.

1027

Wetlands &
Streams

Dams change the timing, amount and chemical composition of a river's flow, leading to dramatic changes to groundwater‐
storing floodplains and wetlands. Such changes can lead to the destruction of forests, which among other things help regulate
local climate. Kenya's Tana River floodplain forest appears to be dying out as it loses its ability to regenerate because of the
reduction in high floods caused by a series of dams upstream. The Lower Zambezi has lost much of its rich floodplain and
wetlands due to upstream dams, with wide‐ranging and costly effects throughout the ecosystem.

1028

Wetlands &
Streams

The restoration of wetlands and streams in the Pascagoula Watershed should be investigated to address such drought
replenishment needs, as these provide the same benefit through natural processes.

1029

Wetlands &
Streams

The EA completely ignores the large body of scientific evidence on the negative ecological effects of dams. This project would
have a very large unavoidable impact on waterways, resulting in the loss of 1,201 acres of wetlands, and 42 miles of streams.

1030

Wetlands &
Streams

Section 2.3.4. Wetlands ‐ Most of this section is textbook or basic background material. The final paragraph on page 48 pretty
much sums up the current limited understanding of the project site wetlands, where the applicant says "It should be noted that
potential wet land /non‐wetland mosaics were encountered within portions of the lower lake footprint. These mosaics are
located in Big Cedar Creek's large floodplain. The area was observed with numerous swales and depressions with slight
changes in elevation over short distances. The delineation procedure for these mosaic features involves establishing and
measuring transects or point‐intercept sampling at fixed intervals along transects across the area (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
2010). These procedures can be extremely time‐consuming. Given the magnitude of the study area and the time frame to
complete the work, Pickering utilized the abundance of available data such as soils maps, NWI maps, GIS tools, and
topographic maps in conjunction with focused on‐site investigations to delineate these features.'' See my further comments on
Appendix C to the EA.

1031

Wetlands &
Streams

I am surprised, upon reflection, how poorly described the Pascagoula River, swamp and marshes were in the EA. This needs to
be done in more detail in the EIS. Again preferably shown in a GIS.
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1032

Wetlands &
Streams

Specifically, this project will result in loss of wetlands, fragmentation of riparian corridors, and facilitation of invasive aquatic
species. These potential developments may facilitate additional development within the watershed and contribute
substantially to the cumulative impacts to wildlife, wetlands, and aquatic features of the Pascagoula basin.

1033

Wetlands &
Streams

Furthermore, slope bayhead wetlands provide sustained shallow groundwater to adjacent streams which serve to maintain
surface stream flows. Proceeding downstream on Big and Little Cedar Creeks, riverine forested wetlands function to
temporarily store flood waters and moderate peak flows, in addition to providing wildlife corridors and opportunities for water
quality enhancement. This project would inundate these wetlands, as well as approximately 42 miles of stream. We are
concerned that the inundation of these wetlands and this amount of streams could adversely affect both the site, the
surrounding watershed and the Pascagoula watershed as a whole.

1034

Wetlands &
Streams

Scoping Issues that should be examined to include but are not limited to the following: Wetlands

1035

Wetlands &
Streams

In the process of varying the flow of the River, many wetland habitats will threatened.

1036

Wetlands &
Streams

Section 3. RECOMMENDED PROJECT DESCRIBED‐ On page 55 in paragraph 3 the applicant says regarding their
reconfiguration of the dam height and lake footprints "This modification minimized the Recommended Project's wetland
and stream impacts.' It may have reduced the impact compared to the previous configuration but it hardly " minimized" it.

1037

Wetlands &
Streams

It seems almost impossible to me that the loss of wetlands can be offset by on site wetlands mitigation for this project. So the
EIS should include a much more detailed delineation and description of existing wetlands in narrative and on a project map,
preferably in GIS format and a more detailed mitigation plan (with on‐site mitigation and off site mitigation bank credit
options' identified. This is important in order to identify the environmental consequences and other issues of great importance
to the public such as the implications of committing existing off site mitigation banks to this project and the commitment of
land in the project footprint to wetland mitigation in perpetuity.

1038

Wetlands &
Streams

The EA downplays the significance and absolute certainty of damage to or destruction of the many acres of wetlands, riparian
corridors and uplands in the footprint of the project and downplays the potential impact to the lower reaches of Big Cedar
Creek and the Pascagoula River.
I provide an alternate narrative in my Appendix 2. Further, the applicant consistently minimizes discussion of project negative
impacts and dismisses them as "minimal" or as satisfactorily addressed by a study or project component that they have neither
completed nor described in any detail.
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1039

Wetlands &
Streams

The proposed dams would unquestionably result in far‐reaching destruction of the aquatic ecosystem. According to the EA, the
proposed dams would engulf more than 1,200 acres of jurisdictional wetlands and more than 40 miles of stream channels. The
environmental impact statement must analyze impacts to unique wetland types located within the footprints of the lakes,
which will affect species that rely on those ecosystems. Many species require specific microhabitats that could be destroyed
when the wetlands are inundated. The Environmental Assessment claims that in light of climate change, "without this Drought
Resilience Project and associated hydrologic restoration in the Pascagoula watershed and River, the special extent and loss of
functionality of seasonal and coastal wetlands and ephemeral streams will be adversely impacted." However, it does not
explain specifically how the project would benefit existing wetlands or create new, functional wetlands. The environmental
impact statement must provide detailed analysis of all impacts to wetlands, including details about the types of wetlands and
how impacts those specific types would be avoided, minimized, or mitigated. The Applicant should not receive wetland
mitigation credits unless it can prove that its project will in fact protect downstream wetlands from climate variability.
Additionally, the environmental impact statement must analyze impacts to riparian wetlands that could result from channel
incision caused by the dams. Studies by Shields et al. (1994,1998, 2010) discuss reduced stream‐floodplain interaction as
an impact of channel incision.

1040

Wetlands &
Streams

There was no information on the downstream effects of the lake. What is the about the wetlands south of the lake.

1041

Wetlands &
Streams

This project is likely to impact coastal wetlands down river. This is not acceptable. We must protect our rivers and our coast.
We need this river and those wetlands intact for the health of the Gulf Coast, the fishing industry, protection against
hurricanes, and for future uses we do not yet understand.

1042

Wetlands &
Streams

The application indicates that one of the environmental benefits of the project is, "preventing seasonal wetlands from drying
out and disappearing." The applicant should address how this project will be protective of the water resources, given the direct
impact to approximately 1,200 acres of wetlands.

1043

Wetlands &
Streams

The Environmental Protection Agency wrote a comment letter to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers stating their objections to
the impairments to the lower Pascagoula ecosystem that might come from these dams and classifies the Pascagoula as an
aquatic resource of national importance. Destroying wetlands and habitat on what is considered a regionally and nationally
important ecological treasure is not justified by any stated needs for water supply.

1044

Wetlands &
Streams

The City believes that there would be a potential risk from the dam in the following ways: The project will eliminate a
considerable amount of wetlands and the habitat of several wildlife species
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1045

Wetlands &
Streams

I have lived on the coast for 40 years and have yet to see a river drought below the proposed dam site. I am an avid fisherman
in that area and things are obviously just fine the way they are. Why must we adversely affect 1200 acres of wetlands for
minimal if any benefit down stream. Common sense mitigates strongly against this proposal.

1046

Wetlands &
Streams

Furthermore, slope bayhead wetlands provide sustained shallow groundwater to adjacent streams which serve to maintain
surface stream flows. As Big and Little Cedar Creeks proceed downstream, riverine forested wetlands function to temporarily
store flood waters and moderate peak flows, in addition to providing wildlife corridors and opportunities for water quality
enhancement. This project would inundate these wetlands, as well as approximately 42 miles of stream. We are concerned
that the inundation of these wetlands and this amount of streams could adversely affect both the site and the surrounding
watershed.

1047

Wetlands &
Streams

The Service conducted a site visit on September 21, 2015. Although a full site visit was not feasible, we did inspect a number of
streams that would be impounded by the proposed project. All streams inspected appear to be high quality, fully functioning
streams with no evidence of channel incision or instability.

1048

Wetlands &
Streams

The Service is also concerned about the proposed project impacts to wetlands and streams. These streams provide essential
habitat for fish, reptiles and amphibians and play an important role in the life cycles of many insects, mammals and birds. The
wetlands associated with these streams provide valuable habitat for wildlife, including Federal trust species, and support
migratory waterfowl, wading birds, and songbirds.

1049

Wetlands &
Streams

Integral to the plant and wildlife diversity is the diversity of wetland and stream habitats found within the Big Cedar and Little
Cedar Creek watershed(s). The applicant has projected that 1,201.7 acres of wetlands, 219,506.63 linear feet (41.6 miles) of
stream channels, and 24.77 acres of open water, will be impacted by this project. The applicant has classified the predominant
wetland types as riverine forested wetlands (bottomland hardwoods) and headwater slope (bayhead wetlands). These
wetlands provide a hydrologic and biological conduit to down gradient areas, as well as perform onsite hydrologic,
biogeochemical and habitat functions.

1050

Wetlands &
Streams

On page 69, the applicant says"…it should be appropriate to recognize that EPA projects it is highly likely that climate
change will have serious, adverse impacts on wetlands and streams in the Pascagoula watershed (EPA 2013)."
•This is simply not correct. The cited EPA report makes NO such statement about the Pascagoula watershed. It is a Southeast
regionally focused report with only a couple example watersheds chosen to highlight problems in basins and rivers that cover
more than one state…but not including the Pascagoula.
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1051

Wetlands &
Streams

It appears the proposed project will eliminate a considerable amount of wetlands and the habitat of several wildlife species.

1052

Wetlands &
Streams

Further, the wetlands of the Lower Pascagoula are considered Aquatic Resources of National Importance (ARNI) by the U.S
Environmental Protection Agency in accordance with a 1992 404q Memorandum of Agreement between EPA and the US Army
Corps of Engineers. So the net loss of flow to these wetlands needs to be quantified and the environmental consequences of
the incremental AND cumulative losses of flow to the River, swamps and marshes need to be described completely and
accurately in the EIS.

1053

Wetlands &
Streams

Wetlands ‐ The applicants accounting of the nature and amount of affected wetlands needs to be evaluated and confirmed or
adjusted accordingly. But if it is roughly as described in the EA, it is a huge loss of riparian habitat that will be difficult or
impossible to mitigate in any way that I know to be approvable

1054

Wetlands &
Streams

The one category where Mississippi excels above and beyond the other 49 states is in environmental protection. We citizens
must unite together in remaining first in this category. We Mississippians must stay concerned with the protection of our
wetlands!! In the last 100 years 90% of all wetlands in the USA have disappeared. We cannot afford to lose one more acre of
wetlands and this project will destroy thousands of acres of our one valuable resource, wetlands! I am opposed to the
construction of these dams.

1055

Wetlands &
Streams

I am also concerned about the proposed destruction of 1,200 acres of wetlands, which contribute to natural drought resiliency.
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A large amount of wetlands will be filled or degraded in the lake construction project: 1201 acres of wetlands and 41.6 miles of
linear stream. These wetlands provide a hydrologic and biological conduit to downstream areas as well as performing onsite
hydrologic biogeochemical and habitat functions. Much additional information was needed in the 2015 EA to determine
wetland quality and whether and how this much wetland destruction could be mitigated. This must be covered in the EIS.
Downstream waters and their wetlands have been considered Aquatic Resources of National Importance (ARNI) by the U.S
Environmental Protection Agency in accordance with a 1992 404q Memorandum of Agreement between EPA and the US Army
Corps of Engineers, and this project will have substantial and unacceptable impacts on the ARNI in the lower Pascagoula River
basin. The discussion of wetlands in the EIS should include a treatment of the ARNI issue.
The EA by the sponsors made a claim that the lake building project would prevent seasonal wetlands from drying out and
disappearing, but it was not supported by data. There is no evidence that reservoir construction will support seasonal
wetlands, but it is certain that it will destroy 1201 acres of wetlands. A discussion that deals with this claim should be part of
the EIS wetland analysis.

1057

Wetlands &
Streams

Thousands of affected acres in this water basin area should be closely scrutinized. The environmental impacts to the wetlands
alone will be profound. In the past several hundred years we have lost 90% of all wetlands due to industrialization and human
growth and intervention. Only since 1972 with wetland provisions to the Clean Water Act has society started to evaluate the
effects of wetland losses in the United States.

1058

Wetlands &
Streams

Further, the state of the current science provides mounting evidence of the negative impacts by dams to downstream
wetlands (see previously cited papers and others not cited here). Indeed, my own experience of researching long‐term change
in riparian vegetation among large and small Wisconsin Rivers and streams shows wetland species being replaced by upland
species due to drier conditions downstream of darns on regulated rivers. It is very probable that similar negative impacts will
occur downstream from the dams on the Big and Little Cedar Creeks, on the Pascagoula River.

1059

Wetlands &
Streams

Study the effects on wetlands and the impact that any loss would have on storm damage in hurricanes.

1060

Wildlife & Habitats The project will‐have direct effects to the waters of the U.S. I am concerned about potential deleterious impacts of reduced
freshwater flow on the critical estuarine nursery habitats in Jackson County and the Mississippi Sound for many economically
and ecologically important aquatic species including shrimp, crabs, and fishes.

1061

Wildlife & Habitats Wildlife surveys of all the known species of concern are incomplete.
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1062

Wildlife & Habitats The Pascagoula River, swamp and marshes are obviously important bird habitat for endemic and migratory species. But so are
the nearby habitats along tributaries and adjacent uplands. I know this because I live on (and my property includes a portion
of) a bayhead of Bluff Creek and my property is adjacent to Little Bluff Creek on the west side of the river. I can assure you that
these smaller refuges for birds are frequently used and are important habitat for birds. These smaller less aerially extensive
habitat areas will either be eliminated or altered by the applicants proposed project and these environmental consequences
to birds should be described in narrative and if possible quantified in the EIS. See evidence here:
https://www.facebook.com/Thomas.E.Carlisle/videos/vb.1303668435/10203994364401795/
?type=3&theater and here:
https://www .facebook.com/Thomas.E.Carlisle/media set?set=a.l0201379565273451. I 0737 41844.1303668435&type=3

1063

Wildlife & Habitats And specifically, the predictable impacts to the thermal refuge for striped bass identified at the mouth of Big Cedar Creek,
identified in published research, needs to be addressed.

1064

Wildlife & Habitats •This project will cost the river its designation as the last free‐flowing river in the lower 48 states and hurt rather than help its
resistance to drought.
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Wildlife & Habitats The EIS should examine how this proposal may jeopardize multi‐million dollar restoration efforts linked to the 2010 Deepwater
Horizon (DWH) oil disaster that are underway in the Pascagoula River and its watershed, as well as downstream in Mississippi
Sound.
The State of Mississippi will ultimately receive more than $1.3 billion in DWH recovery funds to restore the coast. This proposal
may jeopardize millions of dollars in DWH restoration projects that are underway or are currently being considered by the
Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality such as:
•Upper Pascagoula River Water Quality Enhancement Project ($4 million): One of three projects currently being considered
by the Mississippi Trustee Implementation Group through the state's first Natural Resource Damage plan; this project intends
to address nutrient pollution.
•Pascagoula Oyster Reef Relay and Enhancement Project ($3.5 million): One of three projects currently under considera on
through Mississippi's initial State Expenditure Plan. (RESTORE Act Bucket 3)
•Mississippi Gulf Coast Water Quality Improvement Program ($56 million): Currently under considera on through
Mississippi's Multiyear Implementation Plan ‐Amendment 1 and initial State Expenditure Plan. (RESTORE Act Buckets 1 and 3)
•Mississippi Sound Estuarine Program ($2.27 million): A project approved by the RESTORE Council for their first Funded
Priorities List, December 2015 . (RESTORE Act Bucket 2)
•This proposal threatens to damage and/or alter the success of environmental projects funded through other sources too.
Example: Jackson County Restoration/Creation and Maintenance of Nearshore Tidal Marsh Island ($2.5 million) awarded
through the Coastal Impact Assistance Program to restore and maintain eroded nearshore saltmarsh islands within the
submerged West Pascagoula River Delta.

1066

Wildlife & Habitats I am writing this in response to the Corp of Engineers' request for input for an EIS for the construction of George County lakes
by damming Little and Big Cedar Creeks.
I am a property owner in Jackson County, Mississippi on the Pascagoula River. One of the properties which I own is located in
North Jackson County immediately adjacent to Cedar Creek.
This property floods at least once a year as it presently exists, and the eco‐system is replenished by these floods. Damming of
these creeks would likely impede this natural refurbishing of the eco‐system.

1067

Wildlife & Habitats There is no way it can be guaranteed that the salinity won't be altered and that is crucial to this ecosystem and the both
protected and endangered species in the entire river. Any diversions created to feed lakes will take from the flow of the river,
disrupting the ecosytem and depleting it.
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Wildlife & Habitats Modification of river flow and impacts to Ecosystem Services:
Changes to estuarine hydrology regime due to altered upstream hydrology may change position of low to brackish salinity
regions of the lower Pascagoula River estuary (Peterson et al. 2007). This will alter essential nursery function for juvenile fishes,
penaeid shrimp, blue crabs and oysters as well as a loss of other ecosystem services that are enjoyed and appreciated by
people of the coast. Given the precarious state of oysters in the Gulf, any impact on oysters should be avoided. For example,
oysters are among the slowest to adapt to change because reef building takes decades to hundreds of years (Klinck et al. 2002,
Powell et al. 2003).Effects of deforestation on sediment transport, hydrology, and nutrients. Potential impacts to species and
communities.

1069

Wildlife & Habitats The dam will also impede the migration patterns of the American Eel. It is common knowledge that dams have been shown to
cause more negative impacts on ecosystems throughout the world, and many are being taken down in the United States.

1070

Wildlife & Habitats Scoping Issues that should be examined to include but are not limited to the following: Fish and Wildlife Impacts

1071

Wildlife & Habitats Maintain the Public Trust & the Grand Bargain ‐ The reviewing and permit issuing agencies are trustees for Mississippi's natural
and financial resources. It is imperative that you consider the application in the context of the overall priorities for protection
of the Pascagoula River and other valuable habitat. There are many priorities higher than theoretical ''drought resilience" that
deserve attention and application of federal, state and local agency staff and financial resources. Will this project get us the
highest (or even an adequate) return on investment considering the financial cost and the destruction of habitat?? I seriously
doubt it. This is a bad bargain.
(The comments above are repeated in Appendix 1 with additional detail)

1072

Wildlife & Habitats Scoping Issues that should be examined to include but are not limited to the following: Coastal Restoration and 2010
Deepwater Horizon Oil Disaster Recovery Projects Planned and Underway,

1073

Wildlife & Habitats My name is Darrell Roberts and a life time resident of Escatawpa Mississippi. I retired from Chevron's Pascagoula Refinery and
know full well the need for water to support industry.I'm pleased knowing the Lake George Project will stabilize water flow in
the Pascagoula River while creating new habitat for fish and wildlife. What a forward thinking idea for our environment. I'm
100% behind any project that gives back to our environment by protecting current habitat while creating new recourses in a
natural and sustainable way.
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1074

Wildlife & Habitats Please examine the relationship of the diversity of plants and animals in the Big Cedar Creek watershed and how that is related
to diversity of wetland and stream habitats now found in the Big Cedar Creek watershed.

1075

Wildlife & Habitats "Ominous ecological and environmental impacts… " Really? Ominous? The DOE's proposed Richton Project was quite different
in nature and impact from this project and the SEIS was not all that relevant to this project. It is useful to look at some of the
data but it does not provide much of a head start on an EIS for this project. Most notably, the DOE made no claim that the
Richton Project could POSITIVELY impact habitat, fish and wildlife. They were trying to show that they could minimize their very
specific impacts.

1076

Wildlife & Habitats How can you justify destroying natural water bottoms and flooding uplands? The native flora and fauna will be destroyed. Sure
new, artificial habitats will be created where game fish can be stocked. In my opinion, stocking some fish for anglers to catch
and benefiting a few property owners do not justify the damming.

1077

Wildlife & Habitats I would also suggest that it might be wise to "listen to the river." It is telling us something. Something like ''leave me alone and
I'll be a natural wonder and take care of you." If we adjust our growth and development plans would it be so bad if some high
volume water users were precluded from locating here? They would probably also be more likely to be polluting businesses if
they use a lot of water. Don't we want cleaner, high tech, large and small businesses, conventional tourism and eco‐tourism?

1078

Wildlife & Habitats

In one eloquent summary, the Pascagoula was described as:
[A] world‐class natural resource. It is the largest free‐flowing, essentially unfragmented, river system in the lower 48 states. Its
bottomland forests, marshes, savannas and aquatic habitats support uncommon wildlife such as swallow‐tailed kites and gulf
sturgeon. Twenty‐two threatened or endangered species reside in this river basin. The watershed, more than most places, is an
archetype of the Native American landscape. Birds use its extensive north‐south forest corridor as a critical re‐fueling and rest
stop during intercontinental migrations, as they have for thousands of years.

1079

Wildlife & Habitats The EIS needs to look at habitat destruction.
•examina on of how fish use the Big Cedar Creek and how they will be aﬀected

1080

Wildlife & Habitats The EIS needs to look at habitat destruction.
•explana on of how fish migra ons in the Pascagoula will be aﬀected

1081

Wildlife & Habitats Impacts to aquatic and terrestrial Habitats and Species of Special Concern are insufficiently described.
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1082

Wildlife & Habitats The area of the proposed lakes is considered a critical area for stopover of migratory birds and the loss of these forested areas
should be characterized.

1083

Wildlife & Habitats In particular, Big Cedar Creek is a very biologically important stream and it is imperative that the stream is studied during this
Environmental Impact Statement all the way to the mouth, because the mouth of this creek, which will surely be impacted by a
60 foot high dam that's only four miles away, currently supports a cool water refuge that has Gulf of Mexico sturgeon, the
native striped bass of the Pascagoula River, the Alabama shad and paddle fish have been reported there. It's an area that
should not be disturbed by building these dams, and yet I can't see how it could possibly not be filled in by the downstream
flow during stormy conditions. It's really a terrible location for these lakes, even if these lakes were a good idea.

1084

Wildlife & Habitats The ecosystems services the Pascagoula River provides include refuge to a multitude of species, clean water, drought
mitigation. However, the proposed dams would eradicate those services and in fact increase the ramifications that the river
mitigates.

1085

Wildlife & Habitats Before‐after‐control‐impact (BACI) studies are needed to understand the impacts of development in all phases. There has been
no effort to understand species diversity and abundance in time and space (beyond a cursory inventory) in the potentially
affected area. It is not possible to understand the deleterious or beneficial effects of the proposed project without more
rigorous and directed studies.

1086

Wildlife & Habitats Society generally underestimates the incredible value of the jeopardized diversity and abundance of wildlife in unaltered
ecosystems, particularly species generally not included in traditional inventory efforts (e.g., Curran and Overstreet 2009a,
2009b, Curran et al.2002, Curran et al. 2013, 2014, Kudlai et al. 2015, Tkach et al. 2010, 2013, Tkach and Curran 2015). This is
particularly true for the Pascagoula River watershed as one of the most important natural habitats in the eastern United States.
It is a miniature version of the once great Mississippi River in terms of biodiversity as it retains a fauna that was once more
widespread, but has become extirpated from former basins due to damming, channelization, urbanization, deforestation, and
agricultural run‐off. The potential impacts of the proposed project on the living resources in the area of the proposed lakes are
not well understood. However, there is a wealth of published data on the Pascagoula as well as expert professional experience
and judgement for this drainage which can and should be brought to bear on these clear impacts versus the potential
economic benefits. Exceptionally little effort has been expended to understand the distribution and abundance of ecologically‐
important common species throughout the Pascagoula River and estuary ecosystem as well as those that are endangered and
threatened.
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1087

Wildlife & Habitats This project would also be devastating for the existing wildlife biodiversity within and along the Pascagoula River watershed. As
a geographer, I've been educated in the devastating effects that fractured stream networks can have on wildlife. Biologists
point to Army Corps of Engineers' maintained Claiborne Dam north of the nearby Mobile‐Tensaw River Delta as being the
primary cause of one of the greatest mass extinctions in recent history. Wildlife migration there is limited to the dam and south
to the Gulf. We can't allow this to happen to the Pascagoula River watershed as well.

1088

Wildlife & Habitats As a scientist, I strongly urge the Army Corps of Engineers to conduct the most stringent EIS possible to determine the
environmental and ecological impacts the proposed George County dams will have on the Pascagoula River. The ecosystems
services the Pascagoula River provides include refuge to a multitude of species, clean water, drought mitigation. However, the
proposed dams would eradicate those services and in fact increase the ramifications that the river mitigates. The dams are
proposed to mitigate droughts in the area, however, the river has seen millennia of cycles and drought rain cycles and still
survives and thrives. The notion is that if there is a drought the lake would be drained flow downstream, but the introduction
of silt from the lakes would have detrimental impact along the way to the Gulf including drowning important fisheries such as
oysters and creating a fresh water environment where human pathogens would thrive and result in increased human illness.
Ultimately, damming the river would create an environment only a few elite would enjoy and would quite negatively impact
the ecosystems, recreation and economies downstream.

1089

Wildlife & Habitats I grew up in Mississippi, and my graduate work at USM focused on plant diversity in the Pascagoula Basin . I work in California
now as a botanist with some amazing plants, but I've never been in a more beautiful or diverse place than the wetlands of
South Mississippi, in particular those of the Pascagoula Basin, including those in George County. There are plenty of
recreational lakes already in South Mississippi. Also the Pascagoula doesn't need drought control. The only thing it needs is
protection from development projects like the proposed lakes in George County. I know I speak for numerous artists, eco‐tour
guides, scientists, and citizens, when I say that the Pascagoula and its tributaries need to be left undammed.

1090

Wildlife & Habitats I just heard about the proposed damming of the Pascagoula river tributaries, and I wanted to write a quick note to say thanks
for doing a public forum about it. I won't be able to attend this evening, but I would like to offer my own concern about the
project.
The Pascagoula is a real treasure of biodiversity and beauty. My mother is an artist in Moss Point and has built much of her
career off of painting the wildlife and scenery around the river. I also know that the main reasons the Audubon Society just
located their new research center in Moss Point is because of the biodiversity that an unobstructed Pascagoula river provides.
I don't know a lot about the proposed development, but I'm asking that you do whatever you can to make sure the river
doesn't lose its unique beauty and biodiversity.
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1091

Wildlife & Habitats The City believes that there would be a potential risk from the dam in the following ways: The project will eliminate a
considerable amount of wetlands and the habitat of several wildlife species

1092

Wildlife & Habitats •Some of the species that could be harmed by the damming project:
Plants
•Bald cypress and water tupelo
•Prickly pear cactus
•Cardinal flower
•Indian pink
•Lizard's tail
Animals
•Swallow‐tailed kites
•Gulf Sturgeon (endangered)
•White‐tailed deer
•Louisana black bear (endangered)
•Dusky gopher frog
•Gopher tortoise (endangered)
•Red‐cockaded woodpecker (endangered)
•Alligator snapping turtle
•Waterfowl, wading birds, songbirds
•Local crawfish
•many resident and migratory birds, turtles, fish, snakes and a variety of other fish and wildlife.

1093

Wildlife & Habitats Sec on 2.3.1.1 Surface Water ‐This sec on does not men on the swamps and freshwater, brackish and salt marsh habitats in
the lower Pascagoula River. The section speaks only to the physical features of the river channels and bayous.

1094

Wildlife & Habitats The EIS needs to look at habitat destruction.
•It must contain a comprehensive survey of all wildlife and plants in the footprint of the lake itself, descrip on of possible
effects and mitigation

1095

Wildlife & Habitats I'm excited that Lake George Project will stabilize water flow the Pascagoula River while creating new habitat for fish and
wildlife. What a forward thinking idea for our environment. I'm 100% behind any project that gives back to our environment by
protecting current habitat while creating new recourses in a natural and sustainable way.
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1096

Wildlife & Habitats Further, the opera ng plan (at least as modelled to date) seems to involve water release as necessary to nudge the flows in
the Pascagoula above the 7Q10 and that's it. That is not a compelling argument that the project will be protective of specific
habitat, fish and wildlife. Other releases for fish and wildlife are generically offered in the EA without adequate delineation of
target species, amounts of water, timing or risk being presented.

1097

Wildlife & Habitats My intuition tells me that this project would have devastating effects on wildlife that has evolved with this river and greatly
upset the balance of nature. Projects of this type often have unforeseen consequences. I trust that the Corps will carefully
study these issues and make a recommendation that protects the natural beauty of the river basin, its wildlife, the public
interest, and scarce public funds which could be better used to address real and pressing problems.

1098

Wildlife & Habitats

1099

Wildlife & Habitats This is a significant issue. I firmly believe that a full EIS and biological assessment of the project site and the downstream
reaches of Big Cedar Creek and the Pascagoula at the confluence will reveal a biologically rich habitat (a "sweet little creek" as I
call them.) This is my tum to speculate a bit but as I noted, the cold water refuge apparently has been confirmed (MDWFP and
the USFWS should know for sure.)

1100

Wildlife & Habitats Impacts that occur within the watershed have the potential to affect the entire ecosystem, not just the immediate part of the
watershed where any alterations such as the construction of Two Lakes might occur. This is a central and basic principle of
ecosystem‐based management.
The response presented in this letter is based on scientific peer‐reviewed publications, professional expertise, and extensive
experience by the authors who perform scientific work within the Pascagoula River watershed (or similar coastal ecosystems).
The authors include faculty members of the Departments of Coastal Sciences, Marine Science and Biological Sciences at The
University of Southern Mississippi. Collectively, this experience is based on > 215 years working in coastal ecology, physical
sciences, environmental modeling, and management. In the following narrative we divide the expected impacts of the
proposed projects into subcategories which provide relevant details supported by scientific literature and the "best available”
science.

I cite some of the reasons for my strong objection to this proposed project as follows: Scientific studies have shown that native
aquatic species have ultimately had a much greater adaptation to normal changes in climatic conditions over the long term
rather than those conditions superimposed artificially and controlled through dam obstruction of streams. The normal
seasonal flooding and drying is a natural occurrence and native species have adapted to these changes over Milena. Mankind's
efforts to change or alter thls cycle would prove disastrous. Dams tend to impede migration of fish up and down stream to
achieve their natural occurring life cycles. Dams and man‐made lakes destroy both natural scenery and breeding and feeding
grounds for numerous native species of plants and animals.
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1101

Wildlife & Habitats Please address the following: this project changing the natural landscape that I live here for.

1102

Wildlife & Habitats Destroying wetlands and habitat on this regionally and nationally important ecological treasure is not justified by any stated
needs for water supply.

1103

Wildlife & Habitats We need no fake lakes. Daming the river will cause devastating and irreplacable impacts on wildlife and plant life.

1104

Wildlife & Habitats When analyzing the Project's impacts on species, the Corps must avoid overstating projected benefits. For instance, the
Environmental Assessment states that "drought resiliency should provide long‐term secondary and cumulative benefits to
maintain or increase stream flows during severe droughts and preserve wetland habitat for biological resources." However, the
Environmental Assessment fails to demonstrate how maintaining a state‐mandated minimum flow would achieve the goal of
"drought resiliency." The Corps should avoid including broad, unsupported, or overstated benefits to species and natural
habitats and focus on specific impacts to each species.

1105

Wildlife & Habitats The EIS needs to look at habitat destruction.
•Comprehensive survey of all wildlife and plants downstream, descrip on of possible eﬀects and mi ga on

1106

Wildlife & Habitats •How are the dams going to affect fish migrations in the Pascagoula and Cedar Creek?
EIS must investigate the Pascagoula's only thermal refuge area that forms at the mouth of Cedar Creek where it spills into the
Pascagoula‐this is an area of cool water, a cool spot that striped bass use as a refuge area when the rest of the river is really
hot. This is the only thermal refuge area found in the Pascagoula River.

1107

Wildlife & Habitats Section 2.3.2. Biological Resources ‐ Here, the applicant provides generally available information about the biological resources
of the project site (and not the downstream reaches of Big Cedar Creek, for example,) It would also be more correct to say the
applicant conducted a LIMITED on‐ site survey. The use of the words "detailed" and "extensive'' as applied to the survey and
the results is an overstatement. This would need to be addressed in an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS.)

1108

Wildlife & Habitats A quick Google search for "environmental impact of dams" lets the common man (no rocket scientist) know that damming a
river isn't such a good idea. Damming causes soil erosion, species extinction or dispersal, sedimentation, siltation, and other
affects including polluting the atmosphere. Being part of the Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), who operate and maintains
approximately 700 dams nationwide, surely you have seen these reports before. Is it not enough already that we have more
than 75,000 dams in the United States regulated and controlled by a plethora of agencies and laws? Can we not leave the
largest naturally flowing river in the Continental USA, and one of the few remaining free flowing (or almost so) rivers to remain
that way, free?
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1109

Wildlife & Habitats

1110

Wildlife & Habitats There may be significant and foreseeable impacts to migratory and stopover habitat for birds. Please characterize this potential
loss.

1111

Wildlife & Habitats I am writing to urge you to abandon the Lake George project.
I have been fortunate to spend some time on the Pascagoula River. This wild free flowing river should be preserved as a unique
crown jewel among Mississippi's ecosystems. Please don't tamper with the Pascagoula River.

1112

Wildlife & Habitats Has anyone evaluated the effects of stopover area habitat loss for migratory birds?

1113

Wildlife & Habitats Project could lead to further salt water intrusion up the Pascagoula River system, affecting swamps, trees, marsh, and wildlife
habits.

1114

Wildlife & Habitats The Service is also concerned about the proposed project impacts to wetlands and streams. These streams provide essential
habitat for fish, reptiles and amphibians and play an important role in the life cycles of many insects, mammals and birds. The
wetlands associated with these streams provide valuable habitat for wildlife, including Federal trust species, and support
migratory waterfowl, wading birds, and songbirds.

1115

Wildlife & Habitats Serious study of the impact of the dam at Tanner Williams on the Escatawpa River and the Pascagoula should be made. The
blockage of flow thru Big Creek has destroyed Big Creek to the Escatawpa. Similar conditions exist on Big Creek and serious
impact on the salinity gradient could and probably would do further damage to bio species in the estuary and therefore to the
biosystem along the Pascagoula Bay coast line.

1116

Wildlife & Habitats The Service does not agree that downstream aquatic habitats will be improved by the construction of two lakes; therefore, we
do not support the applicant's proposal to generate wetland and stream mitigation credits via this method.

1117

Wildlife & Habitats The Service is concerned that the direct and indirect negative impacts to fish and wildlife resources resulting from the loss of
42 miles of fully functioning streams and 1,202 acres of wetland habitat far outweigh the reputed benefits to downstream
wildlife that could occur from releasing additional flow to the Pascagoula River during low flow events. The Service contends
that aquatic species have evolved to adapt to seasonal low flow events and that the best way to maintain the ecology of the
river is by protecting existing natural river flows and by not creating additional impoundments in the Pascagoula River Basin.

In the event that the wetlands become more salinated than ‐‐ because of the lack of flow of fresh water, that usually results in
loss of plant and animal life which increases erosion and makes communities living in and around the areas more vulnerable to
flooding in the event of bad weather, which is where we live.
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1118

Wildlife & Habitats In conclusion, it is the Service's opinion that the proposed project may result in significant impacts to fish and wildlife
resources; therefore an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) should be completed. We recommend that the permit be held in
abeyance until the EIS can be completed and fully vetted by the Service and the general public.

1119

Wildlife & Habitats Sorry for the late response, but I have been out of town and was unfortunately unavailable to attend the last meeting. In fact, I
was quite surprised to learn that this Project was still being considered viable by our State and Federal Agencies. I received a BS
and MS from Auburn University, International Center For World Aquaculture, in Fishery Management, with emphasis in Water
Quality Control as related to Fish Production. I came to Pascagoula, MS with NOAA, and as a Fishery Biologist and worked with
developing Selective Fishing Gear and worked with Endangered Species for several years before returning to the private sector.
We have, in the Pascagoula River, a resource so unique and accessible to the public that most other parts of the United States
would not even consider such degradation to this River Treasure, particularly a project to benefit so few. All of the ecologists
and biologists in your governing organizations have spent years and lifetimes defending such special ecosystems as the
Pascagoula River and it' s important watershed. You are certainly aware of the numerous species that depend on the specific
river parameters related to temperature, turbidity, flow rates, etc., that affect food sources, spawning and over wintering
migrations that have taken place for hundreds, if not thousands of years, including several Threatened and Endangered Species
attempting to survive in the Pascagoula River System.

1120

Wildlife & Habitats The wellbeing of the wildlife and endangered species in the Pascagoula River basin and the quality of the human environment
is of concern to our members, supporters, and staff.

1121

Wildlife & Habitats Aren't we learning through widespread dam removal that this practice will likely have immediate adverse effects on the
greater ecosystem?

1122

Wildlife & Habitats Destruction of pristine environment, which is home to many species that would undoubtly suffer at the prospect of
confinement. Small creek habitat is vital to many game species. It is unjust to destroy a region/ Natural treasure at the expense
of "would be" and sporadic proposed drought.

1123

Wildlife & Habitats I think the study should include the length of Big Cedar Creek from the dam to the Pascagoula. The mouth of Big Cedar Creek is
a well known fishery/ hatchery for sturgeon and striped bass and the construction of the proposed dam, and the dam as well
will disrupt it and the important species it shelters. I also think the history, if any, of drought should be studied and their
interplay with the Pascagoula rivershed. Droughts are an unusual event, and the invocation of "resilience" is a red herring.
Study may show not only no need for a dam, but that it is in fact harmful.
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1124

Wildlife & Habitats What are the effects on the wintering areas for striped bass and sturgeon if the dams are constructed?

1125

Wildlife & Habitats The Pascagoula River, its swamps and wetlands, its plants and creatures, is altogether the most precious part of our Gulf Coast.
Damming its tributaries to create artificial lakes would be terrible. Honored in its pristine state as one of the few unaltered
rivers in our country, increasingly recognized as an environmental treasure, the Pascagoula River must be protected. I hope it
will survive as it is and afford refreshment, fish, beauty to me and my children and my children's children.

1126

Wildlife & Habitats The project involves the destruction of ecologically and economically important wetlands and stream channels whose loss
cannot be equivalently mitigated. The EA does not provide adequate rationale for why the destruction of these wetlands is
unavoidable from a 'drought resiliency' standpoint.
Wetland forests associated with river systems are the most threatened of global wetland types (Dynesius and Nillson 1994).
Based on the wetland delineation by Pickering Firm, Inc., the project area above the two dams will result in the destruction
of"l,201.697 acres of potentially jurisdictional wetlands" and the destruction of "219,506.63 combined linear feet of
ephemeral, intennittent, and perennial stream channels, and 24.77 acres of open water". The majority of these wetlands
were habitat‐typed as being 'Small Stream Swamp Forests' and 'Bottomland Hardwood', but a small area was typed as 'Slash
Pine Flatwoods'. The loss of these wetland forests will result in the concomitant loss of numerous ecosystem functions. For
example, riparian forest buffers along the Big and Little Cedar creeks function in maintaining cool stream temperatures of
spring‐fed waters that feed into the Pascagoula River. Cool tributary waters are important for maintaining a thriving fishery in
systems such as the Pascagoula (e.g., Jackson et al. 2002).
Our knowledge is limited about how to restore high quality forested wetlands. Mitigation for the loss of these wetlands will not
offset the full cost of the destruction of these wetland and stream channel areas. The EA does not clearly provide rationale for
why the destruction of these wetlands is unavoidable (required before project approval), and so should not be granted in the
context of the current project proposal.

1127

Wildlife & Habitats I'm concerned about the whole project! All rivers become low during late summer. I'm really concerned about what this will
end up costing. I own property in Cedar Creek Estates and if the creek is dammed up, my property is useless. I am concerned
about the wildlife. They should just leave it alone.

1128

Wildlife & Habitats Further, according to Section 230.10(c), no discharge of dredge or fill material shall be permitted if it causes or contributes to
significant degradation of the Waters of the United States. As the applicant states in the Environmental Assessment, "the
Pascagoula River is an important transition zone and migratory route for numerous avian, terrestrial and aquatic biological
resources. The River, its floodplains, riparian zone and watershed provide habitat for nearly 150 fish and over 325 bird
species. The diversity of plants and animals is primarily due to the high quality, diverse habitats found throughout,
including coastal marshes and estuaries."
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1129

Wildlife & Habitats Low head dams and or weirs could help to keep wetlands wet and could provide for smaller fry & mosquito eating fish. This
could actually improve fresh water recreational fishing.

1130

Wildlife & Habitats Relatedly, we underscore a statement by the Mississippi Department of Marine Resource's Coastal Preserves Program
regarding the Pascagoula River Marsh Preserve:
(Source: http://www.dmr.ms.gov/index.php/mississippi‐gems/248 ‐pascagoula‐river)
Site Viability Threats to Ecological Integrity: Most of the area is essentially unspoiled. Areas to the south of the Escatawpa River
are suffering from development and pollut ion. The marshes are threatened primarily by industrial and residential
developments that involve dredging, fill, and byproduct pollution. The Escatawpa River is believed to be a major source of
industrial pollution. Future diversions of water from the Pascagoula River and its tributaries could result in an increase of
saltwater intrusion and expansion of the marsh area northward into the area now forested. Diversion could also result in
increased relative pollution as dilution is decreased.

1131

Wildlife & Habitats The ecological benefits of the dams claimed in the EA are also questionable. The first claim, that the dams will maintain habitat
and migratory corridors for fisheries, is not supported, especially in light of the known detrimental impacts of dams on fisheries.

1132

Wildlife & Habitats The area at the confluence of Cedar Creek and the Pascagoula River is well known for seasonal aggregations of Striped Bass, an
anadromous fish returning from the Gulf and seeking very specific aquatic conditions for spawning. I encourage you to read the
published study "Location of Thermal Refuge for Striped Bass in the Pascagoula River" by D. C. Jackson and J. F. Mareska. I feel
there is enough information and explanation provided in this paper alone, to discontinue this project. There has already been
considerable State and Federal work done in that very location and other locations around the Country, which demonstrate
the need for protection. It absolutely amazes me that this project is still being discussed.

1133

Wildlife & Habitats If this project is to go forward, the Environmental Assessment is totally inadequate. We should expect a complete plant and
animal inventory that is only possible if every foot of every creek is walked by qualified scientists.

1134

Wildlife & Habitats It is essential that every square foot of Big and Little Cedar Creek be investigated by qualified and experienced biologists so
that we have a complete inventory to the extent possible of plants and animals in this study area. The study area must include
the mouth of Big Cedar Creek where a cool water refuge sits which no doubt supports wild striped bass, the Gulf of Mexico
Sturgeon, paddlefish, the Alabama Shad and which will certainly be negatively impacted by building two dams with one only
four miles from the cool water refuge. Even the Florida manatee probably uses that deep hole in the heat of summer, so any
threatened, endangered or species of concern is probably benefiting from this natural hole ranked as one of the best in the
whole river system.
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1135

Wildlife & Habitats what happens to the wildlife residents of the proposed area and the fish downstream?

1136

Wildlife & Habitats A Coastal Zone Program Consistency Review is legally required for this project.
Because this project will affect land and water in Jackson County, it falls into the jurisdiction of the Mississippi Coastal Program
(MCP) according to Miss. Code Sec. 57‐15‐ 6. This project's potential effect on water in the Pascagoula River places it squarely
in need of a review for consistency with the Mississippi Coastal Program at MDMR. Pickering's EA predicts the project's
healthful benefits for oysters in Section 4.2.14 on Coastal Zone Management, p. 72, but it fails to recognize the need for the
consistency review. The Department of Marine Resources should have a chance to ask many questions about the project,
including all possible effects on oyster production, and MDMR's state regulatory authority extends to this project.

1137

Wildlife & Habitats Those who are concerned with maintaining a healthy estuary point to these very flooding rains and the extra flow received into
Pascagoula Bay as essential to keeping the fecundity high for all species and one of special concern is the oyster. Holding back
these waters limits oyster survival and replenishment of the species. That can be said for all the other species but oysters are
of special concern at this time.

1138

Wildlife & Habitats Please take note of the paper cited at the end of this commentary about the thermal refuge at the mouth of Big Cedar Creek.

1139

Wildlife & Habitats As a scientist, I strongly urge the Army Corps of Engineers to conduct the most stringent EIS possible to determine the
environmental and ecological impact the proposed George County dams will have on the Pascagoula River. The Pascagoula
River is the most precious natural resource in Mississippi and one of the most precious natural resources in America, therefore,
the EIS must encompass multiple years and extensive assessment from the watershed to the gulf.
In 2009 the Pascagoula River was named as one of America's most endangered rivers by American Rivers. And the ecosystem
services the Pascagoula River provides include refuge to a multitude of species ranging from amphibians, birds, fish, insects and
mammals. However, the proposed dams would eradicate those services and in fact increase the ramifications that the river
mitigates.

1140

Wildlife & Habitats Trapping and classifying mice/rats is advisable. An idea of mammalian populations in general should be part of the biological
survey. One mammal of special concern is the Louisiana Black Bear and the habitat in Big and Little Cedar Creek should be
investigated for clues to the temporary uses black bears make in this area. We don't expect to find resident black bears, but
the use during visitations short‐ term and long‐term should be assessed.
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1141

Wildlife & Habitats Birds need to be inventoried. This river is quite important to the Swallow‐Tailed Kite and the Mississippi Kite. We need to know
what raptors, owls, eagles utilize the existing creeks. We should know what neotropical migrants are stopping over. We may be
surprised with critical habitat in this area.

1142

Wildlife & Habitats The Pascagoula River is not only sacred land by many natives, but also and foremost vital to the Gulf Coast natural flora and
fauna. If these dams are put into place, it will only contribute to global change and will cause extinction among many plants
and animals and marine wild life. It's our duties as citizens to protect our natural resources. I strongly disagree with these
proposed plans. It hurts my heart deeply. Please, do not do this! Greed, power, and control is not worth the loss for our future
children, wildlife, and beloved land!

1143

Wildlife & Habitats How fast will the water be released? How will that affect wildlife downstream? How will this affect endangered species? Fish to
spawn?

1144

Wildlife & Habitats A panel of biologists from the Gulf Coast Research Laboratory and other institutions at a program at The Mary C Center in
Ocean Springs agreed unanimously that any such impoundments could have significant effects on the coastal and estuarine
resources downstream, and that such projects should be considered very carefully and cautiously. I can find details if needed.

1145

Wildlife & Habitats The Pascagoula drainage also has 33 species of freshwater mussels (Jones et al. 2005,p. 82). Nearly half of the freshwater
mussel species of Mississippi are considered to be imperiled by the American Fisheries Society, and the primary reason for
their imperilment is the destruction and alteration of their habitats (Jones et al. 2005, p. 83). It is well documented in the
scientific literature that reservoir construction harms freshwater mussel habitats both upstream and downstream of dams
(Neves et al. 1997 p. 63‐64; Vaughn and Taylor 1999 entire; Williams et al. 1992 entire; Watters 1999 entire). The Corps must
analyze the harm this project could cause to freshwater mussels including the following federal Species of Concern that occur
in the Pascagoula drainage: rayed creekshell (Anodontoides radiatus), Alabama spike (Elliptio arctata), delicate spike
(Elliptio area), southern pocketbook (Lampsilis ornata), southern hickorynut (Obovaria jacksoniana), Alabama hickorynut
(Obovaria unicolor), Mississippi pigtoe (Pleurobema beadleianum), and purple pimpleback (Quadrula refulgens). Of particular
concern, the rayed creekshell and the Alabama spike are under status review for federal listing, and the delicate spike is listed
as endangered by the state of Mississippi.
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1146

Wildlife & Habitats The environmental impact statement must analyze the impacts to species caused by altering the natural hydrology of the area,
which may include impairment of reproductive success and timing, impairment of ability to find food, changes in
competition and predation, and changes in physiology and behavior (Novak et. al 2016, entire). These types of changes have
caused population declines of aquatic species like the Pascagoula map turtle and yellow‐blotched sawback (Selman and
Qualls 2009). Impacts to aquatic habitat must be assessed from the location of the impoundments and artificial lakes all the
way downstream to the coastal estuaries, as the impoundments can potentially reduce sediment supply to estuarine areas,
increasing the vulnerability of coastal wetlands to predicted sea‐level rise and storm surge (Falcini et al. 2012, entire; Hupp
et al. 2009, entire). Finally, the Corps should analyze the impacts of an altered flow regime on the overall biodiversity of the
area (Bunn and Arthington 2002).

1147

Wildlife & Habitats The environmental impact statement must also assess the impacts to species caused by terrestrial habitat loss. The permanent
flooding of lands within the footprints of the proposed lakes will irretrievably destroy thousands of acres of terrestrial and
wetland habitat used by native and endemic species. The Environmental Assessment notes that the two artificial lakes will
unavoidably engulf approximately 2,868 acres in the Big and Little Cedar Creek watershed, with the Upper Lake inundating
I,715 acres and the Lower Lake inundating 1,153 acres. It also identifies adverse impacts to approximately 1,201.697 acres of
potential jurisdictional wetlands, 219,506.63 combined linear feet of ephemeral, intermittent, and perennial stream
channels, and 24.77acres of open water within Small Stream Swamp Forests and Bo omland Hardwood habitats. A
"small area" of Slash Pine Flatwoods will also be impacted.

1148

Wildlife & Habitats The environmental impact statement should analyze with specificity the impact this loss of habitat will have on local wildlife
populations, paying careful attention to specific habitat needs of each species. Specifically, the Corps should:
•Determine which species use the terrestrial habitat in the footprint of the proposed lakes, focusing par cularly on rare and
protected species, and determine whether and to what extent the impoundments will impact their habitat;
•Determine which rep le, fish, mollusk species use Big Cedar or Li le Cedar Creeks and connected waterways, and determine
whether the impoundments will harm or impede their use of the natural habitat; and
•Iden fy specific microhabitat needed by species and determine the Project's impacts on that microhabitat.

1149

Wildlife & Habitats Though difficult to quantify, there is great value in having wild and undeveloped lands and waters, aside from direct economic
effects. Even people who don't regularly visit a wild area or a particular area attach great value to their presence and
availability. There are certainly issues associated with endangered fish, birds, and animals. Looking beyond those statutory
considerations, what are the effects on populations of animals and plants not designated as endangered or threatened. Would
the project cause unacceptable or undesirable reductions or effects?
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1150

Wildlife & Habitats The environmental impact statement should also analyze projected habitat loss that will occur from development induced by
the creation of the lakes and associated water parks. This analysis should include all residential and commercial development,
new or expanded roads, and other infrastructure, including the Lucedale Publicly Owned Treatment Works plant, which is
located outside the Upper Lake's footprint and "would likely need to be upgraded and possibly expanded to maintain
recreational water quality standards in the Project's two lakes." Impacts may arise in the form of habitat destruction,
degradation, or fragmentation, as well as road mortality and pollution from surface runoff. Fragmentation and road mortality
are especially impactful to amphibians and reptiles like the eastern diamondback rattlesnake, which are most vulnerable
(Andrews and Gibbons 2005, entire; Andrews et al. 2006, entire; Andrews et al. 2008, entire).

1151

Wildlife & Habitats The project would bring about the destruction of large ecosystems that have current and long term benefits to all citizens (the
habitat of numerous species and a more or less wild river) and provide benefits to only a few hundred (a thousand?) people
that would actually enjoy the lakes. Please explore exactly how many unique citizens would actually use the lakes that do not
use the river now.
This river system is the largest naturally flowing river in the Continental US. With efforts all over the US to remove dams and
return rivers to some sort of wild state, there seems to be no rational reason to destroy this one.

1152

Wildlife & Habitats The Pascagoula River is the most precious natural resource in Mississippi and one of the most precious natural resources in
America. Hastily moving forward on this project for unsubstantiated rationales and without performing an Environmental
Impact Study will undoubtedly have devastating and irreparable impacts on the wildlife and plant life of the Pascagoula River. I
wholeheartedly object to this project, and will not consider entertaining the idea of this project unless a thorough
Environmental Impact Study is completed, which would take several years and multiple in depth studies throughout various
parts of the river and surrounding areas.

1153

Wildlife & Habitats For over 20 years I have been boating and fishing on these bayous, rivers, tributaries and gulf. The Pascagoula River holds great
distinction as one of the last remaining free flowing rivers in the lower 48 states. There needs to be many years of research
performed by doctoral prepared Ecologists, Botanists, Environmentalists, Marine Biologists, and Ornithologists prior to
undertaking a project as monumental as this Lake George Project. Discovering adverse outcomes after the dams are completed
will be of no service to Mississippians.

1154

Wildlife & Habitats So as part of the EIS, two years of biological assessments should be undertaken with month by month surveys and explorations
by various biologists each with varying specialties so that nothing is missed.

1155

Wildlife & Habitats Other riparian habitat such as bayheads and woods need to be identified and described in more detail as well as agricultural
land, etc. Again, preferably shown in a GIS.
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1156

Wildlife & Habitats

1157

Wildlife & Habitats The Corps should also consider impacts to fish, including the estuarine‐adapted sunfish and black bass populations, which are
important to recreational economies along the coast (Rakocinski et al. 1997, Lowe et al. 2009); the pearl darter (Percina
aurora), a species proposed for federal threatened status; the freckled darter (Percina lenticula), the largest species of darter
(NatureServe 2014); and the Alabama Shad (Alosa alabamae), a NOAA Fisheries Species of Concern (Mickle et al. 2010). A
Pascagoula endemic topminnow (Fundulidae), which is in the process of formal species description, is only known to occur in
two creeks in Mississippi, one of which is Big Cedar Creek. Additionally, 33 species of freshwater mussels (Unionidae) have
been reported from the Pascagoula River Basin (Jones et al. 2005).

1158

Wildlife & Habitats I’m excited the Lake George Project will stabilize water flow on the Pascagoula River while creating new habitat for fish and
wildlife. What a forward thinking idea for our environment. I’m 100% behind any project that gives back to our environment by
protecting current habitat while creating new resources in a natural and sustainable way.

1159

Wildlife & Habitats The Environmental Assessment states that the proposed artificial lakes could be used "to alter flows to seasonally enhance
critical habitat for [threatened and endangered] fish species." While it is admirable to take actions to assist the recovery of
threatened and endangered species, the natural flow should not be altered on a single‐species basis. Rather, any management
should be done on the ecosystem level.

1160

Wildlife & Habitats

1161

Wildlife & Habitats The Pascagoula River, its floodplains, riparian zone and watershed are an important migratory route for numerous avian,
terrestrial and aquatic biological resources and provide habitat for nearly 150 fish and over 325 bird species. The diversity of
plants and animals is primarily due to the high quality, diverse habitats found throughout the watershed.

1162

Wildlife & Habitats I understand a significant concern is the construction of dams on Cedar Creek flowing into the river. If the COE decides these
dams would be harmful to the river, will other dams located on the other streams/creeks flowing into the Pascagoula be
removed?

It must address what species will be affected and how the temperature of the lake water will affect species and water quality.

The lake would benefit fishing and help maintain oxygen levels for all acquatic bological species stressed during low water
levels.
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1163

Wildlife & Habitats The habitat also supports a rich diversity of less threatened but nonetheless important groups of organisms. The Pascagoula
River, for example, supports 327 species of birds out of a total of just over 400 species recorded for the state. These animals
depend on healthy riverine habitats as places to breed as well as important places to rest and feed during annual migrations
across the region. Indeed, the Pascagoula River basin is a major north‐south migration route for neotropical bird migrants.
Examples of bird species of concern for Audubon and other conservation agencies and organizations include the Swallow‐tailed
Kite, Swainson's Warbler and Prothonotary Warbler. Any significant disruption to the free‐flowing nature of the river will
adversely impact these species.

1164

Wildlife & Habitats We are also concerned that this project will have unintended consequences to the flora and fauna of the river system as well
as unplanned maintenance costs.

1165

Wildlife & Habitats The current conditions of the Pascagoula River and much of the associated upland and wetland habitats within the watershed
are of high quality. As such these habitats support high biological diversity of plants and animals. This is a direct result of the
free‐flowing nature of the system and 30 plus years of efforts by local, state and federal agencies and non‐profit organizations
that have protected this river and worked to secure large tracts of lands that are now in perpetual conservation. It is indeed
the high quality nature of the river and its environs that support healthy populations of a number of threatened and
endangered species, many of which will be directly or indirectly threatened by this project.

1166

Wildlife & Habitats The Corps should also ensure that the counties develop a Migratory Bird Conservation Plan that specifically considers the
effects of forest clearing and fragmentation on migratory bird species protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and
provides measures to prevent, minimize, or mitigate such impacts.

1167

Wildlife & Habitats How will this project not damage the animal and plant life along the creeks?

1168

Wildlife & Habitats And what is going to happen to the fish that swim up this stream to spawn along the bends of cedar creek and the branch on
Bismark road?

1169

Wildlife & Habitats Please request a statement from The Nature Conservancy in Mississippi regarding the impact, if any, of the Project on the
Charles 1H. Deaton Nature Preserve, which is managed by The Nature Conservancy and is located in the Lower Pascagoula
River Watershed.

1170

Wildlife & Habitats To offset low water, the dams would be opened to put a large concentration of compromised water into a river when it and its
flora and fauna are most vulnerable and least able to deal with undesirable contents.
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1171

Wildlife & Habitats Non riparian, transitional habitat such as bayheads host many plant and animal species that would be lost in the footprint of
the lakes the consequences of this need to be described in more detail in the EIS.

1172

Wildlife & Habitats I'm also concerned on the effects the lakes could have on the Eco system, and the downstream environment! This will
undoubtedly disrupt the natural habitat in and around the river!! Please do not change it in any way!! Don't disrupt the natural
changing of the river in any way, PLEASE!

1173

Wildlife & Habitats Please critically examine the so far unsupported claims and justifications by the project sponsors that damming streams and
providing water during low flow periods on the Pascagoula River is a way to maintain habitat and migratory corridors for fish.
Please examine whether the lakes or their use in augmenting flow will provide any critical habitat for Gutf sturgeon feeding or
reproduction, or provide nursery areas for juveniles or immature sturgeon. No data were provided in the EA that indicate that
any imperiled aquatic species would benefit from the project.

1174

Wildlife & Habitats Please consider loss of bird stopover areas, and interruption of fish migration.

1175

Wildlife & Habitats I know biodiversity of vertebrate fauna (birds, fish, rep les and amphibians) will be considered. Please consider also major
aquatic and wetland invertebrates. Mississippi is home to more than 60 species of crayfish, and the Pascagoula River basin
has recently been recognized for high imperilment of crayfish biodiversity. Include crayfish and mussels, major components of
aquatic systems, in consideration of environmental impacts of these lakes.

1176

Wildlife & Habitats I would like to voice my thoughts on the dam project. As the last un‐dammed river in MS, the Pascagoula is so important for
biodiversity. This level of biodiversity would be lost if a dam were put in place. I can appreciate looking for solutions to drought,
but damming a river for that purpose seems short sighted to me. The project might benefit people, but at the expense of
natural habitat.

1177

Wildlife & Habitats Dam construction and operation could also contribute to the take of migratory birds and this risk needs to be thoroughly
evaluated in an EIS in the context of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
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Wildlife & Habitats As you are aware all organisms in the river are adapted to flow fluctuations and GS in particular use these environmental cues
to make life history movements for staging and offshore movements (emigration and immigration).

Besides our publications on the GS, I have some unpublished acoustic data from a receiver just immediately south of the creeks
terminus with the main stem showing GS are near there and a few further receivers north of that site showing the same. We
do not know if they use the creek as a nursery but that really needs to be evaluated before it is totally destroyed as once that
happens it will effect recovery of this federally designated species.
1179

Wildlife & Habitats Things to look at: habitat destruction

1180

Wildlife & Habitats The creeks themselves, at least in some places, may contain the Louisiana quill wort which has recently been split so that there
is an even more rare version of this underwater plant so far only found on tributaries of the Pearl but which may await
discovery on these two shallow, cool creeks with some areas appearing very similar to areas where this plant was found
elsewhere.

1181

Wildlife & Habitats We should look at the trees and shrubs along these creeks, as well as the smaller streamside plants, to make sure that any and
all are expendable and not rare.

1182

Wildlife & Habitats As I've stated previously, the various phyla‐terrestrial and aquatic‐should all be examined to make sure there are no
undiscovered species in these streams. I would not be surprised if there are new species of mussels, new species of crayfish,
new fish species. The Pearl Darter has recently been under consideration for listing as an endangered species. It might well
survive in some parts of Big and Little Cedar Creeks.

1183

Wildlife & Habitats Reduced fresh water flow into the wetlands could result in salinization which would kill plant and animal life. The project
proposed will also directly destroy habitat and kill many animals in the flooding/forming of the lakes themselves.

1184

Wildlife & Habitats Turtles of concern are the Gulf Coast Spiny Softshell, the Alabama Redbelly Turtle, and the Yellow‐blotched sawback turtle. Any
of these may enjoy parts of these stream beds and only qualified investigators can find them or rule them out. And perhaps a
qualified investigator will discover other turtles in need of the endemic habitat. Snapping turtles, sliders, cooters, etc, as well as
an unusual form of box turtle might be located.
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1185

Wildlife & Habitats Please examine the idea that variable flow regimes on the Pascagoula River are part of the natural ecology of the River and are
valuable and critical for maintaining ecological structure and function of streams. Please further examine the idea that
occasional droughts may be of benefit to some native species.

1186

Wildlife & Habitats Salinity levels in the Pascagoula river would increase effecting wildlife and plants.

1187

Wildlife & Habitats The issues of big concern in building a dam are destroying wetlands, disturbing wildlife, including some endangered species and
possibly building a lake on inappropriate soil.

1188

Wildlife & Habitats Specifically, this project will result in loss of wetlands, fragmentation of riparian corridors, and facilitation of invasive aquatic
species. These potential developments may facilitate additional development within the watershed and contribute
substantially to the cumulative impacts to wildlife, wetlands, and aquatic features of the Pascagoula basin.

1189

Wildlife & Habitats It is known that the project is going to cause permanent and irreversible damage to an ecologically critical area and this
damage needs to be acknowledged in an EIS. The Pascagoula River is ecologically significant because it is the only remaining
large undammed river in the continental United States and building two large dams on two of its tributaries will
unquestionably damage the unique characteristics of the area. The significance of building two dams in this area is downplayed
or ignored in the EA and must be fully assessed.

1190

Wildlife & Habitats The Southeastern Fishes Council (SFC) is a non‐profit organization dedicated to the preservation and conservation of
southeastern fishes and their freshwater habitats. As a result, the SFC membership is strongly concerned about the permit
request recently filed for the construction of two impoundments on Little Cedar and Big Cedar Creeks, tributaries to the
Pascagoula River in George and Jackson counties, Mississippi. The Southeastern Fishes Cow1cil urges proponents of the project
to abandon plans to construct impoundments on these tributaries, as it will negatively impact the unique aquatic community of
the basin.

1191

Wildlife & Habitats The Corps should also analyze the impacts to species from construction and operation of the proposed impoundments,
including the impacts from noise, habitat fragmentation, and increased exposure to human persecution. This analysis will
require the Corps to obtain more specific construction and operation plans for the proposed project, which were not provided
for the Environmental Assessment.

1192

Wildlife & Habitats The Pascagoula River is the last un‐impounded river basin in the United States. As a result, the free‐flowing river is home to a
relatively intact and diverse fish community.
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1193

Wildlife & Habitats May name is Laurie Kauppi. My husband and I are homeowners on John's Bayou, in Vancleave, MS. We are opposed to the
proposition to create lakes in George County, MS by damming the Pascagoula River. We feel as if this will have a terrible
impact on the environment and the aquatic life of the river and its tributaries.

1194

Wildlife & Habitats The Southeastern Fishes Council feels that the construction of the two proposed impoundments will have disastrous impacts
on the aquatic community of the basin and poses significant risk to the long term persistence of many freshwater species.
Elsewhere, over the last decade, impoundments and dams are being removed and subsequent studies have indicated that
aquatic communities are re‐bounding to pre‐modification levels. The proposed construction of the impoundments in the
Pascagoula River basin is viewed as regressive and unwise and is strongly opposed by the SFC.

1195

Wildlife & Habitats Will the construction of these lakes result in temporary but potentially long‐lasting ecological impact of reduced downstream
flow as they are being filled?

1196

Wildlife & Habitats The environmental impact statement should also analyze impacts the supplemental flow releases will have on wildlife that
adapt to and become reliant on the artificial lakes, particularly if the lakes are ever emptied entirely to supplement the
Pascagoula River.

1197

Wildlife & Habitats Would attempting to control the water flows cause an imbalance in the ecosystem that exists in the Pascagoula River
watershed?

1198

Wildlife & Habitats I would not be surprised if unusual water snakes were found along these creeks. Considering the catastrophic change proposed
in this area it is imperative that we rule this out before the lakes are flooded.
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